
International Registration designating India 
Trade Marks Journal No: 1864 ,   27/08/2018           Class 1 
 

Priority claimed from 25/06/2015; Application No. : 1313003 ;Benelux 
3280296    12/11/2015
[International Registration No. : 1278488]
Koppert B.V.
Veilingweg 14 NL-2651 BE Berkel en Rodenrijs

Address for service in India/Agents address:
LALL LAHIRI AND SALHOTRA.
PLOT NO. B-28, SECTOR - 32, INSTITUTIONAL AREA, GURGAON - 122 001, HARYANA.

Proposed to be Used
IR DIVISION
Soil conditioners; fertilizers; means for promoting the growth and improvement and development of crops, including 
micro-organisms and biological or botanical substances; plant growth nutrients; biological preparations for agricultural 
purposes.

4017



Trade Marks Journal No: 1864 ,   27/08/2018           Class 1 
 

Priority claimed from 27/12/2017; Application No. : 2017-169983 ;Japan 
3915209    27/04/2018
[International Registration No. : 1417012]
Marubeni Corporation
7-1, Nihonbashi 2-chome, Chuo-ku Tokyo 103-6060 Japan

Proposed to be Used
IR DIVISION
Fatty acids for industrial purposes; higher fatty acids.

4018



Trade Marks Journal No: 1864 ,   27/08/2018           Class 1 
 

3915333    18/06/2018
[International Registration No. : 1416997]
Evonik Degussa GmbH
Rellinghauser Straße 1-11 45128 Essen Germany

Proposed to be Used
IR DIVISION
Activated metal catalysts.

4019



Trade Marks Journal No: 1864 ,   27/08/2018           Class 1 
 

3915746    07/06/2018
[International Registration No. : 1417318]
Jiangsu Crevo Science&Technology Co.,Ltd.
Zhongtian Road, Changkun Industrial Park, Shajiabang Town, Changshu 215559 Jiangsu China

Proposed to be Used
IR DIVISION
Adhesives for industrial purposes; protective gases for welding; plastisols; cement [metallurgy]; glue for industrial 
purposes; acetylene; textile-brightening chemicals; adhesives for wall tiles.

4020



Trade Marks Journal No: 1864 ,   27/08/2018           Class 1 
 

3915770    20/12/2017
[International Registration No. : 1416698]
WEIFANG LIANXING NEW MATERIAL TECHNOLOGY CO., LTD.
West of Lingang Road, Lingang Industrial park, Binhai Economic Development Zone, Weifang City 261000 Shandong Province China

Proposed to be Used
IR DIVISION
Graphite carbon loaf; carbon powder; extractive carbon loaf; carbon material.

4021



Trade Marks Journal No: 1864 ,   27/08/2018           Class 1 
 

3915968    04/07/2018
[International Registration No. : 1264364]
Samyang Corporation
31, Jong-ro 33-gil, Jongno-gu, (Yeonji-dong) Seoul Republic of Korea

Proposed to be Used
IR DIVISION
Polyamide resins; polybutylene terephthalate; polyester elastomer; polyethylene terephthalate; polycarbonate; 
polypropylene compound resins.

4022



Trade Marks Journal No: 1864 ,   27/08/2018           Class 1 
 

3915987    04/07/2018
[International Registration No. : 1262721]
Samyang Corporation
31, Jong-ro 33-gil, Jongno-gu, (Yeonji-dong) Seoul Republic of Korea

Proposed to be Used
IR DIVISION
Polyamide resins; polybutylene terephthalate; polyester elastomer; polyethylene terephthalate; polycarbonate; 
polypropylene compound resins.

4023



Trade Marks Journal No: 1864 ,   27/08/2018           Class 1 
 

3917389    04/07/2018
[International Registration No. : 1262208]
Samyang Corporation
31, Jong-ro 33-gil, Jongno-gu, (Yeonji-dong) Seoul Republic of Korea

Proposed to be Used
IR DIVISION
Polyamide resins; polybutylene terephthalate resins; polyethylene terephthalate resins; polycarbonate resins; 
polypropylene resins; polystyrene resins; polybutylene resins; polyethylene resins; unprocessed plastics; lauryl resins; 
unprocessed synthetic resins; casein resins; cellulose plastic resins.

4024



Trade Marks Journal No: 1864 ,   27/08/2018           Class 1 
 

 

3917390    04/07/2018
[International Registration No. : 1261418]
Samyang Corporation
31, Jong-ro 33-gil, Jongno-gu, (Yeonji-dong) Seoul Republic of Korea

Proposed to be Used
IR DIVISION
Polyamide resins; polybutylene terephthalate resins; polyester elastomer resins; polyethylene terephthalate resins; 
polycarbonate resins; polypropylene compound resins; polystyrene resins; polybutylene resins; polyethylene resins; 
unprocessed plastics; lauryl resins; plastic alloys.

4025



Trade Marks Journal No: 1864 ,   27/08/2018           Class 2 
 

Priority claimed from 06/02/2018; Application No. : 87787250 ;United States of America 
3853109    20/02/2018
[International Registration No. : 1405093]
Coatings Foreign IP Co. LLC
c/o The Corporation Trust Company, Corporation Trust Center, 1209 Orange Street Wilmington, Delaware 19801 US

Address for service in India/Attorney address:
ZEUSIP ADVOCATES LLP
J-29, 3rd Floor, Jangpura Extension, New Delhi-110014

Proposed to be Used
IR DIVISION
Coating compositions in the nature of paint for industrial applications; coatings in the nature of surface protective 
coatings for industrial applications; colorants; paints; primers; polyurethane coatings for exterior and interior use on a 
variety of substrates.

4026



Trade Marks Journal No: 1864 ,   27/08/2018           Class 2 
 

3917498    04/01/2018
[International Registration No. : 1416509]
Qingdao Pingxin Paint Co., Ltd.
Southwest Side, Automobile Parts Market, Pingdu City Shandong China

Proposed to be Used
IR DIVISION
White [colorant or paint]; waterproof paints in powder form; anti-rust oils; carbon powder for copiers; malt colorants; 
distempers; coatings [paints]; silver emulsions [pigments]; paints; thinners for paints.

4027



Trade Marks Journal No: 1864 ,   27/08/2018           Class 3 
 

2899859    29/10/2014
[International Registration No. : 1226959]
AMAZON BEAUTY, INC.
80 Park Avenue, Suite 5N New York NY 10016 United States of America

Address for service in India/Attorney address:
PARKER & PARKER CO. LLP
A3 Trade Center, Stadium Circle, CG Road, Ahmedabad 380009. India

Proposed to be Used
IR DIVISION
Bath gel; Bath lotion; Body lotions; Body oil; Cosmetic soaps; Cosmetic sun-protecting preparations; Cream soaps; Face 
and body creams; Face and body lotions; Facial scrubs; Fragrances for personal use; Hair care preparations; Hair 
conditioners; Hair creams; Hair gels; Hair lotions; Hair nourishers; Hair shampoo; Hair spray; Incense; Liquid bath soaps; 
Lotions for face and body care; Oils for hair conditioning; Perfumes; Shampoo-conditioners; Shower and bath gel; Skin 
conditioners; Skin cream; Skin gels for accelerating, enhancing or extending tans; Skin moisturizer; Skin soap; Soaps for 
personal use; Sun block preparations; Sun care lotions; Sun creams; Sun tan gel; Sun tan oil; Suntanning preparations.

4028



Trade Marks Journal No: 1864 ,   27/08/2018           Class 3 
 

2984353    16/02/2015
[International Registration No. : 1239876]
INTERKONTINENTAL INVESTMENTS MANUFACTURING, LLC
7130 Seacrest Boulevard Lantana FL 33462 United States of America

Address for service in India/Attorney address:
ANOVIP
45/1, FLOOR NO:3, CORNER MARKET, MALVIYA NAGAR, NEW DELHI-110017

Proposed to be Used
IR DIVISION
Non-medicated skin care preparations.

4029



Trade Marks Journal No: 1864 ,   27/08/2018           Class 3 
 

3118040    02/07/2015
[International Registration No. : 1259101]
COMBE INTERNATIONAL LTD.
1101 Westchester Avenue White Plains, New York 10604-3597 United States of America

Address for service in India/Agents address:
LALL LAHIRI AND SALHOTRA.
PLOT NO. B-28, SECTOR - 32, INSTITUTIONAL AREA, GURGAON - 122 001, HARYANA.

Proposed to be Used
IR DIVISION
Shampoos and hair conditioning preparations for dying and colouring the hair.

4030



Trade Marks Journal No: 1864 ,   27/08/2018           Class 3 
 

Priority claimed from 04/05/2018; Application No. : 4020180060585 ;Republic of Korea 
3915107    16/05/2018
[International Registration No. : 1416962]
AMOREPACIFIC CORPORATION
100, Hangang-daero, Yongsan-gu Seoul Republic of Korea

Proposed to be Used
IR DIVISION
Make-up; cosmetic preparations for baths; cosmetic preparations for skin care; hair care preparations; non-medicated 
preparations for the care of skin, hair and scalp; cosmetic preparations for the hair and scalp; non-medicated hair 
treatment preparations for cosmetic purposes; perfumes; hair sprays and hair gels; cosmetics; lavender oil; hair essential 
mists; cotton wool for cosmetic purposes; shampoos; hair rinses; hair conditioners; dentifrices; non-medicated pet 
shampoos; essential oils; laundry preparations.

4031



Trade Marks Journal No: 1864 ,   27/08/2018           Class 3 
 

3915203    24/01/2018
[International Registration No. : 1417022]
LANCOME PARFUMS ET BEAUTE & CIE
29, rue du Faubourg Saint-Honoré F-75008 PARIS France

Proposed to be Used
IR DIVISION
Perfumery products, perfumes, eau de toilette, eau de Cologne, body deodorants; all these goods are of French origin or 
made in France.

4032



Trade Marks Journal No: 1864 ,   27/08/2018           Class 3 
 

3915852    18/05/2018
[International Registration No. : 1417223]
DONGYING HI-TECH SPRING CHEMICAL INDUSTRIAL CO., LTD.
SHENGLI INDUSTRIAL PARK, DONGYING DISTRICT, DONGYING CITY 257000 SHANDONG PROVINCE China

Proposed to be Used
IR DIVISION
Lotions for cosmetic purposes; cosmetic preparations for skin care; cosmetic dyes; phytocosmetic preparations; make-
up preparations; cosmetics; cosmetic kits; oils for cosmetic purposes; cosmetics for children; make-up removing 
preparations.

4033



Trade Marks Journal No: 1864 ,   27/08/2018           Class 3 
 

3915900    18/05/2018
[International Registration No. : 1417183]
DONGYING HI-TECH SPRING CHEMICAL INDUSTRIAL CO., LTD.
SHENGLI INDUSTRIAL PARK, DONGYING DISTRICT, DONGYING CITY 257000 SHANDONG PROVINCE China

Proposed to be Used
IR DIVISION
Lotions for cosmetic purposes; cosmetic preparations for skin care; cosmetic dyes; phytocosmetic preparations; make-
up preparations; cosmetics; cosmetic kits; oils for cosmetic purposes; cosmetics for children; make-up removing 
preparations.

4034



Trade Marks Journal No: 1864 ,   27/08/2018           Class 3 
 

Priority claimed from 15/01/2018; Application No. : 4419808 ;France 
3915977    07/06/2018
[International Registration No. : 1417125]
L'OREAL
14 rue Royale F-75008 PARIS France

Proposed to be Used
IR DIVISION
Perfumes; eaux de toilette; body deodorants; toilet preparations; toilet soaps; cosmetic preparations for baths; 
cosmetics; cosmetics for body care; facial care preparations; skin care preparations; make-up; cosmetic skin-tanning 
preparations; after-sun preparations for cosmetic use; hair treatments and preparations; beauty care preparations for 
hair; essential oils.

4035



Trade Marks Journal No: 1864 ,   27/08/2018           Class 3 
 

Priority claimed from 15/12/2017; Application No. : 017605049 ;European Union 
3918285    14/06/2018
[International Registration No. : 1416558]
Business Solutions INTL LTD
10 Barley Mow Passage London W4 4PH United Kingdom

Proposed to be Used
IR DIVISION
Perfumes; eau de toilette; eau de cologne; deodorants for personal use; soaps; bath and shower gels; essential oils; 
cosmetics; perfumery; fragrances; makeup products; cosmetics, in particular, creams, soaps, lotions and gels for skin 
and body care; pre- and after-shave products.

4036



Trade Marks Journal No: 1864 ,   27/08/2018           Class 4 
 

Priority claimed from 26/06/2014; Application No. : 1291778 ;Benelux 
2957504    19/09/2014
[International Registration No. : 1236460]
RYMAX B.V.
Delweg 8 NL-6902 PJ Zevenaar

Address for service in India/Attorney address:
PARKER & PARKER CO. LLP
A3 Trade Center, Stadium Circle, CG Road, Ahmedabad 380009. India

Proposed to be Used
IR DIVISION
Industrial oils and greases; lubricants.

4037



Trade Marks Journal No: 1864 ,   27/08/2018           Class 4 
 

Priority claimed from 08/01/2015; Application No. : 86498824 ;United States of America 
3153365    06/07/2015
[International Registration No. : 1261651]
Jacob Stern & Sons, Inc.
P.O. Box 50740 Santa Barbara CA 93150 United States of America

Address for service in India/Agents address:
LALL LAHIRI AND SALHOTRA.
PLOT NO. B-28, SECTOR - 32, INSTITUTIONAL AREA, GURGAON - 122 001, HARYANA.

Proposed to be Used
IR DIVISION
Industrial oils and fats, namely, vegetable-based oils, and organic oils for use in the manufacture of adhesives, 
surfactants, fabric softeners, sizing agents, lubricants, paints, inks, drying agents, nutritional supplements, personal care 
products including cosmetics, pharmaceuticals, plastics, polyurethanes, rubber, soaps, detergents, waxes, concrete, and 
for general manufacturing purposes; palm oil and palm oil derivatives for use in the manufacture of surfactants, paints, 
lubricants, personal care products including cosmetics, plastics, polyurethanes, rubber, soap, waxes, adhesives, and for 
general manufacturing purposes; castor oil and castor oil derivatives for use in the manufacture of surfactants, paints, 
lubricants, personal care products including cosmetics, plastics, polyurethanes, rubber, soap, waxes, adhesives, and for 
general manufacturing purposes; tallow and other animal fats for use in the manufacture of adhesives, surfactants, fabric 
softeners, sizing agents, lubricants, paints, inks, drying agents, nutritional supplements, personal care products including 
cosmetics, pharmaceuticals, plastics, polyurethanes, rubber, soaps, detergents, waxes, concrete, and for general 
manufacturing purposes.

4038



Trade Marks Journal No: 1864 ,   27/08/2018           Class 5 
 

Priority claimed from 17/04/2014; Application No. : FI2014C000604 ;Italy 
2930504    15/10/2014
[International Registration No. : 1233984]
LASCOD S.P.A.
Via Luigi Longo, 18 I-50019 SESTO FIORENTINO, FIRENZE Italy

Address for service in India/Agents address:
DE PENNING & DE PENNING.
ALAKNANDA 16, NEPEAN SEA ROAD, MUMBAI - 400 036.

Proposed to be Used
IR DIVISION
Materials for making dental impressions.

4039



Trade Marks Journal No: 1864 ,   27/08/2018           Class 5 
 

Priority claimed from 13/01/2015; Application No. : 2522227 ;Ireland 
3244667    03/06/2015
[International Registration No. : 1272369]
GILEAD SCIENCES IRELAND UC
IDA Business and Technology Park, Carrigtohill Co. Cork Ireland

Address for service in India/Agents address:
ANAND AND ANAND.
B-41,NIZAMUDDIN EAST, NEW DELHI - 110 013.

Proposed to be Used
IR DIVISION
Pharmaceutical preparations.

4040



Trade Marks Journal No: 1864 ,   27/08/2018           Class 5 
 

Priority claimed from 21/07/2015; Application No. : 58702/2015 ;Switzerland 
3302471    21/12/2015
[International Registration No. : 1265108]
Seqirus UK Limited 
Point, 29 Market Street Maidenhead, Berkshire SL6 8AA GB

Address for service in India/Agents address:
LALL LAHIRI AND SALHOTRA.
PLOT NO. B-28, SECTOR - 32, INSTITUTIONAL AREA, GURGAON - 122 001, HARYANA.

Proposed to be Used
IR DIVISION
Vaccines for human use.

4041



Trade Marks Journal No: 1864 ,   27/08/2018           Class 5 
 

Priority claimed from 21/07/2015; Application No. : 58704/2015 ;Switzerland 
3304508    21/12/2015
[International Registration No. : 1265110]
Seqirus UK Limited 
Point, 29 Market Street Maidenhead, Berkshire SL6 8AA GB

Address for service in India/Agents address:
LALL LAHIRI AND SALHOTRA.
PLOT NO. B-28, SECTOR - 32, INSTITUTIONAL AREA, GURGAON - 122 001, HARYANA.

Proposed to be Used
IR DIVISION
Vaccines for human use.

4042



Trade Marks Journal No: 1864 ,   27/08/2018           Class 5 
 

 

Priority claimed from 20/11/2017; Application No. : 2017-152396 ;Japan 
3915172    18/05/2018
[International Registration No. : 1416980]
Nissan Chemical Industries, Ltd.
7-1, Kanda-Nishiki-cho 3-chome, Chiyoda-ku Tokyo 101-0054 Japan

Proposed to be Used
IR DIVISION
Fumigants (only for agricultural purposes); fungicides (only for agricultural purposes); rodenticides (only for agricultural 
purposes); insecticides (only for agricultural purposes); herbicides (weedkillers); insect-repellents (only for agricultural 
purposes); antiseptics (only for agricultural purposes).

4043



Trade Marks Journal No: 1864 ,   27/08/2018           Class 5 
 

Priority claimed from 12/12/2017; Application No. : 87718148 ;United States of America 
3915193    25/05/2018
[International Registration No. : 1416972]
Heron Therapeutics, Inc.
4242 Campus Point Court, Suite 200 San Diego CA 92121 United States of America

Proposed to be Used
IR DIVISION
Pharmaceutical preparations and substances, namely, anesthetics for surgical purposes; anesthetics for surgical use; 
inhalant anesthetics; local anesthetics; topical anesthetics; general anesthetics; anti-inflammatory preparations; anti-
inflammatory ointments; analgesic preparations; preparations for the relief of pain; anesthetics for peri-operative and 
post-operative use; pharmaceutical preparations and substances for use in anesthesia and for the treatment and control 
of pain.

4044



Trade Marks Journal No: 1864 ,   27/08/2018           Class 5 
 

Priority claimed from 20/11/2017; Application No. : 2017-152398 ;Japan 
3915199    18/05/2018
[International Registration No. : 1416971]
Nissan Chemical Industries, Ltd.
7-1, Kanda-Nishiki-cho 3-chome, Chiyoda-ku Tokyo 101-0054 Japan

Proposed to be Used
IR DIVISION
Fumigants (only for agricultural purposes); fungicides (only for agricultural purposes); rodenticides (only for agricultural 
purposes); insecticides (only for agricultural purposes); herbicides (weedkillers); insect-repellents (only for agricultural 
purposes); antiseptics (only for agricultural purposes).

4045



Trade Marks Journal No: 1864 ,   27/08/2018           Class 5 
 

Priority claimed from 02/01/2018; Application No. : 017651852 ;European Union 
3915751    28/06/2018
[International Registration No. : 1416767]
ITM Isotopen Technologien München AG
Lichtenbergstr. 1 85748 Garching Germany

Proposed to be Used
IR DIVISION
Radiopharmaceuticals, in particular gallium complexes and gallium DOTATOC.

4046



Trade Marks Journal No: 1864 ,   27/08/2018           Class 5 
 

3915758    24/05/2018
[International Registration No. : 1417045]
SD Biotechnologies co., Ltd
(Deungchon-dong, Seoul Hightech Venture Center), No.301 Building C, Gonghang-Daero 61-gil 29, Gangseo-gu Seoul Republic of 
Korea

Proposed to be Used
IR DIVISION
Sanitary pads; tampons for medical purposes; adult diapers; babies' diapers; medicated lotions for sunburn; medicated 
lotions and creams for the body, skin, face, and hands; medicated oral care gels; medicinal sprays for the mouth; 
medicinal creams; medicated vaginal washes; medicated feminine hygiene wash; medicated handwash; medicated body 
powder; medicated body lotions; medicated lip balm; medicated lotions; nail care preparations for medical purposes; 
acne treatment preparations; mouth washes (medicated); drugs for medical purposes.

4047



Trade Marks Journal No: 1864 ,   27/08/2018           Class 5 
 

Priority claimed from 20/12/2017; Application No. : 4414361 ;France 
3915778    19/06/2018
[International Registration No. : 1416577]
BIOFARMA
50 rue Carnot F-92284 Suresnes Cedex France

Proposed to be Used
IR DIVISION
Pharmaceutical products, medical and veterinary preparations; sanitary products for medical purposes; dietetic food and 
substances for medical or veterinary use, food for babies; food supplements for humans and animals; plasters, materials 
for dressings; material for dental fillings and dental impressions; disinfectants; products for destroying vermin; 
fungicides, herbicides.

4048



Trade Marks Journal No: 1864 ,   27/08/2018           Class 5 
 

3915809    22/05/2018
[International Registration No. : 1417215]
Dongying Phoenix Biotechnology Development Co., Ltd.
Building 10, No.228, South One Road, Dongying District, Dongying City Shandong Province China

Proposed to be Used
IR DIVISION
Dietetic foods adapted for medical purposes; dietetic beverages adapted for medical purposes; dietetic substances 
adapted for medical use; medicinal drinks; cod liver oil; bacteriological preparations for medical and veterinary use.

4049



Trade Marks Journal No: 1864 ,   27/08/2018           Class 5 
 

Priority claimed from 14/12/2017; Application No. : 87721060 ;United States of America 
3915830    11/06/2018
[International Registration No. : 1417242]
Global Blood Therapeutics, Inc.
171 Oyster Point Blvd., Suite 300 South San Francisco CA 94080 United States of America

Proposed to be Used
IR DIVISION
Pharmaceutical preparations for the treatment of hematological disorders such as sickle cell disease; pharmaceutical 
preparations for the treatment of hypoxic and hypoxemic conditions.

4050



Trade Marks Journal No: 1864 ,   27/08/2018           Class 5 
 

Priority claimed from 31/01/2018; Application No. : 017752932 ;European Union 
3915847    08/06/2018
[International Registration No. : 1416890]
LABORATORIOS HIPRA, S.A.
Avda. la Selva , 135 E-17170 Amer (Girona) Spain

Proposed to be Used
IR DIVISION
Veterinary preparations; veterinary vaccines.

4051



Trade Marks Journal No: 1864 ,   27/08/2018           Class 5 
 

Priority claimed from 28/11/2017; Application No. : 2017-156491 ;Japan 
3915894    24/05/2018
[International Registration No. : 1417190]
Astellas Pharma Inc.
5-1, Nihonbashi-Honcho 2-chome, Chuo-ku Tokyo 103-8411 Japan

Proposed to be Used
IR DIVISION
Pharmaceutical preparations.

4052



Trade Marks Journal No: 1864 ,   27/08/2018           Class 5 
 

Priority claimed from 28/11/2017; Application No. : 2017-156490 ;Japan 
3915905    24/05/2018
[International Registration No. : 1417175]
Astellas Pharma Inc.
5-1, Nihonbashi-Honcho 2-chome, Chuo-ku Tokyo 103-8411 Japan

Proposed to be Used
IR DIVISION
Pharmaceutical preparations.

4053



Trade Marks Journal No: 1864 ,   27/08/2018           Class 5 
 

3917310    08/05/2018
[International Registration No. : 1417260]
SEKISUI MEDICAL CO., LTD.
1-3, Nihonbashi 2-chome, Chuo-ku Tokyo 103-0027 Japan

Proposed to be Used
IR DIVISION
Pharmaceutical preparations and substances; medicines for human purposes; diagnostic preparations and reagents for 
medical, clinical or veterinary purposes; chemical preparations and reagents for medical or veterinary purposes; reagents 
for medical use; diagnostic marker reagents for medical purposes; medical diagnostic test kits.

4054



Trade Marks Journal No: 1864 ,   27/08/2018           Class 5 
 

3917327    08/05/2018
[International Registration No. : 1417389]
SEKISUI MEDICAL CO., LTD.
1-3, Nihonbashi 2-chome, Chuo-ku Tokyo 103-0027 Japan

Proposed to be Used
IR DIVISION
Pharmaceutical preparations and substances; medicines for human purposes; diagnostic preparations and reagents for 
medical, clinical or veterinary purposes; chemical preparations and reagents for medical or veterinary purposes; reagents 
for medical use; diagnostic marker reagents for medical purposes; medical diagnostic test kits.

4055



Trade Marks Journal No: 1864 ,   27/08/2018           Class 5 
 

Priority claimed from 20/11/2017; Application No. : 2017-152400 ;Japan 
3917449    18/05/2018
[International Registration No. : 1416437]
Nissan Chemical Industries, Ltd.
7-1, Kanda-Nishiki-cho 3-chome, Chiyoda-ku Tokyo 101-0054 Japan

Proposed to be Used
IR DIVISION
Fumigants (only for agricultural purposes); fungicides (only for agricultural purposes); rodenticides (only for agricultural 
purposes); insecticides (only for agricultural purposes); herbicides (weedkillers); insect-repellents (only for agricultural 
purposes); antiseptics (only for agricultural purposes).

4056



Trade Marks Journal No: 1864 ,   27/08/2018           Class 5 
 

3918378    13/02/2018
[International Registration No. : 1416565]
QINGDAO TIANYOU ELECTRONIC COMMERCE CO., LTD.
Commercial house 201, Building 3, No. 309 of Wenyang Road, Chengyang District, Qingdao City Shandong Province China

Proposed to be Used
IR DIVISION
Slimming tea for medical purposes; depuratives; moth balls.

4057



Trade Marks Journal No: 1864 ,   27/08/2018           Class 5 
 

Priority claimed from 20/12/2017; Application No. : 4414379 ;France 
3918382    19/06/2018
[International Registration No. : 1416575]
BIOFARMA
50 rue Carnot F-92284 Suresnes Cedex France

Proposed to be Used
IR DIVISION
Pharmaceutical products, medical and veterinary preparations; sanitary products for medical purposes; dietetic food and 
substances for medical or veterinary use, food for babies; food supplements for humans and animals; plasters, materials 
for dressings; material for dental fillings and dental impressions; disinfectants; products for destroying vermin; 
fungicides, herbicides.

4058



Trade Marks Journal No: 1864 ,   27/08/2018           Class 6 
 

 

3915808    07/06/2018
[International Registration No. : 1417119]
CHANGZHOU SHENGTAK SEAMLESS STEEL TUBE CO.,LTD.
Zhou jiawan, Zouqu village Zouqu Town, Zhonglou District, Changzhou Jiangsu China

Proposed to be Used
IR DIVISION
Steel pipes; ducts of metal for ventilating and air conditioning installations; penstock pipes of metal; flashing of metal, for 
building; partitions of metal; sills of metal; pipework of metal; ducts and pipes of metal for central heating installations; 
casings of metal for oilwells; pipes of metal.

4059



Trade Marks Journal No: 1864 ,   27/08/2018           Class 7 
 

Priority claimed from 21/02/2014; Application No. : 14/4070733 ;France 
2875031    30/05/2014
[International Registration No. : 1221139]
BRICQ
Route d'Orgedeuil, D62 le Moulin Neuf, F-16220 MONTBRON France

Address for service in India/Agents address:
L.S. DAVAR & CO.
32, RADHA MADHAV DUTTA GARDEN LANE, KOLKATA - 700 010.

Proposed to be Used
IR DIVISION
Mats and bands of textile materials as parts of corrugating machines; mats and bands of textile materials as parts of tire 
manufacturing machines; mats and bands of textile materials used as pneumatic conveyors in air slides.

4060



Trade Marks Journal No: 1864 ,   27/08/2018           Class 7 
 

Priority claimed from 21/01/2015; Application No. : 30 2015 000 371 ;Germany 
3127049    05/06/2015
[International Registration No. : 1259645]
NETZSCH-FEINMAHLTECHNIK GMBH
Sedanstraße 70 95100 Selb Germany

Address for service in India/Agents address:
L.S. DAVAR & CO.
32, RADHA MADHAV DUTTA GARDEN LANE, KOLKATA - 700 010.

Proposed to be Used
IR DIVISION
Machines and machine arrangements for grinding, dispersing and emulsifying as well as their parts; agitator bead mills 
and their parts; pumps, transport devices; motors, drives and general machine parts; spreaders as well as parts and 
accessories for all the above-mentioned goods as far as they are included in this class.

4061



Trade Marks Journal No: 1864 ,   27/08/2018           Class 7 
 

Priority claimed from 22/08/2014; Application No. : UK00003069675 ;United Kingdom 
3128636    19/02/2015
[International Registration No. : 1260459]
EX SCINTILLA LIMITED
Unit 9, Rawdon Network Centre, Rawdon Business Park, Marquis Drive Moira, Leicestershire DE12 6EJ United Kingdom

Address for service in India/Agents address:
REMFRY & SAGAR
MILLENIUM PLAZA, SECTOR 27, GURGAON- 122002.

Proposed to be Used
IR DIVISION
Machines for treatment of materials; machines for manufacturing; metal working machines; industrial robots for use in 
manufacture; robotic metal working machines; robotic and CNC machines for treatment of materials and for use in 
manufacture; machine tools; tool heads; apparatus and devices for machine control; tool and tool head changers; 
docking systems for tools and tool heads; docking systems and tool or tool head changers for engaging and disengaging 
additive manufacturing tool heads/machine tools; parts and fittings of the aforesaid goods.
MARK TO BE USED AS A WHOLE AND AS PER LABLE SUBITTED IN THE BIRTH NOTIFICATION.

4062



Trade Marks Journal No: 1864 ,   27/08/2018           Class 7 
 

 

3267506    05/11/2015
[International Registration No. : 1278050]
MANITOWOC CRANE COMPANIES, LLC
2400 South 44th Street Manitowoc, WI 54221-0066 United States of America

Address for service in India/Agents address:
LALL LAHIRI AND SALHOTRA.
PLOT NO. B-28, SECTOR - 32, INSTITUTIONAL AREA, GURGAON - 122 001, HARYANA.

Proposed to be Used
IR DIVISION
Cranes, crane assemblies and parts therefor; lifting installation for the transport of goods.

4063



Trade Marks Journal No: 1864 ,   27/08/2018           Class 7 
 

Priority claimed from 12/09/2017; Application No. : 2017-120932 ;Japan 
3915096    15/01/2018
[International Registration No. : 1416743]
DALTON CORPORATION
5-6-10, Tsukiji, Chuo-ku Tokyo 104-0045 Japan

Proposed to be Used
IR DIVISION
Chemical processing machines and apparatus; parts and fittings of chemical processing machines and apparatus; 
chemical processing machines and apparatus utilizing supersonic vibration; filter unit apparatus for chemical processing 
machines and apparatus; screen filter unit apparatus of plastic for chemical processing machines and apparatus; screen 
filter unit apparatus of metal for chemical processing machines and apparatus; chemical processing machines and 
apparatus with indoor ventilation function; filter unit apparatus for chemical processing machines and apparatus with 
indoor ventilation function; pharmaceutical manufacturing machines and apparatus; automatic parting, dividing and 
packing machines and apparatus for pharmaceuticals; coating machines and apparatus for use in the manufacture of 
pharmaceuticals; tablets forming processing machines and apparatus for use in compressing powdered pharmaceuticals 
into tablets; pharmaceutical manufacturing machines and apparatus measuring dosage amount of pharmaceuticals and 
diagnostic agents in conjunction with transplanting ground substances or films; defective items screening and removing 
devices for pharmaceutical products manufacturing machines and apparatus; hollow fiber membrane filters for chemical 
processing machines and apparatus for use in the refinement of pharmaceutical products; chemical liquid supplying 
equipment in fixed quantity for medicine manufacturing machines and apparatus; crushing machines for chemical 
processing; granulating machines for chemical processing; granulators for chemical processing; agitators for chemical 
processing; dust separators for chemical processing; filtering machines for chemical processing; grinding mills for 
chemical processing; sorting machines for chemical processing; reaction vessels for chemical processing; partial 
condensers for chemical processing; separating machines for chemical processing; kneading machines for chemical 
processing; absorbing machines for chemical processing; adsorbing machines for chemical processing; dust collecting 
machines for chemical processing; emulsifying machines for chemical processing; sintering machines for chemical 
processing; cleaning apparatus for chemical processing; extracting machines for chemical processing; colorant blending 
machines and apparatus for chemical processing; dissolving machines for chemical processing; presses for chemical 
processing; coating machines with drying function for use in pharmaceutical manufacturing; granulating machines with 
drying function for chemical processing; kneading machines; crushing machines; sifting installations; sieves being 
machines or parts of machines; agitators; kneaders; mixers being machines; washing apparatus for industrial purpose; 
robots for industrial purpose; metalworking machines and tools; parts and fittings for metalworking machines and tools; 
construction machines and apparatus; parts and fittings for construction machines and apparatus; loading-unloading 
machines and apparatus; parts and fittings for loading-unloading machines and apparatus; pneumatic transporters; 
pneumatic transporters for powder and granular materials; pneumatic transporters for powder materials and parts and 
fittings therefor; textile machines and apparatus; parts and fittings for textile machines and apparatus; textile dyeing and 
finishing machines and apparatus; food or beverage processing machines and apparatus; parts and fittings for food or 
beverage processing machines and apparatus; aseptic or non-sterile packaging machines and apparatus for liquid; pulp 
making, papermaking or paper-working machines and apparatus; parts and fittings for pulp making, papermaking or 
paper-working machines and apparatus; paper coating machines; printing or bookbinding machines and apparatus; parts 
and fittings for printing or bookbinding machines and apparatus; painting machines and apparatus; parts and fittings for 
painting machines and apparatus; packaging or wrapping machines and apparatus; parts and fittings for packaging or 
wrapping machines and apparatus; full automatic packing machines for chemicals; plastic processing machines and 
apparatus; parts and fittings for plastic processing machines and apparatus; semiconductor manufacturing machines and 
systems; parts and fittings for semiconductor manufacturing machines and systems; drying, washing and etching 
equipment for semiconductors and integrated circuits; wafer conveying robots for semiconductor manufacturing 
machines and systems; thin-film deposition system for semiconductors, metals and insulants; spin coat processing 
machines and apparatus for semiconductor wafers; machines and apparatus for manufacturing rubber goods; parts and 
fittings for machines and apparatus for manufacturing rubber goods; pneumatic or hydraulic machines and instruments; 
parts and fittings for pneumatic or hydraulic machines and instruments; food mixing machines for commercial use; food 
cutting, chopping and slicing machines for commercial use; vacuum cleaners for industrial purposes; waste compacting 
machines and apparatus for industrial purposes; waste crushing machines for industrial purposes; waste disposal 
equipment for industrial purposes.

4064



Trade Marks Journal No: 1864 ,   27/08/2018           Class 7 
 

Priority claimed from 12/10/2017; Application No. : 017312174 ;European Union 
3915783    02/03/2018
[International Registration No. : 1417123]
Semperit Technische Produkte Gesellschaft m.b.H.
Modecenterstr. 22 A-1030 Wien Austria

Proposed to be Used
IR DIVISION
Couplings for machines; couplings other than for land vehicles; machine coupling and transmission components, except 
for land vehicles, and parts therefor; power transmission parts [other than for land vehicles]; transmissions for machines; 
transmissions, other than for land vehicles; conveyors and conveyors belts; belt conveyors; conveyors; transportation 
belts; unmanned transportation conveyors.

4065



Trade Marks Journal No: 1864 ,   27/08/2018           Class 7 
 

3917510    05/02/2018
[International Registration No. : 1416559]
DONGYING JIUZHUO MECHANICAL AND ELECTRICAL EQUIPMENT CO., LTD.
ROOM 101, NO. 73 HUAIHE ROAD, DONGYING DISTRICT, DONGYING CITY 257091 SHANDONG PROVINCE China

Proposed to be Used
IR DIVISION
Hydraulic filter being parts of machines; hydraulic handiwork tool; hydraulic pumps; hydraulic cylinder (machine parts); 
hydraulic machines; hydraulic controls for machines, motors and engines; hydraulic pressure valve; hydraulic engines 
and motors; door openers, hydraulic; air condensers.

4066



Trade Marks Journal No: 1864 ,   27/08/2018           Class 8 
 

Priority claimed from 27/08/2014; Application No. : 01294857 ;Benelux 
3024030    27/02/2015
[International Registration No. : 1245362]
KONINKLIJKE PHILIPS N.V.
High Tech Campus 5 NL-5656 AE Eindhoven NL

Address for service in India/Attorney address:
CANTWELL & CO
120 VELACHERY MAIN ROAD, GUINDY,CHENAI - 600032

Proposed to be Used
IR DIVISION
Nose hair and ear hair trimmers;

4067



Trade Marks Journal No: 1864 ,   27/08/2018           Class 8 
 

Priority claimed from 05/01/2018; Application No. : 87745176 ;United States of America 
3915238    04/06/2018
[International Registration No. : 1417003]
Andis Company
1800 Renaissance Blvd. Sturtevant WI 53177 United States of America

Proposed to be Used
IR DIVISION
Hair clippers; hair trimmers, blades for hair clippers and trimmers; blade drive assemblies for hair clippers and trimmers.

4068



 
Trade Marks Journal No: 1864 ,   27/08/2018           Class 9 
 

Priority claimed from 06/12/2013; Application No. : 655839 ;Switzerland 

2840516    11/03/2014
[International Registration No. : 1212209]
INFICON GMBH
Hintergasse 15B CH-7310 Bad Ragaz Switzerland

Address for service in India/Agents address:
L.S. DAVAR & CO.
32, RADHA MADHAV DUTTA GARDEN LANE, KOLKATA - 700 010.

Proposed to be Used
IR DIVISION
Vacuum measuring devices, particularly capacitive pressure sensors with a membrane, excluding goods relating to 
geographical information, satellite tracking, satellite imagery relating to the earth observation including in the fields of oil 
and gas, and the related satellite images and software.

4069



Trade Marks Journal No: 1864 ,   27/08/2018           Class 9 
 

Priority claimed from 27/05/2014; Application No. : 012912374 ;European Union 

2855920    25/06/2014
[International Registration No. : 1212888]
EPCOS AG
St.-Martin-Str. 53 81669 München Germany

Address for service in India/Agents address:
L.S. DAVAR & CO.
32, RADHA MADHAV DUTTA GARDEN LANE, KOLKATA - 700 010.

Proposed to be Used
IR DIVISION
Scientific, nautical, surveying, photographic, cinematographic, optical, weighing, measuring, signalling, checking 
(supervision), life-saving and teaching apparatus and instruments; apparatus and instruments for conducting, switching, 
transforming, accumulating, regulating or controlling electricity; apparatus for recording, transmission or reproduction of 
sound or images; magnetic data carriers, recording discs; cash registers, calculating machines, data processing 
equipment and computers; electronic components; active harmonic filters; parts of the aforesaid apparatus, equipment 
and instruments.

4070



Trade Marks Journal No: 1864 ,   27/08/2018           Class 9 
 

Priority claimed from 28/01/2014; Application No. : 012540175 ;European Union 

2857099    27/06/2014
[International Registration No. : 1215803]
SIEMENS AKTIENGESELLSCHAFT
Werner-von-Siemens-Str. 1 80333 München DE

Address for service in India/Agents address:
L.S. DAVAR & CO.
32, RADHA MADHAV DUTTA GARDEN LANE, KOLKATA - 700 010.

Proposed to be Used
To be associated with:
2338213

IR DIVISION
Electric signaling, measuring, counting, recording, monitoring, controlling, regulating and switching devices; electric 
apparatus for the input, processing, transmission, storage and output of data; electronic instruments and data logging 
apparatus and controller; electrical warning systems; electrical signal centres; alarm and alert systems; signal 
transmission and display devices; remote control of signals; data processing programs; data processing equipment and 
computers and peripheral devices therefor; the aforesaid goods being for data communications via cable and wireless 
telecommunications networks, for remote data transmission and for data transmission on local networks.

4071



Trade Marks Journal No: 1864 ,   27/08/2018           Class 9 
 

Priority claimed from 12/11/2013; Application No. : 2013739064 ;Russian Federation 

2871418    17/09/2014
[International Registration No. : 1198694]
ZAO "RSC TECHNOLOGIES"
Kutuzovskiy prospekt 36, str. 23 RU-121170 Moscow Russian Federation

Address for service in India/Agents address:
ANAND AND ANAND.
B-41,NIZAMUDDIN EAST, NEW DELHI - 110 013.

Proposed to be Used
IR DIVISION
High-frequency apparatus; monitoring apparatus, electric; electric apparatus for commutation; magnetic tape units for 
computers; computer memory devices; video screens; floppy disks; disks, magnetic; optical discs; disk drives for 
computers; juke boxes for computers; dna chips; electronic notice boards; interfaces for computers; computer keyboards; 
computers; laptop computers; notebook computers; mouse [data processing equipment]; microprocessors; monitors 
[computer hardware]; monitors [computer programs]; magnetic data media; optical data media; computer software, 
recorded; computer programmes [programs], recorded; computer game programs; computer programs [downloadable 
software]; computer operating programs, recorded; central processing units [processors]; electronic publications, 
downloadable; data processing apparatus; couplers [data processing equipment]; computer peripheral devices; readers 
[data processing equipment].

4072



Trade Marks Journal No: 1864 ,   27/08/2018           Class 9 
 

2936409    09/10/2014
[International Registration No. : 1235085]
EYELOCK LLC
355 Lexington Avenue, 12th Floor New York NY 10017 US

Address for service in India/Attorney address:
ALG INDIA LAW OFFICES
A-2, First Floor, Neeti Bagh, New Delhi-110049

Proposed to be Used
IR DIVISION
Computer software and hardware for protecting and securing computers, computer networks, applications, peripherals, 
and mobile computing platforms; computer peripherals which can connect to a personal or mobile computer which locks 
or secures that device via a user"s biometric; biometric device for providing identification and or authentication of 
persons.

4073



Trade Marks Journal No: 1864 ,   27/08/2018           Class 9 
 

 

2947468    09/10/2014
[International Registration No. : 1235547]
EYELOCK LLC
355 Lexington Avenue, 12th Floor New York NY 10017 US

Address for service in India/Attorney address:
ALG INDIA LAW OFFICES
A-2, First Floor, Neeti Bagh, New Delhi-110049

Proposed to be Used
IR DIVISION
Computer software and hardware for protecting and securing computers, computer networks, applications, peripherals, 
and mobile computing platforms; biometric device for providing identification and/or authentication of persons; computer 
software and hardware which encrypts or decrypts data using a person"s biometric; biometric devices, namely devices for 
providing identification and authentication via iris recognition; computer peripherals which can connect to a personal or 
mobile computer which locks or secures that device via a user"s biometric.

4074



Trade Marks Journal No: 1864 ,   27/08/2018           Class 9 
 

Priority claimed from 12/01/2015; Application No. : 86501409 ;United States of America 

3002876    15/01/2015
[International Registration No. : 1243593]
BRAVEN LC
729 N. 1500 West Orem UT 94057 US

Address for service in India/Attorney address:
ALG INDIA LAW OFFICES
A-2, First Floor, Neeti Bagh, New Delhi-110049

Proposed to be Used
IR DIVISION
Wireless receivers and transmitters, speakerphones, audio speakers, audio receivers, audio amplifiers, rechargeable 
batteries, chargers for batteries, and electronic storage devices in the nature of memory media, all for use in connection 
with smartphones, mobile phones, tablet and notebook computers, mobile computers, laptop computers, handheld 
computers, electronic reading devices, electronic organizers, electronic notepads, cameras, digital audio and video 
players, digital music players, and personal digital assistants.

4075



Trade Marks Journal No: 1864 ,   27/08/2018           Class 9 
 

Priority claimed from 10/07/2014; Application No. : 1292590 ;Benelux 

3037169    09/01/2015
[International Registration No. : 1247546]
KONINKLIJKE PHILIPS N.V.
High Tech Campus 5 NL-5656 AE Eindhoven NL

Address for service in India/Attorney address:
CANTWELL & CO.
No. 20 Velachery Main Road, Guindy, Chennai - 600032

Proposed to be Used
IR DIVISION
Software for medical applications including software for transmitting and receiving calls of medical equipment and 
instruments to mobile devices.

4076



Trade Marks Journal No: 1864 ,   27/08/2018           Class 9 
 

Priority claimed from 17/04/2015; Application No. : 2015-037812 ;Japan 

3124742    27/05/2015
[International Registration No. : 1259024]
Sony Corporation
1-7-1 Konan, Minato-ku Tokyo 108-0075 Japan

Address for service in India/Agents address:
LALL LAHIRI AND SALHOTRA.
N-128 PANCHSHEEL PARK, NEW DELHI- 110017.

Proposed to be Used
IR DIVISION
Portable audio players; speakers; amplifiers; audio and video receivers and players for home theater systems; DVD 
players and recorders; optical disc players and recorders; digital audio players and recorders; digital video players and 
recorders; headphones; in-car audio players and speakers.

4077



Trade Marks Journal No: 1864 ,   27/08/2018           Class 9 
 

Priority claimed from 31/12/2014; Application No. : 86493049 ;United States of America 

3164844    10/02/2015
[International Registration No. : 1263377]
BLU-RAY DISC ASSOCIATION
4444 Riverside Drive, Suite 103 Burbank CA 91505 United States of America

Address for service in India/Agents address:
ANAND AND ANAND.
B-41,NIZAMUDDIN EAST, NEW DELHI - 110 013.

Proposed to be Used
IR DIVISION
Optical and magneto-optical disc players and recorders for audio, video and computer data; blank optical and magneto-
optical discs; pre-recorded optical and magneto-optical discs featuring music, text data, still images and motion pictures; 
video cameras; computers; optical disc drives for computers; television sets; eyeglasses; electric cables; component 
video cables.

4078



Trade Marks Journal No: 1864 ,   27/08/2018           Class 9 
 

Priority claimed from 06/07/2015; Application No. : 4020150049873 ;Republic of Korea 

3168302    06/07/2015
[International Registration No. : 1263608]
Samsung Electronics Co., Ltd.
129, Samsung-ro, Yeongtong-gu, Suwon-si Gyeonggi-do 443-742 Republic of Korea

Address for service in India/Agents address:
LALL LAHIRI AND SALHOTRA.
PLOT NO. B-28, SECTOR - 32, INSTITUTIONAL AREA, GURGAON - 122 001, HARYANA.

Proposed to be Used
IR DIVISION
Smart phones; mobile phones; mobile telephones; computers; tablet PCs; computer application software, namely software 
for use in recognizing a business card.

4079



Trade Marks Journal No: 1864 ,   27/08/2018           Class 9 
 

Priority claimed from 08/05/2015; Application No. : 86623123 ;United States of America 

3194184    10/08/2015
[International Registration No. : 1265711]
SIEMENS PRODUCT LIFECYCLE
Management Software Inc. 5800 Granite Parkway, Suite 600 Plana TX 75024-6612 US

Address for service in India/Agents address:
L.S. DAVAR & CO.
32, RADHA MADHAV DUTTA GARDEN LANE, KOLKATA - 700 010.

Proposed to be Used
IR DIVISION
Computer software, namely, image visualization software for use in connection with sketching, illustrating, diagramming 
and engineering problem solving.

4080



Trade Marks Journal No: 1864 ,   27/08/2018           Class 9 
 

3249800    02/11/2015
[International Registration No. : 1196892]
EIF-ASTUTE
97 rue Pierre de Montreuil F-93100 MONTREUIL SOUS BOIS France

Address for service in India/Agents address:
L.S. DAVAR & CO.
32, RADHA MADHAV DUTTA GARDEN LANE, KOLKATA - 700 010.

Proposed to be Used
IR DIVISION
Devices for the analysis (not for medical use) of gases and liquids; apparatus for the analysis (not for medical use) of 
gases and liquids.

4081



Trade Marks Journal No: 1864 ,   27/08/2018           Class 9 
 

 

3262651    27/10/2015
[International Registration No. : 1277836]
Reliable Automatic Sprinkler Co., Inc.
103 Fairview Park Drive Elmsford NY 10523 United States of America

Address for service in India/Agents address:
LALL LAHIRI AND SALHOTRA.
PLOT NO. B-28, SECTOR - 32, INSTITUTIONAL AREA, GURGAON - 122 001, HARYANA.

Proposed to be Used
IR DIVISION
Automatic fire sprinklers

4082



Trade Marks Journal No: 1864 ,   27/08/2018           Class 9 
 

Priority claimed from 08/03/2018; Application No. : 1371359 ;Benelux 

3915091    26/06/2018
[International Registration No. : 1416956]
HaskoningDHV Nederland B.V.
Laan 1914 35 NL-3818 EX Amersfoort Netherlands

Proposed to be Used
IR DIVISION
Software and software tools [software] for the design and the operation of drinking water treatment plants, waste water 
treatment plants and process installations therefore; measuring, detecting and monitoring instruments, indicators and 
controllers.

4083



Trade Marks Journal No: 1864 ,   27/08/2018           Class 9 
 

 

Priority claimed from 06/12/2017; Application No. : 87710799 ;United States of America 

3915165    01/06/2018
[International Registration No. : 1416992]
Dell Inc.
One Dell Way Round Rock TX 78682 United States of America

Proposed to be Used
IR DIVISION
Cooling systems for laptops consisting of cooling fans, cooling fins, heat pipes and control systems for the same.

4084



Trade Marks Journal No: 1864 ,   27/08/2018           Class 9 
 

Priority claimed from 17/04/2018; Application No. : 30 2018 009 865 ;Germany 

3915206    14/06/2018
[International Registration No. : 1417060]
SEW-EURODRIVE GmbH & Co KG
Ernst-Blickle-Str. 42 76646 Bruchsal Germany

Proposed to be Used
IR DIVISION
Computer software for controlling machines; computer software for controlling industrial processes; computer software 
for monitoring industrial processes; computer software for planning electric drives; computer software for planning 
industrial facilities; software for data communication; software protocols for data communication; parts of all aforesaid 
goods, as far as contained in this class.

4085



Trade Marks Journal No: 1864 ,   27/08/2018           Class 9 
 

3915229    24/04/2018
[International Registration No. : 1417004]
APPLE INC.
One Apple Park Way Cupertino CA 95014 United States of America

Proposed to be Used
IR DIVISION
Computer software for wireless communication between multiple computers and between computers and local and global 
computer networks.

4086



Trade Marks Journal No: 1864 ,   27/08/2018           Class 9 
 

3915740    14/05/2018
[International Registration No. : 1417080]
Shenzhen D9element Technology Co., Ltd
No. 522/523 5F, 418 building, Sangda Industrial Area, Zhenxing Road, Huaqiang North Street, Futian District, Shenzhen City 
Guangdong Province China

Proposed to be Used
IR DIVISION
Computer; computer peripheral devices; mobile phone; satellite navigational apparatus; optical communication devices; 
phone cases; network communication equipment; theft prevention installations, electric; chargers for electric batteries; 
batteries, electric.

4087



Trade Marks Journal No: 1864 ,   27/08/2018           Class 9 
 

3915788    22/05/2018
[International Registration No. : 1417122]
Dongguan Longtian Instrument Equipment Co.,Ltd
NO.331, Yadinan 1st Road, Shanhe Village, Qiaotou Town, Dongguan City Guangdong Province China

Proposed to be Used
IR DIVISION
Diffraction apparatus [microscopy]; mirrors for inspecting work; spectrograph apparatus; radiological apparatus for 
industrial purposes; transparencies [photography].

4088



Trade Marks Journal No: 1864 ,   27/08/2018           Class 9 
 

Priority claimed from 13/04/2018; Application No. : 30 2018 009 526 ;Germany 

3915853    07/06/2018
[International Registration No. : 1416739]
ABB Automation GmbH
Kallstadter Str. 1 68309 Mannheim Germany

Proposed to be Used
IR DIVISION
Gas sensors, gas analysers, gas flowmeters; parts of gas sensors, parts of gas analysers, parts of gas flowmeters.

4089



Trade Marks Journal No: 1864 ,   27/08/2018           Class 9 
 

3915854    18/05/2018
[International Registration No. : 1417221]
DONGYING HI-TECH SPRING CHEMICAL INDUSTRIAL CO., LTD.
SHENGLI INDUSTRIAL PARK, DONGYING DISTRICT, DONGYING CITY 257000 SHANDONG PROVINCE China

Proposed to be Used
IR DIVISION
Battery jars; anode batteries; batteries, electric; grids for batteries; galvanic cells; solar batteries; accumulators, electric, 
for vehicles; battery boxes.

4090



Trade Marks Journal No: 1864 ,   27/08/2018           Class 9 
 

3915907    18/05/2018
[International Registration No. : 1417161]
DONGYING HI-TECH SPRING CHEMICAL INDUSTRIAL CO., LTD.
SHENGLI INDUSTRIAL PARK, DONGYING DISTRICT, DONGYING CITY 257000 SHANDONG PROVINCE China

Proposed to be Used
IR DIVISION
Balancing apparatus; surveying instruments; laboratory trays; dosage dispensers; air analysis apparatus; surveying 
apparatus and instruments; chemistry apparatus and instruments.

4091



Trade Marks Journal No: 1864 ,   27/08/2018           Class 9 
 

3915995    02/07/2018
[International Registration No. : 1411852]
VITEC
66 Avenue des Champs-Elysées F-75008 PARIS France

Proposed to be Used
IR DIVISION
Apparatus for recording, transmission, reproduction of sound and images; apparatus for digital video transcoding; 
apparatus for digital video processing and encoding.

4092



Trade Marks Journal No: 1864 ,   27/08/2018           Class 9 
 

 

3916009    13/02/2018
[International Registration No. : 1416439]
HE RONG XIN
Gangbei Village, Sibao Administrative Area, Longkou District, Heshan City Guangdong Province China

Proposed to be Used
IR DIVISION
Cabinets for loudspeakers; loudspeakers; microphones; radio for vehicle; acoustic connector; headphones; 
electroacoustic assembly; time delay reverberators.

4093



Trade Marks Journal No: 1864 ,   27/08/2018           Class 9 
 

3917312    01/05/2018
[International Registration No. : 1417244]
TCL CORPORATION
No.19 Zone, Zhongkai High Technology Development Zone, Huizhou Guangdong China

Proposed to be Used
IR DIVISION
Computers; computer programs [downloadable software]; monitors [computer hardware]; computer peripheral devices; 
electronic agendas; mobile phone; telephone apparatus; navigation apparatus for vehicles [on-board computers]; 
television apparatus; camcorders; cameras [photography]; audiovisual teaching apparatus; optical apparatus and 
instruments; fluorescent screens; batteries, electric.

4094



Trade Marks Journal No: 1864 ,   27/08/2018           Class 9 
 

 

3917317    06/06/2018
[International Registration No. : 1417324]
Tongling Jingda Special Magnet Wire Co.,Ltd.
No.988, Northern Section, Huangshan Avenue, Tongling Economic and Technological Development Zone Anhui Province China

Proposed to be Used
IR DIVISION
Magnetic wires; materials for electricity mains [wires, cables]; copper wire, insulated; starter cables for motors; coaxial 
cables.

4095



Trade Marks Journal No: 1864 ,   27/08/2018           Class 9 
 

 

Priority claimed from 11/01/2018; Application No. : 3282068 ;United Kingdom 

3917324    10/07/2018
[International Registration No. : 1417315]
SPECTRO Analytical Instruments GmbH
Bosch Str. 10 47533 Kleve Germany

Proposed to be Used
IR DIVISION
Spectrometer.

4096



Trade Marks Journal No: 1864 ,   27/08/2018           Class 9 
 

Priority claimed from 05/04/2018; Application No. : 302018000012591 ;Italy 

3917358    18/04/2018
[International Registration No. : 1416790]
Vimar S.p.A.
Viale Vicenza, 14 I-36063 MAROSTICA (Vicenza) Italy

Proposed to be Used
IR DIVISION
Load adapters and electronic power supplies; adapters for data connectors; adapters for DIN rail; power supplies; 
electrical and/or electronic apparatus for the automatic control of cleaning, heating and cooling water apparatuses and for 
cleaning, disinfecting, dehumidifying, humidifying, heating and cooling air apparatuses; electronic control devices; control 
and home automation devices; protection apparatuses for electronic equipment; actuators; rechargeable and non-
rechargeable batteries; transponder keys; intercoms and video intercoms; controls; key bipolar controls; switches for fan-
coil regulation; access controls; blank modules and cable outlets; electronic timer-thermostats; switches; speakers; 
dimmers; displays; alarm devices; anti-theft devices; radiofrequency devices; fuses; badge switches; circuit breakers; 
residual current breakers with overcurrent protection; switches for industrial and civil applications; infrared switches and 
receivers; inverters; smart card readers and programmes; transponder keys readers; emergency lighting devices; power 
meters; timer-switches; cover plates; coaxial socket outlets; sockets for fibre optic cables; data ports; interlocked socket 
outlets with or without current breakers and/or residual-current circuit breaker with overcurrent protection; shaver supply 
units; phone jacks; socket outlets for industrial and civil applications; button with or without indicators; regulation 
devices; relays; detectors, notably smoke detectors, wind detectors, rain detectors, temperature detectors, light detectors, 
movement detectors and gas detectors; buzzers; wall and table boxes; sensors; smart cards; software for the 
visualization, the control, the automation and the operation of systems, equipments and devices; electronic and 
electromechanical bells, supports for flush boxes and for cover plates and covers for the same; interchangeable buttons; 
electronic thermostats; electronic transformers; USB supply units; video touch screens; surveillance cameras; remote 
controls; transmitters, receivers and cables for transmitting data, images and sounds.

4097



Trade Marks Journal No: 1864 ,   27/08/2018           Class 9 
 

3917436    01/06/2018
[International Registration No. : 1416453]
Lenbrook Industries Limited
633 Granite Court Pickering ON L1W 3K1

Proposed to be Used
IR DIVISION
Computer software for processing and storing digital music files; downloadable software in the nature of a mobile 
application for processing and storing digital music files.

4098



Trade Marks Journal No: 1864 ,   27/08/2018           Class 9 
 

 

Priority claimed from 30/05/2017; Application No. : 294921 ;Israel 
3918355    06/07/2017
[International Registration No. : 1416471]
ROBO-TEAM HOME LTD.
14 Haahim Mislavuta St. 6701025 Tel Aviv Israel

Proposed to be Used
IR DIVISION
Robots with artificial intelligence, namely, robots for assisting humans with household chores and tasks; robots with 
artificial intelligence, namely, telepresence robots for use in business environment and private and public settings; robots 
with artificial intelligence, namely, robots with autonomous capabilities of navigating, path planning, obstacle avoidance 
and tracking for indoor and outdoor environments; robots with artificial intelligence, namely, robots for capturing, 
monitoring, controlling and transmitting a person's orientation, motion, temperature, heart function and muscle activity; 
robots with artificial intelligence, namely, robots capable of recognizing human speech and human gesture, and act 
according to the person's request.

4099



 
Trade Marks Journal No: 1864 ,   27/08/2018           Class 10 
 

 

Priority claimed from 11/07/2013; Application No. : MI2013C006832 ;Italy 

2859586    16/12/2013
[International Registration No. : 1218597]
GENERAL MEDICAL MERATE S.P.A.
via Partigiani, 25 I-24068 SERIATE IT

Address for service in India/Agents address:
L.S. DAVAR & CO.
32, RADHA MADHAV DUTTA GARDEN LANE, KOLKATA - 700 010.

Proposed to be Used
IR DIVISION
Radiological apparatus for medical purposes; radiology screens for medical purposes; roentgen apparatus for medical 
purposes; X-ray photographs for medical purposes; X-ray tubes for medical purposes; protection devices against X-rays 
[roentgen rays], for medical purposes; lasers for medical purposes; apparatus and installations for the production of X-
rays, for medical purposes; testing apparatus for medical purposes; medical imaging apparatus; magnetic resonance 
imaging [MRI] apparatus; ultrasound apparatus for therapeutic purposes; ultrasonic medical diagnostic apparatus; 
dialysis machines; magnetic resonance imaging [MRI] scanners; computed tomography [CT] scanners; computed 
tomography [CT] apparatus; nuclear medicine diagnostic imaging apparatus; nuclear magnetic resonance imaging [NMRI] 
apparatus; medical stretchers; furniture especially made for medical purposes; back supports for medical purposes; 
medical apparatus; medical instruments; diagnostic apparatus for medical purposes; robotic arms for surgical purposes; 
operating tables; medical ventilators; anaesthetic apparatus; anaesthetic masks; endoscopes for medical purposes; 
electrocardiographs; physiotherapy apparatus; radiotherapy apparatus; gastroscopes; ophthalmoscopes; defibrillators; 
heart monitors; stethoscopes; sphygmomanometers; insufflators; traction apparatus for medical purposes; fumigation 
apparatus for medical purposes; aerosol dispensers for medical purposes; apparatus for artificial respiration; respiration 
monitors; urological apparatus; spirometers [medical apparatus]; electric belts for medical purposes; physical exercise 
apparatus, for medical purposes; hearing aids for the deaf; injectors for medical purposes; incubators for medical 
purposes; ophthalmometers; hematimeters; pulse meters; basins for medical purposes; heating cushions, electric, for 
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medical purposes; surgical apparatus; surgical instruments; veterinary apparatus; veterinary instruments; orthodontic 
appliances; cases fitted for medical instruments; oxygen masks for medical use; ambulance stretchers; aesthetic massage 
apparatus; massage apparatus for personal use; pumps for medical purposes; breast pumps; condoms; pessaries; 
thermometers for medical use; hair prostheses; surgical implants [artificial materials]; dental apparatus, electric; dental 
instruments; teething rings; artificial teeth; artificial eyes; artificial limbs; suture materials; pacifiers for babies; feeding 
bottles; lancets; hypodermic syringes; ear plugs [ear protection devices]; ice bags for medical purposes; orthopaedic 
belts; orthopaedic articles; compression stockings; arch supports for footwear; orthotic inserts for footwear; boots for 
medical purposes; gloves for medical purposes; abdominal pads; orthopaedic footwear; orthopaedic soles; abdominal 
corsets; ankle supports for medical purposes; wrist supports for medical purposes; crutches; body-fat monitors; stents; 
inhalers; obstetric apparatus for cattle; balling guns; endoprostheses; mirrors for dentists; dental chairs; tongue scrapers; 
cushions for medical purposes; catgut; elastic bandages; bed pans; spoons for administering medicine; radio/fluoro 
remote-controlled apparatus for medical diagnostic applications; radio/fluoro remote-controlled tables for medical 
diagnostic applications; radio/fluoro multifunctional remote-controlled apparatus with digital flat panel detectors for 
medical diagnostic applications; digital imaging apparatus for medical diagnostic applications; analog imaging apparatus 
for medical diagnostic applications; high frequency X-ray generators for medical diagnostic applications; analog and 
digital radiographic apparatus for medical diagnostic applications; analog radiographic units for medical diagnostic 
applications; digital radiographic units for medical diagnostic applications; diagnostic multifunctional apparatus for direct 
digital radiography; direct digital radiography apparatus for skeleton and lungs examinations and emergency application 
with digital flat panel detectors; direct digital radiography apparatus for traumatology and lungs examinations and 
emergency application configurable with one, two and three digital detectors; X-ray medical diagnostic apparatus for 
skeleton and lungs examinations and emergency application with digital flat panel detectors; X-ray medical diagnostic 
apparatus for traumatology and lungs examinations and emergency application configurable with single, double and triple 
digital detectors; radiographic and tomographic apparatus for medical diagnostic applications; fixed height and adjustable 
height radiographic units for medical diagnostic applications; X-ray ceiling suspensions for medical diagnostic 
applications; radiographic stands for medical diagnostic applications; wall bucky stands for X-ray medical diagnostic 
applications; wall stands for X-ray medical diagnostic applications with digital detectors; X-ray diagnostic universal stands 
for diagnostic applications; universal stands with digital detector for X-ray diagnostic applications; column stands for X-
ray medical diagnostic applications; fixed height and adjustable height universal radiographic tables for medical 
diagnostic applications; radiotransparent stretchers for X-ray diagnostic applications; mobile stretchers for X-ray 
diagnostic applications; fixed-height stretchers for X-ray diagnostic applications; variable height stretchers for X-ray 
diagnostic applications; floating tabletop stretchers for X-ray diagnostic applications; tomographic units for medical 
diagnostic applications; tomographic apparatus for medical diagnostic applications; radiographic units for medical 
diagnostic applications; digital radiographic apparatus for medical diagnostic applications; mobile C-arms units for 
diagnostic and surgery applications; analog mobile units for X-ray diagnostic applications; digital mobile units for X-ray 
diagnostic applications; radiographic mobile units with digital detector for medical diagnostic applications; analog 
mammography units for medical diagnostic screening; digital mammography units for medical diagnostic screening.
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Trade Marks Journal No: 1864 ,   27/08/2018           Class 10 
 

Priority claimed from 02/04/2014; Application No. : 30 2014 043 129.7/10 ;Germany 

2877986    25/07/2014
[International Registration No. : 1222222]
OTTO BOCK HEALTHCARE GMBH
Max-Näder-Straße 15 37115 Duderstadt Germany

Address for service in India/Agents address:
L.S. DAVAR & CO.
5/1, KALKAJI EXTENSION, NEW DELHI- 110 019.

Proposed to be Used
IR DIVISION
Orthopedic articles, namely prosthetic feet.
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Trade Marks Journal No: 1864 ,   27/08/2018           Class 10 
 

Priority claimed from 21/04/2015; Application No. : 15 4 175 226 ;France 

3243349    10/09/2015
[International Registration No. : 1272189]
SIEMENS HEALTHCARE GMBH
Henkestraße 127 91052 Erlangen DE

Address for service in India/Agents address:
L.S. DAVAR & CO.
32, RADHA MADHAV DUTTA GARDEN LANE, KOLKATA - 700 010.

Proposed to be Used
IR DIVISION
Medical apparatus and equipment, electromedical apparatus and equipment and installations consisting thereof and their 
parts for angiography and cardiology.
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Trade Marks Journal No: 1864 ,   27/08/2018           Class 10 
 

Priority claimed from 03/09/2015; Application No. : 677646 ;Switzerland 

3245003    10/09/2015
[International Registration No. : 1272779]
AVA AG
Werdstrasse 109 CH-8004 Zürich Switzerland

Address for service in India/Agents address:
ANAND AND ANAND.
B-41,NIZAMUDDIN EAST, NEW DELHI - 110 013.

Proposed to be Used
IR DIVISION
Diagnostic apparatus for medical use in connection with reproductive medicine; non-chemical contraception based 
measuring of physiological data; heart monitors in connection with reproductive medicine.
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Trade Marks Journal No: 1864 ,   27/08/2018           Class 10 
 

Priority claimed from 26/11/2015; Application No. : 014837256 ;European Union 

3290168    27/11/2015
[International Registration No. : 1282155]
GCE Holding AB
P.O. Box 21044 SE-200 21 Malmö Sweden

Address for service in India/Agents address:
LALL LAHIRI AND SALHOTRA.
PLOT NO. B-28, SECTOR - 32, INSTITUTIONAL AREA, GURGAON - 122 001, HARYANA.

Proposed to be Used
IR DIVISION
Medical gas apparatus and instruments; apparatus for producing oxygen for medical use; respiratory therapy instruments; 
oxygen concentrators for medical applications, oxygenators for medical use; oxygen masks and oxygen inhalers for 
medical use; medical masks, respiratory masks for medical purposes.
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Trade Marks Journal No: 1864 ,   27/08/2018           Class 10 
 

 

Priority claimed from 14/12/2017; Application No. : 87720950 ;United States of America 

3915211    14/06/2018
[International Registration No. : 1417009]
Genesee BioMedical, Inc.
700 W. Mississippi Ave., Unit D-5, Denver CO 80223 United States of America

Proposed to be Used
IR DIVISION
Medical devices, namely, annuloplasty rings.
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Trade Marks Journal No: 1864 ,   27/08/2018           Class 10 
 

Priority claimed from 11/09/2017; Application No. : 201711198 ;Norway 

3915340    09/03/2018
[International Registration No. : 1416996]
RABMED AS
Harlaug bru 21 N-2676 Heidal Norway

Proposed to be Used
IR DIVISION
Needle-free medical apparatus used to extract pharmaceuticals stored in glass ampoules, and can also be used to filter 
pharmaceuticals.
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Trade Marks Journal No: 1864 ,   27/08/2018           Class 10 
 

3915858    28/05/2018
[International Registration No. : 1417211]
HIGH TECHNOLOGY PRODUCTS, S.L.
Passatge Masoliver, 24-28 E-08005 BARCELONA Spain

Proposed to be Used
IR DIVISION
Clothing for medical use; artificial implants and prostheses; physical therapy equipment; hearing protection devices; 
pacifiers and utensils for assistance in feeding; beds and furniture for medical use, equipment for moving patients; 
orthopedic and mobility aid articles; medical and veterinary apparatus and instruments; physiotherapy and rehabilitation 
equipment; electromedical instruments; electromedical diagnostic instruments; equipment for diagnosis, examination and 
monitoring; electromagnetic medical apparatus.
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Trade Marks Journal No: 1864 ,   27/08/2018           Class 10 
 

3917336    22/05/2018
[International Registration No. : 1417345]
GLOBAL VISION CORPORATION
Room 825, No. 1 Building, Guo Ying Yuan, Xi Zhi Men Nan Xiao Jie, Xi Cheng District Beijing China

Proposed to be Used
IR DIVISION
Radiological apparatus for medical purposes; diagnostic apparatus for medical purposes; medical apparatus and 
instruments; medical ultrasound apparatus; radiotherapy apparatus; ophthalmoscopes; dental apparatus and instruments; 
ophthalmic apparatus; orthopedic articles; suture materials.
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Trade Marks Journal No: 1864 ,   27/08/2018           Class 11 
 

Priority claimed from 19/05/2014; Application No. : MI2014C005045 ;Italy 

3080767    23/09/2014
[International Registration No. : 1254067]
CARLO NOBILI S.P.A. - RUBINETTERIE
Via Lagone, 32 I-28021 BORGOMANERO (NOVARA) Italy

Address for service in India/Agents address:
L.S. DAVAR & CO.
32, RADHA MADHAV DUTTA GARDEN LANE, KOLKATA - 700 010.

Proposed to be Used
IR DIVISION
Taps [faucets]; taps [cocks, spigots] [faucets (Am.)] for pipes; mixer taps for water pipes; water flushing installations; 
safety accessories for water or gas apparatus and pipes; regulating accessories for water apparatus; water supply 
installations; anti-splash tap nozzles; water intake apparatus; water conduits installations; water distribution installations; 
faucets for pipes; showers; shower bases; shower cabinets; shower doors; shower fittings; shower panels; shower 
platforms; shower towers; shower heads; shower control valves; shower cubicles [enclosures (Am.)]; wash-hand basins 
[parts of sanitary installations]; wash-hand bowls [parts of sanitary installations]; bath tubs; bath tubs for sitz baths; water 
softening apparatus and installations; water filtering apparatus; faucet aerators; faucet sprayers; bathtub spouts; 
apparatus for water purification; washers for water taps; water-pipes for sanitary installations; flexible pipes being parts of 
bath plumbing installations; water purifying units for producing potable water; cooling installations for water; pressure 
water tanks; water heaters [apparatus]; watering installations, automatic; water purification installations; water jets for use 
in bathtubs; sinks; single-lever faucets for sinks; bath fittings; bath installations; bidets; boiler pipes [tubes] for heating 
installations; drip irrigation emitters [irrigation fittings]; hot air apparatus; hot air bath fittings; hot water heating 
installations; hydromassage bath apparatus; regulating and safety accessories for water apparatus; sanitary apparatus 
and installations; sauna bath installations; spa baths [vessels]; toilet seats; toilet bowls; toilets, portable; toilets [water-
closets]; whirlpool-jet apparatus.

4110



Trade Marks Journal No: 1864 ,   27/08/2018           Class 11 
 

Priority claimed from 11/01/2018; Application No. : 17683897 ;European Union 

3915102    02/07/2018
[International Registration No. : 1416882]
Ipalco B.V.
Pompmolenlaan 13 C NL-3447 GK Woerden Netherlands

Proposed to be Used
IR DIVISION
Cooling, refrigerating and air conditioning apparatus and instruments.
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Trade Marks Journal No: 1864 ,   27/08/2018           Class 11 
 

 

3915750    12/01/2018
[International Registration No. : 1417058]
Zhejiang Boou Sanitary Ware Technology Co., Ltd.
No. 888 Haifeng Road, Taizhou City 318000 Zhejiang China

Proposed to be Used
IR DIVISION
Light bulbs; searchlights; lights for vehicles; taps [faucets]; pipes [parts of sanitary installations]; water-pipes for sanitary 
installations; hot water heating installations; radiators [heating]; pressure water tanks; water conduits installations; pipe 
line cocks [spigots]; floor drains for sanitary installations.
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Trade Marks Journal No: 1864 ,   27/08/2018           Class 11 
 

3915825    12/02/2018
[International Registration No. : 1417106]
Jiangsu Polygee Environmental Technology Co., Ltd
(Jiangsu Yangtze International Metallurgical Industrial Park), Jinfeng Town, Zhangjiagang City Jiangsu Province China

Proposed to be Used
IR DIVISION
Air-conditioning installations; gas scrubbing apparatus; ventilation [air-conditioning] installations and apparatus; extractor 
hoods for kitchens; disinfectant apparatus; water purifying apparatus and machines; oil-scrubbing apparatus; sterilizing 
apparatus for sterilizing the cooking utensil and tableware in the form of a cupboard; drinking water dispensers; feeding 
apparatus for heating boilers.
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Trade Marks Journal No: 1864 ,   27/08/2018           Class 11 
 

3917311    22/05/2018
[International Registration No. : 1417253]
Chengming Wang
RM01.24 Building, Yueyuan Community, No. 64, Liguang Road, Lishui Town, Nanhai District, Foshan City Guangdong China

Proposed to be Used
IR DIVISION
Lighting apparatus and installations; lamps; luminous tubes for lighting; aquarium lights; fluorescent lamp tube; 
germicidal lamps for purifying air; stage lamps and lanterns; fairy lights for festive decoration.
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Trade Marks Journal No: 1864 ,   27/08/2018           Class 11 
 

 

Priority claimed from 06/10/2017; Application No. : 30 2017 110 111 ;Germany 

3918342    05/04/2018
[International Registration No. : 1416480]
Eberspächer Sütrak GmbH & Co. KG
Heinkelstraße 5 71272 Renningen Germany

Proposed to be Used
IR DIVISION
Air conditioning installations; air conditioning apparatus; air conditioning installations for vehicles, in particular roof-
mounted air conditioning installations for buses; evaporators, in particular for air conditioning installations; heat 
exchangers, in particular for air conditioning installations; heat pumps, in particular for air conditioning installations; air 
filters, in particular for air conditioning installations; ventilating fans, in particular for air conditioning installations; 
refrigerant condensers as parts of air conditioning installations; heating apparatus; heating installations; cooling 
apparatus; cooling installations; aeration apparatus; aeration installations; ventilating apparatus; ventilating installations; 
air purification apparatus; air purification installations; dehumidifiers; parts and fittings for all the aforesaid goods, 
included in this class.
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Trade Marks Journal No: 1864 ,   27/08/2018           Class 12 
 

Priority claimed from 26/09/2013; Application No. : 302013052651.1/12 ;Germany 

2841997    19/03/2014
[International Registration No. : 1212768]
BAYERISCHE MOTOREN WERKE AG
Petuelring 130 80809 München Germany

Address for service in India/Agents address:
L.S. DAVAR & CO.
32, RADHA MADHAV DUTTA GARDEN LANE, KOLKATA - 700 010.

Proposed to be Used
IR DIVISION
Motor vehicles and parts thereof, included in this class.
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Trade Marks Journal No: 1864 ,   27/08/2018           Class 12 
 

Priority claimed from 13/09/2017; Application No. : 2017-122022 ;Japan 

3915167    10/01/2018
[International Registration No. : 1416984]
RS TAICHI INC.
3-1-25, Nakagaito, Daito-Shi Osaka 574-0013 Japan

Proposed to be Used
IR DIVISION
Bags for attachment to motorcycles.
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Trade Marks Journal No: 1864 ,   27/08/2018           Class 12 
 

Priority claimed from 14/12/2017; Application No. : 30 2017 032 550 ;Germany 

3915741    13/06/2018
[International Registration No. : 1417073]
Daimler AG
Mercedesstraße 137 70327 Stuttgart Germany

Proposed to be Used
IR DIVISION
Motor vehicles and parts thereof (as far as included in this class).
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Trade Marks Journal No: 1864 ,   27/08/2018           Class 12 
 

Priority claimed from 14/12/2017; Application No. : 30 2017 032 539 ;Germany 

3915748    11/06/2018
[International Registration No. : 1417059]
DAIMLER AG
Mercedesstraße 137 70327 Stuttgart Germany

Proposed to be Used
IR DIVISION
Motor vehicles and parts thereof (as far as included in this class).
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Trade Marks Journal No: 1864 ,   27/08/2018           Class 12 
 

Priority claimed from 14/12/2017; Application No. : 30 2017 032 558 ;Germany 

3915752    11/06/2018
[International Registration No. : 1417051]
Daimler AG
Mercedesstraße 137 70327 Stuttgart Germany

Proposed to be Used
IR DIVISION
Motor vehicles and parts thereof.
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Trade Marks Journal No: 1864 ,   27/08/2018           Class 12
 

3915761    04/09/2017
[International Registration No. : 1416907]
Sundance Enterprises Inc.
24-9, Kami-youga, 5-chome, Setagaya-ku Tokvo 158-0098 Japan

Proposed to be Used
IR DIVISION
Cl.12;Motorcycles, structural parts for motorcycles namely, coachwork for motorcycles, front forks for motorcycles, 
fuel tanks for motorcycles, motorcycle kickstands, brake pedals for motorcycles, handlebars for motorcycles, handlebar 
grips for motorcycles; shift levers for motorcycles, saddles for motorcycles, hubs for motorcycle wheels, hub cap covers 
for motorcycles, spokes for motorcycles, wheel rims for motorcycles, aero dynamic fairings for motorcycles, rearview 
mirrors for motorcycles, direction indicators for motorcycles, luggage carriers for motorcycles, mudguards for 
motorcycles, warning horns for motorcycles, motorcycle sidecars, tires for motorcycles, inner tubes for motorcycles, 
fitted covers for motorcycles, saddlebags for motorcycles, saddle covers for motorcycles and inflatable air bags for use 
in motorcycles for the prevention of injury in accidents, motorcycle engines excluding parts thereof and engine mounts 
for motorcycles; electric motors for motorcycles, excluding parts thereof; axles for motorcycles, axle boots for 
motorcycles, wheel bearings for motorcycles and universal joints for motorcycles; transmission components for 
motorcycles namely, gear wheels for motorcycles, wheel sprockets, driving chains for motorcycles, clutch mechanisms 
for motorcycles, clutch cables for motorcycles, gear boxes for motorcycles, torque converters for motorcycles, clutch 
linings for motorcycles and traction control systems for motorcycles; suspension systems for motorcycles namely, leaf 
springs for land vehicle suspensions, coil springs for land vehicle suspensions, torsion bars for land vehicle suspensions
and shock absorbers for motorcycles; brake systems for motorcycles namely, brake drums for motorcycles, disc brakes 
for motorcycles, brake calipers for motorcycles, brake pads for motorcycles, brake blocks for motorcycles, brake linings 
for motorcycles, brake shoes for motorcycles, brake rotors for motorcycles, main brake cylinders for motorcycles, brake 
cables for motorcycles and anti-lock braking systems [ABS] for motorcycles, motorcycle alarm systems and anti-theft 
devices for motorcycles.
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Trade Marks Journal No: 1864 ,   27/08/2018           Class 12 
 

Priority claimed from 11/12/2017; Application No. : 30 2017 032 103 ;Germany 

3915775    09/05/2018
[International Registration No. : 1417033]
DAIMLER AG
Mercedesstraße 137 70327 Stuttgart Germany

Proposed to be Used
IR DIVISION
Motor vehicles and parts thereof, included in this class; electric vehicles.
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Trade Marks Journal No: 1864 ,   27/08/2018           Class 12 
 

 

Priority claimed from 14/12/2017; Application No. : 30 2017 032 557 ;Germany 

3915789    11/06/2018
[International Registration No. : 1417120]
DAIMLER AG
Mercedesstraße 137 70327 Stuttgart Germany

Proposed to be Used
IR DIVISION
Motor vehicles and parts thereof (as far as included in this class).
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Trade Marks Journal No: 1864 ,   27/08/2018           Class 12 
 

 

Priority claimed from 06/02/2018; Application No. : 30 2018 002 862 ;Germany 

3915813    14/06/2018
[International Registration No. : 1416494]
DAIMLER AG
Mercedesstraße 137 70327 Stuttgart Germany

Proposed to be Used
IR DIVISION
Motor vehicles and parts thereof (as far as included in class 12).
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Trade Marks Journal No: 1864 ,   27/08/2018           Class 12 
 

 

Priority claimed from 20/12/2017; Application No. : 30 2017 033 183 ;Germany 

3916480    13/06/2018
[International Registration No. : 1416511]
DAIMLER AG
Mercedesstraße 137 70327 Stuttgart Germany

Proposed to be Used
IR DIVISION
Motor vehicles and parts thereof (as far as included in class 12).
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Trade Marks Journal No: 1864 ,   27/08/2018           Class 12 
 

3917365    12/06/2018
[International Registration No. : 1417459]
Haldex Brake Products Corporation
10930 North Pomona Avenue Kansas City MO 64153 United States of America

Proposed to be Used
IR DIVISION
Spring brake actuators for land vehicles.
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Trade Marks Journal No: 1864 ,   27/08/2018           Class 12 
 

Priority claimed from 14/12/2017; Application No. : 30 2017 032 549 ;Germany 

3917489    13/06/2018
[International Registration No. : 1416504]
DAIMLER AG
Mercedesstraße 137 70327 Stuttgart Germany

Proposed to be Used
IR DIVISION
Motor vehicles and parts thereof (as far as included in class 12).
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Trade Marks Journal No: 1864 ,   27/08/2018           Class 12 
 

Priority claimed from 24/01/2018; Application No. : 30 2018 001 492 ;Germany 

3917492    14/06/2018
[International Registration No. : 1416499]
DAIMLER AG
Mercedesstraße 137 70327 Stuttgart Germany

Proposed to be Used
IR DIVISION
Motor vehicles and parts thereof (as far as included in class 12).
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Trade Marks Journal No: 1864 ,   27/08/2018           Class 12 
 

Priority claimed from 19/03/2018; Application No. : 017877097 ;European Union 

3918287    22/06/2018
[International Registration No. : 1416556]
KNORR-BREMSE AG
Moosacher Str. 80 80809 München Germany

Proposed to be Used
IR DIVISION
Brake linings for vehicles; brake blocks for vehicles; brake segments for vehicles.
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Trade Marks Journal No: 1864 ,   27/08/2018           Class 12 
 

 

Priority claimed from 06/02/2018; Application No. : 30 2018 002 861 ;Germany 

3918334    19/06/2018
[International Registration No. : 1416485]
DAIMLER AG
Mercedesstraße 137 70327 Stuttgart Germany

Proposed to be Used
IR DIVISION
Motor vehicles and parts thereof (as far as included in class 12).
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Trade Marks Journal No: 1864 ,   27/08/2018           Class 13 
 

Priority claimed from 14/12/2017; Application No. : 017595398 ;European Union 

3880522    25/05/2018
[International Registration No. : 1411168]
SAAB AB
SE-581 88 Linköping Sweden

Address for service in India/Attorney address:
DEPENNING & DEPENNING
120, VELACHERY MAIN ROAD, GUINDY, CHENNAI - 600 032.

Proposed to be Used
IR DIVISION
Firearms; ground combat weapon systems; anti-armour and multi-purpose weapon systems; missiles; training weapons; 
warheads; firearm sights; ammunition and projectiles; explosives; parts and accessories for the aforementioned goods 
included in this class.
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Trade Marks Journal No: 1864 ,   27/08/2018           Class 13 
 

3915189    02/07/2018
[International Registration No. : 1416973]
MBDA UK Limited
Six Hills Way Stevenage, Hertfordshire SG1 2DA United Kingdom

Proposed to be Used
IR DIVISION
Missiles; missile launchers; parts and fittings for missiles and missile launchers; all included in class 13.
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Trade Marks Journal No: 1864 ,   27/08/2018           Class 14 
 

 

3915781    07/06/2018
[International Registration No. : 1417024]
Zhangjiagang Shangtu Brand Planning Co., Ltd.
No. 136, Jiyang Middle Road, Yangshe Town, Zhangjiagang City, Suzhou City Jiangsu Province China

Proposed to be Used
IR DIVISION
Boxes of precious metal; bracelets [jewellery]; chains [jewellery]; jewellery; rings [jewellery]; earrings; precious stones; 
diamonds; wristwatches.
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Trade Marks Journal No: 1864 ,   27/08/2018           Class 16 
 

3915201    01/05/2018
[International Registration No. : 1417246]
TAIZHOU HAIDA PLASTIC & RUBBER PACKAGING., LTD
Temple Lane Village, Temple Lane town, Taizhou Economic Development Zone 225300 Jiangsu China

Proposed to be Used
IR DIVISION
Bags [envelopes, pouches] of paper or plastics, for packaging; garbage bags of paper or of plastics; bags for microwave 
cooking; plastic film for wrapping; plastic cling film.
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Trade Marks Journal No: 1864 ,   27/08/2018           Class 16 
 

3915848    22/05/2018
[International Registration No. : 1417226]
Qingdao senlida packaging co., Ltd
(No. 107 middle haixi Road) haixi Road, Huangdao District, Qingdao City 266400 Shandong Province China

Proposed to be Used
IR DIVISION
Plastic film for wrapping; bags [envelopes, pouches] of paper or plastics, for packaging; garbage bags of paper or of 
plastics; bags for microwave cooking; plastic cling film, extensible, for palletization; absorbent sheets of paper or plastic 
for foodstuff packaging; plastic bags for pet waste disposal.
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Trade Marks Journal No: 1864 ,   27/08/2018           Class 18 
 

 

3267602    28/10/2015
[International Registration No. : 1277715]
F.O. Bags GmbH
Vogelsanger Strasse 78 50823 Köln Germany

Address for service in India/Agents address:
LALL LAHIRI AND SALHOTRA.
PLOT NO. B-28, SECTOR - 32, INSTITUTIONAL AREA, GURGAON - 122 001, HARYANA.

Proposed to be Used
IR DIVISION
School bags, backpacks.
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Trade Marks Journal No: 1864 ,   27/08/2018           Class 25 
 

Priority claimed from 12/12/2013; Application No. : MI2013C011340 ;Italy 

3050293    09/06/2014
[International Registration No. : 1249733]
HARMONT & BLAINE S.P.A.
Strada Statale 87, Km. 16,460 Zona A.S.I. I-80023 CAIVANO (NAPOLI) Italy

Address for service in India/Agents address:
L.S. DAVAR & CO.
32, RADHA MADHAV DUTTA GARDEN LANE, KOLKATA - 700 010.

Proposed to be Used
IR DIVISION
Jackets [clothing]; stuff jackets [clothing]; down jackets; sports jackets; overcoats; coats; parkas; cardigans; shirts; tee-
shirts; polo shirts; tops [clothing]; sports shirts; dress shirts; golf shirts; blouses; sweatshirts; sweat pants; sweaters; 
sports jerseys; cyclists" clothing; trousers; shorts; bermuda shorts; jeans; skirts; overalls; jogging suits; suits; dresses; 
ready-made clothing; sports singlets; furs [clothing]; ski wear; vests; waterproof clothing; raincoats; bathing suits; 
bathing caps; bath robes; beach clothes; underpants; boxer shorts; slips [undergarments]; panties; bodices [lingerie]; 
corsets [underclothing]; brassieres; petticoats; undershirts; camisoles; negligees; teddies [undergarments]; 
combinations [clothing]; clothing for gymnastics; sweat-absorbent underclothing; rompers; layettes [clothing]; bibs, not 
of paper; babies" pants [clothing]; children"s clothing; pyjamas; dressing gowns; nightgowns; gloves [clothing]; muffs 
[clothing]; mittens; leggings [leg warmers]; socks; stockings; tights; hosiery; garters; sock suspenders; ear muffs 
[clothing]; money belts [clothing]; pockets for clothing; collars [clothing]; uniforms; wristbands [clothing]; belts 
[clothing]; suspenders; girdles; masquerade costumes; dance clothing; chasubles; sashes for wear; wimples; maniples; 
shower caps; sleep masks; wedding dresses; neckwear; neckerchiefs; fur stoles; shawls; bandanas [neckerchiefs]; 
neckties; bow ties; scarfs; running shoes; gaiters; shoes; sports shoes; gymnastic shoes; basketball sneakers; slippers; 
sandals; boots; ski boots; football shoes; overshoes; cycling shoes; dance shoes; soles for footwear; footwear uppers; 
inner soles; beach shoes; rain boots; balaclavas; caps [headwear]; hats; sun hats; rain hats; berets; headbands 
[clothing]; hoods [clothing]; visors [headwear].
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Trade Marks Journal No: 1864 ,   27/08/2018           Class 25 
 

Priority claimed from 05/07/2018; Application No. : 88027258 ;United States of America 

3915343    09/07/2018
[International Registration No. : 1417090]
Skechers U.S.A., Inc. II
228 Manhattan Beach Blvd. Manhattan Beach CA 90266 United States of America

Proposed to be Used
IR DIVISION
Footwear.
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Trade Marks Journal No: 1864 ,   27/08/2018           Class 25 
 

3915773    22/05/2018
[International Registration No. : 1417034]
The Yellow River into the sea travel Co., Ltd.
Room 319, Building B, No.69 Fuqian Street, Dongying District, Dongying City Shandong Province China

Proposed to be Used
IR DIVISION
Clothing; coats; skirts; trousers; shoes; headgear for wear; hosiery; gloves [clothing]; scarfs.
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Trade Marks Journal No: 1864 ,   27/08/2018           Class 25 
 

Priority claimed from 24/01/2018; Application No. : 40201801429Y ;Singapore 

3917322    29/03/2018
[International Registration No. : 1417316]
SUNFLOWER LIFESTYLE PTE. LTD.
160 Robinson Road, 17-01 Singapore Business Federation Centre Singapore 068914 Singapore

Proposed to be Used
IR DIVISION
Clothing; footwear; headgear.
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Trade Marks Journal No: 1864 ,   27/08/2018           Class 28 
 

Priority claimed from 07/03/2014; Application No. : 993863 ;New Zealand 

2892136    04/09/2014
[International Registration No. : 1226164]
LES MILLS INTERNATIONAL LIMITED
22 Centre Street Auckland 1010 NZ

Address for service in India/Attorney address:
RNA IP ATTORNEYS
VATIKA TOWERS, 10TH FLOOR BLOCK-B, SECTOR-54 GURGAON - 122002 NATIONAL CAPITAL REGION HARYANA, 
INDIA

Proposed to be Used
IR DIVISION
Sporting equipment, namely, manual resistance equipment.
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Trade Marks Journal No: 1864 ,   27/08/2018           Class 28 
 

Priority claimed from 25/03/2014; Application No. : 1286655 ;Benelux 

2943656    25/09/2014
[International Registration No. : 1236347]
LUXILON INDUSTRIES, NAAMLOZE VENNOOTSCHAP
Vosveld 11 B-2110 Wijnegem

Address for service in India/Agents address:
L.S. DAVAR & CO.
32, RADHA MADHAV DUTTA GARDEN LANE, KOLKATA - 700 010.

Proposed to be Used
IR DIVISION
Sporting articles not included in other classes including articles for tennis, football, basketball, racquetball, golf, squash, 
badminton; paddle boards; rackets, racket covers and racket bags, nets (sporting articles), balls, shuttlecocks; strings for 
rackets for tennis, badminton, squash and racketball; grips for rackets; tennis ball throwing apparatus; bags not included 
in other classes for tennis, basketball, football, golf, squash, badminton, racket ball; table tennis paddle cases.
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Trade Marks Journal No: 1864 ,   27/08/2018           Class 29 
 

 

3918304    01/05/2018
[International Registration No. : 1416530]
Qingdao Dakang Shangpin Commercial and trade Co., Ltd.
Room 6, 1st Floor, No.69 Yan an No. 3 Road, Qingdao City Shandong China

Proposed to be Used
IR DIVISION
Seaweed extracts for food; shellfish, not live; fish, preserved; fish, not live; fish-based foodstuffs; salted fish; sea-
cucumbers, not live; dried fish; canned aquatic products; meat.
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Trade Marks Journal No: 1864 ,   27/08/2018           Class 29 
 

3918323    06/04/2018
[International Registration No. : 1416766]
Prealpi S.p.A.
Viale Borri, 80 I-21100 Varese Italy

Proposed to be Used
IR DIVISION
Butter; cheese; cream; edible fats; milk products; vegetable mousses.
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Trade Marks Journal No: 1864 ,   27/08/2018           Class 30 
 

2871693    02/10/2014
[International Registration No. : 1206934]
ZAKRYTOE AKTSIONERNOE OBSHCHESTVO "KLASSIK"
ul.Shvetsova, 12, korp.2, lit. B RU-198095 Sankt-Peterburg Russian Federation

Address for service in India/Agents address:
L.S. DAVAR & CO.
32, RADHA MADHAV DUTTA GARDEN LANE, KOLKATA - 700 010.

Proposed to be Used
IR DIVISION
Tea; tea-based beverages; infusions, not medicinal; preparations of herbs and plant leaves for making beverages, not 
medicinal.
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Trade Marks Journal No: 1864 ,   27/08/2018           Class 30 
 

2878150    22/01/2014
[International Registration No. : 1222375]
KABUSHIKI KAISHA KIBUN SHOKUHIN (ALSO TRADING AS KIBUN FOODS INC.).
15-1, Ginza 5-Chome, Chuo-Ku Tokyo 105-8626 Japan

Address for service in India/Attorney address:
DE PENNING & DE PENNING
10 Government Place East, Kolkata 700 069, India

Proposed to be Used
To be associated with:
298927, 390209, 429729, 429730, 1172924

IR DIVISION
Coffee; tea; cocoa; artificial coffee; rice; tapioca; sago; flour; sugar; honey; treacle; yeast; baking-powder; salt; mustard; 
vinegar; sauces (condiments); spices; ice; sauces (condiments) for oden (Japanese dish); powdered condiments for oden 
(Japanese dish); sauces (condiments) for nabe-cuisine; powdered condiments for nabe-cuisine; sauces (condiments) for 
kabayaki of eels; seasonings and condiments; cooked gyoza (Chinese stuffed dumplings); cooked shumai (Chinese 
steamed dumplings); sushi; takoyaki (fried balls of batter mix with small pieces of octopus); packed (boxed) lunches 
consisting primarily of rice, bread or pasta with added meat, fish or vegetables; ravioli.
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Trade Marks Journal No: 1864 ,   27/08/2018           Class 30 
 

Priority claimed from 15/05/2014; Application No. : 1289546 ;Benelux 

2900890    19/08/2014
[International Registration No. : 1228225]
TOP BELGIAN BRANDS,
besloten vennootschap met beperkte aansprakelijkheid Vlamingstraat 4 B-8560 Wevelgem BE

Address for service in India/Agents address:
L.S. DAVAR & CO.
32, RADHA MADHAV DUTTA GARDEN LANE, KOLKATA - 700 010.

Proposed to be Used
IR DIVISION
Coffee, tea, cocoa, cocoa-based beverages, chocolate-based beverages, chocolate beverages, cookies, cookies with 
chocolate, cakes, chocolate cakes; confectionery, sweets, pudding, cereal preparations, desserts not included in other 
classes; fruit sauces.
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Trade Marks Journal No: 1864 ,   27/08/2018           Class 30 
 

 

3915181    12/02/2018
[International Registration No. : 1416975]
Beijing Funye Food Technology Co., Ltd.
A Building, Room 1-8, No. 399, Xiaodian Quarter, Jinzhan Village, Chaoyang District Beijing China

Proposed to be Used
IR DIVISION
Peppers [seasonings]; chilli oil for use as a seasoning or condiment; chutneys [condiments]; coffee; sugar; meal served 
in a box; soya sauce; crispy rice; essences for foodstuffs, except etheric essences and essential oils; seasoning sauce.
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Trade Marks Journal No: 1864 ,   27/08/2018           Class 30 
 

Priority claimed from 19/12/2017; Application No. : 1366749 ;Benelux 

3915772    18/06/2018
[International Registration No. : 1416567]
NV Biscuits Delacre SA
Avenue Emile van Becelaere 2 B-1170 Watermael-Boitsfort

Proposed to be Used
IR DIVISION
Biscuits and cookies, cakes, pastry, confectionery, chocolate and chocolate-based products.
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Trade Marks Journal No: 1864 ,   27/08/2018           Class 31 
 

Priority claimed from 12/12/2017; Application No. : 3695122 ;Spain 

3917316    19/04/2018
[International Registration No. : 1417326]
ALG NATUR GREEN, S.L.
Carretera A-8006, km. 20,50 E-41980 LA ALGABA (Sevilla) Spain

Proposed to be Used
IR DIVISION
Raw and unprocessed agricultural, aquacultural, horticultural and forestry products; raw and unprocessed grains and 
seeds; fresh fruits and vegetables, fresh garden herbs; natural plants and flowers; bulbs, seedlings and seeds for 
growing; live animals; Food products and beverages for animals; malt.
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Trade Marks Journal No: 1864 ,   27/08/2018           Class 31 
 

3917893    17/07/2018
[International Registration No. : 1416593]
TROUT - BLUE CHELAN-MAGI, INC. DBA CHELAN FRUIT COOPERATIVE
5 HOWSER ROAD CHELAN WA 98816 United States of America
BREWSTER HEIGHTS PACKING & ORCHARDS, LP
PO BOX 735 BREWSTER WA 98812 United States of America

Proposed to be Used
IR DIVISION
Fresh fruit; fruits, namely, fresh apples.
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Trade Marks Journal No: 1864 ,   27/08/2018           Class 32 
 

3915749    03/01/2018
[International Registration No. : 1416599]
Qingdao Awyesh Biopharmaceutical Co., Ltd.
No. 1, Huamei Road, Xiagezhuang Town, Laixi City, Qingdao City Shandong province China

Proposed to be Used
IR DIVISION
Beer; waters [beverages]; mineral water [beverages]; must; vegetable juices [beverages]; aerated water; non-alcoholic 
beverages flavored with tea; preparations for making beverages.
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Trade Marks Journal No: 1864 ,   27/08/2018           Class 32 
 

3917318    05/12/2017
[International Registration No. : 1417320]
Qingdao Lexiangziran Traditional Chinese Medicine Culture Development Co., Ltd.
17 Youth Road, Rizhuang Town, Laixi District, Qingdao City Shandong Province China

Proposed to be Used
IR DIVISION
Pure water (drink); soy drinks; plants drink (terms too vague in the opinion of the International Bureau – Rule 13 (2) (b) of 
the Common Regulations); beer; vegetable juices [beverages]; mineral water [beverages]; fruit juices; still water; non-
alcoholic beverages; preparations for making beverages.
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Trade Marks Journal No: 1864 ,   27/08/2018           Class 33 
 

3915739    11/07/2018
[International Registration No. : 1417089]
CONSTELLATION BRANDS U.S. OPERATIONS, INC.
235 NORTH BLOOMFIELD ROAD CANANDAIGUA NY 14424 United States of America

Proposed to be Used
IR DIVISION
Wine.
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Trade Marks Journal No: 1864 ,   27/08/2018           Class 33 
 

3915766    10/07/2018
[International Registration No. : 1417039]
SOCIETÀ AGRICOLA QUERCIABELLA S.p.A.
Via Saffi, 21 I-20123 Milano (MI) Italy

Proposed to be Used
IR DIVISION
Wine; liqueurs; spirits [beverages].
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Trade Marks Journal No: 1864 ,   27/08/2018           Class 33 
 

3915768    10/07/2018
[International Registration No. : 1417038]
SOCIETÀ AGRICOLA QUERCIABELLA S.p.A.
Via Saffi, 21 I-20123 Milano (MI) Italy

Proposed to be Used
IR DIVISION
Wines; alcoholic beverages (except beers).
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Trade Marks Journal No: 1864 ,   27/08/2018           Class 33 
 

3915776    04/04/2018
[International Registration No. : 1417032]
AR.PE.PE. S.r.l. Società Agricola
Via Del Buon Consiglio, 4 I-23100 Sondrio (SO) Italy

Proposed to be Used
IR DIVISION
Alcoholic beverages (excluding beers).
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Trade Marks Journal No: 1864 ,   27/08/2018           Class 33 
 

Priority claimed from 01/12/2017; Application No. : 4409571 ;France 

3915870    18/05/2018
[International Registration No. : 1417193]
E. REMY MARTIN & C°
20 rue de la Société Vinicole F-16100 COGNAC France

Proposed to be Used
IR DIVISION
Brandy of French origin or made in France.
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Trade Marks Journal No: 1864 ,   27/08/2018           Class 33 
 

Priority claimed from 16/11/2017; Application No. : 2017/08081 ;Sweden 

3917502    09/04/2018
[International Registration No. : 1416493]
The Absolut Company Aktiebolag
SE-117 97 Stockholm Sweden

Proposed to be Used
IR DIVISION
Alcoholic beverages (except beers).
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Trade Marks Journal No: 1864 ,   27/08/2018           Class 34 
 

3915810    04/06/2018
[International Registration No. : 1417117]
GESINTA INVEST COMPANY, S.L.U.
Calle Playa de Sitges, 22 E-02829 Las Rozas (Madrid) Spain

Proposed to be Used
IR DIVISION
Cigars.
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Trade Marks Journal No: 1864 ,   27/08/2018           Class 35 
 

Priority claimed from 03/03/2014; Application No. : GO2014C000022 ;Italy 

2899974    08/04/2014
[International Registration No. : 1227059]
ASSICURAZIONI GENERALI S.P.A.
Piazza Duca degli Abruzzi, 2 I-34132 TRIESTE (TS) Italy

Address for service in India/Agents address:
L.S. DAVAR & CO.
32, RADHA MADHAV DUTTA GARDEN LANE, KOLKATA - 700 010.

Proposed to be Used
IR DIVISION
Advertising; business management; business administration; office functions, accounting; drawing up of statements of 
accounts; administrative processing of purchase orders; advertising agencies; advertising by mail order; arranging 
newspaper subscriptions for others; arranging subscriptions to telecommunication services for others; auctioneering; 
auditing; bill-posting; book-keeping; business appraisals; professional business consultancy; business information; 
business inquiries; business investigations; business management and organization consultancy; business management 
assistance; business management consultancy; business management of hotels; business management of performing 
artists; business management of sports people; business organization consultancy; business research; commercial 
administration of the licensing of the goods and services of others; commercial information agencies; commercial 
information and advice for consumers [consumer advice shop]; commercial or industrial management assistance; 
compilation of information into computer databases; compilation of statistics; cost price analysis; data search in 
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computer files for others; demonstration of goods; direct mail advertising; dissemination of advertising matter; 
distribution of samples; document reproduction; economic forecasting; business efficiency experts; employment 
agencies; organization of fashion shows for promotional purposes; computerized file management; import-export 
agencies; invoicing; layout services for advertising purposes; advisory services for business management; marketing; 
marketing research; marketing studies; modelling for advertising or sales promotion; news clipping services; office 
machines and equipment rental; on-line advertising on a computer network; opinion polling; organization of exhibitions 
for commercial or advertising purposes; organization of trade fairs for commercial or advertising purposes; outsourcing 
services [business assistance]; payroll preparation; personnel management consultancy; personnel recruitment; 
photocopying services; presentation of goods on communication media, for retail purposes; price comparison services; 
procurement services for others [purchasing goods and services for other businesses]; production of advertising films; 
psychological testing for the selection of personnel; public relations; publication of publicity texts; publicity; publicity 
agencies; publicity columns preparation; publicity material rental; radio advertising; radio commercials; relocation 
services for businesses; rental of advertising space; rental of advertising time on communication media; rental of 
photocopying machines; rental of vending machines; sales promotion for others; secretarial services; shop window 
dressing; shorthand; sponsorship search; systemization of information into computer databases; tax preparation; 
telemarketing services; telephone answering for unavailable subscribers; television advertising; television commercials; 
transcription; typing; updating of advertising material; word processing; writing of publicity texts; all these services 
excluding those in relation to water purifier, water heaters and air conditioning apparatus and installations.
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Trade Marks Journal No: 1864 ,   27/08/2018           Class 35 
 

Priority claimed from 03/03/2014; Application No. : GO2014C000023 ;Italy 

2910283    04/04/2014
[International Registration No. : 1228731]
ASSICURAZIONI GENERALI S.P.A.
Piazza Duca degli Abruzzi, 2 I-34132 TRIESTE (TS) Italy

Address for service in India/Agents address:
L.S. DAVAR & CO.
32, RADHA MADHAV DUTTA GARDEN LANE, KOLKATA - 700 010.

Proposed to be Used
IR DIVISION
Advertising; business management; business administration; office functions, accounting; drawing up of statements of 
accounts; administrative processing of purchase orders; advertising agencies; advertising by mail order; arranging 
newspaper subscriptions for others; arranging subscriptions to telecommunication services for others; auctioneering; 
auditing; bill-posting; book-keeping; business appraisals; professional business consultancy; business information; 
business inquiries; business investigations; business management and organization consultancy; business management 
assistance; business management consultancy; business management of hotels; business management of performing 
artists; business management of sports people; business organization consultancy; business research; commercial 
administration of the licensing of the goods and services of others; advice shop]; commercial or industrial management 
assistance; compilation of information into computer databases; compilation of statistics; cost price analysis; data 
search in computer files for others; demonstration of goods; direct mail advertising; dissemination of advertising matter; 
distribution of samples; document reproduction; economic forecasting; business efficiency experts; employment 
agencies; organization of fashion shows for promotional purposes; computerized file management; import-export 
agencies; invoicing; layout services for advertising purposes; advisory services for business management; marketing; 
marketing research; marketing studies; modelling for advertising or sales promotion; news clipping services; office 
machines and equipment rental; on-line advertising on a computer network; opinion polling; organization of exhibitions 
for commercial or advertising purposes; organization of trade fairs for commercial or advertising purposes; outsourcing 
services [business assistance]; payroll preparation; personnel management consultancy; personnel recruitment; 
photocopying services; presentation of goods on communication media, for retail purposes; price comparison services; 
procurement services for others [purchasing goods and services for other businesses]; production of advertising films; 
psychological testing for the selection of personnel; public relations; publication of publicity texts; publicity; publicity 
agencies; publicity columns preparation; publicity material rental; radio advertising; radio commercials; relocation 
services for businesses; rental of advertising space; rental of advertising time on communication media; rental of 
photocopying machines; rental of vending machines; sales promotion for others; secretarial services; shop window 
dressing; shorthand; sponsorship search; systemization of information into computer databases; tax preparation; 
telemarketing services; telephone answering for unavailable subscribers; television advertising; television commercials; 
transcription; typing; updating of advertising material; word processing; writing of publicity texts; all these services 
excluding those in relation to water purifier, water heaters and air conditioning apparatus and installations.
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Trade Marks Journal No: 1864 ,   27/08/2018           Class 35 
 

3035152    16/04/2015
[International Registration No. : 1234833]
PREFERRED GUEST, INC.
One StarPoint STAMFORD CT 06902 United States of America

Address for service in India/Attorney address:
INVENTURE IP
G-13, LOWER GROUND FLOOR, NIZAMUDDIN WEST, NEW DELHI-110013

Proposed to be Used
IR DIVISION
Customer loyalty services, namely, incentive programs to promote frequent customer patronage through rewards given to 
customers.
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Trade Marks Journal No: 1864 ,   27/08/2018           Class 35 
 

 

Priority claimed from 01/10/2014; Application No. : 013315601 ;European Union 

3159996    31/03/2015
[International Registration No. : 1261996]
CooperVision International Holding Company, LP
Suite 2, Edghill House, Wildey Business Park St. Michael

Address for service in India/Agents address:
LALL LAHIRI AND SALHOTRA.
PLOT NO. B-28, SECTOR - 32, INSTITUTIONAL AREA, GURGAON - 122 001, HARYANA.

Proposed to be Used
IR DIVISION
Advertising, marketing and promotion services; advice in the field of business management and marketing; assistance, 
advisory services and consultancy with regard to business planning, business analysis, business management, business 
organization, marketing and customer analysis; business marketing consulting services; business marketing services; 
providing business marketing information; on-line advertising and marketing services; planning, design, development, 
maintenance, tracking and reporting of online marketing activities for third parties; providing marketing consulting in the 
field of social media; advertising and marketing services provided by means of indirect methods of marketing 
communications, namely, social media, search engine marketing, inquiry marketing, internet marketing, mobile 
marketing, blogging and other forms of passive shareable or viral communications channels; consulting services in the 
field of search engine optimization; search engine optimization; promoting the goods and services of others through 
search engine referral traffic analysis and reporting; outsource service provider in the field of business analytics; 
appointment scheduling services (office functions).
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Trade Marks Journal No: 1864 ,   27/08/2018           Class 35 
 

Priority claimed from 31/10/2014; Application No. : MI2014C010068 ;Italy 

3259078    17/04/2015
[International Registration No. : 1276685]
PENTA S.R.L.
Via Piave, 130 I-31044 MONTEBELLUNA (TREVISO) Italy

Address for service in India/Agents address:
L.S. DAVAR & CO.
32, RADHA MADHAV DUTTA GARDEN LANE, KOLKATA - 700 010.

Proposed to be Used
IR DIVISION
Retail and wholesale services, also on-line, of vehicles, cars, motorcycles, bicycles, tricycles, parts, spare parts and 
fittings therefor; retail and wholesale services, also on-line, of preparations for cleaning, protection, maintenance and 
preservation of vehicles, perfumes, oils and greases, lubricants, additives for motor fuels, for oils and for engines; retail 
and wholesale services, also on-line, of pedometers, blinkers [signalling lights], hands free kits for phones, articles of 
protective clothing for protection against accident or injury, reflective apparel and clothing, protection devices for 
personal use, tachometers, antennas, cassette players, radio tuners, battery chargers, television sets, eyeglasses, 
sunglasses, anti-glare glasses, sports goggles, swimming goggles, eyeglass and sunglass cases, eyeglass and sunglass 
lenses, eyeglass and sunglass frames, eyeglass and sunglass chains, eyeglass and sunglass cords, pince-nez, pince-nez 
cases, pince-nez chains, pince-nez cords, pince-nez mountings, correcting lenses [optics], snow goggles, ski goggles, 
protective goggles, goggles for motorcyclists, helmets, face shields; retail and wholesale services, also on-line, of 
batteries, accumulators, battery cables, burglar alarms, speed indicators, clocks and watches, computer games, 
electronic books, radio apparatus, navigation computers, vehicle tracking devices, sirens, thermostats, emergency light 
bars for vehicles, navigation apparatus for vehicles, ultrasonic object detectors, camcorders, horns for loudspeakers, 
manometers, warning lights, rechargeable batteries, power cables, binders adapted for compact discs, time switches, 
telescopic keys, testers, sockets and plugs, power switches, measuring jugs and beakers, transformers for increasing 
voltage, thermometers, sensors; retail and wholesale services, also on-line, of scientific, nautical, surveying, 
photographic, cinematographic, optical, weighing, measuring, signalling, checking [supervision], life-saving and teaching 
apparatus and instruments, apparatus and instruments for conducting, switching, transforming, accumulating, regulating 
or controlling electricity, apparatus for recording, transmission or reproduction of sound or images, magnetic data 
carriers, recording discs, compact discs, DVDs and other digital recording media, mechanisms for coin-operated 
apparatus, cash registers, calculating machines, data processing equipment, computers, computer software, fire-
extinguishing apparatus; retail and wholesale services, also on-line, of parking systems, velocity sensors, speed 
measuring apparatus, heat detectors, anti-freeze testers, coolant-temperature sensors, image and data projectors, 
camcorders for cars and helmets, converters, vehicle breakdown warning triangles, backlit signs, luminous safety 
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beacons, ampere-hour meters, ammeters, pressure measuring apparatus, apparatus for measuring oil pressure and turbo 
pressure, apparatus for measuring oil temperature and water temperature, pressure recording apparatus, pressure 
sensors, temperature indicators, temperature sensors, voltmeters, vacuum gauges; retail and wholesale services, also 
on-line, of apparatus for lighting, heating, steam generating, cooking, refrigerating, drying, ventilating, water supply and 
sanitary purposes; retail and wholesale services, also on-line, of engine hoods, engines for motor vehicles, gear boxes for 
vehicles, wheel rims, vehicle covers [shaped], covers for steering wheels, upholstery for vehicles, sun-blinds, ski carriers, 
safety seats, vehicle seats, head-rests for vehicle seats, seat covers, safety belts for vehicle seats, steering wheels for 
vehicles, remote control vehicles, prams [baby carriages], pushchairs, covers for baby carriages, covers for pushchairs, 
parachutes, two-wheeled trolleys, ski lifts, golf carts [vehicles], full-trailers, bicycle racks for vehicles, air bags for 
vehicles, anti-theft devices for vehicles, kick sledges, fitted covers for vehicles, small wagons for transporting children, 
motorcycle sidecars, spare tire carriers for vehicles, safety seats for use in vehicles, aero dynamic fairings for vehicles, 
protective roll bars for vehicles; retail and wholesale services, also on-line, of steering wheel controls for automobiles, 
horns, brake pads for vehicles, windshield wipers, spoilers, pneumatic tires [tyres], adhesive rubber patches for repairing 
inner tubes, snow chains and snow socks for land vehicles, bumpers, luggage carriers, roof rack storage containers for 
vehicles, storage compartments for automobiles, luggage racks for automobiles, boot tidies, storage compartments for 
luggage, roof bars for vehicles, spoilers for vehicles, safety belts, nets and seats for animals in vehicles; retail and 
wholesale services, also on-line, of ramps, storage racks to hold vehicle mats, infant walkers, high chairs for babies, mats 
for infant playpens, safety gates of metal for babies, children and pets, bicycle locks of metal, booster seats, bolts, dice, 
locks for vehicles, small items of metal hardware, coat hangers, hooks, folding tables, cushions, photograph frames, 
fastening clips, statues, figurines, works of art, decorations, containers, closures for containers, baskets, barrels, casks, 
letter boxes, crates, pallets, ladders, step stools, display stands, display boards, display cases, display tables, 
mannequins, signboards, furnishings, kennels for animals, animal carriers, hutches for animals, furniture, mirrors, picture 
frames; retail and wholesale services, also on-line, of ropes, slings, string, nets, tents, tarpaulins, sails, sacks, padding 
and stuffing materials, raw fibrous textile materials; retail and wholesale services, also on-line, of carpets, rugs, mats and 
matting, linoleum and other coverings, wall hangings; retail and wholesale services, also on-line, of clothing, footwear, 
headgear; advertising; business management; business administration; office functions [services for others].
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Trade Marks Journal No: 1864 ,   27/08/2018           Class 35 
 

 

Priority claimed from 22/11/2017; Application No. : 87695642 ;United States of America 

3917496    21/05/2018
[International Registration No. : 1416498]
Younique, LLC
3400 Mayflower Ave Lehi UT 84043 United States of America

Proposed to be Used
IR DIVISION
Online retail services through direct solicitation by distributors directed to end-users featuring cosmetics, skin care and 
beauty products; retail services through direct solicitation by distributors directed to end-users featuring cosmetics, skin 
care and beauty products; retail shop-at-home party services in the field of cosmetics, skin care and beauty products.
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Trade Marks Journal No: 1864 ,   27/08/2018           Class 36 
 

3915764    01/05/2018
[International Registration No. : 1416768]
Finsight Group, Inc.
589 8th Ave, 20th Fl New York NY 10018 United States of America

Proposed to be Used
IR DIVISION
Providing financial information pertaining to investors who qualify to purchase certain types of securities.
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Trade Marks Journal No: 1864 ,   27/08/2018           Class 39 
 

Priority claimed from 09/02/2015; Application No. : 154155412 ;France 

3259851    06/08/2015
[International Registration No. : 1276252]
INFRA PARK
4 place de la Pyramide, Immeuble Ile de France, Bâtiment A F-92800 Puteaux FR

Address for service in India/Agents address:
DASWANI & DASWANI.
DASWANI HOUSE, GREEN ARCES, 23B, AHRIPUKUR 1ST LANE, KOLKATA - 700 019.

Proposed to be Used
IR DIVISION
Vehicle parking area services; rental of vehicle parking spaces; information services relating to vehicle parking.
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Trade Marks Journal No: 1864 ,   27/08/2018           Class 41 
 

Priority claimed from 11/02/2014; Application No. : UK00003041920 ;United Kingdom 

3101181    04/08/2014
[International Registration No. : 1256888]
SMITH & WILLIAMSON TRUST CORPORATION IMITEDL ON TRUST FOR ROYAL VARIETY CHARITY
Brinsworth House, 72 Staines Road Twickenham Middlesex TW2 5AL GB

Address for service in India/Agents address:
S. MAJUMDAR & CO.
5, HARISH MUKHERJEE ROAD, KOLKATA - 700 025, INDIA.

Proposed to be Used
IR DIVISION
Education and entertainment services; production and presentation of radio and television programmes, films and shows;
production of shows, radio programmes, television programmes and cinematographic films; provision of education and 
entertainment by means of radio, television, satellite, cable, telephone, the worldwide web and the Internet; provision of 
sporting and cultural activities; training services; organization of shows; rental of sound recordings and of pre-recorded 
shows, films, radio and television performances; production of video tapes and video discs; radio entertainment services, 
television entertainment services; theatre entertainment services; game shows; Internet based games; provision of video 
clips via mobile or computer networks for entertainment, educational or sporting purposes; production, presentation, 
distribution, syndication, networking and rental of television programmes, radio programmes, films, sound recordings 
and video recordings; production and rental of educational and instructional materials; publishing; organisation, 
production and presentation of events for educational, cultural or entertainment purposes; organisation, production and 
presentation of shows, competitions, games, concerts, exhibitions, events, contests, quizzes, fun days, sporting events, 
shows, roadshows, staged events, theatrical performances, concerts, live performances and audience participation 
events; orchestra and library services; musical entertainment services; discotheques; entertainment, information, 
sporting, cultural and education services in the nature of audio, video, still and moving images and text; production, 
presentation and distribution of audio, video, still and moving images and text; publishing services (including electronic 
publishing services); non-downloadable electronic publications; provision of information and advisory services relating 
to the aforesaid services.
THE MARK TO BE USED AS A WHOLE.
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3915827    31/05/2018
[International Registration No. : 1417093]
SHANGHAI RUISI TECHNOLOGY INFORMATION CONSULTING CO., LTD.
Room 103, No.4 Building, No.111 Eshan Road, China (Shanghai) Pilot Free Trade Zone Shanghai China

Proposed to be Used
IR DIVISION
Academies [education]; production of radio and television programmes; teaching; tuition; tutoring; organization of 
competitions [education or entertainment]; arranging and conducting of workshops [training]; club services 
[entertainment or education]; entertainer services; arranging and conducting of in-person educational forums; conducting
guided tours; publication of printed matter, also in electronic form, except for advertising purposes; online electronic 
publishing of books and periodicals.
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Priority claimed from 24/07/2017; Application No. : 87540897 ;United States of America 

3915924    24/01/2018
[International Registration No. : 1416903]
Uber Technologies, Inc.
1455 Market Street, 4th Floor San Francisco CA 94103 United States of America

Proposed to be Used
IR DIVISION
Entertainment services in the nature of development, creation, production, distribution, and post-production of motion 
pictures and multimedia entertainment content; film and video production; providing entertainment information via a 
website in the field (s) of videos and films; providing non-downloadable videos via a website in the field of information, 
entertainment and documentaries.
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3915986    22/05/2018
[International Registration No. : 1417290]
The Yellow River into the sea travel Co., Ltd.
Room 319, Building B, No.69 Fuqian Street, Dongying District, Dongying City Shandong Province China

Proposed to be Used
IR DIVISION
Conducting guided tours; holiday camp services [entertainment]; entertainment services; amusement park services; 
teaching; educational services provided by schools; organization of competitions [education or entertainment].
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3918356    13/06/2018
[International Registration No. : 1416734]
Le Cordon Bleu International B.V.
Herengracht 28 NL-1015 BL Amsterdam Netherlands

Proposed to be Used
IR DIVISION
Cl.41;Education; educational and teaching services, namely, conducting workshops, seminars, classes and providing 
distance learning services in the fields of the culinary arts, gastronomy, oenology, cooking, business management and 
the hospitality industry, and distributing course materials in connection therewith; providing educational demonstrations; 
providing of training; entertainment; sporting and cultural activities; publication and editing of printed matter; 
organisation of conferences, exhibitions and competitions in the fields of culinary arts, gastronomy, oenology, cooking, 
business management and the hospitality industry; electronic publication.
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Priority claimed from 30/10/2014; Application No. : 86440438 ;United States of America 

3047202    12/01/2015
[International Registration No. : 1248921]
MICROSOFT CORPORATION
One Microsoft Way Redmond, WA 980526399 United States of America

Address for service in India/Attorney address:
POOJA DODD
113, UDAY PARK, NEW DELHI-110049.
Used Since :13/11/2013

IR DIVISION
Software as a service (saas) services for use in developing and testing other computer programs; software as a service 
(saas) services featuring compiler programs, debugger programs and utility programs for creating graphical applications; 
software as a service (saas) services for assisting developers in creating program code for use in multiple application 
programs; software as a service (saas) services for running development programs and application programs in a 
common development environment; software as a service (saas) services for use in developing and publishing web sites 
and other information published for on-line network access.
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Priority claimed from 03/12/2014; Application No. : 86470775 ;United States of America 

3291299    02/06/2015
[International Registration No. : 1281971]
The Regents of the University of California
1111 Franklin Street, 12th Floor Oakland CA 946075200 United States of America

Address for service in India/Agents address:
LALL LAHIRI AND SALHOTRA.
PLOT NO. B-28, SECTOR - 32, INSTITUTIONAL AREA, GURGAON - 122 001, HARYANA.

Proposed to be Used
IR DIVISION
Consulting services in the fields of energy measurement to improve energy efficiency; compiling data for research 
purposes in the fields of energy efficiency, building technologies, namely, building systems and component technologies, 
building controls, energy information and management systems, simulation and tools, grid integration, demand response, 
energy storage, photovoltaics and renewable generation; consultation and research in the fields of energy efficiency, 
building technologies, namely, building systems and component technologies, building controls, energy information and 
management systems, simulation and tools, grid integration, demand response, energy storage, photovoltaics and 
renewable generation; design, engineering, research, development and testing services in the fields of energy efficiency, 
building technologies, namely, building systems and component technologies, building controls, energy information and 
management systems, simulation and tools, grid integration, demand response, energy storage, photovoltaics and 
renewable generation; product research and development services for others in the fields of energy efficiency, building 
technologies, namely, building systems and component technologies, building controls, energy information and 
management systems, simulation and tools, grid integration, demand response, energy storage, photovoltaics and 
renewable generation; providing facilities for scientific research in the nature of a test bed for the evaluation of energy 
efficiency, thermal comfort, and visual comfort in building systems; research and development and consultation related 
thereto in the fields of energy efficiency, building technologies, namely, building systems and component technologies, 
building controls, energy information and management systems, simulation and tools, grid integration, demand response, 
energy storage, photovoltaics and renewable generation; research and development of technology in the fields of energy 
efficiency, building technologies, controls, energy information and management systems, tools and grid integration, 
demand response, energy storage, photovoltaics and renewable generation; research and development of 
environmentally friendly forms of energy and power; scientific and technological services, namely, scientific research, 
analysis, testing, designing, and experimentation in the fields of energy efficiency, building technologies, namely, 
building systems and component technologies, building controls, energy information and management systems, 
simulation and tools, grid integration, demand response, energy storage, photovoltaics and renewable generation; 
scientific research in the fields of energy efficiency, building technologies, namely, building systems and component 
technologies, building controls, energy information and management systems, simulation and tools, grid integration, 
demand response, energy storage, photovoltaics and renewable generation; technical consultation in the field of 
environmental science, engineering services, design for others in the field of energy engineering, designing and testing of
energy products for others; technological planning and consulting services in the fields of energy efficiency, building 
technologies, namely, building systems and component technologies, building controls, energy information and 
management systems, simulation and tools, grid integration, demand response, energy storage, photovoltaics and 
renewable generation; providing scientific information and scientific data in the fields of energy efficiency, building 
technologies, namely, building systems and component technologies, building controls, energy information and 
management systems, building system simulation technologies, tools for evaluating the energy efficiency of building 
systems, energy grid integration, electricity demand response technologies, energy storage technologies, photovoltaics, 
and renewable energy generation; conducting of feasibility studies in the field of new technologies; providing facilities for 
research and development in the nature of a test bed for the collection, processing and analysis of data and information 
pertaining to the interoperability of building technologies and building systems.
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3915123    05/04/2018
[International Registration No. : 1416960]
BUILDINGSMART INTERNATIONAL LIMITED
Park Street 17 GU15 3PQ Camberley, Surrey United Kingdom

Proposed to be Used
IR DIVISION
Scientific and technological services and research and design relating thereto; industrial analysis and research services; 
design and development of computer hardware and software.
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3917314    22/05/2018
[International Registration No. : 1417328]
The Yellow River into the sea travel Co., Ltd.
Room 319, Building B, No.69 Fuqian Street, Dongying District, Dongying City Shandong Province China

Proposed to be Used
IR DIVISION
Canteen services; hotel reservations; temporary accommodation reservations; hotel services; restaurant services; self-
service restaurant services; holiday camp services [lodging]; rental of tents; providing campground facilities.
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Priority claimed from 15/01/2018; Application No. : 87755688 ;United States of America 

3918286    03/07/2018
[International Registration No. : 1416906]
Carl's Jr. Restaurants LLC
6700 Tower Circle, Suite 1000 Franklin TN 37067 United States of America

Proposed to be Used
IR DIVISION
Restaurant services.
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Priority claimed from 22/03/2018; Application No. : 40201805320Y ;Singapore 

3915747    12/04/2018
[International Registration No. : 1416863]
VERITA HEALTHCARE GROUP LIMITED
4 Leng Kee Road, 04-01 SIS Building Singapore 159088 Singapore

Proposed to be Used
IR DIVISION
Medical health assessment services; genetic testing for medical purposes; medical and health services relating to DNA, 
genetics and genetic testing; medical testing services relating to the diagnosis and treatment of disease; medical 
diagnostic services; medical laboratory services for the analysis of blood samples taken from patients; medical services; 
alternative medicine services; health care; consulting services in the field of medical care, health and nutrition; DNA 
screening for medical purposes; health screening; medical screening; medical analysis services; medical care and 
analysis services relating to patient treatment; nutritional advisory services; providing information relating to dietary and 
nutritional guidance.
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Priority claimed from 14/12/2017; Application No. : 87720728 ;United States of America 

3915843    14/06/2018
[International Registration No. : 1417235]
Foundation Medicine, Inc.
150 Second Street Cambridge MA 02141 United States of America

Proposed to be Used
IR DIVISION
Genomic and molecular medical testing for cancer and other diagnostic or treatment purposes; diagnostic services, 
namely, medical diagnostic testing for cancer and other diseases and disorders; providing collected and analyzed 
medical information in the field of genetic and treatment information for cancer and other diseases and disorders for 
diagnostic and treatment purposes; providing medical data and information to healthcare professionals.
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3917486    22/05/2018
[International Registration No. : 1416502]
Vazquez, Araceli
514 Raven Dr Murphy TX 750943907 United States of America

Proposed to be Used
IR DIVISION
Dietitian service.
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Priority claimed from 12/09/2013; Application No. : 012134821 ;European Union 

2846707    06/03/2014
[International Registration No. : 1214034]
BSH HAUSGERÄTE GMBH
Carl-Wery-Str. 34 81739 München DE

Address for service in India/Agents address:
L.S. DAVAR & CO.
32, RADHA MADHAV DUTTA GARDEN LANE, KOLKATA - 700 010.

Proposed to be Used
IR DIVISION
Cl.7;Electrical household and kitchen machines and apparatus (included in this class), in particular electrical kitchen 
machines and apparatus including grinders/crushers, mixing and kneading devices, fruit pressing machines, de-juicers, 
juice centrifuges, grinding machines, cutting devices, electrically powered tools, tin openers, knife sharpening devices 
and appliances and devices for making beverages and/or food, pumps for dispensing chilled beverages for use in 
combination with devices for chilling beverages; electric vending machines for beverages or foods, automatic vending 
machines; electrical apparatus for sealing plastics; electrical waste disposers, namely waste grinders and waste 
compacting machines; dishwashers; electric machines and devices for cleaning laundry and clothing (included in this 
class), including washing machines, spin dryers; ironing presses, ironing machines, included in this class; electric 
household cleaning equipment, including electric window cleaning equipment, electric shoe polishers and vacuum 
cleaners, wet and dry vacuuming apparatus; parts for all the aforesaid goods included in this class, in particular flexible 
tubes, pipes, dust filters, dust filter bags, all for vacuum cleaners.

Cl.9;Kitchen scales, bathroom scales; remote operating, signalling and control apparatus (electric/electronic) for 
household or kitchen machines and utensils; recorded and unrecorded machine-readable data carriers for household 
equipment; data processing devices and data processing programmes for controlling and operating household 
appliances; dosimeters; parts and auxiliary parts for all the aforesaid goods, included in this class.

Cl.11;Apparatus for heating, steam generating and cooking, in particular stoves, baking, roasting, grilling, toasting, 
defrosting and heating devices, water heaters, immersion heaters, slow-cookers, microwave ovens, waffle irons (electric), 
egg-boilers, deep-fat fryers (electric); electrical tea and coffee makers, espresso coffee machines, automatic coffee 
machines (included in this class); refrigerating apparatus, in particular refrigerators, chest freezers, refrigerated cabinets, 
beverage-cooling apparatus, fridge-freezers, freezers, ice machines and apparatus; drying apparatus, in particular 
including tumble dryers, laundry drying machines, hand dryers, hair dryers; infrared lamps (other than for medical use); 
heating pads (not for medical purposes), electric blankets (not for medical purposes); ventilating apparatus, in particular 
fans, extractor hood filters, extractor hood equipment and covers for extractor hoods, air-conditioning apparatus and 
devices for improving air quality, air humidifiers, air deodorisers, fragrance dispensing apparatus (not for personal use); 
air purifying apparatus, apparatus for water supply and sanitary purposes, in particular including fittings for steam 
generating, ventilating and water supply installations; water heaters, storage water heaters and instantaneous water 
heaters; kitchen sinks; heat pumps; parts for all the aforesaid goods, included in this class; taps for dispensing cooled 
beverages, for use in combination with appliances for cooling of beverages.
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Priority claimed from 05/07/2013; Application No. : 2013-052347 ;Japan 

2856130    29/11/2013
[International Registration No. : 1213295]
HITACHI, LTD.
6-6, Marunouchi 1-chome, Chiyoda-ku Tokyo 100-8280 Japan

Address for service in India/Agents address:
L.S. DAVAR & CO.
32, RADHA MADHAV DUTTA GARDEN LANE, KOLKATA - 700 010.

Proposed to be Used
IR DIVISION
Cl.37;Construction of water and wastewater facilities; order intake and brokerage and consultancy of order intake for 
plant construction; construction; providing information relating to the construction of water and wastewater facilities; 
consultancy relating to plant construction; construction consultancy; operation, inspection or maintenance of building 
equipment; repair or maintenance of air conditioning apparatus; repair or maintenance of burners; repair or maintenance 
of boilers; repair or maintenance of pumps; repair or maintenance of freezing machines and apparatus; repair or 
maintenance of water pollution control equipment; repair or maintenance of water purifying apparatus; repair or 
maintenance of water supply apparatus; repair or maintenance of chemical plants; repair or maintenance of hydroelectric 
power plants, thermal power plants.

Cl.42;Design of water and wastewater facilities; architecture; surveying; design of water treatment facilities; design of 
water treatment machines; design of water and wastewater facilities and purification tanks and consultancy relating 
thereto; water and wastewater facilities engineering services; water treatment and river purification engineering services; 
chemical plants engineering services; engineering services relating to hydroelectric power plants, thermal power plants, 
nuclear power plants and other electricity plants; designing of machines, apparatus, instruments [including their parts] or 
systems composed of such machines, apparatus and instruments; computer software design, computer programming, or 
maintenance of computer software; technical advice relating to computers, automobiles and other machines that require 
high levels of personal knowledge, skill or experience of the operators to meet the required accuracy in operating them; 
inspection of water; providing water information; inspection of drains and gutters; research on building construction or 
city planning; providing computer programs.
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Priority claimed from 04/11/2013; Application No. : 653671 ;Switzerland 

2856502    30/04/2014
[International Registration No. : 1213976]
REP IP AG
Artherstrasse 34, CH-6300 Zug (Switzerland)

Address for service in India/Agents address:
L.S. DAVAR & CO.
32, RADHA MADHAV DUTTA GARDEN LANE, KOLKATA - 700 010.

Proposed to be Used
IR DIVISION
Cl.6;Containers and articles for transport and packaging of metal, particularly for air transport.

Cl.20;Containers, not of metal, for transport, particularly for air transport.

Cl.39;Rental of containers, rental of containers for goods, storage of containers, consultancy for the planning of the 
transport of goods, tracking of goods; all the above-mentioned services particularly in the field of air transport.

Cl.42;Provision of temporary use of non-downloadable software for planning the transport of goods and/or for the 
tracking of shipments of merchandise by means of computer networks, intranets and the Internet, particularly relating to 
air transport.
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Priority claimed from 12/09/2013; Application No. : 012134763 ;European Union 

2856801    06/03/2014
[International Registration No. : 1215012]
BSH HAUSGERÄTE GMBH
Carl-Wery-Str. 34 81739 München DE

Address for service in India/Agents address:
L.S. DAVAR & CO.
32, RADHA MADHAV DUTTA GARDEN LANE, KOLKATA - 700 010.

Proposed to be Used
IR DIVISION
Cl.7;Electrical household and kitchen machines and apparatus (included in this class), in particular electrical kitchen 
machines and apparatus including grinders/crushers, mixing and kneading devices, fruit pressing machines, de-juicers, 
juice centrifuges, grinding machines, cutting devices, electrically powered tools, tin openers, knife sharpening devices 
and appliances and devices for making beverages and/or food, pumps for dispensing chilled beverages for use in 
combination with devices for chilling beverages; electric vending machines for beverages or foods, automatic vending 
machines; electric welding devices for wrapping; electrical waste disposers, namely waste grinders and waste 
compacting machines; dishwashers; electric machines and devices for cleaning laundry and clothing (included in this 
class), including washing machines, spin dryers; ironing presses, ironing machines, included in this class; electric 
household cleaning equipment, including electric window cleaning equipment, electric shoe polishers and vacuum 
cleaners, wet and dry vacuuming apparatus; parts for all the aforesaid goods included in this class, in particular flexible 
tubes, pipes, dust filters, dust filter bags, all for vacuum cleaners.

Cl.9;Kitchen scales, bathroom scales; remote operating, signalling and control apparatus (electric/electronic) for 
household or kitchen machines and utensils; recorded and unrecorded machine-readable data carriers for household 
equipment; data processing devices and data processing programmes for controlling and operating household 
appliances; dosimeters; parts and auxiliary parts for all the aforesaid goods, included in this class.

Cl.11;Apparatus for heating, steam generating and cooking, in particular stoves, baking, roasting, grilling, toasting, 
defrosting and heating devices, water heaters, immersion heaters, slow-cookers, microwave ovens, waffle irons (electric), 
egg-boilers, deep-fat fryers (electric); electrical tea and coffee makers, espresso coffee machines, automatic coffee 
machines (included in this class); refrigerating apparatus, in particular refrigerators, chest freezers, refrigerated cabinets, 
beverage-cooling apparatus, fridge-freezers, freezers, ice machines and apparatus; drying apparatus, in particular 
including tumble dryers, laundry drying machines, hand dryers, hair dryers; infrared lamps (other than for medical use); 
heating pads (not for medical purposes), electric blankets (not for medical purposes); ventilating apparatus, in particular 
fans, extractor hood filters, extractor hood equipment and covers for extractor hoods, air-conditioning apparatus and 
devices for improving air quality, air humidifiers, air deodorisers, fragrance dispensing apparatus (not for personal use); 
air purifying apparatus, apparatus for water supply and sanitary purposes, in particular including fittings for steam 
generating, ventilating and water supply installations; water heaters, storage water heaters and instantaneous water 
heaters; kitchen sinks; heat pumps; parts for all the aforesaid goods, included in this class; taps for dispensing cooled 
beverages, for use in combination with appliances for cooling of beverages.
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Priority claimed from 22/11/2013; Application No. : 012334843 ;European Union 

2856803    21/05/2014
[International Registration No. : 1215028]
FRATELLI BERDIN S.R.L.
Via Piave, 18/A I-36077 ALTAVILLA VICENTINA (Vicenza) Italy

Address for service in India/Agents address:
L.S. DAVAR & CO.
32, RADHA MADHAV DUTTA GARDEN LANE, KOLKATA - 700 010.

Proposed to be Used
To be associated with:
1855736

IR DIVISION
Cl.18;Leather and imitations of leather, and goods made of these materials and not included in other classes; animal 
skins, hides; trunks and travelling bags; umbrellas and parasols; walking sticks; umbrella rings; key bags; leather 
shoulder belts; alpenstocks; walking sticks; umbrella sticks; vanity cases, not fitted; trunks [luggage]; baggage; casual 
bags; gym bags; chain mesh purses; baggage; handbags; travelling sets [leatherware]; briefcases; satchels; leather 
straps; leather laces; leather thongs; straps for skates; leather, unworked or semi-worked; leather thread; moleskin 
[imitation of leather]; umbrella covers; whips; trimmings of leather for furniture; leather leashes; imitation leather; walking 
stick handles; umbrella handles; suitcase handles; parasols; umbrellas; hides; curried skins; skins of chamois, other than
for cleaning purposes; hides; card cases [notecases]; music cases; wallets; net bags for shopping; furniture coverings of 
leather; haversacks; envelopes, of leather, for packaging; bags for campers; beach bags; baggage; bags for climbers; 
shopping bags; boxes of vulcanised fibre; hat boxes of leather; frames for umbrellas or parasols; handbag frames; 
baggage; briefcases; briefcases; garment bags for travel; rucksacks.

Cl.25;Clothing, footwear, headgear; clothing of imitations of leather; clothing of leather; motorists" clothing; cyclists" 
clothing; clothing for gymnastics; gowns; bath robes; bath robes; non-slipping devices for footwear; bandanas 
[neckerchiefs]; caps [headwear]; berets; underwear; sweat-absorbent underwear; smocks; garters; goloshes; footwear; 
sports shoes; stockings; sweat-absorbent stockings; slippers; socks; jodhpurs; short-sleeve shirts; shirts; headgear; top 
hats; jackets; hoods [clothing]; belts [clothing]; money belts [clothing]; tights; shoulder wraps; detachable collars; 
headgear; ear muffs [clothing]; suits; beachwear; ties; swimming caps; shower caps; headbands [clothing]; pocket 
squares; scarves; fittings of metal for footwear; ready-made linings [parts of clothing]; gaiters; jackets [clothing]; fishing 
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vests; garters; skirts; pinafore dresses; aprons [clothing]; girdles; gloves; mittens; ski gloves; welts for footwear; 
mackintoshes; ready-to-wear clothing; knitwear [clothing]; jumpers; leg warmers; leggings [trousers]; liveries; singlets; 
hosiery; swimsuits; pullovers; muffs [clothing]; maniples; pelerines; mantillas; skorts; miters [hats]; pants (Am.); bathing 
drawers; waistcoats; pants (Am.); parkas; pelisses; furs [clothing]; shirt yokes; pyjamas; cuffs; ponchos; pullovers; tips 
for footwear; suspender belts for women; sock suspenders; brassieres; heelpieces for footwear; heelpieces for 
stockings; sandals; bath sandals; espadrilles; bath shoes; gymnastic shoes; beach shoes; football boots; sports shoes; 
ski boots; shawls; sashes for wear; pants (Am.); lace boots; wimples; topcoats; dress shields; trouser straps; petticoats; 
slips [undergarments]; ankle boots; boots; fur stoles; soles for footwear; soles for footwear; heelpieces for footwear; 
pockets for clothing; tee-shirts; togas; footwear uppers; footwear uppers; turbans; wetsuits for water-skiing; 
combinations [clothing]; uniforms; veils [clothing]; visors [headwear]; visors [headwear]; wooden shoes.

Cl.35;Advertising; business management; business administration; office functions; retailing in relation to footwear 
and clothing accessories; administration of the business affairs of retail stores; franchising, namely consultation and 
assistance in business management, organisation and promotion; business assistance relating to franchising.
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Priority claimed from 01/10/2013; Application No. : 012184545 ;European Union 

2857225    26/03/2014
[International Registration No. : 1216045]
FFG WERKE GMBH
Stuttgarter Str. 169 73066 Uhingen DE

Address for service in India/Agents address:
L.S. DAVAR & CO.
32, RADHA MADHAV DUTTA GARDEN LANE, KOLKATA - 700 010.

Proposed to be Used
IR DIVISION
Cl.7;Machine tools; parts for the aforesaid machine tools, included in this class.

Cl.9;Programmable control devices for machine tools; programs for controlling machine tools; data carriers containing 
programs for controlling machine tools.

Cl.37;Installation, repair and servicing of machine tools.

Cl.42;Planning, design and development of machine tools; engineering in the field of the processing of workpieces and 
in the field of manufacturing processes and industrial processes.
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Priority claimed from 13/03/2014; Application No. : UK00003046622 ;United Kingdom 

2857606    22/05/2014
[International Registration No. : 1216406]
ALPHA-CURE LIMITED
Units 1-3, Great Central Way, Woodford Halse Daventry, Northants NN11 3PZ United Kingdom

Address for service in India/Agents address:
L.S. DAVAR & CO.
32, RADHA MADHAV DUTTA GARDEN LANE, KOLKATA - 700 010.

Proposed to be Used
IR DIVISION
Cl.9;Power supplies and control systems for lamps; series chokes and igniters; high voltage cables; power factor 
correction capacitors; transformers, constant wattage and leakage reactance transformers, stepless reactive 
transformers; UV measuring equipment; parts and fittings for the aforesaid goods.

Cl.11;Lamps; ultraviolet lamps, infra-red lamps; bulbs, ultraviolet bulbs, infrared bulbs; ultraviolet lamps for non 
medical purposes; ultraviolet curing lamps; metal halide lamps; reflectors; quartz plates; parts and fittings for the 
aforesaid goods.
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Priority claimed from 12/09/2013; Application No. : 012135893 ;European Union 

2858040    12/03/2014
[International Registration No. : 1216717]
EXEGER SWEDEN AB
PO Box 8144 SE-104 20 Stockholm Sweden

Address for service in India/Agents address:
L.S.DAVAR & CO
MONALISA 17, CAMAC STREET, KOLKATTA - 700 017

Proposed to be Used
IR DIVISION
Cl.1;Chemicals used in industry, science and photography, as well as in agriculture, horticulture and forestry; 
unprocessed artificial resins, unprocessed plastics; manures, fire extinguishing compositions; tempering and soldering 
preparations, chemical substances for preserving foodstuffs; tanning substances; adhesives used in industry; 
unprocessed plastics; unprocessed plastics, glass materials and ink substances for use as components in the 
manufacture of solar cells; electrolytic solutions.

Cl.2;Paints, varnishes, lacquers; preservatives against rust and against deterioration of wood; colorants; mordants; raw 
natural resins; metals in foil and powder form for painters, decorators, printers and artists; titanium dioxide [pigment]; 
colorants.

Cl.6;Roofing of metal; windows of metal; facades of metal.

Cl.9;Optical apparatus and instruments; apparatus and instruments for recording, transmission or reproduction of 
sound or images; measuring and checking apparatus and instruments; calculators; data processing equipment and 
computers; computer software; parts for solar cells.

Cl.11;Apparatus for lighting, cooking, heating, refrigerating, drying, ventilating.

Cl.12;Vehicles; apparatus for locomotion by land, air or water.

Cl.14;Precious metals and their alloys and goods in precious metals or coated therewith, not included in other classes; 
jewellery, precious stones, horological and chronometric instruments.

Cl.19;Roofing, not of metal; windows, not of metal; facades, not of metal.

Cl.24;Textiles and textile goods, not included in other classes; bed covers; table covers.

Cl.25;Clothing, footwear, headgear.

Cl.28;Games and playthings; gymnastic and sporting articles not included in other classes; decorations for christmas 
trees.

Cl.42;Scientific and technological services and research and design relating thereto; design and development of 
computer hardware and software; consultancy relating to solar cell technology.
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Priority claimed from 30/01/2014; Application No. : 16921 ;Leichtenstein 

2858398    02/05/2014
[International Registration No. : 1217047]
IVOCLAR VIVADENT AG
Bendererstrasse 2 FL-9494 Schaan Liechtenstein

Address for service in India/Attorney address:
L.S.DAVAR & CO
32, RADHA MAKHAB DUTTA GARDEN LANE. KOLKATA -700 010

Proposed to be Used
IR DIVISION
MARK TO BE USED AS A WHOLE.

Cl.5;Dental impression and filling materials of ceramics, composites or synthetic materials.

Cl.10;Dental apparatus, namely mounting systems for dental milling blocks made of ceramics, composites or synthetic 
materials.
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Priority claimed from 14/03/2014; Application No. : 3046802 ;United Kingdom 

2858419    22/05/2014
[International Registration No. : 1217075]
ALPHA-CURE LIMITED
Units 1-3, Great Central Way, Woodford Halse Daventry, Northants NN11 3PZ United Kingdom

Address for service in India/Agents address:
L.S. DAVAR & CO.
32, RADHA MADHAV DUTTA GARDEN LANE, KOLKATA - 700 010.

Proposed to be Used
IR DIVISION
Cl.9;Power supplies and control systems for lamps; series chokes and igniters; high voltage cables; power factor 
correction capacitors; transformers, constant wattage and leakage reactance transformers, stepless reactive 
transformers; UV measuring equipment; and parts and fittings for the aforesaid goods.

Cl.11;Lamps; ultraviolet lamps, infra-red lamps; bulbs, ultraviolet bulbs, infrared bulbs; ultraviolet lamps for non 
medical purposes; ultraviolet curing lamps; metal halide lamps; reflectors; quartz plates; and parts and fittings for the 
aforesaid goods.
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Priority claimed from 05/03/2014; Application No. : 30 2014 001 561.7/44 ;Germany 

2858451    30/04/2014
[International Registration No. : 1217143]
ARMIN SCHORER
"take off" Gewerbepark 2 78579 Neuhausen Germany

Address for service in India/Agents address:
L.S. DAVAR & CO.
32, RADHA MADHAV DUTTA GARDEN LANE, KOLKATA - 700 010.

Proposed to be Used
IR DIVISION
Cl.9;Scientific, nautical, surveying, photographic, cinematographic, optical, weighing, measuring, signalling, checking 
(supervision), life-saving and teaching apparatus and instruments; apparatus and instruments for conducting, switching, 
transforming, accumulating, regulating or controlling electricity; apparatus for recording, transmission and/or 
reproduction of sound and/or images; magnetic data carriers, recording discs; compact discs, DVDs and other digital 
recording media; mechanisms for coin-operated apparatus; cash registers, calculating machines, data processing 
equipment, computers; computer software.

Cl.10;Surgical, medical, dental and veterinary apparatus and instruments, artificial limbs, eyes and teeth; orthopedic 
articles; suture materials.

Cl.42;Scientific and technological services and research and design relating thereto; industrial analysis and research 
services; design and development of computer hardware and software; computer programming.

Cl.44;Medical and veterinary services; hygienic and beauty care for human beings and animals; consultancy regarding 
medical and veterinary instruments and equipment; medical and veterinary consultancy.
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Priority claimed from 14/10/2013; Application No. : 012219961 ;European Union 

2858452    14/04/2014
[International Registration No. : 1217145]
SIEMENS AKTIENGESELLSCHAFT
Werner-von-Siemens-Str. 1 80333 München DE

Address for service in India/Agents address:
L.S.DAVAR & CO.
5/1, (IST FLOOR), KALKAJI EXTENSION, NEW DELHI-19.

Proposed to be Used
IR DIVISION
Cl.9;Apparatus and instruments for conducting, switching, transforming, accumulating, regulating or controlling 
electricity; conductor rails; electric leads and electric cables; electrical signalling, measuring, metering, registering, 
monitoring, controlling, regulating and switching apparatus; electric apparatus for the input, processing, transmission, 
storage and output of data; electrical batteries; medium-voltage switches and switchgear; electric storage batteries; data 
processing programmes.

Cl.37;Assembly, maintenance and repair of installations, devices and apparatus in the field of energy distribution 
systems.

Cl.42;Technical planning, research and technical development of installations, equipment and apparatus in the field of 
energy distribution systems; technical consultancy and technical expertise (terms too vague in the opinion of the 
International Bureau - Rule 13(2)(b) of the Common Regulations) in the field of energy distribution systems; statements 
and rental of programs for data processing and process technology; technical project management in the field of energy 
distribution systems.
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Priority claimed from 03/02/2014; Application No. : 1283494 ;Benelux 

2859324    28/07/2014
[International Registration No. : 1218264]
KONINKLIJKE PHILIPS N.V.
High Tech Campus 5 NL-5656 AE Eindhoven

Address for service in India/Attorney address:
CANTWELL & CO.
No. 120 Velachery Main Road, Guindy, Chennai - 600032

Proposed to be Used
IR DIVISION
Cl.9;Software for use in healthcare applications; computer software programs and software programs, including 
computer software programs and software programs for smart phones (so called in apps) for recording, editing and 
transmitting data; algorithms (computer software) for medical purposes.

Cl.38;Electrical transmission of data via a data processing network, at a distance and worldwide, including the internet; 
communications via a global computer network or the internet; services related to providing access to the internet; 
providing access to internet portals for third parties; discussion forums, providing chatrooms on the internet; electronic 
transfer of computer programs via the internet; providing telecommunications connections to the internet or databases; 
providing access to computer networks and the internet.

Cl.41;Providing the information and education in the field of healthcare.

Cl.44;Medical services including medical consultancy services.
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2859348    14/05/2014
[International Registration No. : 1213992]
BAYERISCHE MOTOREN WERKE AKTIENGESELLSCHAFT
Petuelring 130 80809 München Germany

Address for service in India/Agents address:
L.S. DAVAR & CO.
32, RADHA MADHAV DUTTA GARDEN LANE, KOLKATA - 700 010.

Proposed to be Used
IR DIVISION
Cl.9;Apparatus for recording, transmission and reproduction of data; data processing apparatus; programs for 
transferring, processing and analyzing data; electronic checking and control apparatus; electrical signalling and warning 
apparatus.

Cl.12;Vehicles and parts and fittings thereof, included in this class; engines and parts and fittings thereof, included in 
this class.

Cl.28;Models of vehicles and parts thereof, included in this class.

Cl.37;Maintenance and repair of motor vehicles and their parts and of engines and their parts; installation of motor 
vehicle parts and of engines and their parts.

Cl.38;Telecommunication services.
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Priority claimed from 20/02/2014; Application No. : 30 2014 024 727.5/09 ;Germany 

2859748    15/07/2014
[International Registration No. : 1218849]
INFINEON TECHNOLOGIES AG
Am Campeon 1-12 85579 Neubiberg Germany

Address for service in India/Agents address:
L.S. DAVAR & CO.
32, RADHA MADHAV DUTTA GARDEN LANE, KOLKATA - 700 010.

Proposed to be Used
IR DIVISION
MARK TO BE USED AS A WHOLE.

Cl.9;Semiconductor chips; integrated circuits; printed circuits; microprocessors; imaging apparatus; video recorders; 
apparatus for the reproduction of videos; apparatus and instruments for the processing of images; cameras; observation 
instruments; motion measurement devices; sensors for image and pattern recognition; sensors for the capture of objects;
sensors for the capture of gestures; radar apparatus; radar sensors; distance measuring apparatus (telemeters); 
measurement apparatus and instruments; automatic control devices for vehicles; distance warning systems and distance 
preservation systems for vehicles; input devices for computers, telephones, game consoles, web cams, domestic 
appliance apparatus, television sets and electronic entertainment devices; interfaces [interface devices or programs for 
computers]; computer peripheral devices; remote controls for TV; on-board units for vehicles; wired telephones; wireless 
telephones; portable communication devices; mobile telephones; television receivers [TV sets] video surveillance 
cameras; image processing software; software for computer games; software for video games; game programs for 
computers; game programs for game consoles.

Cl.28;Electronic games (including video games); devices for game consoles and gaming devices for gambling, betting, 
lottery and amusement arcades.

Cl.42;Design and development of chips [integrated circuits]; design and development of computer hardware and 
software; design and development of sensors for image and pattern recognition, sensors for capturing objects and 
sensors for capturing gestures.
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Priority claimed from 24/10/2013; Application No. : 1277562 ;Benelux 

2859805    27/02/2014
[International Registration No. : 1218910]
KONINKLIJKE PHILIPS N.V.
High Tech Campus 5 NL-5656 AE Eindhoven

Address for service in India/Attorney address:
CANTWELL & CO.
No. 20 Velachery Main Road, Guindy, Chennai - 600032

Proposed to be Used
IR DIVISION
MARK TO BE USED A WHOLE.

Cl.3;Dentifrices; toothpaste; cosmetic tooth whitener; bleaching preparations and tooth whitening kits for cosmetic 
purposes.

Cl.5;Pharmaceutical and veterinary preparations; sanitary preparations for medical purposes; dental prophy paste; 
dietetic food and substances adapted for medical or veterinary use, food for babies; dietary supplements for humans and 
animals; plasters, materials for dressings; material for stopping teeth, dental wax; disinfectants; preparations for 
destroying vermin; fungicides, herbicides; vitamin and mineral preparations; impregnated antiseptic or medicated wipes, 
moist wipes impregnated with a pharmaceutical lotion, sanitizing wipes, wipes for medical use; breast-nursing pads; 
inserts for breast shells; infants and babies" disposable napkins made of paper or cellulose; breast shells; sterilized wet 
wipes; baby diapers; tissues and wipes impregnated with pharmaceutical lotions and creams; milk powder for babies.

Cl.7;Appliances for household purposes not included in other classes, electric blenders, can openers, food processors, 
fruit presses, mills and mixers (machines); electric knives; kitchen appliances for food not included in other classes; 
electric dust removing apparatus for cleaning purposes, including vacuum cleaners; vacuum cleaner hoses, vacuum 
cleaner bags and other parts of vacuum cleaners; ironing machines and ironing presses; parts of the aforesaid goods.

Cl.8;Hand tools and implements (hand-operated); razors; electric and non-electric hair clippers and hair trimmers; 
scissors to trim hair; nail clippers; depilation appliances, also serving as nose cleaners; electric or non-electric hair-
removing tweezers; electric or non-electric nail files; electric or non-electric manicure and pedicure sets; punches for 
making holes in teats (hand tools); tongs for picking up teats and other objects from a sterilizer; electric irons and steam 
irons; electric hair stylers; parts of the aforesaid goods.

Cl.9;Scientific, nautical, surveying, photographic, cinematographic, optical, weighing, measuring, signalling, checking 
(supervision), life-saving and teaching apparatus and instruments; apparatus and instruments for conducting, switching, 
transforming, accumulating, regulating or controlling electricity; television apparatus; control apparatus and computer 
software programs for lighting systems, not included in other classes; light-emitting diodes (leds), led modules fully or 
partially consisting of integrated leds, oleds, polymer light-emitting diodes; optical control apparatus, thermal control 
apparatus; apparatus for recording, transmission or reproduction of sound or images; magnetic data carriers, recording 
discs; compact discs, DVDs and other digital recording media; data processing equipment, computers; computer 
software; computer mice, data entry apparatus, trackballs, touch pads and joysticks; remote controls and peripheral 
control devices for personal computers, for media center PC, pointing devices and electronic, infrared and laser pointers, 
laser sensors, as well as apparatus combining aforesaid functionalities; detectors, chips; operating software for the 
aforesaid goods; alarms; scales for babies; DECT monitors, thermometers and electronic thermometers, other than for 
medical purposes, included soother thermometers; anti-radiation garment; downloadable electronic publications, 
provided online from databases or on the internet, storage media, interactive compact discs and cd-roms; records, tapes, 
discs, cassettes, cartridges, cards and other similar carriers, all containing or for recording sound, video, data, images, 
games, text, programs or information; all the aforesaid goods for or relating to babies, young children, pregnant women, 
breast-feeding mothers and young mothers; computer software programs and software applications for mobile phones 
and other handheld mobile digital electronic devices, mobile apps; computer programs for accessing, browsing and 
searching online databases, computer software and firmware, namely operating system programs, data synchronization 
programs, and application development computer software programs for personal and handheld computers; spectacle 
frames, eyeglasses, sunglasses; fridge magnets; monitoring apparatus, electric; baby monitors; audio monitors; digital 
video monitors; monitors (hardware); chargers for electric batteries; battery chargers; batteries and rechargeable 
batteries; rechargeable battery pack; central processing unit for baby monitor; electric connections for baby monitor; 
electrical power extension cords; charger stand for parent unit; parts of baby monitors; bath and room thermometers; 
digital photograph frames; stress meters not for medical use; parts of the aforesaid goods.
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Cl.10;Surgical, medical, dental and veterinary instruments and apparatus; clothes especially for operating rooms; lights
and lamps for medical, curative, surgical, dental and veterinary use; artificial limbs, eyes and teeth; electric blankets for 
medical use; ultraviolet and infrared irradiation apparatus, devices and instruments for medical use; x-ray apparatus, 
tubes, installations and instruments for medical use; hearing instruments; feeding bottles; teats and soothers, including 
pacifiers, also chains, clips and other similar holders therefor; teething rings; spoons and medical feeders for 
administering medicines; incubators for medical purposes; breast pumps; nursing appliances for use in breast feeding, 
namely, breast shields and nipple protectors; thermometers for medical use; condoms; incubators for babies; commode 
chairs for babies and children; massage apparatus, electric or non-electric, body and breast massage apparatus; gloves 
for massage; vibration generating apparatus for massage; pregnancy support belt; babies bottles; disposable feeding 
bottles; disposable babies bottles; nipple shields; ice pack for medical purposes; breast milk storage bottles, pouches 
and other similar containers, that also can be frozen or heated; dummies for babies; ear and forehead thermometers for 
medical use; medical apparatus for removing nasal mucous, namely, external nasal dilators, nasal aspirators, nasal 
irrigation vessels and naval lavage vessels; lasers for medical and cosmetic treatment of the face and the skin; skin 
rejuvenating apparatus, namely, portable laser systems, consisting of a handheld laser for use in cosmetic, medical and 
dermatological treatment of the face and the skin; dental instruments and tools for polymerization; dental instruments 
and tools for dental bleaching, or whitening, namely dental curing lights, curing dental bite trays, intra-oral dental lights, 
parts of the aforesaid goods.

Cl.11;Installations, apparatus and instruments for lighting, heating, steam generating, cooking, refrigerating, freezing, 
drying, ventilating, water supply and sanitary purposes; electric lamps; humidifying and dehumidifying installations, 
apparatus and instruments; apparatus and instruments for air conditioning; toasters and hot water tanks; installations for 
liquefying gases; apparatus and instruments for sterilizing; heaters and warmers for feeding bottles, foodstuffs, liquids 
and solids; steam generating apparatus to generate steam for ironing purposes, for domestic use; air purifiers and 
humidifiers; hot water bottles; electric fryers and low-fat fryers; electric hair dryers; electric coffee makers; garment 
steamers; coolers for breast milk; parts of the aforesaid goods.

Cl.21;Household or kitchen utensils and containers; combs and sponges; brushes (except paint brushes); 
toothbrushes, finger toothbrush; apparatus for cleaning teeth and gums, for home use; flossing instruments for dental 
care; apparatus which use water and air for dental care, for home use; brush-making materials; articles for cleaning 
purposes; glassware, porcelain and earthenware not included in other classes, including figurines and statuettes; cups 
and vessels adapted for feeding babies and children; spouts for cups, adapted for feeding babies and children; cups for 
food; containers for use in the sterilization of babies" feeding bottles and closures for such containers; milk powder 
dispensers; heat insulated containers for household use, including heat insulated containers for baby feeding bottles; 
baby food containers; non-spill covers or caps for use with cups; baths and potties for babies; bowls and buckets; 
drinking vessels; boxes, money boxes; boxes and holders for household use, including for storing, freezing, preserving, 
transporting and heating of breast milk; thermal and isothermic household containers to keep bottles and cups warm or 
cool, including insulated containers; insulated and vacuum flasks and vacuum bottles; parts of the aforesaid goods.

Cl.35;Retail services regarding the goods mentioned in the classes 5, 7, 8, 9, 10, 11 and 21; advertising; business 
management; business administration; office functions.

Cl.37;Building construction; repair; installation services.

Cl.41;Education; providing of training; entertainment; the aforesaid services also delivered by internet and mobile 
services; sporting and cultural activities.

Cl.42;Scientific and technological services and research and design relating thereto; industrial analysis and research 
services; design and development of computer hardware and software; online technological services and providing 
mobile software that enables users of computers and mobile devices to share information and images, to form virtual 
communities, to engage in social networking and to monitor babies and infants.

Cl.44;Medical services; veterinary services; providing breastfeeding information; provision of health and beauty 
treatments; teeth whitening services; hygienic and beauty care services for people; nursing home services; providing of 
respite care; medical advice relating to the welfare of babies, infants, children and mothers; rental of medical equipment; 
the aforesaid services also delivered by internet and mobile services.
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Priority claimed from 31/07/2013; Application No. : 012029146 ;European Union 

2859899    23/01/2014
[International Registration No. : 1218992]
KOENIG & BAUER AG
Friedrich-Koenig-Str. 4, 97080 Würzburg (Germany)

Address for service in India/Agents address:
L.S. DAVAR & CO.
32, RADHA MADHAV DUTTA GARDEN LANE, KOLKATA - 700 010.

Proposed to be Used
IR DIVISION
MARK TO BE USED AS A WHOLE.

Cl.1;Industrial chemicals, namely fountain solution additives, consisting predominantly of alcohol and/or alcohol 
substitutes for printing in printing machines and/or offset printing machines; chemicals used in industry, namely product 
security means, identification features, security features, security labels, securities, banknotes and/or components 
therefor, namely fluorescent pigments; biological products used in industry, namely product security means, 
identification features, security features, security labels, securities, banknotes and/or components therefor, namely 
microorganisms; forgery-proof photosensitive films, unexposed; auxiliaries, namely washing preparations and cleaning 
preparations for use in printing machines and/or offset printing machines and/or flexographic printing machines and/or 
lacquering machines and/or packaging machines and/or coating machines and/or digital printing and marking machines; 
auxiliaries, namely washing preparations and cleaning preparations for use in flexographic printing machines, lacquering 
machines, packaging machines, coating machines, pallet changing and pallet transfer machines, stacking machines, 
machines for handling sheets, screen printing machines, pad printing machines, flexographic printing machines, gravure 
printing machines, printing machines for use on sheet metal, marking machines, hot stamping apparatus, thermal transfer 
apparatus, photo printing machines, labelling machines, engraving machines, inkjet printing apparatus, laser marking 
apparatus and laser printing apparatus; auxiliaries, namely washing preparations and cleaning preparations for use in 
machines for producing product security means, identification features, security features, security labels, securities, 
banknotes and/or components therefor; auxiliaries, namely washing preparations and cleaning preparations for use in 
machines for applying product security means, identification features, security features, security labels and/or 
components therefor; auxiliaries, namely washing preparations and cleaning preparations for use in machines for 
packaging product security means, identification features, security features, security labels, securities, banknotes and/or 
components therefor; photoresists.

Cl.2;Printing inks, inks for printing in printing machines and/or offset printing machines and/or digital printing and 
marking machines; varnishes, lacquers, dyestuff and/or pigments; inks (other than for stationery purposes), in particular 
printing inks and pastes, in particular electrically conductive or semi-conductive inks, electrically insulating inks, inks 
with magnetic or magnetisable properties, inks with piezoelectric properties, optically variable inks, dirt-repellent inks, 
inks with biocidal properties, olfactory inks, pharmacological and/or active-substance-releasing inks and siccatives for 
printing inks and pastes; printing inks for producing product security means, identification features, security features, 
security labels, securities, banknotes and/or components therefor; binding agents for printing colours, inks and pastes; 
engraving ink; primers; gum-lac; metals in foil form for printing machines and/or offset printing machines and/or digital 
printing and marking machines; mordants.

Cl.3;Substances for bleaching; industrial cleaning agents.

Cl.4;Lubricants (mainly consisting of industrial oils and greases) and/or lubricants for printing machines, offset printing 
machines, flexographic printing machines, lacquering machines, packaging machines, coating machines, digital printing 
and marking machines, and for machines and mechanical apparatus for the graphics industry, and for machines and 
mechanical apparatus for the further processing of printed matter or printing materials, in particular paper or plastics; 
lubricants (mainly consisting of industrial oils and greases) and/or lubricants for lacquering machines, packaging 
machines, coating machines, pallet changing and pallet transfer machines, stacking machines, machines for handling 
sheets, screen printing machines, pad printing machines, flexographic printing machines, gravure printing machines, 
printing machines for use on sheet metal, marking machines, hot stamping apparatus, thermal transfer apparatus, photo 
printing machines, labelling machines, engraving machines, inkjet printing apparatus, laser marking apparatus and laser 
printing apparatus; lubricants (mainly consisting of industrial oils and greases) and/or lubricants for machines for 
producing product security means, identification features, security features, security labels, securities, banknotes and/or 
components therefor; lubricants (mainly consisting of industrial oils and greases) and/or lubricants for machines for 
applying product security means, identification features, security features, security labels and/or components therefor; 
lubricants (mainly consisting of industrial oils and greases) and/or lubricants for machines for packaging product security
means, identification features, security features, security labels, securities, banknotes and/or components therefor.
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Cl.7;Printing machines; offset rotary printing machines; web-fed rotary printing machines; sheet-fed rotary printing 
machines; screen printing machines; pad printing machines; flexographic printing machines; intaglio printing machines; 
printing machines for use on sheet metal; painting machines; packing machines; coating machines, in particular working 
rotationally for web-form and isolated materials; digital printing and marking machines based on electrophotography, 
magnetography, xerography, ink jet; ink jet printing machines; exposure apparatus, being parts for printing machines for 
contact printing or creating circuit and print templates; numbering, encoding, imprinting and marking machines, in 
particular for the graphics sector, the packaging sector and data processing; thermal transfer machines; laser marking 
machines; laser printing machines; machines for the graphics industry; machines and mechanical apparatus for the 
further processing of printed matter or paper or plastics or metal or organic or inorganic materials, namely for cutting, 
folding, gathering, clipping, packing, collecting, sorting, binding, scanning, perforating, gluing, stapling, tying, sealing, 
book-binding; printing plates; accessories, included in this class, for the aforesaid printing machines, offset printing 
machines, flexographic printing machines, lacquering machines, packaging machines, coating machines, digital printing 
and marking machines, inkjet printing machines and for machines and mechanical apparatus for the graphics industry, 
and for machines and mechanical apparatus for the further processing of printed matter or paper or plastics or metal or 
organic or inorganic materials, namely control apparatus, printer engines, inking apparatus, damping units, lacquering 
units, reel changers, folding apparatus; machines and mechanical apparatus for the storing of printed matter or paper or 
paper reels or plastics or plastic reels or metal or organic or inorganic materials for printing machines, offset printing 
machines, flexographic printing machines, lacquering machines, packaging machines, coating machines, digital printing 
and marking machines, inkjet printing machines, inkjet printers, in particular having one or more inkjets, single-colour or 
multi-colour inkjet printers and for machines and mechanical apparatus for the graphics industry, and for machines and 
mechanical apparatus for the further processing of printed matter or paper or plastics or metal or organic or inorganic 
materials; conveying machines, conveyor belts, conveying apparatus for conveying printed matter or paper or paper reels 
or plastics or plastic reels or metal or organic or inorganic materials for printing machines, offset printing machines, 
flexographic printing machines, lacquering machines, packaging machines, coating machines, digital printing and 
marking machines, inkjet printing machines, inkjet printers, in particular having one or more inkjets, single-colour or 
multi-colour inkjet printers and for machines and mechanical apparatus for the graphics industry, and for machines and 
mechanical apparatus for the further processing of printed matter or paper or plastics or metal or organic or inorganic 
materials; machines and mechanical apparatus for the changing and/or bending and/or punching of printing plates; 
machines and mechanical apparatus for the storing of printing plates for printing machines; conveying machines, 
conveyor belts, conveying apparatus for conveying printing plates for printing machines; machines and mechanical 
apparatus for the cleaning of rollers in inking apparatus or damping units and/or cylinders and/or lacquering units and/or 
inkjet print heads and/or laser systems in printing machines, offset printing machines, flexographic printing machines, 
lacquering machines, packaging machines, coating machines, digital printing and marking machines, inkjet printing 
machines, inkjet printers, in particular having one or more inkjets, single-colour or multi-colour inkjet printers and in 
machines and mechanical apparatus for the graphics industry, and in machines and mechanical apparatus for the further 
processing of printed matter or paper or plastics or metal or organic or inorganic materials; machines and mechanical 
apparatus for the mounting and/or adjustment of rollers in inking apparatus or damping units and/or cylinders and/or 
lacquering units and/or inkjet printing modules and/or laser systems in printing machines, offset printing machines, 
flexographic printing machines, lacquering machines, packaging machines, coating machines, digital printing and 
marking machines, inkjet printing machines, inkjet printers, in particular having one or more inkjets, single-colour or 
multi-colour inkjet printers and in machines and mechanical apparatus for the graphics industry, and machines and 
mechanical apparatus for the further processing of printed matter or paper or plastics or metal or organic or inorganic 
materials; machines and mechanical apparatus for adjustment, for inking apparatus and/or damping units and/or printer 
engine cylinders and/or for lacquering units in printer engines and/or in lacquering units and/or for inkjet printing 
modules and/or laser systems; parts for inking apparatus or damping units and/or ink-jet printing modules and/or laser 
systems and cylinders in machines, for tempering, included in this class; machines and mechanical apparatus for the 
adjustment of cutting equipment and/or cutting cylinders in printing machines, offset printing machines, flexographic 
printing machines, lacquering machines, packaging machines, coating machines, digital printing and marking machines, 
inkjet printing machines, inkjet printers, in particular having one or more inkjets, single-colour or multi-colour inkjet 
printers and in machines and mechanical apparatus for the graphics industry, and in machines and mechanical apparatus 
for the further processing of printed matter or paper or plastics or metal or organic or inorganic materials; machines and 
mechanical apparatus for the adjustment of registers and/or register marks in printing machines, offset printing 
machines, flexographic printing machines, lacquering machines, packaging machines, coating machines, digital printing 
and marking machines, inkjet printing machines, inkjet printers, in particular having one or more inkjets, single-colour or 
multi-colour inkjet printers and in machines and mechanical apparatus for the graphics industry, and in machines and 
mechanical apparatus for the further processing of printed matter or paper or plastics or metal or organic or inorganic 
materials; machines and mechanical apparatus for quality control in printing machines, offset printing machines, 
flexographic printing machines, lacquering machines, packaging machines, coating machines, digital printing and 
marking machines, inkjet printing machines, inkjet printers, in particular having one or more inkjets, single-colour or 
multi-colour inkjet printers and in machines and mechanical apparatus for the graphics industry, and in machines and 
mechanical apparatus for the further processing of printed matter or paper or plastics or metal or organic or inorganic 
materials; machines and mechanical apparatus for the adjustment of web tension settings in printing machines, offset 
printing machines, flexographic printing machines, lacquering machines, packaging machines, coating machines, digital 
printing and marking machines, inkjet printing machines, inkjet printers, in particular having one or more inkjets, single-
colour or multi-colour inkjet printers and in machines and mechanical apparatus for the graphics industry, and in 
machines and mechanical apparatus for the further processing of printed matter or paper or plastics or metal or organic 
or inorganic materials; palette changing and transferring machines; stacking machines; machines for handling sheets; 
addressing and marking machines for printed matter; machines and mechanical apparatus for producing product security 
means, identification features, security features, security labels, securities, banknotes and/or components therefor; 
machines and mechanical apparatus for applying product security means, identification features, security features, 
security labels and/or components therefor; machines and mechanical apparatus for packaging product security means, 
identification features, security features, security labels, securities, banknotes and/or components therefor; machines and
mechanical apparatus for quality control in machines for producing product security means, identification features, 
security features, security labels, securities, banknotes and/or components therefor; machines and mechanical apparatus 
for quality control in machines for applying product security means, identification features, security features, security 
labels and/or components therefor; machines and mechanical apparatus for quality control in machines for packaging 
product security means, identification features, security features, security labels, securities, banknotes and/or 
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components therefor; machines and mechanical apparatus for quality control of product security means, identification 
features, security features, security labels, securities, banknotes and/or components therefor; parts for the aforesaid 
goods and fittings for all the aforesaid goods, included in this class.

Cl.9;Electronic apparatus and electronic instruments, consultancy software (recorded), sales software (recorded), and 
software (included in this class) for printing machines, offset rotary printing machines, flexographic printing machines, 
lacquering machines, packaging machines, coating machines, digital printing and marking machines, inkjet printing 
machines, inkjet printers, in particular having one or more inkjets, single-colour or multi-colour inkjet printers and for 
machines for the graphics industry, and for machines for the further processing of printed matter or paper; electronic 
apparatus and electronic instruments, consultancy software (recorded), sales software (recorded), and software (included 
in this class) for pallet changing and pallet transfer machines, stacking machines, machines for handling sheets, screen 
printing machines, pad printing machines, flexographic printing machines, lacquering machines, packaging machines, 
coating machines, gravure printing machines, for printing machines for use on sheet metal, marking machines, hot 
stamping apparatus, thermal transfer apparatus, photo printing machines, labelling machines, engraving machines, inkjet 
printing apparatus, laser marking apparatus and for laser printing apparatus; electronic apparatus and electronic 
instruments, consultancy software (recorded), sales software (recorded), and software (included in this class) for 
producing product security means, identification features, security features, security labels, securities, banknotes and/or 
components therefor; electronic apparatus and electronic instruments, consultancy software (recorded), sales software 
(recorded), and software (included in this class) for applying product security means, identification features, security 
features, security labels and/or components therefor; electronic apparatus and electronic instruments, consultancy 
software (recorded), sales software (recorded), and software (included in this class) for packaging product security 
means, identification features, security features, security labels, securities, banknotes and/or components therefor; 
electronic apparatus and electronic instruments, consultancy software (recorded), sales software (recorded), and 
software (included in this class) being and/or for product security means, identification features, security features, 
security labels, securities, banknotes and/or components therefor; electronic regulating apparatus, control apparatus, 
monitoring apparatus, quality control apparatus, production control apparatus, temperature monitoring apparatus, web 
tension controls, consultancy software (recorded), sales software (recorded), and software being parts or accessories for 
printing machines, offset rotary printing machines, flexographic printing machines, lacquering machines, packaging 
machines, coating machines, digital printing and marking machines, inkjet printing machines, inkjet printers, in particular 
with one or more inkjets, single-colour or multi-colour inkjet printers, machines for the graphics industry, and machines 
for the further processing of printed matter or paper, namely for transporting, cutting, folding, gathering, clipping, 
packing, collecting, sorting, binding, scanning, checking, perforating, gluing, stapling, tying, sealing, bookbinding; 
electronic regulating apparatus, control apparatus, monitoring apparatus, quality control apparatus, production control 
apparatus, temperature monitoring apparatus, consultancy software (recorded), sales software (recorded), and software 
being parts or accessories for lacquering machines, packaging machines, coating machines, pallet changing and pallet 
transfer machines, stacking machines, machines for handling sheets, screen printing machines, pad printing machines, 
flexographic printing machines, gravure printing machines, printing machines for use on sheet metal, marking machines, 
hot stamping apparatus, thermal transfer apparatus, photo printing machines, labelling machines, engraving machines, 
inkjet printing apparatus, laser marking apparatus and laser printing apparatus; electronic regulating apparatus, control 
apparatus, monitoring apparatus, quality control apparatus, production control apparatus, temperature monitoring 
apparatus, web tension controls, consultancy software (recorded), sales software (recorded), and software being parts or 
accessories for machines for producing product security means, identification features, security features, security labels, 
securities, banknotes and/or components therefor; electronic regulating apparatus, control apparatus, monitoring 
apparatus, quality control apparatus, production control apparatus, temperature monitoring apparatus, web tension 
controls, consultancy software (recorded), sales software (recorded), and software being parts or accessories for 
machines for applying product security means, identification features, security features, security labels and/or 
components therefor; electronic regulating apparatus, control apparatus, monitoring apparatus, quality control apparatus,
production control apparatus, temperature monitoring apparatus, web tension controls, consultancy software (recorded), 
sales software (recorded), and software being parts or accessories for machines for packaging product security means, 
identification features, security features, security labels, securities, banknotes and/or components therefor; electronic 
regulating apparatus, control apparatus, monitoring apparatus, quality control apparatus, production control apparatus, 
consultancy software (recorded), sales software (recorded), and software being parts or accessories of and/or for product 
security means, identification features, security features, security labels, securities, banknotes and/or components 
therefor; electric and electronic measuring and testing apparatus and instruments for adjustment and pre-adjustment, for 
subassemblies and parts for printing machines, offset rotary printing machines, flexographic printing machines, 
lacquering machines, packaging machines, coating machines, digital printing and marking machines, inkjet printing 
machines, inkjet printers, in particular having one or more inkjets, single-colour or multi-colour inkjet printers and 
machines for the graphics industry, and machines for the further processing of printed matter or paper or plastics or 
metal or organic or inorganic materials; electric and electronic measuring and testing apparatus and instruments for 
adjustment and pre-adjustment, for subassemblies and parts for flexographic printing machines, lacquering machines, 
packaging machines, coating machines, pallet changing and pallet transfer machines, stacking machines, machines for 
handling sheets, screen printing machines, pad printing machines, flexographic printing machines, gravure printing 
machines, printing machines for use on sheet metal, marking machines, hot stamping apparatus, thermal transfer 
apparatus, photo printing machines, labelling machines and engraving machines, inkjet printing apparatus, laser marking 
apparatus and laser printing apparatus; electric and electronic measuring and testing apparatus and instruments for 
adjustment and pre-adjustment, for subassemblies and parts for machines for producing product security means, 
identification features, security features, security labels, securities, banknotes and/or components therefor; electric and 
electronic measuring and testing apparatus and instruments for adjustment and pre-adjustment, for subassemblies and 
parts for machines for applying product security means, identification features, security features, security labels and/or 
components therefor; electric and electronic measuring and testing apparatus and instruments for adjustment and pre-
adjustment, for subassemblies and parts for machines for packaging product security means, identification features, 
security features, security labels, securities, banknotes and/or components therefor; consultancy software (recorded) 
and/or sales software (recorded) for electric and electronic measuring and testing apparatus and instruments for 
adjustment and pre-adjustment, for subassemblies and parts for printing machines, offset rotary printing machines, 
flexographic printing machines, lacquering machines, packaging machines, coating machines, digital printing and 
marking machines, inkjet printing machines, inkjet printers, in particular having one or more inkjets, single-colour or 
multi-colour inkjet printers and machines for the graphics industry, and machines for the further processing of printed 
matter or paper or plastics or metal or organic or inorganic materials; consultancy software (recorded) and/or sales 
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software (recorded) for electric and electronic measuring and testing apparatus and instruments for adjustment and pre-
adjustment, for subassemblies and parts for lacquering machines, packaging machines, coating machines, pallet 
changing and pallet transfer machines, stacking machines, machines for handling sheets, screen printing machines, pad 
printing machines, flexographic printing machines, gravure printing machines, printing machines for use on sheet metal, 
marking machines, hot stamping apparatus, thermal transfer apparatus, photo printing machines, labelling machines, and 
for engraving machines, inkjet printing apparatus, laser marking apparatus and laser printing apparatus; consultancy 
software (recorded) and/or sales software (recorded) for electric and electronic measuring and testing apparatus and 
instruments for adjustment and pre-adjustment, for subassemblies and parts for machines for producing product security 
means, identification features, security features, security labels, securities, banknotes and/or components therefor; 
consultancy software (recorded) and/or sales software (recorded) for electric and electronic measuring and testing 
apparatus and instruments for adjustment and pre-adjustment, for subassemblies and parts for machines for applying 
product security means, identification features, security features, security labels and/or components therefor; 
consultancy software (recorded) and/or sales software (recorded) for electric and electronic measuring and testing 
apparatus and instruments for adjustment and pre-adjustment, for subassemblies and parts for machines for packaging 
product security means, identification features, security features, security labels, securities, banknotes and/or 
components therefor; consultancy software (recorded), sales software (recorded), and software for the remote control, 
remote operation, remote monitoring, control and/or regulation of ink levers, ink rollers, damping rollers, register 
adjusting devices in printing machines, offset rotary printing machines, flexographic printing machines, lacquering 
machines, packaging machines, coating machines, digital printing and marking machines, inkjet printing machines, inkjet 
printers, in particular having one or more inkjets, single-colour or multi-colour inkjet printers, and of machines for the 
graphics industry, and machines for the further processing of printed matter or paper or plastics or metal or organic or 
inorganic materials; consultancy software (recorded), sales software (recorded), and software for the remote control, 
remote operation, remote monitoring, control and/or regulation of devices for the transporting and/or storage of printed 
matter or paper or paper reels, for printing machines, offset printing machines, flexographic printing machines, 
lacquering machines, packaging machines, coating machines, digital printing and marking machines, inkjet printing 
machines, inkjet printers, in particular having one or more inkjets, single-colour or multi-colour inkjet printers, and for 
machines and mechanical apparatus for the graphics industry, and for machines and mechanical apparatus for the further 
processing of printed matter or paper or plastics or metal or organic or inorganic materials; consultancy software 
(recorded), sales software (recorded), and software for the remote control, remote operation, remote monitoring, control 
and/or regulating of devices for the changing and/or transporting and/or storage of printing plates; consultancy software 
(recorded), sales software (recorded), and software for the remote control, remote operation, remote monitoring, control 
and/or regulation of devices for the cleaning of rollers in inking apparatus or damping units and/or cylinders and/or inkjet 
print heads and/or laser systems in printing machines, offset printing machines, flexographic printing machines, 
lacquering machines, packaging machines, coating machines, digital printing and marking machines, inkjet printing 
machines, inkjet printers, in particular having one or more inkjets, single-colour or multi-colour inkjet printers and in 
machines and mechanical apparatus for the graphics industry, and in machines and mechanical apparatus for the further 
processing of printed matter or paper or plastics or metal or organic or inorganic materials; consultancy software 
(recorded), sales software (recorded), and software for the remote control, remote operation, remote monitoring, control 
and/or regulation of devices for the storing and/or adjustment of rollers in inking apparatus or damping units and/or 
cylinders and/or inkjet print heads and/or laser systems in printing machines, offset printing machines, flexographic 
printing machines, lacquering machines, packaging machines, coating machines and in machines and mechanical 
apparatus for the graphics industry, and in machines and mechanical apparatus for the further processing of printed 
matter or paper or plastics or metal or organic or inorganic materials; consultancy software (recorded), sales software 
(recorded), and software for the remote control, remote operation, remote monitoring, control and/or regulating of inking 
apparatus and/or damping units and/or printer engine cylinders in printer engines; consultancy software (recorded), sales 
software (recorded), and software for the remote control, remote operation, remote monitoring, control and/or regulation 
of devices for tempering of inking apparatus or damping units and/or cylinders and/or inkjet print heads and/or laser 
systems in printer engines; consultancy software (recorded), sales software (recorded), and software for the remote 
control, remote operation, remote monitoring, control and/or regulation of cutting equipment and/or cutting cylinders in 
printing machines, offset rotary printing machines, flexographic printing machines, lacquering machines, packaging 
machines, coating machines, digital printing and marking machines, inkjet printing machines, inkjet printers, in particular 
having one or more inkjets, single-colour or multi-colour inkjet printers and in machines for the graphics industry, and in 
machines for the further processing of printed matter or paper or plastics or metal or organic or inorganic materials; 
consultancy software (recorded), sales software (recorded), and software for the remote control, remote operation, remote
monitoring, control and/or regulation of registers and/or register marks in printing machines, offset printing machines, 
flexographic printing machines, coating machines and in machines and mechanical apparatus for the graphics industry, 
and in machines and mechanical apparatus for the further processing of printed matter or paper or plastics or metal or 
organic or inorganic materials; consultancy software (recorded), sales software (recorded), and software for the remote 
control, remote operation, remote monitoring, control and/or regulation for quality control in printing machines, offset 
printing machines, flexographic printing machines, lacquering machines, packaging machines, coating machines, digital 
printing and marking machines, inkjet printing machines, inkjet printers, in particular having one or more inkjets, single-
colour or multi-colour inkjet printers and in machines and mechanical apparatus for the graphics industry, and in 
machines and mechanical apparatus for the further processing of printed matter or paper or plastics or metal or organic 
or inorganic materials; consultancy software (recorded), sales software (recorded), and software for the remote control, 
remote operation, remote monitoring, control and/or regulation for quality control in lacquering machines, packaging 
machines, coating machines, pallet changing and pallet transfer machines, stacking machines, machines for handling 
sheets, screen printing machines, pad printing machines, flexographic printing machines, gravure printing machines, 
printing machines for use on sheet metal, marking machines, hot stamping apparatus, thermal transfer apparatus, photo 
printing machines, labelling machines and in engraving machines, inkjet printing apparatus, laser marking apparatus and 
laser printing apparatus; consultancy software (recorded), sales software (recorded), and software for the remote control, 
remote operation, remote monitoring, control and/or regulation for quality control in machines for producing product 
security means, identification features, security features, security labels, securities, banknotes and/or components 
therefor; consultancy software (recorded), sales software (recorded), and software for the remote control, remote 
operation, remote monitoring, control and/or regulation for quality control in machines for applying product security 
means, identification features, security features, security labels and/or components therefor; consultancy software 
(recorded), sales software (recorded), and software for the remote control, remote operation, remote monitoring, control 
and/or regulation for quality control in machines for packaging product security means, identification features, security 
features, security labels, securities, banknotes and/or components therefor; consultancy software (recorded), sales 
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software (recorded), and software for the remote control, remote operation, remote monitoring, control and/or regulation 
for quality control of and/or for product security means, identification features, security features, security labels, 
securities, banknotes and/or components therefor; consultancy software (recorded), sales software (recorded), and 
software for the remote control, remote operation, remote monitoring, control and/or regulation of web tension settings in 
printing machines, offset printing machines, flexographic printing machines, lacquering machines, packaging machines, 
coating machines, digital printing and marking machines, inkjet printing machines, inkjet printers, in particular having one
or more inkjets, single-colour or multi-colour inkjet printers and in machines and mechanical apparatus for the graphics 
industry, and in machines and mechanical apparatus for the further processing of printed matter or paper or plastics or 
metal or organic or inorganic materials; consultancy software (recorded), sales software (recorded), software for data 
processing devices for pre-press, for the printing of printed matter, for the further processing of printed matter, for 
production control, production planning; consultancy software (recorded), sales software (recorded), software for data 
processing devices for printing machines, for the printing of printed matter, for the further processing of printed matter, 
for production control, production planning; consultancy software (recorded), sales software (recorded), and software for 
interfaces and/or data transfer, for printing machines, offset rotary printing machines, flexographic printing machines, 
lacquering machines, packaging machines, coating machines, for digital printing and marking machines, for inkjet 
printing machines, for inkjet printers, in particular having one or more inkjets, for single-colour or multi-colour inkjet 
printers, and for machines for the graphics industry, for machines for the further processing of printed matter or paper 
and for parts therefor; consultancy software (recorded), sales software (recorded), and software for interfaces and/or data 
transfer, for lacquering machines, packaging machines, coating machines, pallet changing and pallet transfer machines, 
stacking machines, machines for handling sheets, screen printing machines, pad printing machines, flexographic printing 
machines, gravure printing machines, printing machines for use on sheet metal, marking machines, hot stamping 
apparatus, thermal transfer apparatus, photo printing machines, labelling machines, engraving machines, inkjet printing 
apparatus, laser marking apparatus and laser printing apparatus; consultancy software (recorded), sales software 
(recorded), and software for interfaces and/or data transfer, for machines for producing product security means, 
identification features, security features, security labels, securities, banknotes and/or components therefor; consultancy 
software (recorded), sales software (recorded), and software for interfaces and/or data transfer, for machines for applying 
product security means, identification features, security features, security labels and/or components therefor; 
consultancy software (recorded), sales software (recorded), and software for interfaces and/or data transfer, for machines 
for packaging product security means, identification features, security features, security labels, securities, banknotes 
and/or components therefor; consultancy software (recorded), sales software (recorded), and software for interfaces 
and/or data transfer, for product security means, identification features, security features, security labels, securities, 
banknotes and/or components therefor; software (recorded) for the remote control, remote operation, remote monitoring, 
control and/or regulation of devices for the transporting and/or storage of printed matter or paper or paper reels or plastic 
or plastic reels for printing machines, offset printing machines, flexographic printing machines, lacquering machines, 
packaging machines, coating machines, digital printing and marking machines, inkjet printing machines, inkjet printers, in
particular having one or more inkjets, single-colour or multi-colour inkjet printers, and for machines and mechanical 
apparatus for the graphics industry, and for machines and mechanical apparatus for the further processing of printed 
matter or paper or plastics or metal or organic or inorganic materials; software (recorded) for the transport, packaging 
and storage of remote controls, remote operation devices, remote monitoring apparatus, controls and/or regulating 
devices for devices for the transporting and/or storage of printed matter or paper or paper reels or plastic or plastic reels 
for printing machines, offset printing machines, flexographic printing machines, lacquering machines, packaging 
machines, coating machines, digital printing and marking machines, inkjet printing machines, inkjet printers, in particular 
having one or more inkjets, single-colour or multi-colour inkjet printers, and for machines and mechanical apparatus for 
the graphics industry, and for machines and mechanical apparatus for the further processing of printed matter or paper or
plastics or metal or organic or inorganic materials; electronic data carriers being product security means, identification 
features, security features, security labels, securities, banknotes; magnetic data carriers being product security means, 
identification features, security features, security labels, securities, banknotes; RFID systems (radio frequency 
identification); encoded identification chips and cards; parts for the aforesaid goods and accessories for the aforesaid 
goods, included in this class.

Cl.16;Printed matter; printers" blankets, not of textile, rubber blankets for offset printing machines, all the aforesaid 
goods included in this class; printing blocks, printing type and inking sheets for duplicators; product security means, 
identification features, security features, security labels, securities, banknotes, all the aforesaid being made of printed 
matter; goods of paper and cardboard, particularly stickers and labels, printed and/or embossed cards; graphic 
representations; advertising and communications material, included in this class, in particular printed matter on internal 
and external communications in the form of brochures, invitations, flyers, customer magazines, company presentations, 
newsletters, advertisements and printed matter on objects in the construction of exhibition stands (in this class); 
numbering machines, in particular for the graphics sector, the packaging sector and data processing.

Cl.35;Advertising and business administration; arranging of contracts, for others, for the buying and selling of printing 
machines, of offset rotary printing machines, flexographic printing machines, lacquering machines, packaging machines, 
coating machines, digital printing and marking machines, of machines for the graphics industry, and of machines for the 
further processing of printed matter or paper and parts therefor; arranging of contracts, for others, for the buying and 
selling of lacquering machines, packaging machines, coating machines, pallet changing and pallet transfer machines, 
stacking machines, machines for handling sheets, screen printing machines, pad printing machines, flexographic printing 
machines, gravure printing machines, printing machines for use on sheet metal, marking machines, hot stamping 
apparatus, thermal transfer apparatus, photo printing machines, labelling machines and engraving machines, inkjet 
printing apparatus, laser marking apparatus and laser printing apparatus; arranging of contracts, for others, for the 
buying and selling of machines for producing product security means, identification features, security features, security 
labels, securities, banknotes and/or components therefor; arranging of contracts, for others, for the buying and selling of 
machines for applying product security means, identification features, security features, security labels and/or 
components therefor; arranging of contracts, for others, for the buying and selling of machines for packaging product 
security means, identification features, security features, security labels, securities, banknotes and/or components 
therefor; arranging of contracts, for others, for the buying and selling of product security means, identification features, 
security features, security labels, securities, banknotes and/or components therefor; sales promotion for printing 
machines, for offset rotary printing machines, flexographic printing machines, lacquering machines, packaging machines, 
coating machines, digital printing and marking machines, for machines for the graphics industry, and for machines for the
further processing of printed matter or paper and parts therefor; sales promotion for lacquering machines, packaging 
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machines, coating machines, pallet changing and pallet transfer machines, stacking machines, machines for handling 
sheets, screen printing machines, pad printing machines, flexographic printing machines, gravure printing machines, 
printing machines for use on sheet metal, marking machines, hot stamping apparatus, thermal transfer apparatus, photo 
printing machines, labelling machines, and for engraving machines, inkjet printing apparatus, laser marking apparatus 
and for laser printing apparatus; sales promotion for machines for producing product security means, identification 
features, security features, security labels, securities, banknotes and/or components therefor; sales promotion for 
machines for applying product security means, identification features, security features, security labels and/or 
components therefor; sales promotion for machines for packaging product security means, identification features, 
security features, security labels, securities, banknotes and/or components therefor; sales promotion for product security 
means, identification features, security features, security labels, securities, banknotes and/or components therefor; 
professional business consultancy in the context of the sale of goods, in particular the sale of printing machines, of offset 
rotary printing machines, flexographic printing machines, lacquering machines, packaging machines, coating machines, 
digital printing and marking machines, of machines for the graphics industry, and of machines for the further processing 
of printed matter or paper or plastics or metal or organic or inorganic materials, and parts therefor; professional business 
consultancy in the context of the sale of goods, in particular the sale of lacquering machines, packaging machines, 
coating machines, pallet changing and pallet transfer machines, stacking machines, machines for handling sheets, screen
printing machines, pad printing machines, flexographic printing machines, gravure printing machines, printing machines 
for use on sheet metal, marking machines, hot stamping apparatus, thermal transfer apparatus, photo printing machines, 
labelling machines, and engraving machines, inkjet printing apparatus, laser marking apparatus and laser printing 
apparatus; professional business consultancy in the context of the sale of goods, in particular the sale of machines for 
producing product security means, identification features, security features, security labels, securities, banknotes and/or 
components therefor; professional business consultancy in the context of the sale of goods, in particular the sale of 
machines for applying product security means, identification features, security features, security labels and/or 
components therefor; professional business consultancy in the context of the sale of goods, in particular the sale of 
machines for packaging product security means, identification features, security features, security labels, securities, 
banknotes and/or components therefor; professional business consultancy in the context of the sale of goods, in 
particular the sale of product security means, identification features, security features, security labels, securities, 
banknotes and/or components therefor; organisational consultancy, professional business consultancy, business 
management information relating to prepress, data processing, including continuous data processing, variable data 
printing, including from databases, the printing of printed matter, the further processing of printed matter, production 
control, production planning, interfaces, data transfer and/or relating to devices for the transporting and/or storage of 
printed matter or paper or paper reels or plastics or metal or organic or inorganic materials for printing machines, offset 
printing machines, flexographic printing machines, lacquering machines, packaging machines, coating machines, digital 
printing and marking machines, machines and mechanical apparatus for the graphics industry, and for machines and 
mechanical apparatus for the further processing of printed matter or paper or plastics or metal or organic or inorganic 
materials; organisational consultancy, professional business consultancy, business management information relating to 
electronic regulating apparatus, control apparatus, monitoring apparatus, quality control apparatus, production control 
apparatus, temperature monitoring apparatus and/or web tension controls, being parts or accessories for printing 
machines, for offset rotary printing machines, flexographic printing machines, lacquering machines, packaging machines, 
coating machines, digital printing and marking machines, for machines for the graphics industry, and for machines for the
further processing of printed matter or paper or plastics or metal or organic or inorganic materials, namely for 
transporting, cutting, folding, gathering, clipping, packing, collecting, sorting, binding, scanning, checking, perforating, 
gluing, stapling, tying, sealing, bookbinding; organisational consultancy, professional business consultancy, business 
management information relating to electronic regulating apparatus, control apparatus, monitoring apparatus, quality 
control apparatus, production control apparatus and/or temperature monitoring apparatus, being parts or accessories for 
lacquering machines, packaging machines, pallet changing and pallet transfer machines, stacking machines, machines 
for handling sheets, screen printing machines, pad printing machines, flexographic printing machines, gravure printing 
machines, printing machines for use on sheet metal, marking machines, hot stamping apparatus, thermal transfer 
apparatus, photo printing machines, labelling machines, engraving machines, inkjet printing apparatus, laser marking 
apparatus and laser printing apparatus; organisational consultancy, professional business consultancy, business 
management information relating to electronic regulating apparatus, control apparatus, monitoring apparatus, quality 
control apparatus, production control apparatus and/or temperature monitoring apparatus being parts or accessories for 
machines for producing product security means, identification features, security features, security labels, securities, 
banknotes and/or components therefor; organisational consultancy, professional business consultancy, business 
management information relating to electronic regulating apparatus, control apparatus, monitoring apparatus, quality 
control apparatus, production control apparatus and/or temperature monitoring apparatus being parts or accessories for 
machines for applying product security means, identification features, security features, security labels and/or 
components therefor; organisational consultancy, professional business consultancy, business management information 
relating to electronic regulating apparatus, control apparatus, monitoring apparatus, quality control apparatus, production
control apparatus and/or temperature monitoring apparatus being parts or accessories for machines for packaging 
product security means, identification features, security features, security labels, securities, banknotes and/or 
components therefor; organisational consultancy, professional business consultancy, business management information 
relating to electronic regulating apparatus, control apparatus, monitoring apparatus, quality control apparatus and/or 
production control apparatus being parts or accessories of and/or for product security means, identification features, 
security features, security labels, securities, banknotes and/or components therefor; organisational consultancy, 
professional business consultancy, business management information relating to electric and electronic measuring and 
testing apparatus and instruments for adjustment and pre-adjustment, for subassemblies and parts for printing machines, 
offset rotary printing machines, flexographic printing machines, lacquering machines, packaging machines, coating 
machines, digital printing and marking machines, for machines for the graphics industry, and for machines for the further 
processing of printed matter or paper or plastics or metal or organic or inorganic materials; organisational consultancy, 
professional business consultancy, business management information relating to electric and electronic measuring and 
testing apparatus and instruments for adjustment and pre-adjustment, for subassemblies and parts for lacquering 
machines, packaging machines, coating machines, pallet changing and pallet transfer machines, stacking machines, 
machines for handling sheets, screen printing machines, pad printing machines, flexographic printing machines, gravure 
printing machines, printing machines for use on sheet metal, marking machines, hot stamping apparatus, thermal transfer 
apparatus, photo printing machines, labelling machines, engraving machines, inkjet printing apparatus, laser marking 
apparatus and laser printing apparatus; organisational consultancy, professional business consultancy, business 
management information relating to electric and electronic measuring and testing apparatus and instruments for 
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adjustment and pre-adjustment, for subassemblies and parts for machines for producing product security means, 
identification features, security features, security labels, securities, banknotes and/or components therefor; 
organisational consultancy, professional business consultancy, business management information relating to electric 
and electronic measuring and testing apparatus and instruments for adjustment and pre-adjustment, for subassemblies 
and parts for machines for applying product security means, identification features, security features, security labels 
and/or components therefor; organisational consultancy, professional business consultancy, business management 
information relating to electric and electronic measuring and testing apparatus and instruments for adjustment and pre-
adjustment, for subassemblies and parts for machines for packaging product security means, identification features, 
security features, security labels, securities, banknotes and/or components therefor; organisational consultancy, 
professional business consultancy, business management information relating to electric and electronic measuring and 
testing apparatus and instruments for adjustment and pre-adjustment, for subassemblies and parts of and/or for product 
security means, identification features, security features, security labels and/or components therefor; organisational 
consultancy, professional business consultancy, business management information relating to remote control, remote 
operation, remote monitoring, control and/or regulating apparatus and equipment for ink levers, ink rollers, damping 
rollers, register adjusting devices, devices for the storage and/or adjustment of rollers in inking apparatus or damping 
units and/or cylinders, for devices for the cleaning of rollers in inking apparatus or damping units and/or cylinders, for 
cutting equipment and/or cutting cylinders, for registers and/or register marks, for web tension settings and/or for quality 
control for or in printing machines, offset printing machines, flexographic printing machines, lacquering machines, 
packaging machines, coating machines, digital printing and marking machines, machines and mechanical apparatus for 
the graphics industry, and for or in machines and mechanical apparatus for the further processing of printed matter or 
paper or plastics or metal or organic or inorganic materials; organisational consultancy, professional business 
consultancy, business management information relating to remote control, remote operation, remote monitoring, control 
and/or regulating apparatus and equipment for devices for the changing and/or transporting and/or storage of printing 
plates, for inking apparatus and/or damping units and/or printer engine cylinders in printer engines, and/or for devices for 
tempering for inking apparatus or damping units and/or cylinders in printer engines and/or inkjet printing heads and/or 
laser systems; organisational consultancy, professional business consultancy, business management information 
relating to remote control, remote operation, remote monitoring, control and/or regulating apparatus and equipment, for 
offset rotary printing machines, flexographic printing machines, lacquering machines, packaging machines, coating 
machines, digital printing and marking machines, for machines for the graphics industry, and for machines for the further 
processing of printed matter or paper or plastics or metal or organic or inorganic materials; organisational consultancy, 
professional business consultancy, business management information relating to remote control, remote operation, 
remote monitoring, control and/or regulating apparatus and equipment for lacquering machines, packaging machines, 
pallet changing and pallet transfer machines, stacking machines, machines for handling sheets, screen printing 
machines, pad printing machines, flexographic printing machines, gravure printing machines, printing machines for use 
on sheet metal, marking machines, hot stamping apparatus, thermal transfer apparatus, photo printing machines, 
labelling machines, engraving machines, inkjet printing apparatus, laser marking apparatus and laser printing apparatus; 
organisational consultancy, professional business consultancy, business management information relating to remote 
control, remote operation, remote monitoring, control and/or regulating apparatus and equipment for machines for 
producing product security means, identification features, security features, security labels, securities, banknotes and/or 
components therefor; organisational consultancy, professional business consultancy, business management information 
relating to remote control, remote operation, remote monitoring, control and/or regulating apparatus and equipment for 
machines for applying product security means, identification features, security features, security labels and/or 
components therefor; organisational consultancy, professional business consultancy, business management information 
relating to remote control, remote operation, remote monitoring, control and/or regulating apparatus and equipment for 
machines for packaging product security means, identification features, security features, security labels, securities, 
banknotes and/or components therefor; organisational consultancy, professional business consultancy, business 
management information relating to remote control, remote operation, remote monitoring, control and/or regulating 
apparatus and equipment for product security means, identification features, security features, security labels, securities, 
banknotes and/or components therefor; advertising for printing machines, offset rotary printing machines, flexographic 
printing machines, lacquering machines, packaging machines, coating machines, digital printing and marking machines, 
machines for the graphics industry, and machines for the further processing of printed matter or paper or plastics or 
metal or organic or inorganic materials and parts therefor; advertising for lacquering machines, packaging machines, 
pallet changing and pallet transfer machines, stacking machines, machines for handling sheets, screen printing 
machines, pad printing machines, flexographic printing machines, gravure printing machines, printing machines for use 
on sheet metal, marking machines, hot stamping apparatus, thermal transfer apparatus, photo printing machines, 
labelling machines, engraving machines, inkjet printing apparatus, laser marking apparatus and laser printing apparatus; 
advertising for machines for producing product security means, identification features, security features, security labels, 
securities, banknotes and/or components therefor; advertising for machines for applying product security means, 
identification features, security features, security labels and/or components therefor; advertising for machines for 
packaging product security means, identification features, security features, security labels, securities, banknotes and/or 
components therefor; advertising for product security means, identification features, security features, security labels, 
securities, banknotes and/or components therefor; computerized file management; presentation of goods and services, 
included in this class.

Cl.36;Financial affairs; financial consultancy in the context of the sale of goods, financial investment consultancy 
relating to printing machines, offset rotary printing machines, flexographic printing machines, lacquering machines, 
packaging machines, coating machines, digital printing and marking machines, machines for the graphics industry, and 
machines for the further processing of printed matter or paper and parts therefor; financial investment consultancy 
relating to lacquering machines, packaging machines, coating machines, pallet changing and pallet transfer machines, 
stacking machines, machines for handling sheets, screen printing machines, pad printing machines, flexographic printing 
machines, gravure printing machines, printing machines for use on sheet metal, marking machines, hot stamping 
apparatus, thermal transfer apparatus, photo printing machines, labelling machines, engraving machines, inkjet printing 
apparatus, laser marking apparatus and laser printing apparatus; financial investment consultancy relating to machines 
for producing product security means, identification features, security features, security labels, securities, banknotes 
and/or components therefor; financial investment consultancy relating to machines for applying product security means, 
identification features, security features, security labels and/or components therefor; financial investment consultancy 
relating to machines for packaging product security means, identification features, security features, security labels, 
securities, banknotes and/or components therefor; financial investment consultancy relating to and/or for product 
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security means, identification features, security features, security labels, securities, banknotes and/or components 
therefor; financial investment consultancy relating to prepress, data processing, including continuous data processing, 
variable data printing, including from databases, the printing of printed matter, the further processing of printed matter, 
production control, production planning, interfaces, data transfer and/or relating to devices for the transporting and/or 
storage of printed matter or paper or paper reels or plastics or metal or organic or inorganic materials for printing 
machines, offset printing machines, flexographic printing machines, lacquering machines, packaging machines, coating 
machines, digital printing and marking machines, machines and mechanical apparatus for the graphics industry, and for 
machines and mechanical apparatus for the further processing of printed matter or paper or plastics or metal or organic 
or inorganic materials; financial investment consultancy relating to electronic regulating apparatus, control apparatus, 
monitoring apparatus, quality control apparatus, production control apparatus, temperature monitoring apparatus and/or 
web tension controls, being parts or accessories for printing machines, for offset rotary printing machines, flexographic 
printing machines, lacquering machines, packaging machines, coating machines, digital printing and marking machines, 
for machines for the graphics industry, and for machines for the further processing of printed matter or paper or plastics 
or metal or organic or inorganic materials, namely for transporting, cutting, folding, gathering, clipping, packing, 
collecting, sorting, binding, scanning, checking, perforating, gluing, stapling, tying, sealing, bookbinding; financial 
investment consultancy relating to electronic regulating apparatus, control apparatus, monitoring apparatus, quality 
control apparatus, production control apparatus, temperature monitoring apparatus being parts or accessories for 
lacquering machines, packaging machines, coating machines, pallet changing and pallet transfer machines, stacking 
machines, machines for handling sheets, screen printing machines, pad printing machines, flexographic printing 
machines, gravure printing machines, printing machines for use on sheet metal, marking machines, hot stamping 
apparatus, thermal transfer apparatus, photo printing machines, labelling machines, engraving machines, inkjet printing 
apparatus, laser marking apparatus and laser printing apparatus; financial investment consultancy relating to electronic 
regulating apparatus, control apparatus, monitoring apparatus, quality control apparatus, production control apparatus, 
temperature monitoring apparatus and/or web tension controls, being parts or accessories for machines for producing 
product security means, identification features, security features, security labels, securities, banknotes and/or 
components therefor; financial investment consultancy relating to electronic regulating apparatus, control apparatus, 
monitoring apparatus, quality control apparatus, production control apparatus, temperature monitoring apparatus and/or 
web tension controls, being parts or accessories for machines for applying product security means, identification 
features, security features, security labels, securities, banknotes and/or components therefor; financial investment 
consultancy relating to electronic regulating apparatus, control apparatus, monitoring apparatus, quality control 
apparatus, production control apparatus, temperature monitoring apparatus and/or web tension controls, being parts or 
accessories for machines for packaging product security means, identification features, security features, security labels, 
securities, banknotes and/or components therefor; financial investment consultancy relating to electronic regulating 
apparatus, control apparatus, monitoring apparatus, quality control apparatus, production control apparatus, temperature 
monitoring apparatus and/or web tension controls, being parts or accessories for machines for product security means, 
identification features, security features, security labels, securities, banknotes and/or components therefor; financial 
investment consultancy relating to electric and electronic measuring and testing apparatus and instruments for 
adjustment and pre-adjustment of subassemblies and parts for printing machines, offset rotary printing machines, 
flexographic printing machines, lacquering machines, packaging machines, coating machines, digital printing and 
marking machines, for machines for the graphics industry, and for machines for the further processing of printed matter 
or paper or plastics or metal or organic or inorganic materials; financial investment consultancy relating to electric and 
electronic measuring and testing apparatus and instruments for adjustment and pre-adjustment, for subassemblies and 
parts for lacquering machines, coating machines, pallet changing and pallet transfer machines, stacking machines, 
machines for handling sheets, screen printing machines, pad printing machines, flexographic printing machines, gravure 
printing machines, printing machines for use on sheet metal, marking machines, hot stamping apparatus, thermal transfer 
apparatus, photo printing machines, labelling machines, engraving machines, inkjet printing apparatus, laser marking 
apparatus and laser printing apparatus; financial investment consultancy relating to electric and electronic measuring 
and testing apparatus and instruments for adjustment and pre-adjustment, for subassemblies and parts for machines for 
producing product security means, identification features, security features, security labels, securities, banknotes and/or 
components therefor; financial investment consultancy relating to electric and electronic measuring and testing 
apparatus and instruments for adjustment and pre-adjustment, for subassemblies and parts for machines for applying 
product security means, identification features, security features, security labels and/or components therefor; financial 
investment consultancy relating to electric and electronic measuring and testing apparatus and instruments for 
adjustment and pre-adjustment, for subassemblies and parts for machines for packaging product security means, 
identification features, security features, security labels, securities, banknotes and/or components therefor; financial 
investment consultancy relating to electric and electronic measuring and testing apparatus and instruments for 
adjustment and pre-adjustment, for subassemblies and parts of and/or for product security means, identification features, 
security features, security labels, securities, banknotes and/or components therefor; financial investment consultancy 
relating to remote control, remote operation, remote monitoring, control and/or regulating apparatus and equipment for 
ink levers, ink rollers, damping rollers, register adjusting devices, devices for the storage and/or adjustment of rollers in 
inking apparatus or damping units and/or cylinders, for devices for the cleaning of rollers in inking apparatus or damping 
units and/or cylinders and/or inkjet print heads and/or laser systems, for cutting equipment and/or cutting cylinders, for 
registers and/or register marks, for web tension settings and/or for quality control for or in printing machines, offset 
printing machines, flexographic printing machines, lacquering machines, packaging machines, coating machines, digital 
printing and marking machines, machines and mechanical apparatus for the graphics industry, and for or in machines 
and mechanical apparatus for the further processing of printed matter or paper or plastics or metal or organic or 
inorganic materials; financial investment consultancy with regard to remote control, remote operation, remote monitoring, 
control and/or regulating apparatus and equipment for devices for the changing and/or transporting and/or storage of 
printing plates, for inking apparatus and/or damping units and/or printer engine cylinders in printer engines, and/or for 
devices for tempering, for inking apparatus and/or damping units and/or cylinders in printer engines or ink-jet print heads 
and/or laser systems; financial investment consultancy relating to remote control, remote operation, remote monitoring, 
control and/or regulating apparatus and equipment for printing machines, offset rotary printing machines, flexographic 
printing machines, lacquering machines, packaging machines, coating machines, digital printing and marking machines, 
for machines for the graphics industry, and for machines for the further processing of printed matter or paper or plastics 
or metal or organic or inorganic materials; financial investment consultancy relating to remote control, remote operation, 
remote monitoring, control and/or regulating apparatus and equipment for lacquering machines, packaging machines, 
coating machines, pallet changing and pallet transfer machines, stacking machines, machines for handling sheets, screen
printing machines, pad printing machines, flexographic printing machines, gravure printing machines, printing machines 
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for use on sheet metal, marking machines, hot stamping apparatus, thermal transfer apparatus, photo printing machines, 
labelling machines, engraving machines, inkjet printing apparatus, laser marking apparatus and laser printing apparatus; 
financial investment consultancy relating to remote control, remote operation, remote monitoring, control and/or 
regulating apparatus and equipment for machines for producing product security means, identification features, security 
features, security labels, securities, banknotes and/or components therefor; financial investment consultancy relating to 
remote control, remote operation, remote monitoring, control and/or regulating apparatus and equipment for machines for 
applying product security means, identification features, security features, security labels and/or components therefor; 
financial investment consultancy relating to remote control, remote operation, remote monitoring, control and/or 
regulating apparatus and equipment for machines for packaging product security means, identification features, security 
features, security labels, securities, banknotes and/or components therefor; financial investment consultancy relating to 
remote control, remote operation, remote monitoring, control and/or regulating apparatus and equipment of and/or for 
product security means, identification features, security features, security labels, securities, banknotes and/or 
components therefor; real estate management, and brokerage, rental and leasing of real estate; monetary affairs, in 
particular receiving and/or processing of payments by means of apparatus for the payment of goods and/or services 
and/or bills, in particular for enabling customers to pay by themselves, in particular via payment means in the form of 
banknotes and/or coins and/or vouchers and/or cashless payment by means of debit, credit and/or loyalty cards, in 
particular contactless and/or contact cards and/or NFC devices, including in particular with return of change.

Cl.37;Installation services; installation, maintenance and repair of printing machines, offset rotary printing machines, 
flexographic printing machines, lacquering machines, packaging machines, coating machines, digital printing and 
marking machines, of machines for the graphics industry, and of machines for the further processing of printed matter or 
paper or plastics or metal or organic or inorganic materials and parts therefor; installation, maintenance and repair of 
lacquering machines, packaging machines, coating machines, pallet changing and pallet transfer machines, stacking 
machines, machines for handling sheets, screen printing machines, pad printing machines, flexographic printing 
machines, gravure printing machines, printing machines for use on sheet metal, marking machines, hot stamping 
apparatus, thermal transfer apparatus, photo printing machines, labelling machines, engraving machines, inkjet printing 
apparatus, laser marking apparatus and laser printing apparatus; installation, maintenance and repair of machines for 
producing product security means, identification features, security features, security labels, securities, banknotes and/or 
components therefor; installation, maintenance and repair of machines for applying product security means, identification
features, security features, security labels and/or components therefor; installation, maintenance and repair of machines 
for producing product security means, identification features, security features, security labels, securities, banknotes 
and/or components therefor; installation, maintenance and repair of product security means, identification features, 
security features, security labels and/or components therefor; installation, maintenance and repair (included in this class) 
of prepress data processing equipment, of parts or accessories of prepress data processing equipment, of data 
processing equipment for data processing, including continuous data processing, variable data printing, including from 
databases, for the further processing of printed matter, of production controls, of parts and accessories for interfaces 
and/or of parts or accessories for data transfer of devices for the transporting and/or storage of printed matter or paper or 
paper reels or plastics or metal or organic or inorganic materials for printing machines, offset printing machines, 
flexographic printing machines, lacquering machines, packaging machines, coating machines, machines and mechanical 
apparatus for the graphics industry, and for machines and mechanical apparatus for the further processing of printed 
matter or paper or plastics or metal or organic or inorganic materials; installation, maintenance and repair of electronic 
regulating apparatus, control apparatus, monitoring apparatus, quality control apparatus, production control apparatus, 
temperature monitoring apparatus and/or web tension controls, being parts or accessories for printing machines, for 
offset rotary printing machines, flexographic printing machines, lacquering machines, packaging machines, coating 
machines, digital printing and marking machines, for machines for the graphics industry, and for machines for the further 
processing of printed matter or paper or plastics or metal or organic or inorganic materials, namely for transporting, 
cutting, folding, gathering, clipping, packing, collecting, sorting, binding, scanning, checking, perforating, gluing, 
stapling, tying, sealing, bookbinding; installation, maintenance and repair of electronic regulating apparatus, control 
apparatus, monitoring apparatus, quality control apparatus, production control apparatus and/or temperature monitoring 
apparatus being parts or accessories for lacquering machines, packaging machines, coating machines, pallet changing 
and pallet transfer machines, stacking machines, machines for handling sheets, screen printing machines, pad printing 
machines, flexographic printing machines, gravure printing machines, printing machines for use on sheet metal, marking 
machines, hot stamping apparatus, thermal transfer apparatus, photo printing machines, labelling machines, engraving 
machines, inkjet printing apparatus, laser marking apparatus and laser printing apparatus; installation, maintenance and 
repair of electronic regulating apparatus, control apparatus, monitoring apparatus, quality control apparatus, production 
control apparatus, temperature monitoring apparatus and/or web tension controls, being parts or accessories of and/or 
for product security means, identification features, security features, security labels, securities, banknotes and/or 
components therefor; installation, maintenance and repair of electronic regulating apparatus, control apparatus, 
monitoring apparatus, quality control apparatus, production control apparatus, temperature monitoring apparatus and/or 
web tension controls, being parts or accessories for machines for producing product security means, identification 
features, security features, security labels, securities, banknotes and/or components therefor; installation, maintenance 
and repair of electronic regulating apparatus, control apparatus, monitoring apparatus, quality control apparatus, 
production control apparatus, temperature monitoring apparatus and/or web tension controls, being parts or accessories 
for machines for applying product security means, identification features, security features, security labels, securities, 
banknotes and/or components therefor; installation, maintenance and repair of electronic regulating apparatus, control 
apparatus, monitoring apparatus, quality control apparatus, production control apparatus, temperature monitoring 
apparatus and/or web tension controls, being parts or accessories for machines for packaging product security means, 
identification features, security features, security labels, securities, banknotes and/or components therefor; installation, 
maintenance and repair of electric and electronic measuring and testing apparatus and instruments for adjustment and 
pre-adjustment, for subassemblies and parts for printing machines, offset rotary printing machines, flexographic printing 
machines, lacquering machines, packaging machines, coating machines, digital printing and marking machines, for 
machines for the graphics industry, and for machines for the further processing of printed matter or paper or plastics or 
metal or organic or inorganic materials; installation, maintenance and repair of electric and electronic measuring and 
testing apparatus and instruments for adjustment and pre-adjustment, for subassemblies and parts for lacquering 
machines, packaging machines, coating machines, pallet changing and pallet transfer machines, stacking machines, 
machines for handling sheets, screen printing machines, pad printing machines, flexographic printing machines, gravure 
printing machines, printing machines for use on sheet metal, marking machines, hot stamping apparatus, thermal transfer 
apparatus, photo printing machines, labelling machines, engraving machines, inkjet printing apparatus, laser marking 
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apparatus and laser printing apparatus; installation, maintenance and repair of electric and electronic measuring and 
testing apparatus and instruments for adjustment and pre-adjustment, for subassemblies and parts for machines for 
producing product security means, identification features, security features, security labels, securities, banknotes and/or 
components therefor; installation, maintenance and repair of electric and electronic measuring and testing apparatus and 
instruments for adjustment and pre-adjustment, for subassemblies and parts for machines for applying product security 
means, identification features, security features, security labels and/or components therefor; installation, maintenance 
and repair of electric and electronic measuring and testing apparatus and instruments for adjustment and pre-adjustment, 
for subassemblies and parts for machines for packaging product security means, identification features, security 
features, security labels, securities, banknotes and/or components therefor; installation, maintenance and repair of 
electric and electronic measuring and testing apparatus and instruments for adjustment and pre-adjustment, for 
subassemblies and parts of and/or for product security means, identification features, security features, security labels, 
securities, banknotes and/or components therefor; installation, maintenance and repair of remote control, remote 
operation, remote monitoring, control and/or regulating apparatus and equipment for ink levers, ink rollers, damping 
rollers, register adjusting devices, devices for the storage and/or adjustment of rollers in inking apparatus or damping 
units and/or cylinders, for devices for the cleaning of rollers in inking apparatus or damping units and/or cylinders and/or 
inkjet print heads and/or laser systems, for cutting equipment and/or cutting cylinders, for registers and/or register marks,
for web tension settings, being parts or accessories for printing machines, offset printing machines, flexographic printing 
machines, lacquering machines, packaging machines, coating machines, digital printing and marking machines, for 
machines and mechanical apparatus for the graphics industry, and for machines and mechanical apparatus for the further 
processing of printed matter or paper or plastics or metal or organic or inorganic materials; installation, maintenance and 
repair of remote control, remote operation, remote monitoring, control and/or regulating apparatus and equipment for 
devices for the changing and/or transporting and/or storage of printing plates, for inking apparatus and/or damping units 
and/or printer engine cylinders in printer engines, and/or for devices for tempering, for inking apparatus and/or damping 
units and/or cylinders in printer engines; installation, maintenance and repair of remote control, remote operation, remote 
monitoring, control and/or regulating apparatus and equipment for printing machines, offset rotary printing machines, 
flexographic printing machines, lacquering machines, packaging machines, coating machines, digital printing and 
marking machines, for machines for the graphics industry, and for machines for the further processing of printed matter 
or paper or plastics or metal or organic or inorganic materials; installation, maintenance and repair of remote control, 
remote operation, remote monitoring, control and/or regulating apparatus and equipment for lacquering machines, 
packaging machines, coating machines, pallet changing and pallet transfer machines, stacking machines, machines for 
handling sheets, screen printing machines, pad printing machines, flexographic printing machines, gravure printing 
machines, printing machines for use on sheet metal, marking machines, hot stamping apparatus, thermal transfer 
apparatus, photo printing machines, labelling machines, engraving machines, inkjet printing apparatus, laser marking 
apparatus and laser printing apparatus; installation, maintenance and repair of remote control, remote operation, remote 
monitoring, control and/or regulating apparatus and equipment for machines for producing product security means, 
identification features, security features, security labels, securities, banknotes and/or components therefor; installation, 
maintenance and repair of remote control, remote operation, remote monitoring, control and/or regulating apparatus and 
equipment for machines for applying product security means, identification features, security features, security labels 
and/or components therefor; installation, maintenance and repair of remote control, remote operation, remote monitoring, 
control and/or regulating apparatus and equipment for machines for packaging product security means, identification 
features, security features, security labels, securities, banknotes and/or components therefor; installation, maintenance 
and repair of remote control, remote operation, remote monitoring, control and/or regulating apparatus and equipment for 
machines for packaging product security means, identification features, security features, security labels, securities, 
banknotes and/or components therefor; machinery installation, maintenance and repair; rebuilding machines; 
commissioning of machines within the framework of installation; commissioning of machines in the context of 
maintenance; cleaning of machines; internal cleaning of buildings; vehicle cleaning; installation and/or maintenance of 
apparatus for the payment of goods and/or services and/or bills, in particular for enabling customers to pay by 
themselves, in particular via payment means in the form of banknotes and/or coins and/or vouchers and/or cashless 
payment by means of debit, credit and/or loyalty cards, in particular contactless and/or contact cards and/or NFC devices, 
including in particular with return of change; installation and/or maintenance of money-dispensing apparatus; installation 
and/or maintenance of money-receiving apparatus; installation and/or maintenance of money-dispensing and money-
receiving apparatus; installation and/or maintenance of vending machines; installation and/or maintenance of accessories
for the aforesaid apparatus, in particular boxes for receiving payment means, in particular banknotes and/or coins and/or 
vouchers.

Cl.38;Providing access to data on computer networks, transmission of data via computer networks.

Cl.39;Transport, packaging and storage of goods; transport, packaging and storage of printing machines, offset rotary 
printing machines, flexographic printing machines, lacquering machines, packaging machines, coating machines, digital 
printing and marking machines, of machines for the graphics industry, and of machines for the further processing of 
printed matter or paper or plastics or metal or organic or inorganic materials, and parts therefor; transport, packaging and 
storage of lacquering machines, packaging machines, coating machines, pallet changing and pallet transfer machines, 
stacking machines, machines for handling sheets, screen printing machines, pad printing machines, flexographic printing 
machines, gravure printing machines, printing machines for use on sheet metal, marking machines, hot stamping 
apparatus, thermal transfer apparatus, photo printing machines, labelling machines, engraving machines, inkjet printing 
apparatus, laser marking apparatus and laser printing apparatus; transport, packaging and storage of remote control, 
remote operation, remote monitoring, control and/or regulating apparatus and equipment, being parts for devices for the 
transporting and/or storage of printed matter or paper or paper reels or plastics or metal or organic or inorganic materials 
for printing machines, offset printing machines, flexographic printing machines, lacquering machines, packaging 
machines, coating machines, digital printing and marking machines, for machines and mechanical apparatus for the 
graphics industry, and for machines and mechanical apparatus for the further processing of printed matter or paper or 
plastics or metal or organic or inorganic materials; transport, packaging and storage of machines for producing product 
security means, identification features, security features, security labels, securities, banknotes and/or components 
therefor; transport, packaging and storage of machines for applying product security means, identification features, 
security features, security labels and/or components therefor; transport, packaging and storage of machines for 
packaging product security means, identification features, security features, security labels, securities, banknotes and/or 
components therefor; transport, packaging and storage of product security means, identification features, security 
features, security labels, securities, banknotes and/or components therefor; transport, packaging and storage of 
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consumables for the operation of printing machines, offset rotary printing machines, flexographic printing machines, 
lacquering machines, packaging machines, coating machines, digital printing and marking machines, of machines for the 
graphics industry, and of machines for the further processing of printed matter or paper or plastics or metal or organic or 
inorganic materials, and parts therefor; transport, packaging and storage of consumables for the operation of lacquering 
machines, packaging machines, coating machines, pallet changing and pallet transfer machines, stacking machines, 
machines for handling sheets, screen printing machines, pad printing machines, flexographic printing machines, gravure 
printing machines, printing machines for use on sheet metal, marking machines, hot stamping apparatus, thermal transfer 
apparatus, photo printing machines, labelling machines, engraving machines, inkjet printing apparatus, laser marking 
apparatus and laser printing apparatus; transport, packaging and storage of consumables for the operation of machines 
for producing product security means, identification features, security features, security labels, securities, banknotes 
and/or components therefor; transport, packaging and storage of consumables for the operation of machines for applying 
product security means, identification features, security features, security labels and/or components therefor; transport, 
packaging and storage of consumables for the operation of machines for packaging mechanical product security means, 
mechanical identification features, mechanical security features, mechanical security labels and/or components therefor; 
transport, packaging and storage of materials for the maintenance of printing machines, of offset rotary printing 
machines, flexographic printing machines, lacquering machines, packaging machines, coating machines, digital printing 
and marking machines, of machines for the graphics industry, and of machines for the further processing of printed 
matter or paper or plastics or metal or organic or inorganic materials, and parts therefor; transport, packaging and 
storage of materials for the maintenance of lacquering machines, packaging machines, coating machines, pallet changing 
and pallet transfer machines, stacking machines, machines for handling sheets, screen printing machines, pad printing 
machines, flexographic printing machines, gravure printing machines, printing machines for use on sheet metal, marking 
machines, hot stamping apparatus, thermal transfer apparatus, photo printing machines, labelling machines, engraving 
machines, inkjet printing apparatus, laser marking apparatus and laser printing apparatus; transport, packaging and 
storage of materials for the maintenance of machines for producing product security means, identification features, 
security features, security labels, securities, banknotes and/or components therefor; transport, packaging and storage of 
materials for the maintenance of machines for applying product security means, identification features, security features, 
security labels and/or components therefor; transport, packaging and storage of materials for the maintenance of 
machines for packaging product security means, identification features, security features, security labels, securities, 
banknotes and/or components therefor; rental of warehouse; vehicle rental; physical storage of electronically stored data.

Cl.40;Custom manufacture of metal parts for others; metal processing; assembling of materials for others; millworking; 
soldering; grinding; sawing [saw mill]; cutting, other than hair cutting; blacksmithing; metal casting; galvanization; 
magnetisation; chromium plating; metal tempering; rental of printing machines, machines for the graphics industry, and 
machines for the further processing of printed matter.

Cl.42;Technological consultancy, software consultancy, computer system design, creation of software in relation to the 
planning of print works and installations for the further processing of printed matter or paper or plastics or metal or 
organic or inorganic materials; technological consultancy relating to printing machines, offset rotary printing machines, 
flexographic printing machines, lacquering machines, packaging machines, coating machines, digital printing and 
marking machines, inkjet printing machines, inkjet printers, in particular having one or more inkjets, single-colour or 
multi-colour inkjet printers, machines for the graphics industry, and to machines for the further processing of printed 
matter or paper or plastics or metal or organic or inorganic materials and parts therefor; design and updating of software 
for the aforesaid machines; technological consultancy relating to lacquering machines, packaging machines, coating 
machines, pallet changing and pallet transfer machines, stacking machines, machines for handling sheets, screen 
printing machines, pad printing machines, flexographic printing machines, gravure printing machines, printing machines 
for use on sheet metal, marking machines, hot stamping apparatus, thermal transfer apparatus, photo printing machines, 
labelling machines, engraving machines, inkjet printing apparatus, laser marking apparatus and laser printing apparatus; 
technological consultancy relating to machines for producing product security means, identification features, security 
features, security labels, securities, banknotes and/or components therefor; technological consultancy relating to 
machines for applying product security means, identification features, security features, security labels and/or 
components therefor; technological consultancy relating to machines for packaging product security means, 
identification features, security features, security labels, securities, banknotes and/or components therefor; technological 
consultancy relating to product security means, identification features, security features, security labels, securities, 
banknotes and/or components therefor; technological consultancy relating to prepress, data processing, including 
continuous data processing, variable data printing, including from databases, the printing of printed matter, the further 
processing of printed matter, production control, production planning, management information, for interfaces and/or for 
data transfer, for devices for the transporting and/or storage of printed matter or paper or paper reels or plastics or metal 
or organic or inorganic materials for printing machines, for offset rotary printing machines, flexographic printing 
machines, lacquering machines, packaging machines, coating machines, digital printing and marking machines, inkjet 
printing machines, inkjet printers, in particular having one or more inkjets, single-colour or multi-colour inkjet printers, for 
machines for the graphics industry, and for machines for the further processing of printed matter or paper or plastics or 
metal or organic or inorganic materials and parts therefor; designing and updating of software for the aforesaid 
processes; technological consultancy relating to electronic regulating apparatus, control apparatus, monitoring 
apparatus, quality control apparatus, production control apparatus, temperature monitoring apparatus and/or web tension 
controls, being parts or accessories for printing machines, offset rotary printing machines, flexographic printing 
machines, lacquering machines, packaging machines, coating machines, digital printing and marking machines, inkjet 
printing machines, inkjet printers, in particular having one or more inkjets, single-colour or multi-colour inkjet printers, for 
machines for the graphics industry, and for machines for the further processing of printed matter or paper or plastics or 
metal or organic or inorganic materials, namely for transporting, cutting, folding, gathering, clipping, packing, collecting, 
sorting, binding, scanning, checking, perforating, gluing, stapling, tying, sealing, bookbinding; creating and updating of 
software for the aforesaid goods; technological consultancy relating to electronic regulating apparatus, control 
apparatus, monitoring apparatus, quality control apparatus, production control apparatus, temperature monitoring 
apparatus, being parts or accessories for lacquering machines, packaging machines, coating machines, pallet changing 
and pallet transfer machines, stacking machines, machines for handling sheets, screen printing machines, pad printing 
machines, flexographic printing machines, gravure printing machines, printing machines for use on sheet metal, marking 
machines, hot stamping apparatus, thermal transfer apparatus, photo printing machines, labelling machines, engraving 
machines, inkjet printing apparatus, laser marking apparatus and laser printing apparatus; technological consultancy 
relating to electronic regulating apparatus, control apparatus, monitoring apparatus, quality control apparatus, production
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control apparatus, temperature monitoring apparatus and/or web tension controls, being parts or accessories for 
machines for producing product security means, identification features, security features, security labels, securities, 
banknotes and/or components therefor; technological consultancy relating to electronic regulating apparatus, control 
apparatus, monitoring apparatus, quality control apparatus, production control apparatus, temperature monitoring 
apparatus and/or web tension controls, being parts or accessories for machines for applying product security means, 
identification features, security features, security labels, and/or components therefor; technological consultancy relating 
to electronic regulating apparatus, control apparatus, monitoring apparatus, quality control apparatus, production control 
apparatus, temperature monitoring apparatus and/or web tension controls, being parts or accessories for machines for 
packaging product security means, identification features, security features, security labels, securities, banknotes and/or 
components therefor; technological consultancy relating to electronic regulating apparatus, control apparatus, 
monitoring apparatus, quality control apparatus, production control apparatus, temperature monitoring apparatus and/or 
web tension controls, being parts or accessories of and/or for product security means, identification features, security 
features, security labels, securities, banknotes and/or components therefor; technological consultancy regarding electric 
and electronic measuring and testing apparatus and instruments for adjustment and pre-adjustment for subassemblies 
and parts of printing machines, offset rotary printing machines, flexographic printing machines, lacquering machines, 
packaging machines, coating machines, digital printing and marking machines, inkjet printing machines, inkjet printers, in
particular with one or more inkjets, single-colour or multi-colour inkjet printers, machines for the graphics industry, and 
machines for the further processing of printed matter or paper or plastics or metal or organic or inorganic materials; 
creating and updating of software for the aforesaid goods; technological consultancy relating to electric and electronic 
measuring and testing apparatus and instruments for adjustment and pre-adjustment, for subassemblies and parts for 
lacquering machines, pallet changing and pallet transfer machines, stacking machines, machines for handling sheets, 
screen printing machines, pad printing machines, flexographic printing machines, gravure printing machines, printing 
machines for use on sheet metal, marking machines, hot stamping apparatus, thermal transfer apparatus, photo printing 
machines, labelling machines, engraving machines, inkjet printing apparatus, laser marking apparatus and laser printing 
apparatus; technological consultancy relating to electric and electronic measuring and testing apparatus and instruments 
for adjustment and pre-adjustment, for subassemblies and parts for machines for producing product security means, 
identification features, security features, security labels, securities, banknotes and/or components therefor; technological 
consultancy relating to electric and electronic measuring and testing apparatus and instruments for adjustment and pre-
adjustment, for subassemblies and parts for machines for applying product security means, identification features, 
security features, security labels and/or components therefor; technological consultancy relating to electric and 
electronic measuring and testing apparatus and instruments for adjustment and pre-adjustment, for subassemblies and 
parts for machines for packaging product security means, identification features, security features, security labels, 
securities, banknotes and/or components therefor; technological consultancy relating to electric and electronic 
measuring and testing apparatus and instruments for adjustment and pre-adjustment, for subassemblies and parts of 
and/or for product security means, identification features, security features, security labels, securities, banknotes and/or 
components therefor; technological consultancy regarding remote control, remote operation, remote monitoring, control 
and/or regulating apparatus and equipment for ink levers, ink rollers, damping rollers, register adjusting devices, devices 
for the storage and/or adjustment of rollers in inking apparatus or damping units and/or cylinders, devices for the 
cleaning of rollers in inking apparatus or damping units and/or cylinders and/or inkjet print heads and/or laser systems, 
cutting equipment and/or cutting cylinders, registers and/or register marks, web tension settings in printing machines, 
offset printing machines, flexographic printing machines, lacquering machines, packaging machines, coating machines, 
digital printing and marking machines, inkjet printing machines, inkjet printers, in particular with one or more inkjets, 
single-colour or multi-colour inkjet printers, machines and mechanical apparatus for the graphics industry, and machines 
and mechanical apparatus for the further processing of printed matter or paper or plastics or metal or organic or 
inorganic materials; creating and updating of software for the aforesaid goods; technological consultancy regarding 
remote control, remote operation, remote monitoring, control and/or regulating apparatus and equipment for devices for 
the changing and/or transporting and/or storage of printing plates, inking apparatus and/or damping units and/or printer 
cylinders in printers, and/or devices for tempering for inking apparatus or damping units and/or cylinders and/or ink-jet 
print heads and/or laser systems in printers; creating and updating of software for the aforesaid goods; technological 
consultancy regarding consumables used during the operation of printing machines, offset rotary printing machines, 
flexographic printing machines, lacquering machines, packaging machines, coating machines, digital printing and 
marking machines, inkjet printing machines, inkjet printers, in particular with one or more inkjets, single-colour or multi-
colour inkjet printers, machines for the graphics industry, and machines for the further processing of printed matter or 
paper or plastics or metal or organic or inorganic materials; technological consultancy regarding consumables used 
during the operation of lacquering machines, packaging machines, coating machines, pallet changing and pallet transfer 
machines, stacking machines, machines for handling sheets, screen printing machines, pad printing machines, 
flexographic printing machines, gravure printing machines, printing machines for use on sheet metal, marking machines, 
hot stamping apparatus, thermal transfer apparatus, photo printing machines, labelling machines, engraving machines, 
inkjet printing apparatus, laser marking apparatus and laser printing apparatus; technological consultancy relating to 
consumables required during the operation of machines for producing product security means, identification features, 
security features, security labels, securities, banknotes and/or components therefor; technological consultancy relating 
to consumables required during the operation of machines for applying product security means, identification features, 
security features, security labels and/or components therefor; technological consultancy relating to consumables 
required during the operation of machines for packaging product security means, identification features, security 
features, security labels, securities, banknotes and/or components therefor; technological consultancy relating to 
materials for the maintenance of printing machines, of offset rotary printing machines, flexographic printing machines, 
lacquering machines, packaging machines, coating machines, digital printing and marking machines, inkjet printing 
machines, inkjet printers, in particular having one or more inkjets, single-colour or multi-colour inkjet printers, of 
machines for the graphics industry, and of machines for the further processing of printed matter or paper or plastics or 
metal or organic or inorganic materials; technological consultancy relating to materials for the maintenance of lacquering 
machines, packaging machines, coating machines, pallet changing and pallet transfer machines, stacking machines, 
machines for handling sheets, screen printing machines, pad printing machines, flexographic printing machines, gravure 
printing machines, printing machines for use on sheet metal, marking machines, hot stamping apparatus, thermal transfer 
apparatus, photo printing machines, labelling machines, engraving machines, inkjet printing apparatus, laser marking 
apparatus and laser printing apparatus; technological consultancy relating to materials for the maintenance of machines 
for producing product security means, identification features, security features, security labels, securities, banknotes 
and/or components therefor; technological consultancy relating to materials for the maintenance of machines for 
applying product security means, identification features, security features, security labels and/or components therefor; 
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technological consultancy relating to materials for the maintenance of machines for packaging product security means, 
identification features, security features, security labels, securities, banknotes and/or components therefor; construction 
drafting, in particular relating to metal structures; technical planning; technical project studies; technical research; 
development, creation and/or maintenance of software for apparatus for the payment of goods and/or services and/or 
bills, in particular for enabling customers to pay by themselves, in particular via payment means in the form of banknotes 
and/or coins and/or vouchers and/or cashless payment by means of debit, credit and/or loyalty cards, in particular 
contactless and/or contact cards and/or NFC devices, including in particular with return of change; development, creation 
and/or maintenance of software for money-dispensing apparatus; development, creation and/or maintenance of software 
for money-receiving apparatus; development, creation and/or maintenance of software for money-dispensing and money-
receiving apparatus; development, creation and/or maintenance of software for vending machines; development, creation 
and/or maintenance of software for accessories for the aforesaid apparatus, in particular boxes for receiving payment 
means, in particular banknotes and/or coins and/or vouchers; technological process analysis, in particular of processes 
for receiving and/or processing payments for goods and/or services and/or bills; development, programming, installation 
and maintenance of software, and consultancy relating to the use of software; rental of software; developing of technical 
concepts for and technological consultancy relating to the securing of data against counterfeiting, forgery and 
unauthorised spying-out in electronic communications systems; services of a certifying authority (trust center), namely 
issuing and management of digital keys, encryption algorithms and/or digital signatures; digital storage of data on 
computer networks; configuration of telecommunications hardware through software and remote maintenance; electronic 
data security; configuration of software for telecommunications terminals; quality management consultancy relating to 
prepress, data processing, including continuous data processing, variable data printing, including from databases, the 
printing of printed matter, the further processing of printed matter, production control, production planning, interfaces, 
data transfer and/or relating to devices for the transporting and/or storage of printed matter or paper or paper reels or 
plastics or metal or organic or inorganic materials for printing machines, offset printing machines, flexographic printing 
machines, lacquering machines, packaging machines, coating machines, digital printing and marking machines, 
machines and mechanical apparatus for the graphics industry, and for machines and mechanical apparatus for the further 
processing of printed matter or paper or plastics or metal or organic or inorganic materials; quality management 
consultancy relating to electronic regulating apparatus, control apparatus, monitoring apparatus, quality control 
apparatus, production control apparatus, temperature monitoring apparatus and/or web tension controls, being parts or 
accessories for printing machines, for offset rotary printing machines, flexographic printing machines, lacquering 
machines, packaging machines, coating machines, digital printing and marking machines, for machines for the graphics 
industry, and for machines for the further processing of printed matter or paper or plastics or metal or organic or 
inorganic materials, namely for transporting, cutting, folding, gathering, clipping, packing, collecting, sorting, binding, 
scanning, checking, perforating, gluing, stapling, tying, sealing, bookbinding; quality management consultancy relating to 
electronic regulating apparatus, control apparatus, monitoring apparatus, quality control apparatus, production control 
apparatus and/or temperature monitoring apparatus being parts or accessories for lacquering machines, packaging 
machines, pallet changing and pallet transfer machines, stacking machines, machines for handling sheets, screen 
printing machines, pad printing machines, flexographic printing machines, gravure printing machines, printing machines 
for use on sheet metal, marking machines, hot stamping apparatus, thermal transfer apparatus, photo printing machines, 
labelling machines, engraving machines, inkjet printing apparatus, laser marking apparatus and laser printing apparatus; 
quality management consultancy relating to electronic regulating apparatus, control apparatus, monitoring apparatus, 
quality control apparatus, production control apparatus and/or temperature monitoring apparatus being parts or 
accessories for machines for producing product security means, identification features, security features, security labels, 
securities, banknotes and/or components therefor; quality management consultancy relating to electronic regulating 
apparatus, control apparatus, monitoring apparatus, quality control apparatus, production control apparatus and/or 
temperature monitoring apparatus being parts or accessories for machines for applying product security means, 
identification features, security features, security labels and/or components therefor; quality management consultancy 
relating to electronic regulating apparatus, control apparatus, monitoring apparatus, quality control apparatus, production
control apparatus and/or temperature monitoring apparatus being parts or accessories for machines for packaging 
product security means, identification features, security features, security labels, securities, banknotes and/or 
components therefor; quality management consultancy relating to electronic regulating apparatus, control apparatus, 
monitoring apparatus, quality control apparatus and/or production control apparatus being parts or accessories of and/or 
for product security means, identification features, security features, security labels, securities, banknotes and/or 
components therefor; quality management consultancy relating to electric and electronic measuring and testing 
apparatus and instruments for adjustment and pre-adjustment, for subassemblies and parts for printing machines, offset 
rotary printing machines, flexographic printing machines, lacquering machines, packaging machines, coating machines, 
digital printing and marking machines, for machines for the graphics industry, and for machines for the further 
processing of printed matter or paper or plastics or metal or organic or inorganic materials; quality management 
consultancy relating to electric and electronic measuring and testing apparatus and instruments for adjustment and pre-
adjustment, for subassemblies and parts for lacquering machines, packaging machines, coating machines, pallet 
changing and pallet transfer machines, stacking machines, machines for handling sheets, screen printing machines, pad 
printing machines, flexographic printing machines, gravure printing machines, printing machines for use on sheet metal, 
marking machines, hot stamping apparatus, thermal transfer apparatus, photo printing machines, labelling machines, 
engraving machines, inkjet printing apparatus, laser marking apparatus and laser printing apparatus; quality management 
consultancy relating to electric and electronic measuring and testing apparatus and instruments for adjustment and pre-
adjustment, for subassemblies and parts for machines for producing product security means, identification features, 
security features, security labels, securities, banknotes and/or components therefor; quality management consultancy 
relating to electric and electronic measuring and testing apparatus and instruments for adjustment and pre-adjustment, 
for subassemblies and parts for machines for applying product security means, identification features, security features, 
security labels and/or components therefor; quality management consultancy relating to electric and electronic 
measuring and testing apparatus and instruments for adjustment and pre-adjustment, for subassemblies and parts for 
machines for packaging product security means, identification features, security features, security labels, securities, 
banknotes and/or components therefor; quality management consultancy relating to electric and electronic measuring 
and testing apparatus and instruments for adjustment and pre-adjustment, for subassemblies and parts of and/or for 
product security means, identification features, security features, security labels and/or components therefor; quality 
management consultancy relating to remote control, remote operation, remote monitoring, control and/or regulating 
apparatus and equipment for ink levers, ink rollers, damping rollers, register adjusting devices, devices for the storage 
and/or adjustment of rollers in inking apparatus or damping units and/or cylinders, for devices for the cleaning of rollers 
in inking apparatus or damping units and/or cylinders, for cutting equipment and/or cutting cylinders, for registers and/or 
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register marks, for web tension settings and/or for quality control for or in printing machines, offset printing machines, 
flexographic printing machines, lacquering machines, packaging machines, coating machines, digital printing and 
marking machines, machines and mechanical apparatus for the graphics industry, and for or in machines and mechanical 
apparatus for the further processing of printed matter or paper or plastics or metal or organic or inorganic materials; 
quality management consultancy regarding remote control, remote operation, remote monitoring, control and/or 
regulating apparatus and equipment for devices for the changing and/or transport and/or storage of printing plates, inking 
apparatus and/or damping units and/or printer cylinders in printers and/or devices for tempering for inking apparatus or 
damping units and/or cylinders in printers and/or inkjet print heads and/or laser systems; quality management 
consultancy relating to remote control, remote operation, remote monitoring, control and/or regulating apparatus and 
equipment, for offset rotary printing machines, flexographic printing machines, lacquering machines, packaging 
machines, coating machines, digital printing and marking machines, for machines for the graphics industry, and for 
machines for the further processing of printed matter or paper or plastics or metal or organic or inorganic materials; 
quality management consultancy relating to remote control, remote operation, remote monitoring, control and/or 
regulating apparatus and equipment for lacquering machines, packaging machines, pallet changing and pallet transfer 
machines, stacking machines, machines for handling sheets, screen printing machines, pad printing machines, 
flexographic printing machines, gravure printing machines, printing machines for use on sheet metal, marking machines, 
hot stamping apparatus, thermal transfer apparatus, photo printing machines, labelling machines, engraving machines, 
inkjet printing apparatus, laser marking apparatus and laser printing apparatus; quality management consultancy relating 
to remote control, remote operation, remote monitoring, control and/or regulating apparatus and equipment for machines 
for producing product security means, identification features, security features, security labels, securities, banknotes 
and/or components therefor; quality management consultancy relating to remote control, remote operation, remote 
monitoring, control and/or regulating apparatus and equipment for machines for applying product security means, 
identification features, security features, security labels and/or components therefor; quality management consultancy 
relating to remote control, remote operation, remote monitoring, control and/or regulating apparatus and equipment for 
machines for packaging product security means, identification features, security features, security labels, securities, 
banknotes and/or components therefor; quality management consultancy relating to remote control, remote operation, 
remote monitoring, control and/or regulating apparatus and equipment for product security means, identification features, 
security features, security labels, securities, banknotes and/or components therefor.
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Trade Marks Journal No: 1864 ,   27/08/2018           Class 99 
 

 

Priority claimed from 03/02/2014; Application No. : 1283498 ;Benelux 

2859912    28/07/2014
[International Registration No. : 1219046]
KONINKLIJKE PHILIPS N.V.
High Tech Campus 5 NL-5656 AE Eindhoven

Address for service in India/Attorney address:
CANTWELL & CO
120 VELACHERY MAIN ROAD, GUINDY,CHENAI - 600032

Proposed to be Used
IR DIVISION
Cl.9;Software for medical purposes; two-way audio and video equipment.

Cl.10;Sensors for medical purposes.

Cl.35;Business organizational services and consultancy including managing and integrating changes in business 
organization.

Cl.41;Education, coaching and training in the field of healthcare.

Cl.42;Development, updating and integrating software for medical purposes.

Cl.44;Medical services and consultancy, including monitoring and managing of patients whether or not by distance.
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Trade Marks Journal No: 1864 ,   27/08/2018           Class 99 
 

Priority claimed from 31/10/2013; Application No. : 2013/30426 ;South Africa 

2860284    30/04/2014
[International Registration No. : 1219359]
MICROSOFT CORPORATION
One Microsoft Way Redmond, WA 98052 United States of America

Address for service in India/Attorney address:
POOJA DODD
LEX ORBIS, INTELLECTUAL PROPERTY PRACTICE, 709/710, TOLSTOY HOUSE, 15-17, TOLSTOY MARG, NEW DELHI 
110001

Proposed to be Used
IR DIVISION
Cl.9;Computer software for viewing, editing and sharing visual and audio visual content including documents, 
spreadsheets, presentations, and images.

Cl.42;Providing online, non-downloadable software and Software as a service (SAAS) services for viewing, editing and 
sharing visual and audio visual content including documents, spreadsheets, presentations, and images.
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Trade Marks Journal No: 1864 ,   27/08/2018           Class 99 
 

 

2873810    14/08/2014
[International Registration No. : 1220473]
KONINKLIJKE PHILIPS N.V.
High Tech Campus 5 NL-5656 AE Eindhoven

Address for service in India/Attorney address:
CANTWELL & CO.
No. 120 Velachery Main Road, Guindy, Chennai - 600032

Proposed to be Used
IR DIVISION
Cl.5;Oxygen for medical use.

Cl.7;Apparatus for compressing oxygen and for filling oxygen bottles and for delivering oxygen, all these apparatus for 
domestic use.

Cl.10;Surgical, medical, dental and veterinary apparatus and instruments.
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Trade Marks Journal No: 1864 ,   27/08/2018           Class 99 
 

Priority claimed from 22/11/2013; Application No. : 30 2013 008 055.6/35 ;Germany 

2874887    18/03/2014
[International Registration No. : 1221116]
SEDO GMBH
Im Mediapark 6 50670 Köln Germany

Address for service in India/Agents address:
L.S. DAVAR & CO.
32, RADHA MADHAV DUTTA GARDEN LANE, KOLKATA - 700 010.

Proposed to be Used
IR DIVISION
Cl.35;Advertising; marketing services in the field of domain names and Internet projects; systemization of information 
into computer databases; advertising of domain names for sale and Internet projects; electronic media management, 
namely marketing services in the field of Web sites; business management; business administration; office functions; 
business supervision for market research purposes, namely tracking Web sites and domain names of others to provide 
details about user browsing habits or visits to Web sites and reporting services related thereto; professional business 
consultancy regarding provision of domain names and Web traffic for third parties; search engine marketing services; 
compilation of data in computer databases including tracking, analysing and creating reports on performance, monitoring 
Internet traffic and monitoring the content on the Websites of others; creating indexes information (word processing), 
Websites, and other resources available on computer networks; online advertising for computer networks; online 
advertising for Web sites; sales promotion for online Web sites; advertising for online Web sites; marketing for online 
Web sites; analysis, evaluation, creation and establishment of domain names in the context of market research; design of 
metatags for others (marketing); information and consultancy services relating to all of the above; auctioneering services; 
procurement of contracts on the construction of Websites for computer-assisted enterprise; procurement of contracts on 
the sale of computer enterprises.

Cl.36;Financial affairs; monetary affairs; transactions and trusteeship for purchasers and sellers of domain names and 
Internet projects; administration of payment transactions, namely electronic processing of check, credit, credit card and 
debit card payment transactions; automatic payment deduction services for customers; clearing financial transactions via 
the Internet; coordination of financial transactions via the Internet; electronic capital transfer by provision of a 
clearinghouse for payment transactions via Internet; financial analysis and consultancy; insurance; administration of 
business assets; valuation reports for domain names and Internet projects.

Cl.42;Preparation of data processing programmes; development, installation and maintenance of software for trade 
platforms and for databases for domain names and Internet projects; creation and development of Web sites, Internet 
applications (software) and database software; Web hosting; scientific and technological services and research and 
design relating thereto; industrial analysis and research services; design and development of computer hardware and 
software; computer services, namely design of metatags; design and programming of Websites for improving its 
findability on the Internet.

Cl.45;Administration of Internet domains; allocation of and trade with domain names.
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Trade Marks Journal No: 1864 ,   27/08/2018           Class 99 
 

Priority claimed from 19/11/2013; Application No. : 1279171 ;Benelux 

2876450    19/05/2014
[International Registration No. : 1221846]
VLAAMSE INSTELLING VOOR TECHNOLOGISCH ONDERZOEK, AFGEKORT VITO, NAAMLOZE VENNOOTSCHAP
Boeretang 200 B-2400 Mol

Address for service in India/Agents address:
L.S. DAVAR & CO.
32, RADHA MADHAV DUTTA GARDEN LANE, KOLKATA - 700 010.

Proposed to be Used
To be associated with:
2016967, 2016968, 2874370

IR DIVISION
Cl.9;Electrochemical instruments and apparatus for use in gas diffusion, polymer-bound electrodes and porous gas-
diffusion electrodes, intended for use in batteries, alkaline fuel cells and microbial electrochemical systems and intended 
for separation and recuperation of (chemical) elements or compounds and electrosynthesis of (bio)chemicals.

Cl.42;Scientific and technological services and research and design relating thereto; services in the field of industrial 
analysis and research; design and development of computer hardware and software.
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Trade Marks Journal No: 1864 ,   27/08/2018           Class 99 
 

 

Priority claimed from 25/01/2014; Application No. : UK00003039362 ;United Kingdom 

2881848    07/07/2014
[International Registration No. : 1222872]
Fashion TV Broadcasting Limited
Ingles Manor, Castle Hill Avenue Folkestone CT20 2RD GB

Address for service in India/Attorney address:
LITMUS LEGAL
405, MERCANTILE HOUSE, K.G. MARG, NEW DELHI-110001

Proposed to be Used
IR DIVISION
THE MARK TO BE USED AS A WHOLE.

Cl.18;Leather and imitations of leather; animal skins, hides; trunks and travelling bags; umbrellas, parasols and 
walking sticks; whips, harness and saddlery; handbags, purses, clutches, wallets, key cases, credit card cases, cosmetic 
cases and bags sold empty, backpacks, sport bags, briefcases, luggage, travel bags.

Cl.25;Clothing, footwear, headgear.
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2883502    25/04/2014
[International Registration No. : 1223382]
EAGLEBURGMANN GERMANY GMBH & CO. KG
Äußere Sauerlacher Str. 6-10 82515 Wolfratshausen Germany

Address for service in India/Agents address:
KAN & KRISHME
B-483 KNK HOUSE,MEERA BAGH,PASCHIM VIHAR,NEW DELHI-110063,INDIA.

Proposed to be Used
IR DIVISION
Cl.7;Shaft seals; single acting and double acting mechanical seals with gas or liquid lubrication for sealing liquid or 
gaseous media; box type mechanical seals; mechanical seals with sealing fluid supply; mechanical seals with rinse 
functions; mechanical seals with leak recovery mechanisms; mechanical seals with leak checking mechanisms; all the 
aforesaid goods being machine parts; mechanical apparatus and equipment for the storage, pressurization, circulation 
and/or tempering of fluids used in mechanical seals; mechanical apparatus and equipment, namely counter pressure 
units, fluid backfeed units, fluid circulating units, separators for impurities; apparatus and equipment for leak collection; 
gas supply units (machine parts) for mechanical seals with gas lubrication; mechanical seals of all kinds, sealing rings, 
lip seals, gap seals, labyrinth seals, gland sealings, seals for rotary tubular kilns.

Cl.17;Packing and stopping materials.

Cl.37;Installation and maintenance of mechanical seals.
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Priority claimed from 05/08/2013; Application No. : 012041232 ;European Union 

2886871    04/02/2014
[International Registration No. : 1224227]
DMG MORI CO., LTD.
106, Kitakoriyama-cho, Yamatokoriyama-shi Nara 639-1160 JP

Address for service in India/Agents address:
L.S. DAVAR & CO.
32, RADHA MADHAV DUTTA GARDEN LANE, KOLKATA - 700 010.

Proposed to be Used
IR DIVISION
Cl.7;Metalworking machines and tools; machine elements other than for land vehicles; cargo handling machines and 
apparatus; housings [parts of machines]; machine tools, and individual parts and fittings therefor, in particular 
mechanical clamping apparatus, mechanical tools and tool changers, tool magazines (in particular for machine tools), 
mechanical handling apparatus, work piece palettes, manually and digitally controlled indexing fixtures, consisting of 
circular indexing fixtures, indexing discs, indexing heads and rotary tables; tables for machines; individual parts and 
fittings for machine tools, in particular control devices (included in this class); manufacturing systems, consisting of 
machine tools and digitally controlled machine tools, industrial robots with control devices, mechanical conveying 
apparatus; assemblies for machine tools, in particular for milling machines and/or lathes; handling machines and 
mechanical handling apparatus for workpieces or tools; mechanical workpiece and/or tool clamping devices being parts 
for machine tools; mechanical equipment and machines for the automated handling of tools and workpieces; radial cams; 
parts for the aforesaid goods.

Cl.9;Electrical communication machines and instruments; electrical distribution or control machines and instruments; 
measuring and testing machines and instruments; regulating, controlling, measuring, recording and monitoring 
apparatus, in particular regulating, controlling, measuring, recording and monitoring apparatus for numerically controlled 
machine tools; parts for all the aforesaid apparatus, instruments and equipment (included in this class); digital, 
electromechanical, electric and electronic control devices and/or data processing equipment for controlling and operating 
machine tools and/or lathes and/or for assemblies for machine tools and/or lathes; software for use in connection with 
industrial manufacturing, namely operating and control software for operating and control consoles of machine tools for 
processing and forwarding of computer aided design and manufacturing (CAD/CAM) and numerical control (NC) data to 
machines tools; special fittings for machine tools for working metals and plastics, namely electric, electronic and digital 
control devices; tool changers.

Cl.42;Design of machine tools, and associated equipment or apparatus (including parts therefor), and equipment 
consisting of the aforesaid goods; technological and technical consultancy, namely testing and evaluation of the the 
performance and operation of machine tools, for which sophisticated expertise, techniques and experience are necessary 
in order to ensure correct operation together with computers, motor vehicles and other purposes; testing or research in 
relation to machine tools and associated equipment or apparatus.
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Trade Marks Journal No: 1864 ,   27/08/2018           Class 99 
 

2900925    23/05/2014
[International Registration No. : 1228374]
ATELIER GOLDNER SCHNITT GMBH
Heinrich-Wirth-Straße 8 95213 Münchberg DE

Address for service in India/Attorney address:
DE PENNING & DE PENNING
10 Government Place East, Kolkata 700 069, India

Proposed to be Used
IR DIVISION
MARK TO BE USED AS SUBMITTED IN THE BIRTH NOTIFICATION AS A WHOLE.

Cl.14;Precious metals and their alloys and goods in precious metals or coated therewith, included in this class; 
jewellery, precious stones; horological and chronometric instruments.

Cl.24;Textiles and textile goods, included in this class; bed and table covers.

Cl.25;Clothing, footwear, headgear.
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2915799    04/09/2014
[International Registration No. : 1230708]
SIVANTOS PTE. LTD.
18 Tai Seng Street #08-08 18 Tai Seng Singapore 539775 SG

Address for service in India/Agents address:
L.S. DAVAR & CO.
32, RADHA MADHAV DUTTA GARDEN LANE, KOLKATA - 700 010.

Proposed to be Used
IR DIVISION
Cl.9;Software for medical hearing aids.

Cl.10;Medical hearing aids and parts thereof.
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Priority claimed from 28/11/2013; Application No. : 012350955 ;European Union 

2915811    27/05/2014
[International Registration No. : 1229849]
COMPAREX HOLDING GMBH
Obere Donaustraße 95, A-1020 Wien (Austria)

Address for service in India/Agents address:
L.S.DAVAR & CO
32 RADHA MADHAB DUTTA GARDEN LANE, KOLKATA-700 010

Proposed to be Used
IR DIVISION
Cl.9;Data processing equipment and computers, computer hardware, mainframe computer systems, information and 
communications technology systems, mainframes, servers; peripheral devices for computers and mainframe computer 
systems; spare parts for computers and mainframe computer systems; data carriers in the form of tapes, chips, floppy 
discs, cd-roms, cds, discs, disc packs, magnetic cards for the recording, storing and/or reproduction of analog or digital 
encoded data; computer software; programs written on data carriers for processing encoded data on computers; 
networks consisting of computers and connecting cables; networks consisting of mainframe computer systems and 
connecting cables; networks consisting of client-server software; computer network software; spare parts for computer 
hardware.

Cl.42;Computer hardware and software design and development; design of data processing installations and 
consultancy with regard thereto; computing centre services, namely, processing and evaluation of data; design and 
development of computer centres; project management (design) of computer centres and consultancy with regard 
thereto; information technology outsourcing, namely, operating computer centres for others, in particular reserving and 
providing of computing capacity on behalf of others; analysis and optimisation of computer centre systems; architectural 
design in relation to design of computer centres; design and development of computer hardware and software for 
computer centres; design, installation, updating and maintenance of computer software, in particular for computer centre 
systems; data migration services for computer centres, in particular conversion of computer programs and data (not 
physical conversion); technical project planning in relation to computer centres; technical consultancy and support in 
relation to hardware, software and computer centres; consultancy in relation to computer hardware and software; 
telephone-based computer hardware and software consultancy, in particular in the event of failures and application 
problems; design of computer software and websites; implementation of computer software; leasing and rental of 
computers, computer centre components and of computer software and software licences; design and development of IT 
infrastructures (hardware and software), installation and maintenance of it infrastructures (software) and consultancy with
regard thereto; design and development of computer networks, installation and maintenance of computer networks 
(software); computer system integration services, namely, integration (bringing together of various components) of 
hardware and software from different manufacturers; analysis and design of networks, client-server installations and 
mainframe computer systems for others; development of data processing programmes; design of computer networks; 
design, installation, updating and maintenance of computer software; data migration services, in particular conversion of 
computer programs and data (not physical conversion); development, operation and maintenance of database systems; 
technical project management in the field of electronic data processing; providing of services in the field of information 
and communications technology systems, in particular computer system analysis and technical data analysis; 
consultancy and information services relating to information technology architecture and infrastructure; providing of 
software accessible via the internet.

Cl.45;Licensing of computer software; administration and management of software licences.
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2916733    04/09/2014
[International Registration No. : 1230709]
SIVANTOS PTE. LTD.
18 Tai Seng Street #08-08 18 Tai Seng Singapore 539775 SG

Address for service in India/Agents address:
L.S. DAVAR & CO.
288/1, B.B. Chatterjee Road, Ground Floor, Kolkata - 700042, West Bengal, India.

Proposed to be Used
To be associated with:
2915799

IR DIVISION
Cl.9;Software for medical hearing aids.

Cl.10;Medical hearing aids and parts thereof.
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2924138    20/10/2014
[International Registration No. : 1232889]
PAYBACK GMBH
Theresienhöhe 12 80339 München Germany

Address for service in India/Agents address:
KAN & KRISHME
B-483 KNK HOUSE,MEERA BAGH,PASCHIM VIHAR,NEW DELHI-110063,INDIA.

Proposed to be Used
To be associated with:
2134168

IR DIVISION
Cl.9;Scientific, nautical, surveying, photographic, cinematographic, optical, weighing, measuring, signalling, checking 
(supervision), life-saving and teaching apparatus and instruments; apparatus and instruments for conducting, switching, 
transforming, accumulating, regulating or controlling electricity; apparatus for recording, transmission or reproduction of 
sound or images; magnetic data carriers, recording discs; mechanisms for coin-operated apparatus; cash registers, 
calculating machines, data processing equipment, computers, modems, terminals; software and computer programs; 
visually readable and/or machine-readable data carriers for booking bonus transactions, including data carriers with 
integrated payment and/or telecommunications functions; data reading apparatus for reading the aforesaid data media; 
computer software for customer loyalty programmes (incentive programmes), database and database management 
software.

Cl.35;Advertising; business management services; business management and organization consultancy services; 
business administration; office functions; merchandising (sales promotion); business consultancy with regard to 
customer loyalty systems, professional business and organisation consultancy with regard to customer loyalty systems, 
customer loyalty marketing, presentation of goods and services; providing online information related to marketing, 
marketing research, bonus, publicity, customer loyalty and/or reward programmes; compilation, updating and 
maintenance of data in computer databases; operating telephone call centres, for others; database management.

Cl.36;Insurance; financial affairs; monetary affairs; real estate affairs; issuing data carriers for entering bonus and 
reward transactions (included in this class); services in the field of payment transactions, electronic banking.

Cl.39;Transport; packaging and storage of goods; travel arrangement, travel reservation, car rental.

Cl.41;Education; providing of training; entertainment; sporting and cultural activities.
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Priority claimed from 02/04/2014; Application No. : 1287160 ;Benelux 

2925507    02/10/2014
[International Registration No. : 1233080]
DL PLASTICS B.V.
Kade 12 a NL-8851 ES Tzummarum

Address for service in India/Attorney address:
PARKER & PARKER CO. LLP
A3 Trade Center, Stadium Circle, CG Road, Ahmedabad 380009. India

Proposed to be Used
IR DIVISION
Cl.17;Rubber foil and plastic film and membranes used for insulating and waterproofing roofs, protection against 
ground water, to build storage places for water or manure, and to make ponds; semi-finished plastic products; packing, 
stopping and insulating materials.

Cl.19;Building materials, not of metal; movable structures, not of metal.

Cl.22;Tents, tarpaulins, sails, sacks and bags (not included in other classes).
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Priority claimed from 31/07/2013; Application No. : 012029252 ;European Union 

2929207    23/01/2014
[International Registration No. : 1233409]
KOENIG & BAUER AG
Friedrich-Koenig-Str. 4, 97080 Würzburg (Germany)

Address for service in India/Agents address:
L.S. DAVAR & CO.
32, RADHA MADHAV DUTTA GARDEN LANE, KOLKATA - 700 010.

Proposed to be Used
IR DIVISION
Cl.1;Industrial chemicals, namely fountain solution additives, consisting predominantly of alcohol and/or alcohol 
substitutes for printing in printing machines and/or offset printing machines; chemicals used in industry, namely product 
security means, identification features, security features, security labels, securities, banknotes and/or components 
therefor, namely fluorescent pigments; biological products used in industry, namely product security means, 
identification features, security features, security labels, securities, banknotes and/or components therefor, namely 
microorganisms; forgery-proof photosensitive films, unexposed; auxiliaries, namely washing preparations and cleaning 
preparations for use in printing machines and/or offset printing machines and/or flexographic printing machines and/or 
lacquering machines and/or packaging machines and/or coating machines and/or digital printing and marking machines; 
auxiliaries, namely washing preparations and cleaning preparations for use in flexographic printing machines, lacquering 
machines, packaging machines, coating machines, pallet changing and pallet transfer machines, stacking machines, 
machines for handling sheets, screen printing machines, pad printing machines, flexographic printing machines, gravure 
printing machines, printing machines for use on sheet metal, marking machines, hot stamping apparatus, thermal transfer 
apparatus, photo printing machines, labelling machines, engraving machines, inkjet printing apparatus, laser marking 
apparatus and laser printing apparatus; auxiliaries, namely washing preparations and cleaning preparations for use in 
machines for producing product security means, identification features, security features, security labels, securities, 
banknotes and/or components therefor; auxiliaries, namely washing preparations and cleaning preparations for use in 
machines for applying product security means, identification features, security features, security labels and/or 
components therefor; auxiliaries, namely washing preparations and cleaning preparations for use in machines for 
packaging product security means, identification features, security features, security labels, securities, banknotes and/or 
components therefor; photoresists.

Cl.2;Printing inks, inks for printing in printing machines and/or offset printing machines and/or digital printing and 
marking machines; varnishes, lacquers, dyestuff and/or pigments; inks (other than for stationery purposes), in particular 
printing inks and pastes, in particular electrically conductive or semi-conductive inks, electrically insulating inks, inks 
with magnetic or magnetisable properties, inks with piezoelectric properties, optically variable inks, dirt-repellent inks, 
inks with biocidal properties, olfactory inks, pharmacological and/or active-substance-releasing inks and siccatives for 
printing inks and pastes; printing inks for producing product security means, identification features, security features, 
security labels, securities, banknotes and/or components therefor; binding agents for printing colours, inks and pastes; 
engraving ink; primers; gum-lac; metals in foil form for printing machines and/or offset printing machines and/or digital 
printing and marking machines; mordants.

Cl.3;Substances for bleaching; industrial cleaning agents.

Cl.4;Lubricants (mainly consisting of industrial oils and greases) and/or lubricants for printing machines, offset printing 
machines, flexographic printing machines, lacquering machines, packaging machines, coating machines, digital printing 
and marking machines, and for machines and mechanical apparatus for the graphics industry, and for machines and 
mechanical apparatus for the further processing of printed matter or printing materials, in particular paper or plastics; 
lubricants (mainly consisting of industrial oils and greases) and/or lubricants for lacquering machines, packaging 
machines, coating machines, pallet changing and pallet transfer machines, stacking machines, machines for handling 
sheets, screen printing machines, pad printing machines, flexographic printing machines, gravure printing machines, 
printing machines for use on sheet metal, marking machines, hot stamping apparatus, thermal transfer apparatus, photo 
printing machines, labelling machines, engraving machines, inkjet printing apparatus, laser marking apparatus and laser 
printing apparatus; lubricants (mainly consisting of industrial oils and greases) and/or lubricants for machines for 
producing product security means, identification features, security features, security labels, securities, banknotes and/or 
components therefor; lubricants (mainly consisting of industrial oils and greases) and/or lubricants for machines for 
applying product security means, identification features, security features, security labels and/or components therefor; 
lubricants (mainly consisting of industrial oils and greases) and/or lubricants for machines for packaging product security
means, identification features, security features, security labels, securities, banknotes and/or components therefor.

Cl.7;Printing machines; offset rotary printing machines; web-fed rotary printing machines; sheet-fed rotary printing 
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machines; screen printing machines; pad printing machines; flexographic printing machines; intaglio printing machines; 
printing machines for use on sheet metal; painting machines; packing machines; coating machines, in particular working 
rotationally for webform and isolated materials; digital printing and marking machines based on electrophotography, 
magnetography, xerography, ink jet; ink jet printing machines; exposure apparatus, being parts for printing machines for 
contact printing or creating circuit and print templates; numbering, encoding, imprinting and marking machines, in 
particular for the graphics sector, the packaging sector and data processing; thermal transfer machines; laser marking 
machines; laser printing machines; machines for the graphics industry; machines and mechanical apparatus for the 
further processing of printed matter or paper or plastics or metal or organic or inorganic materials, namely for cutting, 
folding, gathering, clipping, packing, collecting, sorting, binding, scanning, perforating, gluing, stapling, tying, sealing, 
book-binding; printing plates; accessories, included in this class, for the aforesaid printing machines, offset printing 
machines, flexographic printing machines, lacquering machines, packaging machines, coating machines, digital printing 
and marking machines, inkjet printing machines and for machines and mechanical apparatus for the graphics industry, 
and for machines and mechanical apparatus for the further processing of printed matter or paper or plastics or metal or 
organic or inorganic materials, namely control apparatus, printer engines, inking apparatus, damping units, lacquering 
units, reel changers, folding apparatus; machines and mechanical apparatus for the storing of printed matter or paper or 
paper reels or plastics or plastic reels or metal or organic or inorganic materials for printing machines, offset printing 
machines, flexographic printing machines, lacquering machines, packaging machines, coating machines, digital printing 
and marking machines, inkjet printing machines, inkjet printers, in particular having one or more inkjets, single-colour or 
multi-colour inkjet printers and for machines and mechanical apparatus for the graphics industry, and for machines and 
mechanical apparatus for the further processing of printed matter or paper or plastics or metal or organic or inorganic 
materials; conveying machines, conveyor belts, conveying apparatus for conveying printed matter or paper or paper reels 
or plastics or plastic reels or metal or organic or inorganic materials for printing machines, offset printing machines, 
flexographic printing machines, lacquering machines, packaging machines, coating machines, digital printing and 
marking machines, inkjet printing machines, inkjet printers, in particular having one or more inkjets, singlecolour or multi-
colour inkjet printers and for machines and mechanical apparatus for the graphics industry, and for machines and 
mechanical apparatus for the further processing of printed matter or paper or plastics or metal or organic or inorganic 
materials; machines and mechanical apparatus for the changing and/or bending and/or punching of printing plates; 
machines and mechanical apparatus for the storing of printing plates for printing machines; conveying machines, 
conveyor belts, conveying apparatus for conveying printing plates for printing machines; machines and mechanical 
apparatus for the cleaning of rollers in inking apparatus or damping units and/or cylinders and/or lacquering units and/or 
inkjet print heads and/or laser systems in printing machines, offset printing machines, flexographic printing machines, 
lacquering machines, packaging machines, coating machines, digital printing and marking machines, inkjet printing 
machines, inkjet printers, in particular having one or more inkjets, single-colour or multi-colour inkjet printers and in 
machines and mechanical apparatus for the graphics industry, and in machines and mechanical apparatus for the further 
processing of printed matter or paper or plastics or metal or organic or inorganic materials; machines and mechanical 
apparatus for the mounting and/or adjustment of rollers in inking apparatus or damping units and/or cylinders and/or 
lacquering units and/ or inkjet printing modules and/or laser systems in printing machines, offset printing machines, 
flexographic printing machines, lacquering machines, packaging machines, coating machines, digital printing and 
marking machines, inkjet printing machines, inkjet printers, in particular having one or more inkjets, single-colour or 
multi-colour inkjet printers and in machines and mechanical apparatus for the graphics industry, and machines and 
mechanical apparatus for the further processing of printed matter or paper or plastics or metal or organic or inorganic 
materials; machines and mechanical apparatus for adjustment, for inking apparatus and/or damping units and/or printer 
engine cylinders and/or for lacquering units in printer engines and/or in lacquering units and/or for inkjet printing 
modules and/or laser systems; parts for inking apparatus or damping units and/or ink-jet printing modules and/or laser 
systems and cylinders in machines, for tempering, included in this class; machines and mechanical apparatus for the 
adjustment of cutting equipment and/or cutting cylinders in printing machines, offset printing machines, flexographic 
printing machines, lacquering machines, packaging machines, coating machines, digital printing and marking machines, 
inkjet printing machines, inkjet printers, in particular having one or more inkjets, single-colour or multi-colour inkjet 
printers and in machines and mechanical apparatus for the graphics industry, and in machines and mechanical apparatus 
for the further processing of printed matter or paper or plastics or metal or organic or inorganic materials; machines and 
mechanical apparatus for the adjustment of registers and/or register marks in printing machines, offset printing 
machines, flexographic printing machines, lacquering machines, packaging machines, coating machines, digital printing 
and marking machines, inkjet printing machines, inkjet printers, in particular having one or more inkjets, single-colour or 
multi-colour inkjet printers and in machines and mechanical apparatus for the graphics industry, and in machines and 
mechanical apparatus for the further processing of printed matter or paper or plastics or metal or organic or inorganic 
materials; machines and mechanical apparatus for quality control in printing machines, offset printing machines, 
flexographic printing machines, lacquering machines, packaging machines, coating machines, digital printing and 
marking machines, inkjet printing machines, inkjet printers, in particular having one or more inkjets, single-colour or 
multi-colour inkjet printers and in machines and mechanical apparatus for the graphics industry, and in machines and 
mechanical apparatus for the further processing of printed matter or paper or plastics or metal or organic or inorganic 
materials; machines and mechanical apparatus for the adjustment of web tension settings in printing machines, offset 
printing machines, flexographic printing machines, lacquering machines, packaging machines, coating machines, digital 
printing and marking machines, inkjet printing machines, inkjet printers, in particular having one or more inkjets, single-
colour or multi-colour inkjet printers and in machines and mechanical apparatus for the graphics industry, and in 
machines and mechanical apparatus for the further processing of printed matter or paper or plastics or metal or organic 
or inorganic materials; palette changing and transferring machines; stacking machines; machines for handling sheets; 
addressing and marking machines for printed matter; machines and mechanical apparatus for producing product security 
means, identification features, security features, security labels, securities, banknotes and/or components therefor; 
machines and mechanical apparatus for applying product security means, identification features, security features, 
security labels and/ or components therefor; machines and mechanical apparatus for packaging product security means, 
identification features, security features, security labels, securities, banknotes and/ or components therefor; machines 
and mechanical apparatus for quality control in machines for producing product security means, identification features, 
security features, security labels, securities, banknotes and/or components therefor; machines and mechanical apparatus 
for quality control in machines for applying product security means, identification features, security features, security 
labels and/or components therefor; machines and mechanical apparatus for quality control in machines for packaging 
product security means, identification features, security features, security labels, securities, banknotes and/or 
components therefor; machines and mechanical apparatus for quality control of product security means, identification 
features, security features, security labels, securities, banknotes and/or components therefor; parts for the aforesaid 
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goods and fittings for all the aforesaid goods, included in this class.

Cl.9;Electronic apparatus and electronic instruments, consultancy software (recorded), sales software (recorded), and 
software (included in this class) for printing machines, offset rotary printing machines, flexographic printing machines, 
lacquering machines, packaging machines, coating machines, digital printing and marking machines, inkjet printing 
machines, inkjet printers, in particular having one or more inkjets, single-colour or multi-colour inkjet printers and for 
machines for the graphics industry, and for machines for the further processing of printed matter or paper; electronic 
apparatus and electronic instruments, consultancy software (recorded), sales software (recorded), and software (included 
in this class) for pallet changing and pallet transfer machines, stacking machines, machines for handling sheets, screen 
printing machines, pad printing machines, flexographic printing machines, lacquering machines, packaging machines, 
coating machines, gravure printing machines, for printing machines for use on sheet metal, marking machines, hot 
stamping apparatus, thermal transfer apparatus, photo printing machines, labelling machines, engraving machines, inkjet 
printing apparatus, laser marking apparatus and for laser printing apparatus; electronic apparatus and electronic 
instruments, consultancy software (recorded), sales software (recorded), and software (included in this class) for 
producing product security means, identification features, security features, security labels, securities, banknotes and/or 
components therefor; electronic apparatus and electronic instruments, consultancy software (recorded), sales software 
(recorded), and software (included in this class) for applying product security means, identification features, security 
features, security labels and/or components therefor; electronic apparatus and electronic instruments, consultancy 
software (recorded), sales software (recorded), and software (included in this class) for packaging product security 
means, identification features, security features, security labels, securities, banknotes and/or components therefor; 
electronic apparatus and electronic instruments, consultancy software (recorded), sales software (recorded), and 
software (included in this class) being and/or for product security means, identification features, security features, 
security labels, securities, banknotes and/or components therefor; electronic regulating apparatus, control apparatus, 
monitoring apparatus, quality control apparatus, production control apparatus, temperature monitoring apparatus, web 
tension controls, consultancy software (recorded), sales software (recorded), and software being parts or accessories for 
printing machines, offset rotary printing machines, flexographic printing machines, lacquering machines, packaging 
machines, coating machines, digital printing and marking machines, inkjet printing machines, inkjet printers, in particular 
with one or more inkjets, single-colour or multi-colour inkjet printers, machines for the graphics industry, and machines 
for the further processing of printed matter or paper, namely for transporting, cutting, folding, gathering, clipping, 
packing, collecting, sorting, binding, scanning, checking, perforating, gluing, stapling, tying, sealing, bookbinding; 
electronic regulating apparatus, control apparatus, monitoring apparatus, quality control apparatus, production control 
apparatus, temperature monitoring apparatus, consultancy software (recorded), sales software (recorded), and software 
being parts or accessories for lacquering machines, packaging machines, coating machines, pallet changing and pallet 
transfer machines, stacking machines, machines for handling sheets, screen printing machines, pad printing machines, 
flexographic printing machines, gravure printing machines, printing machines for use on sheet metal, marking machines, 
hot stamping apparatus, thermal transfer apparatus, photo printing machines, labelling machines, engraving machines, 
inkjet printing apparatus, laser marking apparatus and laser printing apparatus; electronic regulating apparatus, control 
apparatus, monitoring apparatus, quality control apparatus, production control apparatus, temperature monitoring 
apparatus, web tension controls, consultancy software (recorded), sales software (recorded), and software being parts or 
accessories for machines for producing product security means, identification features, security features, security labels, 
securities, banknotes and/or components therefor; electronic regulating apparatus, control apparatus, monitoring 
apparatus, quality control apparatus, production control apparatus, temperature monitoring apparatus, web tension 
controls, consultancy software (recorded), sales software (recorded), and software being parts or accessories for 
machines for applying product security means, identification features, security features, security labels and/or 
components therefor; electronic regulating apparatus, control apparatus, monitoring apparatus, quality control apparatus,
production control apparatus, temperature monitoring apparatus, web tension controls, consultancy software (recorded), 
sales software (recorded), and software being parts or accessories for machines for packaging product security means, 
identification features, security features, security labels, securities, banknotes and/or components therefor; electronic 
regulating apparatus, control apparatus, monitoring apparatus, quality control apparatus, production control apparatus, 
consultancy software (recorded), sales software (recorded), and software being parts or accessories of and/or for product 
security means, identification features, security features, security labels, securities, banknotes and/or components 
therefor; electric and electronic measuring and testing apparatus and instruments for adjustment and pre-adjustment, for 
subassemblies and parts for printing machines, offset rotary printing machines, flexographic printing machines, 
lacquering machines, packaging machines, coating machines, digital printing and marking machines, inkjet printing 
machines, inkjet printers, in particular having one or more inkjets, single-colour or multi-colour inkjet printers and 
machines for the graphics industry, and machines for the further processing of printed matter or paper or plastics or 
metal or organic or inorganic materials; electric and electronic measuring and testing apparatus and instruments for 
adjustment and pre-adjustment, for subassemblies and parts for flexographic printing machines, lacquering machines, 
packaging machines, coating machines, pallet changing and pallet transfer machines, stacking machines, machines for 
handling sheets, screen printing machines, pad printing machines, flexographic printing machines, gravure printing 
machines, printing machines for use on sheet metal, marking machines, hot stamping apparatus, thermal transfer 
apparatus, photo printing machines, labelling machines and engraving machines, inkjet printing apparatus, laser marking 
apparatus and laser printing apparatus; electric and electronic measuring and testing apparatus and instruments for 
adjustment and pre-adjustment, for subassemblies and parts for machines for producing product security means, 
identification features, security features, security labels, securities, banknotes and/or components therefor; electric and 
electronic measuring and testing apparatus and instruments for adjustment and pre-adjustment, for subassemblies and 
parts for machines for applying product security means, identification features, security features, security labels and/or 
components therefor; electric and electronic measuring and testing apparatus and instruments for adjustment and pre-
adjustment, for subassemblies and parts for machines for packaging product security means, identification features, 
security features, security labels, securities, banknotes and/or components therefor; consultancy software (recorded) 
and/or sales software (recorded) for electric and electronic measuring and testing apparatus and instruments for 
adjustment and pre-adjustment, for subassemblies and parts for printing machines, offset rotary printing machines, 
flexographic printing machines, lacquering machines, packaging machines, coating machines, digital printing and 
marking machines, inkjet printing machines, inkjet printers, in particular having one or more inkjets, single-colour or 
multi-colour inkjet printers and machines for the graphics industry, and machines for the further processing of printed 
matter or paper or plastics or metal or organic or inorganic materials; consultancy software (recorded) and/or sales 
software (recorded) for electric and electronic measuring and testing apparatus and instruments for adjustment and pre-
adjustment, for subassemblies and parts for lacquering machines, packaging machines, coating machines, pallet 
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changing and pallet transfer machines, stacking machines, machines for handling sheets, screen printing machines, pad 
printing machines, flexographic printing machines, gravure printing machines, printing machines for use on sheet metal, 
marking machines, hot stamping apparatus, thermal transfer apparatus, photo printing machines, labelling machines, and 
for engraving machines, inkjet printing apparatus, laser marking apparatus and laser printing apparatus; consultancy 
software (recorded) and/or sales software (recorded) for electric and electronic measuring and testing apparatus and 
instruments for adjustment and pre-adjustment, for subassemblies and parts for machines for producing product security 
means, identification features, security features, security labels, securities, banknotes and/or components therefor; 
consultancy software (recorded) and/or sales software (recorded) for electric and electronic measuring and testing 
apparatus and instruments for adjustment and pre-adjustment, for subassemblies and parts for machines for applying 
product security means, identification features, security features, security labels and/or components therefor; 
consultancy software (recorded) and/or sales software (recorded) for electric and electronic measuring and testing 
apparatus and instruments for adjustment and pre-adjustment, for subassemblies and parts for machines for packaging 
product security means, identification features, security features, security labels, securities, banknotes and/or 
components therefor; consultancy software (recorded), sales software (recorded), and software for the remote control, 
remote operation, remote monitoring, control and/or regulation of ink levers, ink rollers, damping rollers, register 
adjusting devices in printing machines, offset rotary printing machines, flexographic printing machines, lacquering 
machines, packaging machines, coating machines, digital printing and marking machines, inkjet printing machines, inkjet 
printers, in particular having one or more inkjets, single-colour or multi-colour inkjet printers, and of machines for the 
graphics industry, and machines for the further processing of printed matter or paper or plastics or metal or organic or 
inorganic materials; consultancy software (recorded), sales software (recorded), and software for the remote control, 
remote operation, remote monitoring, control and/or regulation of devices for the transporting and/or storage of printed 
matter or paper or paper reels, for printing machines, offset printing machines, flexographic printing machines, 
lacquering machines, packaging machines, coating machines, digital printing and marking machines, inkjet printing 
machines, inkjet printers, in particular having one or more inkjets, single-colour or multi-colour inkjet printers, and for 
machines and mechanical apparatus for the graphics industry, and for machines and mechanical apparatus for the further 
processing of printed matter or paper or plastics or metal or organic or inorganic materials; consultancy software 
(recorded), sales software (recorded), and software for the remote control, remote operation, remote monitoring, control 
and/or regulating of devices for the changing and/or transporting and/or storage of printing plates; consultancy software 
(recorded), sales software (recorded), and software for the remote control, remote operation, remote monitoring, control 
and/or regulation of devices for the cleaning of rollers in inking apparatus or damping units and/or cylinders and/or inkjet 
print heads and/or laser systems in printing machines, offset printing machines, flexographic printing machines, 
lacquering machines, packaging machines, coating machines, digital printing and marking machines, inkjet printing 
machines, inkjet printers, in particular having one or more inkjets, single-colour or multi-colour inkjet printers and in 
machines and mechanical apparatus for the graphics industry, and in machines and mechanical apparatus for the further 
processing of printed matter or paper or plastics or metal or organic or inorganic materials; consultancy software 
(recorded), sales software (recorded), and software for the remote control, remote operation, remote monitoring, control 
and/or regulation of devices for the storing and/or adjustment of rollers in inking apparatus or damping units and/or 
cylinders and/or inkjet print heads and/or laser systems in printing machines, offset printing machines, flexographic 
printing machines, lacquering machines, packaging machines, coating machines and in machines and mechanical 
apparatus for the graphics industry, and in machines and mechanical apparatus for the further processing of printed 
matter or paper or plastics or metal or organic or inorganic materials; consultancy software (recorded), sales software 
(recorded), and software for the remote control, remote operation, remote monitoring, control and/or regulating of inking 
apparatus and/or damping units and/or printer engine cylinders in printer engines; consultancy software (recorded), sales 
software (recorded), and software for the remote control, remote operation, remote monitoring, control and/or regulation 
of devices for tempering of inking apparatus or damping units and/or cylinders and/or inkjet print heads and/or laser 
systems in printer engines; consultancy software (recorded), sales software (recorded), and software for the remote 
control, remote operation, remote monitoring, control and/or regulation of cutting equipment and/or cutting cylinders in 
printing machines, offset rotary printing machines, flexographic printing machines, lacquering machines, packaging 
machines, coating machines, digital printing and marking machines, inkjet printing machines, inkjet printers, in particular 
having one or more inkjets, single-colour or multi-colour inkjet printers and in machines for the graphics industry, and in 
machines for the further processing of printed matter or paper or plastics or metal or organic or inorganic materials; 
consultancy software (recorded), sales software (recorded), and software for the remote control, remote operation, remote
monitoring, control and/or regulation of registers and/or register marks in printing machines, offset printing machines, 
flexographic printing machines, coating machines and in machines and mechanical apparatus for the graphics industry, 
and in machines and mechanical apparatus for the further processing of printed matter or paper or plastics or metal or 
organic or inorganic materials; consultancy software (recorded), sales software (recorded), and software for the remote 
control, remote operation, remote monitoring, control and/or regulation for quality control in printing machines, offset 
printing machines, flexographic printing machines, lacquering machines, packaging machines, coating machines, digital 
printing and marking machines, inkjet printing machines, inkjet printers, in particular having one or more inkjets, single-
colour or multi-colour inkjet printers and in machines and mechanical apparatus for the graphics industry, and in 
machines and mechanical apparatus for the further processing of printed matter or paper or plastics or metal or organic 
or inorganic materials; consultancy software (recorded), sales software (recorded), and software for the remote control, 
remote operation, remote monitoring, control and/or regulation for quality control in lacquering machines, packaging 
machines, coating machines, pallet changing and pallet transfer machines, stacking machines, machines for handling 
sheets, screen printing machines, pad printing machines, flexographic printing machines, gravure printing machines, 
printing machines for use on sheet metal, marking machines, hot stamping apparatus, thermal transfer apparatus, photo 
printing machines, labelling machines and in engraving machines, inkjet printing apparatus, laser marking apparatus and 
laser printing apparatus; consultancy software (recorded), sales software (recorded), and software for the remote control, 
remote operation, remote monitoring, control and/or regulation for quality control in machines for producing product 
security means, identification features, security features, security labels, securities, banknotes and/or components 
therefor; consultancy software (recorded), sales software (recorded), and software for the remote control, remote 
operation, remote monitoring, control and/or regulation for quality control in machines for applying product security 
means, identification features, security features, security labels and/or components therefor; consultancy software 
(recorded), sales software (recorded), and software for the remote control, remote operation, remote monitoring, control 
and/or regulation for quality control in machines for packaging product security means, identification features, security 
features, security labels, securities, banknotes and/or components therefor; consultancy software (recorded), sales 
software (recorded), and software for the remote control, remote operation, remote monitoring, control and/or regulation 
for quality control of and/or for product security means, identification features, security features, security labels, 
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securities, banknotes and/or components therefor; consultancy software (recorded), sales software (recorded), and 
software for the remote control, remote operation, remote monitoring, control and/or regulation of web tension settings in 
printing machines, offset printing machines, flexographic printing machines, lacquering machines, packaging machines, 
coating machines, digital printing and marking machines, inkjet printing machines, inkjet printers, in particular having one
or more inkjets, single-colour or multi-colour inkjet printers and in machines and mechanical apparatus for the graphics 
industry, and in machines and mechanical apparatus for the further processing of printed matter or paper or plastics or 
metal or organic or inorganic materials; consultancy software (recorded), sales software (recorded), software for data 
processing devices for pre-press, for the printing of printed matter, for the further processing of printed matter, for 
production control, production planning; consultancy software (recorded), sales software (recorded), software for data 
processing devices for printing machines, for the printing of printed matter, for the further processing of printed matter, 
for production control, production planning; consultancy software (recorded), sales software (recorded), and software for 
interfaces and/or data transfer, for printing machines, offset rotary printing machines, flexographic printing machines, 
lacquering machines, packaging machines, coating machines, for digital printing and marking machines, for inkjet 
printing machines, for inkjet printers, in particular having one or more inkjets, for single-colour or multi-colour inkjet 
printers, and for machines for the graphics industry, for machines for the further processing of printed matter or paper 
and for parts therefor; consultancy software (recorded), sales software (recorded), and software for interfaces and/or data 
transfer, for lacquering machines, packaging machines, coating machines, pallet changing and pallet transfer machines, 
stacking machines, machines for handling sheets, screen printing machines, pad printing machines, flexographic printing 
machines, gravure printing machines, printing machines for use on sheet metal, marking machines, hot stamping 
apparatus, thermal transfer apparatus, photo printing machines, labelling machines, engraving machines, inkjet printing 
apparatus, laser marking apparatus and laser printing apparatus; consultancy software (recorded), sales software 
(recorded), and software for interfaces and/or data transfer, for machines for producing product security means, 
identification features, security features, security labels, securities, banknotes and/or components therefor; consultancy 
software (recorded), sales software (recorded), and software for interfaces and/or data transfer, for machines for applying 
product security means, identification features, security features, security labels and/or components therefor; 
consultancy software (recorded), sales software (recorded), and software for interfaces and/or data transfer, for machines 
for packaging product security means, identification features, security features, security labels, securities, banknotes 
and/or components therefor; consultancy software (recorded), sales software (recorded), and software for interfaces 
and/or data transfer, for product security means, identification features, security features, security labels, securities, 
banknotes and/or components therefor; software (recorded) for the remote control, remote operation, remote monitoring, 
control and/or regulation of devices for the transporting and/or storage of printed matter or paper or paper reels or plastic 
or plastic reels for printing machines, offset printing machines, flexographic printing machines, lacquering machines, 
packaging machines, coating machines, digital printing and marking machines, inkjet printing machines, inkjet printers, in
particular having one or more inkjets, single-colour or multi-colour inkjet printers, and for machines and mechanical 
apparatus for the graphics industry, and for machines and mechanical apparatus for the further processing of printed 
matter or paper or plastics or metal or organic or inorganic materials; software (recorded) for the transport, packaging 
and storage of remote controls, remote operation devices, remote monitoring apparatus, controls and/or regulating 
devices for devices for the transporting and/or storage of printed matter or paper or paper reels or plastic or plastic reels 
for printing machines, offset printing machines, flexographic printing machines, lacquering machines, packaging 
machines, coating machines, digital printing and marking machines, inkjet printing machines, inkjet printers, in particular 
having one or more inkjets, single-colour or multi-colour inkjet printers, and for machines and mechanical apparatus for 
the graphics industry, and for machines and mechanical apparatus for the further processing of printed matter or paper or
plastics or metal or organic or inorganic materials; electronic data carriers being product security means, identification 
features, security features, security labels, securities, banknotes; magnetic data carriers being product security means, 
identification features, security features, security labels, securities, banknotes; RFID systems (radio frequency 
identification); encoded identification chips and cards; apparatus for the payment of goods and/or services and/or bills, in 
particular for enabling customers to pay by themselves, in particular via payment means in the form of banknotes and/or 
coins and/or vouchers and/or cashless payment by means of debit, credit and/or loyalty cards, in particular contactless 
and/or contact cards and/or NFC devices, including in particular with return of change; cash dispensers; money-receiving 
apparatus; money-dispensing and -receiving apparatus; parts and fittings for the aforesaid apparatus, included in this 
class, in particular boxes for receiving payment means, in particular banknotes and/or coins and/or vouchers; electric 
apparatus, namely data processing equipment for communication with recording media, in particular for communication 
with recording media with integrated circuits and recording media with contactless interfaces, and in particular data 
processing equipment for writing data in or on recording media, for reading data from or on recording media and for 
displaying data from recording media on a display; data processing equipment for personalising recording media; 
machine-readable recording media, in particular recording media with integrated circuits for storing, encrypting and 
decrypting, processing and providing data and programs; chip cards (cards with integrated circuits), in particular cards 
with microprocessors for communication with external data processing equipment or with mobile radio terminals; coded 
telecommunication cards; coded and uncoded digital recording media with contactless interfaces; integrated circuits with 
characteristic physical properties for protection against forgery; memories for data processing equipment, in particular 
non-volatile memories (digital storage media); digital recording media containing memories, in particular non-volatile 
memories (digital storage media); electric apparatus for processing, in particular encryption and decryption, data for both 
online and offline operation; software for applications in computer networks, in particular for internet, intranet and 
extranet applications; data processing software, in particular for telecommunications with chip card-activated mobile 
telephones and in particular for associated chip cards and mobile telephones, and computer programs for activating, 
modifying, testing and displaying data and software structures stored in these telecommunications cards; software for 
the encryption and decryption and the signing of data; operating system software and application software for digital 
recording media with integrated circuits, in particular for hardware tokens and chip cards, and for data processing 
equipment for communication with these digital recording media; computer programs for the development, management 
and maintenance of all the aforesaid types of software; digital recording media featuring the aforesaid software; 
electronically/optically stored advertising and communications material, included in this class, in particular films, videos 
(included in this class); parts for the aforesaid goods and accessories for the aforesaid goods, included in this class.

Cl.16;Printed matter; printers" blankets, not of textile, rubber blankets for offset printing machines, all the aforesaid 
goods included in this class; printing blocks, printing type and inking sheets for duplicators; product security means, 
identification features, security features, security labels, securities, banknotes, all the aforesaid being made of printed 
matter; goods of paper and cardboard, particularly stickers and labels, printed and/or embossed cards; graphic 
representations; advertising and communications material, included in this class, in particular printed matter on internal 
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and external communications in the form of brochures, invitations, flyers, customer magazines, company presentations, 
newsletters, advertisements and printed matter on objects in the construction of exhibition stands (included in this class);
numbering machines, in particular for the graphics sector, the packaging sector and data processing.

Cl.35;Advertising and business administration; arranging of contracts, for others, for the buying and selling of printing 
machines, of offset rotary printing machines, flexographic printing machines, lacquering machines, packaging machines, 
coating machines, digital printing and marking machines, of machines for the graphics industry, and of machines for the 
further processing of printed matter or paper and parts therefor; arranging of contracts, for others, for the buying and 
selling of lacquering machines, packaging machines, coating machines, pallet changing and pallet transfer machines, 
stacking machines, machines for handling sheets, screen printing machines, pad printing machines, flexographic printing 
machines, gravure printing machines, printing machines for use on sheet metal, marking machines, hot stamping 
apparatus, thermal transfer apparatus, photo printing machines, labelling machines and engraving machines, inkjet 
printing apparatus, laser marking apparatus and laser printing apparatus; arranging of contracts, for others, for the 
buying and selling of machines for producing product security means, identification features, security features, security 
labels, securities, banknotes and/or components therefor; arranging of contracts, for others, for the buying and selling of 
machines for applying product security means, identification features, security features, security labels and/or 
components therefor; arranging of contracts, for others, for the buying and selling of machines for packaging product 
security means, identification features, security features, security labels, securities, banknotes and/or components 
therefor; arranging of contracts, for others, for the buying and selling of product security means, identification features, 
security features, security labels, securities, banknotes and/or components therefor; sales promotion for printing 
machines, for offset rotary printing machines, flexographic printing machines, lacquering machines, packaging machines, 
coating machines, digital printing and marking machines, for machines for the graphics industry, and for machines for the
further processing of printed matter or paper and parts therefor; sales promotion for lacquering machines, packaging 
machines, coating machines, pallet changing and pallet transfer machines, stacking machines, machines for handling 
sheets, screen printing machines, pad printing machines, flexographic printing machines, gravure printing machines, 
printing machines for use on sheet metal, marking machines, hot stamping apparatus, thermal transfer apparatus, photo 
printing machines, labelling machines, and for engraving machines, inkjet printing apparatus, laser marking apparatus 
and for laser printing apparatus; sales promotion for machines for producing product security means, identification 
features, security features, security labels, securities, banknotes and/or components therefor; sales promotion for 
machines for applying product security means, identification features, security features, security labels and/or 
components therefor; sales promotion for machines for packaging product security means, identification features, 
security features, security labels, securities, banknotes and/or components therefor; sales promotion for product security 
means, identification features, security features, security labels, securities, banknotes and/or components therefor; 
professional business consultancy in the context of the sale of goods, in particular the sale of printing machines, of offset 
rotary printing machines, flexographic printing machines, lacquering machines, packaging machines, coating machines, 
digital printing and marking machines, of machines for the graphics industry, and of machines for the further processing 
of printed matter or paper or plastics or metal or organic or inorganic materials, and parts therefor; professional business 
consultancy in the context of the sale of goods, in particular the sale of lacquering machines, packaging machines, 
coating machines, pallet changing and pallet transfer machines, stacking machines, machines for handling sheets, screen
printing machines, pad printing machines, flexographic printing machines, gravure printing machines, printing machines 
for use on sheet metal, marking machines, hot stamping apparatus, thermal transfer apparatus, photo printing machines, 
labelling machines, and engraving machines, inkjet printing apparatus, laser marking apparatus and laser printing 
apparatus; professional business consultancy in the context of the sale of goods, in particular the sale of machines for 
producing product security means, identification features, security features, security labels, securities, banknotes and/or 
components therefor; professional business consultancy in the context of the sale of goods, in particular the sale of 
machines for applying product security means, identification features, security features, security labels and/or 
components therefor; professional business consultancy in the context of the sale of goods, in particular the sale of 
machines for packaging product security means, identification features, security features, security labels, securities, 
banknotes and/or components therefor; professional business consultancy in the context of the sale of goods, in 
particular the sale of product security means, identification features, security features, security labels, securities, 
banknotes and/or components therefor; organisational consultancy, professional business consultancy, business 
management information relating to prepress, data processing, including continuous data processing, variable data 
printing, including from databases, the printing of printed matter, the further processing of printed matter, production 
control, production planning, interfaces, data transfer and/or relating to devices for the transporting and/or storage of 
printed matter or paper or paper reels or plastics or metal or organic or inorganic materials for printing machines, offset 
printing machines, flexographic printing machines, lacquering machines, packaging machines, coating machines, digital 
printing and marking machines, machines and mechanical apparatus for the graphics industry, and for machines and 
mechanical apparatus for the further processing of printed matter or paper or plastics or metal or organic or inorganic 
materials; organisational consultancy, professional business consultancy, business management information relating to 
electronic regulating apparatus, control apparatus, monitoring apparatus, quality control apparatus, production control 
apparatus, temperature monitoring apparatus and/or web tension controls, being parts or accessories for printing 
machines, for offset rotary printing machines, flexographic printing machines, lacquering machines, packaging machines, 
coating machines, digital printing and marking machines, for machines for the graphics industry, and for machines for the
further processing of printed matter or paper or plastics or metal or organic or inorganic materials, namely for 
transporting, cutting, folding, gathering, clipping, packing, collecting, sorting, binding, scanning, checking, perforating, 
gluing, stapling, tying, sealing, bookbinding; organisational consultancy, professional business consultancy, business 
management information relating to electronic regulating apparatus, control apparatus, monitoring apparatus, quality 
control apparatus, production control apparatus and/or temperature monitoring apparatus, being parts or accessories for 
lacquering machines, packaging machines, pallet changing and pallet transfer machines, stacking machines, machines 
for handling sheets, screen printing machines, pad printing machines, flexographic printing machines, gravure printing 
machines, printing machines for use on sheet metal, marking machines, hot stamping apparatus, thermal transfer 
apparatus, photo printing machines, labelling machines, engraving machines, inkjet printing apparatus, laser marking 
apparatus and laser printing apparatus; organisational consultancy, professional business consultancy, business 
management information relating to electronic regulating apparatus, control apparatus, monitoring apparatus, quality 
control apparatus, production control apparatus and/or temperature monitoring apparatus being parts or accessories for 
machines for producing product security means, identification features, security features, security labels, securities, 
banknotes and/or components therefor; organisational consultancy, professional business consultancy, business 
management information relating to electronic regulating apparatus, control apparatus, monitoring apparatus, quality 
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control apparatus, production control apparatus and/or temperature monitoring apparatus being parts or accessories for 
machines for applying product security means, identification features, security features, security labels and/or 
components therefor; organisational consultancy, professional business consultancy, business management information 
relating to electronic regulating apparatus, control apparatus, monitoring apparatus, quality control apparatus, production
control apparatus and/or temperature monitoring apparatus being parts or accessories for machines for packaging 
product security means, identification features, security features, security labels, securities, banknotes and/or 
components therefor; organisational consultancy, professional business consultancy, business management information 
relating to electronic regulating apparatus, control apparatus, monitoring apparatus, quality control apparatus and/or 
production control apparatus being parts or accessories of and/or for product security means, identification features, 
security features, security labels, securities, banknotes and/or components therefor; organisational consultancy, 
professional business consultancy, business management information relating to electric and electronic measuring and 
testing apparatus and instruments for adjustment and pre-adjustment, for subassemblies and parts for printing machines, 
offset rotary printing machines, flexographic printing machines, lacquering machines, packaging machines, coating 
machines, digital printing and marking machines, for machines for the graphics industry, and for machines for the further 
processing of printed matter or paper or plastics or metal or organic or inorganic materials; organisational consultancy, 
professional business consultancy, business management information relating to electric and electronic measuring and 
testing apparatus and instruments for adjustment and pre-adjustment, for subassemblies and parts for lacquering 
machines, packaging machines, coating machines, pallet changing and pallet transfer machines, stacking machines, 
machines for handling sheets, screen printing machines, pad printing machines, flexographic printing machines, gravure 
printing machines, printing machines for use on sheet metal, marking machines, hot stamping apparatus, thermal transfer 
apparatus, photo printing machines, labelling machines, engraving machines, inkjet printing apparatus, laser marking 
apparatus and laser printing apparatus; organisational consultancy, professional business consultancy, business 
management information relating to electric and electronic measuring and testing apparatus and instruments for 
adjustment and pre-adjustment, for subassemblies and parts for machines for producing product security means, 
identification features, security features, security labels, securities, banknotes and/or components therefor; 
organisational consultancy, professional business consultancy, business management information relating to electric 
and electronic measuring and testing apparatus and instruments for adjustment and pre-adjustment, for subassemblies 
and parts for machines for applying product security means, identification features, security features, security labels 
and/or components therefor; organisational consultancy, professional business consultancy, business management 
information relating to electric and electronic measuring and testing apparatus and instruments for adjustment and pre-
adjustment, for subassemblies and parts for machines for packaging product security means, identification features, 
security features, security labels, securities, banknotes and/or components therefor; organisational consultancy, 
professional business consultancy, business management information relating to electric and electronic measuring and 
testing apparatus and instruments for adjustment and pre-adjustment, for subassemblies and parts of and/or for product 
security means, identification features, security features, security labels and/or components therefor; organisational 
consultancy, professional business consultancy, business management information relating to remote control, remote 
operation, remote monitoring, control and/or regulating apparatus and equipment for ink levers, ink rollers, damping 
rollers, register adjusting devices, devices for the storage and/or adjustment of rollers in inking apparatus or damping 
units and/or cylinders, for devices for the cleaning of rollers in inking apparatus or damping units and/or cylinders, for 
cutting equipment and/or cutting cylinders, for registers and/or register marks, for web tension settings and/or for quality 
control for or in printing machines, offset printing machines, flexographic printing machines, lacquering machines, 
packaging machines, coating machines, digital printing and marking machines, machines and mechanical apparatus for 
the graphics industry, and for or in machines and mechanical apparatus for the further processing of printed matter or 
paper or plastics or metal or organic or inorganic materials; organisational consultancy, professional business 
consultancy, business management information relating to remote control, remote operation, remote monitoring, control 
and/or regulating apparatus and equipment for devices for the changing and/or transporting and/or storage of printing 
plates, for inking apparatus and/or damping units and/or printer engine cylinders in printer engines, and/or for devices for 
tempering for inking apparatus or damping units and/or cylinders in printer engines and/or inkjet printing heads and/or 
laser systems; organisational consultancy, professional business consultancy, business management information 
relating to remote control, remote operation, remote monitoring, control and/or regulating apparatus and equipment, for 
offset rotary printing machines, flexographic printing machines, lacquering machines, packaging machines, coating 
machines, digital printing and marking machines, for machines for the graphics industry, and for machines for the further 
processing of printed matter or paper or plastics or metal or organic or inorganic materials; organisational consultancy, 
professional business consultancy, business management information relating to remote control, remote operation, 
remote monitoring, control and/or regulating apparatus and equipment for lacquering machines, packaging machines, 
pallet changing and pallet transfer machines, stacking machines, machines for handling sheets, screen printing 
machines, pad printing machines, flexographic printing machines, gravure printing machines, printing machines for use 
on sheet metal, marking machines, hot stamping apparatus, thermal transfer apparatus, photo printing machines, 
labelling machines, engraving machines, inkjet printing apparatus, laser marking apparatus and laser printing apparatus; 
organisational consultancy, professional business consultancy, business management information relating to remote 
control, remote operation, remote monitoring, control and/or regulating apparatus and equipment for machines for 
producing product security means, identification features, security features, security labels, securities, banknotes and/or 
components therefor; organisational consultancy, professional business consultancy, business management information 
relating to remote control, remote operation, remote monitoring, control and/or regulating apparatus and equipment for 
machines for applying product security means, identification features, security features, security labels and/or 
components therefor; organisational consultancy, professional business consultancy, business management information 
relating to remote control, remote operation, remote monitoring, control and/or regulating apparatus and equipment for 
machines for packaging product security means, identification features, security features, security labels, securities, 
banknotes and/or components therefor; organisational consultancy, professional business consultancy, business 
management information relating to remote control, remote operation, remote monitoring, control and/or regulating 
apparatus and equipment for product security means, identification features, security features, security labels, securities, 
banknotes and/or components therefor; advertising for printing machines, offset rotary printing machines, flexographic 
printing machines, lacquering machines, packaging machines, coating machines, digital printing and marking machines, 
machines for the graphics industry, and machines for the further processing of printed matter or paper or plastics or 
metal or organic or inorganic materials and parts therefor; advertising for lacquering machines, packaging machines, 
pallet changing and pallet transfer machines, stacking machines, machines for handling sheets, screen printing 
machines, pad printing machines, flexographic printing machines, gravure printing machines, printing machines for use 
on sheet metal, marking machines, hot stamping apparatus, thermal transfer apparatus, photo printing machines, 
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labelling machines, engraving machines, inkjet printing apparatus, laser marking apparatus and laser printing apparatus; 
advertising for machines for producing product security means, identification features, security features, security labels, 
securities, banknotes and/or components therefor; advertising for machines for applying product security means, 
identification features, security features, security labels and/or components therefor; advertising for machines for 
packaging product security means, identification features, security features, security labels, securities, banknotes and/or 
components therefor; advertising for product security means, identification features, security features, security labels, 
securities, banknotes and/or components therefor; computerized file management; presentation of goods and services, 
included in this class.

Cl.36;Financial affairs; financial consultancy in the context of the sale of goods, financial investment consultancy 
relating to printing machines, offset rotary printing machines, flexographic printing machines, lacquering machines, 
packaging machines, coating machines, digital printing and marking machines, machines for the graphics industry, and 
machines for the further processing of printed matter or paper and parts therefor; financial investment consultancy 
relating to lacquering machines, packaging machines, coating machines, pallet changing and pallet transfer machines, 
stacking machines, machines for handling sheets, screen printing machines, pad printing machines, flexographic printing 
machines, gravure printing machines, printing machines for use on sheet metal, marking machines, hot stamping 
apparatus, thermal transfer apparatus, photo printing machines, labelling machines, engraving machines, inkjet printing 
apparatus, laser marking apparatus and laser printing apparatus; financial investment consultancy relating to machines 
for producing product security means, identification features, security features, security labels, securities, banknotes 
and/or components therefor; financial investment consultancy relating to machines for applying product security means, 
identification features, security features, security labels and/or components therefor; financial investment consultancy 
relating to machines for packaging product security means, identification features, security features, security labels, 
securities, banknotes and/or components therefor; financial investment consultancy relating to and/or for product 
security means, identification features, security features, security labels, securities, banknotes and/or components 
therefor; financial investment consultancy relating to prepress, data processing, including continuous data processing, 
variable data printing, including from databases, the printing of printed matter, the further processing of printed matter, 
production control, production planning, interfaces, data transfer and/or relating to devices for the transporting and/or 
storage of printed matter or paper or paper reels or plastics or metal or organic or inorganic materials for printing 
machines, offset printing machines, flexographic printing machines, lacquering machines, packaging machines, coating 
machines, digital printing and marking machines, machines and mechanical apparatus for the graphics industry, and for 
machines and mechanical apparatus for the further processing of printed matter or paper or plastics or metal or organic 
or inorganic materials; financial investment consultancy relating to electronic regulating apparatus, control apparatus, 
monitoring apparatus, quality control apparatus, production control apparatus, temperature monitoring apparatus and/or 
web tension controls, being parts or accessories for printing machines, for offset rotary printing machines, flexographic 
printing machines, lacquering machines, packaging machines, coating machines, digital printing and marking machines, 
for machines for the graphics industry, and for machines for the further processing of printed matter or paper or plastics 
or metal or organic or inorganic materials, namely for transporting, cutting, folding, gathering, clipping, packing, 
collecting, sorting, binding, scanning, checking, perforating, gluing, stapling, tying, sealing, bookbinding; financial 
investment consultancy relating to electronic regulating apparatus, control apparatus, monitoring apparatus, quality 
control apparatus, production control apparatus, temperature monitoring apparatus being parts or accessories for 
lacquering machines, packaging machines, coating machines, pallet changing and pallet transfer machines, stacking 
machines, machines for handling sheets, screen printing machines, pad printing machines, flexographic printing 
machines, gravure printing machines, printing machines for use on sheet metal, marking machines, hot stamping 
apparatus, thermal transfer apparatus, photo printing machines, labelling machines, engraving machines, inkjet printing 
apparatus, laser marking apparatus and laser printing apparatus; financial investment consultancy relating to electronic 
regulating apparatus, control apparatus, monitoring apparatus, quality control apparatus, production control apparatus, 
temperature monitoring apparatus and/or web tension controls, being parts or accessories for machines for producing 
product security means, identification features, security features, security labels, securities, banknotes and/or 
components therefor; financial investment consultancy relating to electronic regulating apparatus, control apparatus, 
monitoring apparatus, quality control apparatus, production control apparatus, temperature monitoring apparatus and/or 
web tension controls, being parts or accessories for machines for applying product security means, identification 
features, security features, security labels and/or components therefor; financial investment consultancy relating to 
electronic regulating apparatus, control apparatus, monitoring apparatus, quality control apparatus, production control 
apparatus, temperature monitoring apparatus and/or web tension controls, being parts or accessories for machines for 
packaging product security means, identification features, security features, security labels, securities, banknotes and/or 
components therefor; financial investment consultancy relating to electronic regulating apparatus, control apparatus, 
monitoring apparatus, quality control apparatus, production control apparatus, temperature monitoring apparatus and/or 
web tension controls, being parts or accessories for machines for product security means, identification features, 
security features, security labels, securities, banknotes and/or components therefor; financial investment consultancy 
relating to electric and electronic measuring and testing apparatus and instruments for adjustment and pre-adjustment of 
subassemblies and parts for printing machines, offset rotary printing machines, flexographic printing machines, 
lacquering machines, packaging machines, coating machines, digital printing and marking machines, for machines for the
graphics industry, and for machines for the further processing of printed matter or paper or plastics or metal or organic or
inorganic materials; financial investment consultancy relating to electric and electronic measuring and testing apparatus 
and instruments for adjustment and pre-adjustment, for subassemblies and parts for lacquering machines, coating 
machines, pallet changing and pallet transfer machines, stacking machines, machines for handling sheets, screen 
printing machines, pad printing machines, flexographic printing machines, gravure printing machines, printing machines 
for use on sheet metal, marking machines, hot stamping apparatus, thermal transfer apparatus, photo printing machines, 
labelling machines, engraving machines, inkjet printing apparatus, laser marking apparatus and laser printing apparatus; 
financial investment consultancy relating to electric and electronic measuring and testing apparatus and instruments for 
adjustment and pre-adjustment, for subassemblies and parts for machines for producing product security means, 
identification features, security features, security labels, securities, banknotes and/or components therefor; financial 
investment consultancy relating to electric and electronic measuring and testing apparatus and instruments for 
adjustment and pre-adjustment, for subassemblies and parts for machines for applying product security means, 
identification features, security features, security labels and/or components therefor; financial investment consultancy 
relating to electric and electronic measuring and testing apparatus and instruments for adjustment and pre-adjustment, 
for subassemblies and parts for machines for packaging product security means, identification features, security 
features, security labels, securities, banknotes and/or components therefor; financial investment consultancy relating to 
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electric and electronic measuring and testing apparatus and instruments for adjustment and pre-adjustment, for 
subassemblies and parts of and/or for product security means, identification features, security features, security labels, 
securities, banknotes and/or components therefor; financial investment consultancy relating to remote control, remote 
operation, remote monitoring, control and/or regulating apparatus and equipment for ink levers, ink rollers, damping 
rollers, register adjusting devices, devices for the storage and/or adjustment of rollers in inking apparatus or damping 
units and/or cylinders, for devices for the cleaning of rollers in inking apparatus or damping units and/or cylinders and/or 
inkjet print heads and/or laser systems, for cutting equipment and/or cutting cylinders, for registers and/or register marks,
for web tension settings and/or for quality control for or in printing machines, offset printing machines, flexographic 
printing machines, lacquering machines, packaging machines, coating machines, digital printing and marking machines, 
machines and mechanical apparatus for the graphics industry, and for or in machines and mechanical apparatus for the 
further processing of printed matter or paper or plastics or metal or organic or inorganic materials; financial investment 
consultancy with regard to remote control, remote operation, remote monitoring, control and/or regulating apparatus and 
equipment for devices for the changing and/or transporting and/or storage of printing plates, for inking apparatus and/or 
damping units and/or printer engine cylinders in printer engines, and/or for devices for tempering, for inking apparatus 
and/or damping units and/or cylinders in printer engines or ink-jet print heads and/or laser systems; financial investment 
consultancy relating to remote control, remote operation, remote monitoring, control and/or regulating apparatus and 
equipment for printing machines, offset rotary printing machines, flexographic printing machines, lacquering machines, 
packaging machines, coating machines, digital printing and marking machines, for machines for the graphics industry, 
and for machines for the further processing of printed matter or paper or plastics or metal or organic or inorganic 
materials; financial investment consultancy relating to remote control, remote operation, remote monitoring, control 
and/or regulating apparatus and equipment for lacquering machines, packaging machines, coating machines, pallet 
changing and pallet transfer machines, stacking machines, machines for handling sheets, screen printing machines, pad 
printing machines, flexographic printing machines, gravure printing machines, printing machines for use on sheet metal, 
marking machines, hot stamping apparatus, thermal transfer apparatus, photo printing machines, labelling machines, 
engraving machines, inkjet printing apparatus, laser marking apparatus and laser printing apparatus; financial investment 
consultancy relating to remote control, remote operation, remote monitoring, control and/or regulating apparatus and 
equipment for machines for producing product security means, identification features, security features, security labels, 
securities, banknotes and/or components therefor; financial investment consultancy relating to remote control, remote 
operation, remote monitoring, control and/or regulating apparatus and equipment for machines for applying product 
security means, identification features, security features, security labels and/or components therefor; financial investment
consultancy relating to remote control, remote operation, remote monitoring, control and/or regulating apparatus and 
equipment for machines for packaging product security means, identification features, security features, security labels, 
securities, banknotes and/or components therefor; financial investment consultancy relating to remote control, remote 
operation, remote monitoring, control and/or regulating apparatus and equipment of and/or for product security means, 
identification features, security features, security labels, securities, banknotes and/or components therefor; real estate 
management, and brokerage, rental and leasing of real estate; monetary affairs, in particular receiving and/or processing 
of payments by means of apparatus for the payment of goods and/or services and/or bills, in particular for enabling 
customers to pay by themselves, in particular via payment means in the form of banknotes and/or coins and/or vouchers 
and/or cashless payment by means of debit, credit and/or loyalty cards, in particular contactless and/or contact cards 
and/or NFC devices, including in particular with return of change.

Cl.37;Installation services; installation, maintenance and repair of printing machines, offset rotary printing machines, 
flexographic printing machines, lacquering machines, packaging machines, coating machines, digital printing and 
marking machines, of machines for the graphics industry, and of machines for the further processing of printed matter or 
paper or plastics or metal or organic or inorganic materials and parts therefor; installation, maintenance and repair of 
lacquering machines, packaging machines, coating machines, pallet changing and pallet transfer machines, stacking 
machines, machines for handling sheets, screen printing machines, pad printing machines, flexographic printing 
machines, gravure printing machines, printing machines for use on sheet metal, marking machines, hot stamping 
apparatus, thermal transfer apparatus, photo printing machines, labelling machines, engraving machines, inkjet printing 
apparatus, laser marking apparatus and laser printing apparatus; installation, maintenance and repair of machines for 
producing product security means, identification features, security features, security labels, securities, banknotes and/or 
components therefor; installation, maintenance and repair of machines for applying product security means, identification
features, security features, security labels and/or components therefor; installation, maintenance and repair of machines 
for producing product security means, identification features, security features, security labels, securities, banknotes 
and/or components therefor; installation, maintenance and repair of product security means, identification features, 
security features, security labels and/or components therefor; installation, maintenance and repair (included in this class) 
of prepress data processing equipment, of parts or accessories of prepress data processing equipment, of data 
processing equipment for data processing, including continuous data processing, variable data printing, including from 
databases, for the further processing of printed matter, of production controls, of parts and accessories for interfaces 
and/or of parts or accessories for data transfer of devices for the transporting and/or storage of printed matter or paper or 
paper reels or plastics or metal or organic or inorganic materials for printing machines, offset printing machines, 
flexographic printing machines, lacquering machines, packaging machines, coating machines, machines and mechanical 
apparatus for the graphics industry, and for machines and mechanical apparatus for the further processing of printed 
matter or paper or plastics or metal or organic or inorganic materials; installation, maintenance and repair of electronic 
regulating apparatus, control apparatus, monitoring apparatus, quality control apparatus, production control apparatus, 
temperature monitoring apparatus and/or web tension controls, being parts or accessories for printing machines, for 
offset rotary printing machines, flexographic printing machines, lacquering machines, packaging machines, coating 
machines, digital printing and marking machines, for machines for the graphics industry, and for machines for the further 
processing of printed matter or paper or plastics or metal or organic or inorganic materials, namely for transporting, 
cutting, folding, gathering, clipping, packing, collecting, sorting, binding, scanning, checking, perforating, gluing, 
stapling, tying, sealing, bookbinding; installation, maintenance and repair of electronic regulating apparatus, control 
apparatus, monitoring apparatus, quality control apparatus, production control apparatus and/or temperature monitoring 
apparatus being parts or accessories for lacquering machines, packaging machines, coating machines, pallet changing 
and pallet transfer machines, stacking machines, machines for handling sheets, screen printing machines, pad printing 
machines, flexographic printing machines, gravure printing machines, printing machines for use on sheet metal, marking 
machines, hot stamping apparatus, thermal transfer apparatus, photo printing machines, labelling machines, engraving 
machines, inkjet printing apparatus, laser marking apparatus and laser printing apparatus; installation, maintenance and 
repair of electronic regulating apparatus, control apparatus, monitoring apparatus, quality control apparatus, production 
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control apparatus, temperature monitoring apparatus and/or web tension controls, being parts or accessories of and/or 
for product security means, identification features, security features, security labels, securities, banknotes and/or 
components therefor; installation, maintenance and repair of electronic regulating apparatus, control apparatus, 
monitoring apparatus, quality control apparatus, production control apparatus, temperature monitoring apparatus and/or 
web tension controls, being parts or accessories for machines for producing product security means, identification 
features, security features, security labels, securities, banknotes and/or components therefor; installation, maintenance 
and repair of electronic regulating apparatus, control apparatus, monitoring apparatus, quality control apparatus, 
production control apparatus, temperature monitoring apparatus and/or web tension controls, being parts or accessories 
for machines for applying product security means, identification features, security features, security labels and/or 
components therefor; installation, maintenance and repair of electronic regulating apparatus, control apparatus, 
monitoring apparatus, quality control apparatus, production control apparatus, temperature monitoring apparatus and/or 
web tension controls, being parts or accessories for machines for packaging product security means, identification 
features, security features, security labels, securities, banknotes and/or components therefor; installation, maintenance 
and repair of electric and electronic measuring and testing apparatus and instruments for adjustment and pre-adjustment, 
for subassemblies and parts for printing machines, offset rotary printing machines, flexographic printing machines, 
lacquering machines, packaging machines, coating machines, digital printing and marking machines, for machines for the
graphics industry, and for machines for the further processing of printed matter or paper or plastics or metal or organic or
inorganic materials; installation, maintenance and repair of electric and electronic measuring and testing apparatus and 
instruments for adjustment and pre-adjustment, for subassemblies and parts for lacquering machines, packaging 
machines, coating machines, pallet changing and pallet transfer machines, stacking machines, machines for handling 
sheets, screen printing machines, pad printing machines, flexographic printing machines, gravure printing machines, 
printing machines for use on sheet metal, marking machines, hot stamping apparatus, thermal transfer apparatus, photo 
printing machines, labelling machines, engraving machines, inkjet printing apparatus, laser marking apparatus and laser 
printing apparatus; installation, maintenance and repair of electric and electronic measuring and testing apparatus and 
instruments for adjustment and pre-adjustment, for subassemblies and parts for machines for producing product security 
means, identification features, security features, security labels, securities, banknotes and/or components therefor; 
installation, maintenance and repair of electric and electronic measuring and testing apparatus and instruments for 
adjustment and pre-adjustment, for subassemblies and parts for machines for applying product security means, 
identification features, security features, security labels and/or components therefor; installation, maintenance and repair 
of electric and electronic measuring and testing apparatus and instruments for adjustment and pre-adjustment, for 
subassemblies and parts for machines for packaging product security means, identification features, security features, 
security labels, securities, banknotes and/or components therefor; installation, maintenance and repair of electric and 
electronic measuring and testing apparatus and instruments for adjustment and pre-adjustment, for subassemblies and 
parts of and/or for product security means, identification features, security features, security labels, securities, banknotes 
and/or components therefor; installation, maintenance and repair of remote control, remote operation, remote monitoring, 
control and/or regulating apparatus and equipment for ink levers, ink rollers, damping rollers, register adjusting devices, 
devices for the storage and/or adjustment of rollers in inking apparatus or damping units and/or cylinders, for devices for 
the cleaning of rollers in inking apparatus or damping units and/or cylinders and/or inkjet print heads and/or laser 
systems, for cutting equipment and/or cutting cylinders, for registers and/or register marks, for web tension settings, 
being parts or accessories for printing machines, offset printing machines, flexographic printing machines, lacquering 
machines, packaging machines, coating machines, digital printing and marking machines, for machines and mechanical 
apparatus for the graphics industry, and for machines and mechanical apparatus for the further processing of printed 
matter or paper or plastics or metal or organic or inorganic materials; installation, maintenance and repair of remote 
control, remote operation, remote monitoring, control and/or regulating apparatus and equipment for devices for the 
changing and/or transporting and/or storage of printing plates, for inking apparatus and/or damping units and/or printer 
engine cylinders in printer engines, and/or for devices for tempering, for inking apparatus and/or damping units and/or 
cylinders in printer engines; installation, maintenance and repair of remote control, remote operation, remote monitoring, 
control and/or regulating apparatus and equipment for printing machines, offset rotary printing machines, flexographic 
printing machines, lacquering machines, packaging machines, coating machines, digital printing and marking machines, 
for machines for the graphics industry, and for machines for the further processing of printed matter or paper or plastics 
or metal or organic or inorganic materials; installation, maintenance and repair of remote control, remote operation, 
remote monitoring, control and/or regulating apparatus and equipment for lacquering machines, packaging machines, 
coating machines, pallet changing and pallet transfer machines, stacking machines, machines for handling sheets, screen
printing machines, pad printing machines, flexographic printing machines, gravure printing machines, printing machines 
for use on sheet metal, marking machines, hot stamping apparatus, thermal transfer apparatus, photo printing machines, 
labelling machines, engraving machines, inkjet printing apparatus, laser marking apparatus and laser printing apparatus; 
installation, maintenance and repair of remote control, remote operation, remote monitoring, control and/or regulating 
apparatus and equipment for machines for producing product security means, identification features, security features, 
security labels, securities, banknotes and/or components therefor; installation, maintenance and repair of remote control, 
remote operation, remote monitoring, control and/or regulating apparatus and equipment for machines for applying 
product security means, identification features, security features, security labels and/or components therefor; installation, 
maintenance and repair of remote control, remote operation, remote monitoring, control and/or regulating apparatus and 
equipment for machines for packaging product security means, identification features, security features, security labels, 
securities, banknotes and/or components therefor; installation, maintenance and repair of remote control, remote 
operation, remote monitoring, control and/or regulating apparatus and equipment for machines for packaging product 
security means, identification features, security features, security labels, securities, banknotes and/or components 
therefor; machinery installation, maintenance and repair; rebuilding machines; commissioning of machines within the 
framework of installation; commissioning of machines in the context of maintenance; cleaning of machines; internal 
cleaning of buildings; vehicle cleaning; installation and/or maintenance of apparatus for the payment of goods and/or 
services and/or bills, in particular for enabling customers to pay by themselves, in particular via payment means in the 
form of banknotes and/or coins and/or vouchers and/or cashless payment by means of debit, credit and/or loyalty cards, 
in particular contactless and/or contact cards and/or NFC devices, including in particular with return of change; 
installation and/or maintenance of money-dispensing apparatus; installation and/or maintenance of money-receiving 
apparatus; installation and/or maintenance of money-dispensing and -receiving apparatus; installation and/or 
maintenance of vending machines; installation and/or maintenance of accessories for the aforesaid apparatus, in 
particular boxes for receiving payment means, in particular banknotes and/or coins and/or vouchers.

Cl.38;Providing access to data on computer networks, transmission of data via computer networks.
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Cl.39;Transport, packaging and storage of goods; transport, packaging and storage of printing machines, offset rotary 
printing machines, flexographic printing machines, lacquering machines, packaging machines, coating machines, digital 
printing and marking machines, of machines for the graphics industry, and of machines for the further processing of 
printed matter or paper or plastics or metal or organic or inorganic materials, and parts therefor; transport, packaging and 
storage of lacquering machines, packaging machines, coating machines, pallet changing and pallet transfer machines, 
stacking machines, machines for handling sheets, screen printing machines, pad printing machines, flexographic printing 
machines, gravure printing machines, printing machines for use on sheet metal, marking machines, hot stamping 
apparatus, thermal transfer apparatus, photo printing machines, labelling machines, engraving machines, inkjet printing 
apparatus, laser marking apparatus and laser printing apparatus; transport, packaging and storage of remote control, 
remote operation, remote monitoring, control and/or regulating apparatus and equipment, being parts for devices for the 
transporting and/or storage of printed matter or paper or paper reels or plastics or metal or organic or inorganic materials 
for printing machines, offset printing machines, flexographic printing machines, lacquering machines, packaging 
machines, coating machines, digital printing and marking machines, for machines and mechanical apparatus for the 
graphics industry, and for machines and mechanical apparatus for the further processing of printed matter or paper or 
plastics or metal or organic or inorganic materials; transport, packaging and storage of machines for producing product 
security means, identification features, security features, security labels, securities, banknotes and/or components 
therefor; transport, packaging and storage of machines for applying product security means, identification features, 
security features, security labels and/or components therefor; transport, packaging and storage of machines for 
packaging product security means, identification features, security features, security labels, securities, banknotes and/or 
components therefor; transport, packaging and storage of product security means, identification features, security 
features, security labels, securities, banknotes and/or components therefor; transport, packaging and storage of 
consumables for the operation of printing machines, offset rotary printing machines, flexographic printing machines, 
lacquering machines, packaging machines, coating machines, digital printing and marking machines, of machines for the 
graphics industry, and of machines for the further processing of printed matter or paper or plastics or metal or organic or 
inorganic materials, and parts therefor; transport, packaging and storage of consumables for the operation of lacquering 
machines, packaging machines, coating machines, pallet changing and pallet transfer machines, stacking machines, 
machines for handling sheets, screen printing machines, pad printing machines, flexographic printing machines, gravure 
printing machines, printing machines for use on sheet metal, marking machines, hot stamping apparatus, thermal transfer 
apparatus, photo printing machines, labelling machines, engraving machines, inkjet printing apparatus, laser marking 
apparatus and laser printing apparatus; transport, packaging and storage of consumables for the operation of machines 
for producing product security means, identification features, security features, security labels, securities, banknotes 
and/or components therefor; transport, packaging and storage of consumables for the operation of machines for applying 
product security means, identification features, security features, security labels and/or components therefor; transport, 
packaging and storage of consumables for the operation of machines for packaging mechanical product security means, 
mechanical identification features, mechanical security features, mechanical security labels and/or components therefor; 
transport, packaging and storage of materials for the maintenance of printing machines, of offset rotary printing 
machines, flexographic printing machines, lacquering machines, packaging machines, coating machines, digital printing 
and marking machines, of machines for the graphics industry, and of machines for the further processing of printed 
matter or paper or plastics or metal or organic or inorganic materials, and parts therefor; transport, packaging and 
storage of materials for the maintenance of lacquering machines, packaging machines, coating machines, pallet changing 
and pallet transfer machines, stacking machines, machines for handling sheets, screen printing machines, pad printing 
machines, flexographic printing machines, gravure printing machines, printing machines for use on sheet metal, marking 
machines, hot stamping apparatus, thermal transfer apparatus, photo printing machines, labelling machines, engraving 
machines, inkjet printing apparatus, laser marking apparatus and laser printing apparatus; transport, packaging and 
storage of materials for the maintenance of machines for producing product security means, identification features, 
security features, security labels, securities, banknotes and/or components therefor; transport, packaging and storage of 
materials for the maintenance of machines for applying product security means, identification features, security features, 
security labels and/or components therefor; transport, packaging and storage of materials for the maintenance of 
machines for packaging product security means, identification features, security features, security labels, securities, 
banknotes and/or components therefor; rental of warehouse; vehicle rental; physical storage of electronically stored data.

Cl.40;Custom manufacture of metal parts for others; metal processing; assembling of materials for others; millworking; 
soldering; grinding; sawing [saw mill]; cutting, other than hair cutting services; blacksmithing; metal casting; 
galvanization; magnetisation; chromium plating; metal tempering; rental of printing machines, machines for the graphics 
industry, and machines for the further processing of printed matter.

Cl.42;Technological consultancy, software consultancy, computer system design, creation of software in relation to the 
planning of print works and installations for the further processing of printed matter or paper or plastics or metal or 
organic or inorganic materials; technological consultancy relating to printing machines, offset rotary printing machines, 
flexographic printing machines, lacquering machines, packaging machines, coating machines, digital printing and 
marking machines, inkjet printing machines, inkjet printers, in particular having one or more inkjets, single-colour or 
multi-colour inkjet printers, machines for the graphics industry, and to machines for the further processing of printed 
matter or paper or plastics or metal or organic or inorganic materials and parts therefor; design and updating of software 
for the aforesaid machines; technological consultancy relating to lacquering machines, packaging machines, coating 
machines, pallet changing and pallet transfer machines, stacking machines, machines for handling sheets, screen 
printing machines, pad printing machines, flexographic printing machines, gravure printing machines, printing machines 
for use on sheet metal, marking machines, hot stamping apparatus, thermal transfer apparatus, photo printing machines, 
labelling machines, engraving machines, inkjet printing apparatus, laser marking apparatus and laser printing apparatus; 
technological consultancy relating to machines for producing product security means, identification features, security 
features, security labels, securities, banknotes and/or components therefor; technological consultancy relating to 
machines for applying product security means, identification features, security features, security labels and/or 
components therefor; technological consultancy relating to machines for packaging product security means, 
identification features, security features, security labels, securities, banknotes and/or components therefor; technological 
consultancy relating to product security means, identification features, security features, security labels, securities, 
banknotes and/ or components therefor; technological consultancy relating to prepress, data processing, including 
continuous data processing, variable data printing, including from databases, the printing of printed matter, the further 
processing of printed matter, production control, production planning, management information, for interfaces and/or for 
data transfer, for devices for the transporting and/or storage of printed matter or paper or paper reels or plastics or metal 
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or organic or inorganic materials for printing machines, for offset rotary printing machines, flexographic printing 
machines, lacquering machines, packaging machines, coating machines, digital printing and marking machines, inkjet 
printing machines, inkjet printers, in particular having one or more inkjets, single-colour or multi-colour inkjet printers, for 
machines for the graphics industry, and for machines for the further processing of printed matter or paper or plastics or 
metal or organic or inorganic materials and parts therefor; designing and updating of software for the aforesaid 
processes; technological consultancy relating to electronic regulating apparatus, control apparatus, monitoring 
apparatus, quality control apparatus, production control apparatus, temperature monitoring apparatus and/or web tension 
controls, being parts or accessories for printing machines, offset rotary printing machines, flexographic printing 
machines, lacquering machines, packaging machines, coating machines, digital printing and marking machines, inkjet 
printing machines, inkjet printers, in particular having one or more inkjets, single-colour or multi-colour inkjet printers, for 
machines for the graphics industry, and for machines for the further processing of printed matter or paper or plastics or 
metal or organic or inorganic materials, namely for transporting, cutting, folding, gathering, clipping, packing, collecting, 
sorting, binding, scanning, checking, perforating, gluing, stapling, tying, sealing, bookbinding; creating and updating of 
software for the aforesaid goods; technological consultancy relating to electronic regulating apparatus, control 
apparatus, monitoring apparatus, quality control apparatus, production control apparatus, temperature monitoring 
apparatus, being parts or accessories for lacquering machines, packaging machines, coating machines, pallet changing 
and pallet transfer machines, stacking machines, machines for handling sheets, screen printing machines, pad printing 
machines, flexographic printing machines, gravure printing machines, printing machines for use on sheet metal, marking 
machines, hot stamping apparatus, thermal transfer apparatus, photo printing machines, labelling machines, engraving 
machines, inkjet printing apparatus, laser marking apparatus and laser printing apparatus; technological consultancy 
relating to electronic regulating apparatus, control apparatus, monitoring apparatus, quality control apparatus, production
control apparatus, temperature monitoring apparatus and/or web tension controls, being parts or accessories for 
machines for producing product security means, identification features, security features, security labels, securities, 
banknotes and/ or components therefor; technological consultancy relating to electronic regulating apparatus, control 
apparatus, monitoring apparatus, quality control apparatus, production control apparatus, temperature monitoring 
apparatus and/or web tension controls, being parts or accessories for machines for applying product security means, 
identification features, security features, security labels and/or components therefor; technological consultancy relating 
to electronic regulating apparatus, control apparatus, monitoring apparatus, quality control apparatus, production control 
apparatus, temperature monitoring apparatus and/or web tension controls, being parts or accessories for machines for 
packaging product security means, identification features, security features, security labels, securities, banknotes and/or 
components therefor; technological consultancy relating to electronic regulating apparatus, control apparatus, 
monitoring apparatus, quality control apparatus, production control apparatus, temperature monitoring apparatus and/or 
web tension controls, being parts or accessories of and/or for product security means, identification features, security 
features, security labels, securities, banknotes and/or components therefor; technological consultancy regarding electric 
and electronic measuring and testing apparatus and instruments for adjustment and pre-adjustment for subassemblies 
and parts of printing machines, offset rotary printing machines, flexographic printing machines, lacquering machines, 
packaging machines, coating machines, digital printing and marking machines, inkjet printing machines, inkjet printers, in
particular with one or more inkjets, single-colour or multi-colour inkjet printers, machines for the graphics industry, and 
machines for the further processing of printed matter or paper or plastics or metal or organic or inorganic materials; 
creating and updating of software for the aforesaid goods; technological consultancy relating to electric and electronic 
measuring and testing apparatus and instruments for adjustment and pre-adjustment, for subassemblies and parts for 
lacquering machines, pallet changing and pallet transfer machines, stacking machines, machines for handling sheets, 
screen printing machines, pad printing machines, flexographic printing machines, gravure printing machines, printing 
machines for use on sheet metal, marking machines, hot stamping apparatus, thermal transfer apparatus, photo printing 
machines, labelling machines, engraving machines, inkjet printing apparatus, laser marking apparatus and laser printing 
apparatus; technological consultancy relating to electric and electronic measuring and testing apparatus and instruments 
for adjustment and preadjustment, for subassemblies and parts for machines for producing product security means, 
identification features, security features, security labels, securities, banknotes and/ or components therefor; 
technological consultancy relating to electric and electronic measuring and testing apparatus and instruments for 
adjustment and pre-adjustment, for subassemblies and parts for machines for applying product security means, 
identification features, security features, security labels and/or components therefor; technological consultancy relating 
to electric and electronic measuring and testing apparatus and instruments for adjustment and preadjustment, for 
subassemblies and parts for machines for packaging product security means, identification features, security features, 
security labels, securities, banknotes and/ or components therefor; technological consultancy relating to electric and 
electronic measuring and testing apparatus and instruments for adjustment and pre-adjustment, for subassemblies and 
parts of and/or for product security means, identification features, security features, security labels, securities, banknotes 
and/or components therefor; technological consultancy regarding remote control, remote operation, remote monitoring, 
control and/or regulating apparatus and equipment for ink levers, ink rollers, damping rollers, register adjusting devices, 
devices for the storage and/ or adjustment of rollers in inking apparatus or damping units and/or cylinders, devices for 
the cleaning of rollers in inking apparatus or damping units and/or cylinders and/or inkjet print heads and/or laser 
systems, cutting equipment and/or cutting cylinders, registers and/or register marks, web tension settings in printing 
machines, offset printing machines, flexographic printing machines, lacquering machines, packaging machines, coating 
machines, digital printing and marking machines, inkjet printing machines, inkjet printers, in particular with one or more 
inkjets, single-colour or multi-colour inkjet printers, machines and mechanical apparatus for the graphics industry, and 
machines and mechanical apparatus for the further processing of printed matter or paper or plastics or metal or organic 
or inorganic materials; creating and updating of software for the aforesaid goods; technological consultancy regarding 
remote control, remote operation, remote monitoring, control and/ or regulating apparatus and equipment for devices for 
the changing and/or transporting and/or storage of printing plates, inking apparatus and/or damping units and/or printer 
cylinders in printers, and/or devices for tempering, for inking apparatus or damping units and/or cylinders and/or ink-jet 
print heads and/or laser systems in printers; creating and updating of software for the aforesaid goods; technological 
consultancy regarding consumables used during the operation of printing machines, offset rotary printing machines, 
flexographic printing machines, lacquering machines, packaging machines, coating machines, digital printing and 
marking machines, inkjet printing machines, inkjet printers, in particular with one or more inkjets, single-colour or multi-
colour inkjet printers, machines for the graphics industry, and machines for the further processing of printed matter or 
paper or plastics or metal or organic or inorganic materials; technological consultancy regarding consumables used 
during the operation of lacquering machines, packaging machines, coating machines, pallet changing and pallet transfer 
machines, stacking machines, machines for handling sheets, screen printing machines, pad printing machines, 
flexographic printing machines, gravure printing machines, printing machines for use on sheet metal, marking machines, 
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hot stamping apparatus, thermal transfer apparatus, photo printing machines, labelling machines, engraving machines, 
inkjet printing apparatus, laser marking apparatus and laser printing apparatus; technological consultancy relating to 
consumables required during the operation of machines for producing product security means, identification features, 
security features, security labels, securities, banknotes and/or components therefor; technological consultancy relating 
to consumables required during the operation of machines for applying product security means, identification features, 
security features, security labels and/or components therefor; technological consultancy relating to consumables 
required during the operation of machines for packaging product security means, identification features, security 
features, security labels, securities, banknotes and/ or components therefor; technological consultancy relating to 
materials for the maintenance of printing machines, of offset rotary printing machines, flexographic printing machines, 
lacquering machines, packaging machines, coating machines, digital printing and marking machines, inkjet printing 
machines, inkjet printers, in particular having one or more inkjets, singlecolour or multi-colour inkjet printers, of 
machines for the graphics industry, and of machines for the further processing of printed matter or paper or plastics or 
metal or organic or inorganic materials; technological consultancy relating to materials for the maintenance of lacquering 
machines, packaging machines, coating machines, pallet changing and pallet transfer machines, stacking machines, 
machines for handling sheets, screen printing machines, pad printing machines, flexographic printing machines, gravure 
printing machines, printing machines for use on sheet metal, marking machines, hot stamping apparatus, thermal transfer 
apparatus, photo printing machines, labelling machines, engraving machines, inkjet printing apparatus, laser marking 
apparatus and laser printing apparatus; technological consultancy relating to materials for the maintenance of machines 
for producing product security means, identification features, security features, security labels, securities, banknotes 
and/ or components therefor; technological consultancy relating to materials for the maintenance of machines for 
applying product security means, identification features, security features, security labels and/or components therefor; 
technological consultancy relating to materials for the maintenance of machines for packaging product security means, 
identification features, security features, security labels, securities, banknotes and/or components therefor; construction 
drafting, in particular relating to metal structures; technical planning; technical project studies; technical research; 
development, creation and/or maintenance of software for apparatus for the payment of goods and/or services and/or 
bills, in particular for enabling customers to pay by themselves, in particular via payment means in the form of banknotes 
and/or coins and/or vouchers and/or cashless payment by means of debit, credit and/or loyalty cards, in particular 
contactless and/or contact cards and/or NFC devices, including in particular with return of change; development, creation 
and/or maintenance of software for money-dispensing apparatus; development, creation and/ or maintenance of software 
for money-receiving apparatus; development, creation and/or maintenance of software for money-dispensing and -
receiving apparatus; development, creation and/or maintenance of software for vending machines; development, creation 
and/or maintenance of software for accessories for the aforesaid apparatus, in particular boxes for receiving payment 
means, in particular banknotes and/or coins and/or vouchers; technological process analysis, in particular of processes 
for receiving and/or processing payments for goods and/or services and/or bills; development, programming, installation 
and maintenance of software, and consultancy relating to the use of software; rental of software; developing of technical 
concepts for and technological consultancy relating to the securing of data against counterfeiting, forgery and 
unauthorised spying-out in electronic communications systems; services of a certifying authority (trust center), namely 
issuing and management of digital keys, encryption algorithms and/or digital signatures; digital storage of data on 
computer networks; configuration of telecommunications hardware through software and remote maintenance; electronic 
data security; configuration of software for telecommunications terminals; quality management consultancy relating to 
prepress, data processing, including continuous data processing, variable data printing, including from databases, the 
printing of printed matter, the further processing of printed matter, production control, production planning, interfaces, 
data transfer and/ or relating to devices for the transporting and/or storage of printed matter or paper or paper reels or 
plastics or metal or organic or inorganic materials for printing machines, offset printing machines, flexographic printing 
machines, lacquering machines, packaging machines, coating machines, digital printing and marking machines, 
machines and mechanical apparatus for the graphics industry, and for machines and mechanical apparatus for the further 
processing of printed matter or paper or plastics or metal or organic or inorganic materials; quality management 
consultancy relating to electronic regulating apparatus, control apparatus, monitoring apparatus, quality control 
apparatus, production control apparatus, temperature monitoring apparatus and/or web tension controls, being parts or 
accessories for printing machines, for offset rotary printing machines, flexographic printing machines, lacquering 
machines, packaging machines, coating machines, digital printing and marking machines, for machines for the graphics 
industry, and for machines for the further processing of printed matter or paper or plastics or metal or organic or 
inorganic materials, namely for transporting, cutting, folding, gathering, clipping, packing, collecting, sorting, binding, 
scanning, checking, perforating, gluing, stapling, tying, sealing, bookbinding; quality management consultancy relating to 
electronic regulating apparatus, control apparatus, monitoring apparatus, quality control apparatus, production control 
apparatus and/or temperature monitoring apparatus being parts or accessories for lacquering machines, packaging 
machines, pallet changing and pallet transfer machines, stacking machines, machines for handling sheets, screen 
printing machines, pad printing machines, flexographic printing machines, gravure printing machines, printing machines 
for use on sheet metal, marking machines, hot stamping apparatus, thermal transfer apparatus, photo printing machines, 
labelling machines, engraving machines, inkjet printing apparatus, laser marking apparatus and laser printing apparatus; 
quality management consultancy relating to electronic regulating apparatus, control apparatus, monitoring apparatus, 
quality control apparatus, production control apparatus and/or temperature monitoring apparatus being parts or 
accessories for machines for producing product security means, identification features, security features, security labels, 
securities, banknotes and/or components therefor; quality management consultancy relating to electronic regulating 
apparatus, control apparatus, monitoring apparatus, quality control apparatus, production control apparatus and/or 
temperature monitoring apparatus being parts or accessories for machines for applying product security means, 
identification features, security features, security labels and/ or components therefor; quality management consultancy 
relating to electronic regulating apparatus, control apparatus, monitoring apparatus, quality control apparatus, production
control apparatus and/or temperature monitoring apparatus being parts or accessories for machines for packaging 
product security means, identification features, security features, security labels, securities, banknotes and/or 
components therefor; quality management consultancy relating to electronic regulating apparatus, control apparatus, 
monitoring apparatus, quality control apparatus and/or production control apparatus being parts or accessories of and/or 
for product security means, identification features, security features, security labels, securities, banknotes and/or 
components therefor; quality management consultancy relating to electric and electronic measuring and testing 
apparatus and instruments for adjustment and pre-adjustment, for subassemblies and parts for printing machines, offset 
rotary printing machines, flexographic printing machines, lacquering machines, packaging machines, coating machines, 
digital printing and marking machines, for machines for the graphics industry, and for machines for the further 
processing of printed matter or paper or plastics or metal or organic or inorganic materials; quality management 
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consultancy relating to electric and electronic measuring and testing apparatus and instruments for adjustment and pre-
adjustment, for subassemblies and parts for lacquering machines, packaging machines, coating machines, pallet 
changing and pallet transfer machines, stacking machines, machines for handling sheets, screen printing machines, pad 
printing machines, flexographic printing machines, gravure printing machines, printing machines for use on sheet metal, 
marking machines, hot stamping apparatus, thermal transfer apparatus, photo printing machines, labelling machines, 
engraving machines, inkjet printing apparatus, laser marking apparatus and laser printing apparatus; quality management 
consultancy relating to electric and electronic measuring and testing apparatus and instruments for adjustment and pre-
adjustment, for subassemblies and parts for machines for producing product security means, identification features, 
security features, security labels, securities, banknotes and/or components therefor; quality management consultancy 
relating to electric and electronic measuring and testing apparatus and instruments for adjustment and pre-adjustment, 
for subassemblies and parts for machines for applying product security means, identification features, security features, 
security labels and/ or components therefor; quality management consultancy relating to electric and electronic 
measuring and testing apparatus and instruments for adjustment and pre-adjustment, for subassemblies and parts for 
machines for packaging product security means, identification features, security features, security labels, securities, 
banknotes and/or components therefor; quality management consultancy relating to electric and electronic measuring 
and testing apparatus and instruments for adjustment and pre-adjustment, for subassemblies and parts of and/or for 
product security means, identification features, security features, security labels and/ or components therefor; quality 
management consultancy relating to remote control, remote operation, remote monitoring, control and/or regulating 
apparatus and equipment for ink levers, ink rollers, damping rollers, register adjusting devices, devices for the storage 
and/or adjustment of rollers in inking apparatus or damping units and/or cylinders, for devices for the cleaning of rollers 
in inking apparatus or damping units and/ or cylinders, for cutting equipment and/or cutting cylinders, for registers and/or 
register marks, for web tension settings and/or for quality control for or in printing machines, offset printing machines, 
flexographic printing machines, lacquering machines, packaging machines, coating machines, digital printing and 
marking machines, machines and mechanical apparatus for the graphics industry, and for or in machines and mechanical 
apparatus for the further processing of printed matter or paper or plastics or metal or organic or inorganic materials; 
quality management consultancy regarding remote control, remote operation, remote monitoring, control and/ or 
regulating apparatus and equipment for devices for the changing and/or transport and/or storage of printing plates, inking 
apparatus and/or damping units and/or printer cylinders in printers and/or devices for tempering for inking apparatus or 
damping units and/or cylinders in printers and/or inkjet print heads and/or laser systems; quality management 
consultancy relating to remote control, remote operation, remote monitoring, control and/or regulating apparatus and 
equipment, for offset rotary printing machines, flexographic printing machines, lacquering machines, packaging 
machines, coating machines, digital printing and marking machines, for machines for the graphics industry, and for 
machines for the further processing of printed matter or paper or plastics or metal or organic or inorganic materials; 
quality management consultancy relating to remote control, remote operation, remote monitoring, control and/or 
regulating apparatus and equipment for lacquering machines, packaging machines, pallet changing and pallet transfer 
machines, stacking machines, machines for handling sheets, screen printing machines, pad printing machines, 
flexographic printing machines, gravure printing machines, printing machines for use on sheet metal, marking machines, 
hot stamping apparatus, thermal transfer apparatus, photo printing machines, labelling machines, engraving machines, 
inkjet printing apparatus, laser marking apparatus and laser printing apparatus; quality management consultancy relating 
to remote control, remote operation, remote monitoring, control and/or regulating apparatus and equipment for machines 
for producing product security means, identification features, security features, security labels, securities, banknotes 
and/or components therefor; quality management consultancy relating to remote control, remote operation, remote 
monitoring, control and/or regulating apparatus and equipment for machines for applying product security means, 
identification features, security features, security labels and/or components therefor; quality management consultancy 
relating to remote control, remote operation, remote monitoring, control and/or regulating apparatus and equipment for 
machines for packaging product security means, identification features, security features, security labels, securities, 
banknotes and/or components therefor; quality management consultancy relating to remote control, remote operation, 
remote monitoring, control and/ or regulating apparatus and equipment for product security means, identification 
features, security features, security labels, securities, banknotes and/or components therefor.
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Cl.9;Computer software to assist a user in operating a computerized handheld device; computer software for initiating 
and receiving telephone calls, and for accessing, storing, retrieving, managing, processing and using information; 
computer software for voice recognition, processing voice commands and converting between speech and text; computer
software for creating, sending, receiving and managing voicemail and email; computer software for scheduling and 
managing appointments, reminders, events and calendar entries on an electronic calendar; computer software for 
operating audio-visual information; computer software for processing and managing mapping and directional 
information; computer software for use in note-taking, namely, computer software for recording and organizing audio 
information in electronic form; computer software for personal information management; computer software for 
organizing and accessing phone numbers, addresses, and other personal contact information; computer software for 
accessing, browsing and searching online databases; computer software for providing consumer resources for 
searching, locating, rating, evaluating and providing directions for the purchase, consumption and use of a wide range of 
consumer products, services, and information over a global communications network and using any connected access 
mode in any format, namely, mobile communication devices, desktop Internet, email, voice or social media channels; 
computer software for global positioning and for providing travel directions; computer software for enabling hands-free 
use of a mobile phone through voice recognition; computer software for making travel arrangements; computer software 
to assist in making reservations at hotels and restaurants.

Cl.35;Advertising, marketing, and promotion services; advertising and marketing services, namely, promoting the 
goods and services of others; design, creation, preparation, production, and dissemination of advertisements and 
advertising material for others; computerized database and file management; data processing services; promoting the 
goods and services of others by providing, searching, browsing and retrieving information, sites, and other resources 
available on global computer networks and other electronic and communications networks for others; promoting the 
goods and services of others by organizing content of business information provided over a global computer network and
other electronic and communications networks according to user preferences; providing business, consumer product, 
and commercial information over computer networks and global communication networks; business services, namely, 
providing computer databases regarding the purchase and sale of a wide variety of products and services of others; 
promoting the goods and services of others by compiling business and commercial information directories for publishing 
on the Internet and other electronic, computer and communications networks; retail store and online retail store services 
featuring a wide variety of consumer goods of others; retail store and online retail store services featuring computer, 
electronic and entertainment products, telecommunications apparatus, mobile phones, handheld mobile digital electronic 
devices, and other consumer electronics, computer software, and accessories, peripherals, and carrying cases for such 
products; providing consumer product information for the purpose of selecting general consumer merchandise to meet 
the consumer"s specifications; providing retail store and prepaid subscription services featuring downloadable, pre-
recorded text, data, image, audio, video, and multimedia files, provided via the Internet and other electronic and 
communications networks; compiling of information into computer databases, namely, compiling of Internet based 
information and providing such information in response to voice or text controlled inquiries

Cl.38;Communication and telecommunication services, namely, electronic transmission and retrieval of data, images, 
audio, video and documents, including text, messages, and electronic mail, over local or global communications 
networks, including the internet, intranets, extranets, mobile communication, cellular and satellite networks; 
telecommunication access services; communications by computer terminals; communication between computer 
terminals; delivery of digital music by telecommunications; electronic transmission of streamed and downloadable audio 
and video files via computer and other communications networks; delivery of messages by electronic transmission; 
electronic mail services; streaming of video materials via a global computer network; electronic transmission of audio 
and video files via communications networks; information, advisory and consultancy services relating to all the aforesaid.

Cl.39;Physical storage of electronic data, text, images, audio, and video; providing information and consultation 
services regarding the physical storage of electronic data, text, images, audio, and video; providing consultation services 
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regarding the physical storage of electronic data, text, audio, and video; transportation reservation and travel ticket 
reservation services.

Cl.41;Providing information, news and commentary in the fields of entertainment, popular culture, recreation and 
leisure activities, sports and sporting events, educational services, concerts, cultural events, and live theatrical 
productions; providing information relating to the organizing of educational, cultural, sporting, and entertainment 
exhibitions, and community festivals, sporting and cultural activities, contests and games; providing non-downloadable 
audio publications over computer networks, namely, books, periodicals, and reports on the subjects of education, 
entertainment, popular culture, recreation and leisure activities, sports and sporting events, technology, concerts, cultural
events, and live theatrical productions; providing advice and information in the field of educational and entertainment 
activities and events for children; educational services, namely, providing online instruction in the fields of elementary, 
secondary, and university-level subjects; providing classes, workshops, and instruction in using voice-enabled software 
applications; providing non-downloadable prerecorded music

Cl.42;Design, development and maintenance of proprietary computer software in the field of natural language, speech, 
speaker, language, voice recognition, and voice-print recognition; computer services, namely, assisting others with the 
implementation, use and operation of computer hardware, computer software, and consumer electronics; technical 
support services, namely, troubleshooting of computer software problems; computer services, namely, providing 
assistance in developing computer systems, databases and applications; providing information in the fields of computer 
hardware and software development; application service provider (ASP) services featuring hosting computer software 
applications of others; application service provider (ASP) services featuring computer software and providing online non-
downloadable software, namely, computer software for creating, authoring, distributing, downloading, transmitting, 
receiving, playing, editing, extracting, encoding, decoding, displaying, storing and organizing text, graphics, images, 
audio, video, and multimedia content, and electronic publications, computer software for personal information 
management, database management software, database synchronization software, character recognition software, voice 
recognition software, speech to text conversion software, voice-enabled software applications, electronic mail and 
messaging software, mobile telephone software, computer software for accessing, browsing and searching online 
databases, computer software for the redirection of messages, Internet e-mail, and/or other data to one or more electronic 
handheld devices from a data store on or associated with a personal computer or a server, computer software used to 
process voice commands and create audio responses to voice commands, computer software for dictation, computer 
software for scheduling appointments, reminders, and events on an electronic calendar, computer software for storing, 
organizing, and accessing phone numbers, addresses, and other personal contact information, computer software for 
global positioning and for providing travel directions, computer software for enabling hands-free use of a mobile phone 
through voice recognition, computer software for making travel arrangements, computer software to assist in making 
reservations at hotels and restaurants, and computer game software; providing search engines for obtaining data via the 
Internet and other electronic communications networks; creating indexes of online information, sites and other resources 
available on global computer networks for others; providing information, news and commentary in the field of computer 
and information technology; providing customized computer searching services, namely, searching and retrieving 
information at the user"s specific request via the Internet; information, advisory and consultancy services relating to all 
the aforesaid; providing weather information; providing information via voice or text controlled inquiries.

Cl.43;Hotel reservation services; restaurant reservation services; travel agency services, namely, making reservations 
and booking for temporary lodging; sommelier services, namely, providing information on wine; providing information, 
advice, news, reviews, and commentary in the fields of dining, hotels, and temporary accommodations for travelers.

Cl.45;Personal and social services rendered online to meet the needs of individuals, namely, personal concierge 
services for others comprising making requested personal arrangements and reservations and providing customer-
specific information; online social networking services.
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Cl.10;Dental apparatus and instruments; electrical dental appliances; teething rings; tongue scrapers; led lamps for 
whitening teeth.

Cl.11;Apparatus for lighting, heating, steam generating, cooking, refrigerating, drying, ventilating, water supply and 
sanitary purposes.
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Cl.9;Scientific, measuring and control apparatus and instruments; apparatus and instruments for conducting, switching 
and converting electricity; humidity measuring devices; amperometers; material testing instruments and machines; 
precision measuring devices; switches; electric switching devices; integrated circuits; voltmeters; pitot tubes; 
temperature sensors; thermometers, not for medical purposes; thermostats; electric monitoring devices; vacuum gauges; 
measuring apparatus and instruments; water level indicators; pressure gauges; electric coils, transformers, resistors and 
capacitors; detectors; electric switching devices; electric and electronic sensors; filling level switches and sensors; limit 
indicators, monitoring probes, switches and survey devices, particularly of the capacitive type; cable thermometers; core 
temperature sensors; compact controllers; compact thermometers; components of building automation and building 
control technology, namely carbon dioxide sensors, ceiling thermostats; continuous filling-level sensors; sheathed 
resistance thermometers; manometers; multi-rod level sensors and limit indicators; parts manufactured by turning 
(turned parts), namely process adapters for sensors, sensor housings, accessories for process adapters, such as shrink-
wrapping aids; bayonet sensors; screw-in probes; penetration probes and sensors; humidity controllers; instruments for 
humidity measurement, particularly air-humidity measurement; measuring and monitoring instruments, particularly for 
liquid and gas flow; measuring instruments for electronic and magnetic values; isolation amplifiers; current voltage 
converters; filling-level gauges; transducers; level switches, probes and transmitters; surface sensors and thermometers; 
level gauges; room temperature sensors; pipe contact sensors; RDI resistance thermometers; sensors, particularly for 
flow, humidity, temperature, electronic conductivity and pressure measurement; sensor switches; signalers; rod probes; 
control and regulating systems; immersion sensor; thermowells, as adapted goods for sensors; temperature switches; 
temperature probes; temperature control and regulating devices; resistance thermometers.

Cl.42;Scientific and technological services and associated designer services; engineering, particularly in the field of 
mechanical engineering, electronics and electrical engineering; material testing; testing of manufacturing materials; 
design and development of computer hardware and software; design of electronic circuits.
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Cl.3;Bleaching preparations and other substances for laundry use; cleaning, polishing, scouring and abrasive 
preparations; soaps; perfumery, essential oils, cosmetics, hair lotions; dentifrices; toothpaste; non-medicated toilet 
preparations; cosmetics; shampoos, talcum powder; baby wipes, disposable wipes impregnated with scented water, 
facial wipes impregnated with cosmetics, moist wipes for sanitary and cosmetic purposes, moist wipes impregnated with 
cosmetic lotions, pre-moistened cosmetic wipes, wipes impregnated with a skin cleanser, wipes incorporating cleaning 
preparations; non-medicated preparations, creams and lotions for the body, skin and hair; non-medicated massage 
creams, oils and gels; liquid talc for babies; non-medicated nipple cream; descaling preparations for household use; pre-
moistened or impregnated pads, tissues or wipes for cosmetic use; disposable wipes impregnated with cleansing 
chemicals or compounds for personal hygiene; baby bottom balm, baby cream; non-medicated body cream for mothers; 
non-medicated bath and shower, moisturizing and cleansing foam for mothers; non-medicated moisturizing oil for 
mothers, body wash for babies, shampoo for babies.

Cl.5;Dietetic food and substances adapted for medical or veterinary use, food for babies; nutritional supplements for 
humans and animals; plasters, materials for dressings; material for stopping teeth, dental wax for dentists; disinfectants; 
preparations for destroying vermin; fungicides and herbicides; baby food, vitamin and mineral preparations; plasters; 
impregnated antiseptic or medicated wipes, moist wipes impregnated with pharmaceutical lotions, disinfectant wipes, 
wipes for medical use; nursing pads for breast feeding; tissues and wipes impregnated with pharmaceutical lotions and 
creams, milk powder for babies; breast pads; disposable napkins made of paper or cellulose for infants and babies.

Cl.7;Electrical appliances for household purposes not included in other classes, electric blenders, can openers, food 
processors, fruit presses, mills and mixers, electric knives; kitchen appliances for food preparation; parts of the aforesaid 
goods.

Cl.8;Hand tools and implements, hand-operated; razors; table cutlery made of plastic, for babies and children; cutlery; 
cutlery for babies, infants and children; spoons, forks and knives; electric hair clippers, hair trimmers, scissors for cutting
hair, nail clippers for babies; electric and non-electric depilation apparatus, electric and non-electric hair clippers for 
personal use, hair-removing tweezers, electric or non-electric nail clippers, electric or non-electric nail files; manicure and 
pedicure sets, nail files and cardboard nail files, electric or non-electric; tongs for picking up teats and other objects from 
a sterilizer; tongs to pick up hot objects; parts of the aforesaid goods.

Cl.9;Scientific, nautical, surveying, photographic, cinematographic, optical, weighing, measuring, signaling, checking 
(supervision), life-rescue and teaching apparatus and instruments; apparatus and instruments for conducting, switching, 
transforming, accumulating, regulating or controlling electricity; apparatus for recording, transmission or reproduction of 
sound or images; magnetic data carriers, recording discs, compact discs, DVDs and other digital storage media; data 
processing equipment, computers; computer software; scales for babies; digital photo frames, DECT monitors, 
thermometers and electronic thermometers, other than for medical purposes; anti-radiation garment; electronic 
publications provided online from databases or the internet; storage media; interactive compact discs and cd-roms; LP 
records, audio tapes, disks, cassettes, cartridges, cards and other carriers, all containing or for recording sound, video, 
data, images, games, text, programs or information; all the aforesaid goods for or in relating to babies, young children, 
pregnant women, breast-feeding mothers and young mothers; computer software programs and software applications for 
mobile phones and other handheld mobile digital electronic devices; application software for mobile devices, computer 
programs for accessing, browsing and searching online databases; computer software and firmware, namely, operating 
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system programs, data synchronization programs and application-software for personal and handheld computers; 
spectacle frames, eyeglasses, sunglasses; fridge magnets; parts for all the aforesaid goods, except hearing aids and 
related goods; electrical monitoring devices; baby monitors; digital video monitors; monitors (hardware); chargers for 
electric batteries, battery chargers; batteries and rechargeable batteries; central processing units for baby monitors, 
electrical connections for baby monitors; power cords; charging stations for baby monitors; parts for baby monitors; 
thermometers in the form of teat, not for medical purposes; bath and room thermometers; digital photo frames; stress 
gauges.

Cl.10;Surgical, medical, dental and veterinary apparatus and instruments; artificial limbs, eyes and teeth; orthopedic 
articles; suture materials; instruments, clothes, lights and lamps for medical, curative, surgical, dental and veterinary use; 
feeding bottles, handles for baby bottles; teats, soothers, pacifiers and teething rings; spoons and medical feeders for 
administering medicine; breast shells; incubators; potty chairs; apparatus for the treatment and correction of inverted 
nipples; nipple protectors, breasts cooling pads, breasts heating pads; thermometers for medical use; parts for all the 
aforesaid goods; condoms; massage apparatus, electric or non-electric; body and breast massagers; gloves for massage, 
thermal massage pads; vibration generating apparatus for massage; pregnancy support belts; baby bottles; disposable 
feeding bottles; disposable baby bottles; parts of feeding bottles and baby bottles; breast pumps, including manual 
breast pumps, electric breast pumps, battery-operated breast pumps; parts for breast pumps; nipple shells; ice packs for 
medical purposes; parts and fittings for cups and goblets; pacifier chains, namely clips and holders for pacifiers; ear and 
forehead thermometers for medical purposes; instruments for the removing nasal mucus, namely external nostril dilation 
devices and nasal cleansing pumps; parts of the aforesaid goods; cups adapted for feeding babies and children; 
containers for storing and preserving of breast milk.

Cl.11;Apparatus for lighting, heating, steam generating, cooking, refrigerating, drying, ventilating, water supply and 
sanitary purposes; apparatus and instruments for sterilizing, heating, lighting, cooking, refrigerating, drying or for 
sanitary purposes; multi-function sterilizers (sterilizer with integrated milk- and food preparer and dryer); fans, heaters 
and warmers for feeding bottles, foodstuffs, liquids and solids; electrical cooking apparatus for the preparation of 
"congee"; kettles of both glass and stainless steel; air purifiers, humidifiers, wake up lights; guide lights and soothing 
lights; parts of all aforesaid goods; hot water pitchers and bottles; sterilizers; steam sterilizers; sterilizers for feeding 
bottles and baby bottles, including microwave steam sterilizers and electric steam sterilizers; disposable sterilization 
pouches; microwave sterilization pouches; parts for sterilizers; steamers for food and meal preparation; parts for all the 
aforesaid goods.

Cl.12;Vehicles; apparatus for locomotion by land, air or water; baby buggies; baby carriages, pushchairs, prams; 
covers and hoods for baby carriages; child safety harnesses for vehicle seats.

Cl.14;Precious metals and their alloys and goods in precious metals or coated therewith, not included in other classes; 
bracelets for babies and young children; jewellery, precious stones; horological and chronometric instruments; jewellery; 
clocks, alarm clocks, watches, sleep trainers [watches]; parts for all the aforesaid goods.

Cl.16;Paper, cardboard and goods made from these materials not included in other classes; printed matter; 
bookbinding materials; photographs; stationery; adhesives for stationery or household use; artists" materials; 
instructional and teaching material (except apparatus); plastic materials for packaging, not included in other classes; 
printers" type; printing blocks; printed matter, newspapers, newsletters, printed publications and magazines; paper wipes 
for the cleaning of babies and toddlers; disposable bibs made of paper; napkins of paper; freezer bags; bibs of paper, 
handkerchiefs of paper; bags suitable for cooking in microwave; plastic bags for cooking in an oven.

Cl.18;Leather and imitations of leather, and goods made of these materials and not included in other classes; trunks 
and travelling bags; umbrellas and parasols; harnesses; baby slings; bags; baby changing bags; diaper bags; baby slings
and baby carriers for wearing babies and infants; parts of all the aforesaid goods.

Cl.20;Furniture, including walking chairs for babies and young children; mirrors, picture frames; goods (not included in 
other classes) of wood, cork, reed, cane, wicker, horn, bone, ivory, whalebone, shell, amber, mother-of-pearl, meerschaum
and substitutes for all these materials, or of plastics; locks and safety latches, not of metal; corner protectors, not of 
metal; fireplace screens; bed rails, high chairs; cots for babies and young children; pillows; changing mats; support 
pillows for use in baby car safety seats; baby head support cushions; breast feeding pillows; parts for all the aforesaid 
goods; storage boxes, not of metal; stair gates for babies and children.

Cl.21;Household or kitchen utensils and containers; combs and sponges; brushes (except paint brushes); 
toothbrushes, finger toothbrushes; brush-making materials; cellulose cleansing wipes; articles for cleaning purposes; 
glassware, porcelain and earthenware not included in other classes; small domestic utensils and containers (not of 
precious metals or coated therewith); containers for use in the sterilization of babies" feeding bottles and closures for 
such containers; combs, sponges (not for surgical purposes), heat insulated containers; milk powder dispensers; heat 
insulated containers and carriers for baby feeding bottles; brushes; utensils and containers for kitchen and household 
use; baby food containers, cups, non-spill valves for use with cups, spouts for cups; baths and potties for babies; bowls 
and buckets; drinking utensils; money boxes; closures for aforesaid domestic utensils and containers; bags and 
containers for household use; heat insulated containers and carriers for baby feeding bottles; bottles of glass; cups; 
closures for cups; brushes for cleaning (parts of) bottles, teats, containers; thermal and isothermic bags to keep bottles 
and cups warm or cool, including insulated pockets; portable baths for babies; plates and divider plates; travel feeding 
set with suction mat to prevent spills; drinking straws for drinking; blenders, non-electric, for household purposes; 
insulated flasks; bottle drying rack; bottle openers; sleeves for protecting cups, bottles and containers; parts for all the 
aforesaid goods.

Cl.24;Textiles and textile goods, not included in other classes; bed and table covers; bed linen; pram and cot linen; 
wipes [textile] other than impregnated with cosmetics; napkins made of textile; place mats not of paper; cloth; corduroy 
fabric; felt; towels of textile; bed linen of textile; covers [loose] for furniture; washing mitts; banners.

Cl.25;Clothing, footwear, headgear; scarves; disposable bibs made of plastic.

Cl.28;Games and playthings; gymnastic and sporting articles not included in other classes; decorations for christmas 
trees; toys, games and rattles; dolls.
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Cl.39;Transport; packaging and storage of goods; travel arrangement; delivery [distribution] of goods intended for 
mothers, babies and young children; delivery [distribution] of gift packaging and gifts; delivery [distribution] of 
disposable napkins and diapers; the aforesaid services also provided via internet.

Cl.41;Education; providing information about the education of babies, infants, children and mothers; training; 
entertainment; sporting and cultural activities; educational services; educational services, tutorials and workshops; the 
aforesaid services also provided via internet; the aforesaid services also related to breast feeding and well-being of 
babies, infants, children and mothers.

Cl.42;Scientific and technological services and research and design relating thereto; industrial analysis and research 
services; design and development of computers and software; design and development of computer hardware and 
software.

Cl.44;Medical services; veterinary services; hygienic and beauty care for human beings or animals; providing breast 
feeding information; providing of health and beauty treatments; hygienic and beauty care services; nursery; nursing 
home services; providing information related to well-being of babies, infants, children and mothers; rental of medical 
equipment, namely breast pumps, parts for breast pumps, bags for carrying breast pumps.
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IR DIVISION
Cl.9;Software, in particular for electromedical equipment.

Cl.10;Electromedical apparatus and equipment.
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Trade Marks Journal No: 1864 ,   27/08/2018           Class 99 
 

 

Priority claimed from 20/10/2014; Application No. : 013383906 ;European Union 

3002792    12/03/2015
[International Registration No. : 1243366]
SIEMENS HEALTHCARE GMBH
Henkestraße 127 91052 Erlangen DE

Address for service in India/Agents address:
L.S. DAVAR & CO.
32, RADHA MADHAV DUTTA GARDEN LANE, KOLKATA - 700 010.

Proposed to be Used
IR DIVISION
Cl.9;Software, in particular for electromedical equipment.

Cl.10;Electromedical apparatus and equipment.
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Trade Marks Journal No: 1864 ,   27/08/2018           Class 99 
 

 

Priority claimed from 22/10/2014; Application No. : 013390943 ;European Union 

3005292    12/03/2015
[International Registration No. : 1243365]
SIEMENS HEALTHCARE GMBH
Henkestraße 127 91052 Erlangen DE

Address for service in India/Agents address:
L.S. DAVAR & CO.
32, RADHA MADHAV DUTTA GARDEN LANE, KOLKATA - 700 010.

Proposed to be Used
IR DIVISION
Cl.9;Software, in particular for electromedical equipment.

Cl.10;Electromedical apparatus and equipment.
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Trade Marks Journal No: 1864 ,   27/08/2018           Class 99 
 

Priority claimed from 13/08/2014; Application No. : MC2014C000289 ;Italy 

3006421    05/12/2014
[International Registration No. : 1244490]
CASALI - INDUSTRIA CHIMICA E BITUMINOSA S.P.A.
Zona Industriale CIAF, Frazione Castelferretti I-60020 FALCONARA MARITTIMA (AN) Italy

Address for service in India/Agents address:
PARKER & PARKER COMPANY.
A-3, TRADE CENTER, NR. STADIUM CIRCLE, C.G. ROAD, AHMEDABAD - 380 009. INDIA.

Proposed to be Used
IR DIVISION
Cl.1;Waterproofing chemical compositions; waterproofing membranes in liquid chemical form for use in construction; 
chemical preparations for waterproofing masonry; limestone hardening substances; coatings for waterproofing 
[chemicals]; protective coatings for waterproofing surfaces of buildings [other than paints or oils]; unprocessed artificial 
resins having waterproofing properties, thermal insulation and sound insulation; synthetic resins for binding floor 
coatings; urethane floor sealants; adhesives for floor, ceiling and wall tiles; industrial adhesives for use in coating and 
sealing; sealing compounds for use in building [chemical]; sealants [chemicals] for the sealing of surfaces; adhesives for 
use in the building industry; adhesives for waterproofing; solvents.

Cl.17;Waterproofing and moisture proofing articles and materials; waterproof membranes made of polymers; 
waterproof membranes of rubber; insulating water proofing membranes; impervious adhesive strips for edging of roofs; 
impervious adhesive strips for valley channels; resins for use in forming a hardened skin on flooring; adhesive tapes for 
use in securing floor coverings.

Cl.19;Waterproofed paper for use in buildings; waterproof bituminous membranes reinforced with glass fibre; damp 
proof membranes of synthetic plastics materials; bituminous products in the form of membranes for damp-proofing; non-
metallic damp course materials; synthetic paving composites; flooring or wall claddings of synthetic materials; industrial 
flooring; sports flooring; asphalt paving; macadam; bituminous mortars for roofs; adhesive mortars for building 
purposes; water resistant mortars.
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Trade Marks Journal No: 1864 ,   27/08/2018           Class 99 
 

 

3023080    20/04/2015
[International Registration No. : 1191133]
LIFI LABS INC
1714 Stockton Street, 3rd floor, Suite #309 San Francisco CA 94133 US

Address for service in India/Attorney address:
K & S PARTNERS
109, SECTOR-44, GURGAON - 122 003, NATIONAL CAPITAL REGION, INDIA
Used Since :31/12/2013

IR DIVISION
Cl.9;Application software for the control of lighting systems; light emitting diodes (LED); light emitting diodes (LED) 
with plugs.

Cl.11;Led light bulbs, lighting apparatus utilizing light emitting diodes (LEDs); ceiling lights; electric light bulbs; electric
lighting fixtures; electric night lights; led (light emitting diodes) lighting fixtures for use in display, commercial, industrial, 
residential, and architectural accent lighting applications; LED lighting systems, namely, LED modules, power supplies, 
and wiring (terms considered too vague by the International Bureau - rule 13.2.b) of the Common Regulations).
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Trade Marks Journal No: 1864 ,   27/08/2018           Class 99 
 

Priority claimed from 30/04/2014; Application No. : 86268161 ;United States of America 

3048153    28/10/2014
[International Registration No. : 1250103]
CUE INC.
11100 Roselle St., Suite A San Diego CA 92121 US

Address for service in India/Attorney address:
RNA, IP ATTORNEYS
401-402, 4TH FLOOR, SUNCITY SUCCESS TOWER, SEC-65, GOLF COURSE EXTENSION ROAD, GURGAON-122005 
NATIONAL CAPITAL REGION (HARYANA)

Proposed to be Used
IR DIVISION
Cl.1;Diagnostic agents, preparations, and substances for scientific or research use; chemical and biological agents, 
preparations, and substances for analyte detection in specimen for scientific or research use.

Cl.5;Diagnostic agents, preparations, and substances for medical purposes; chemical and biological agents, 
preparations, and substances for analyte detection in specimen for medical purposes.

Cl.9;Sample preparation and analysis software for clinical research and medical uses.

Cl.10;Sample preparation device for medical diagnostic use; sample analysis device for medical use, namely, a 
cartridge that analyzes biological samples; kits comprised of sample collection devices and sample preparation devices 
for medical use.

Cl.44;Health and medical wellness and diagnostic testing, analysis, reporting, tracking, and counseling services 
provided via a computer, the Internet, and/or a network of computers.
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Trade Marks Journal No: 1864 ,   27/08/2018           Class 99 
 

 

Priority claimed from 13/11/2014; Application No. : 30 2014 071 161 ;Germany 

3066534    23/04/2015
[International Registration No. : 1251724]
INFINEON TECHNOLOGIES AG
Am Campeon 1-12 85579 Neubiberg Germany

Address for service in India/Agents address:
L.S. DAVAR & CO.
32, RADHA MADHAV DUTTA GARDEN LANE, KOLKATA - 700 010.

Proposed to be Used
IR DIVISION
Cl.9;Transistors; semiconductors; semiconductor components; electrical and electronic circuits; microcontrollers; 
microprocessors; computer software for controlling and regulating electronic components for electricity supply; light 
emitting diodes (LEDs) lasers for non-medical purposes; optical sensors.

Cl.42;Design and development of chips [integrated circuits]; design and development of computer hardware and 
software; installation of firmware; design and development of firmware.
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Trade Marks Journal No: 1864 ,   27/08/2018           Class 99 
 

Priority claimed from 30/01/2014; Application No. : 012551727 ;European Union 

3071596    29/07/2014
[International Registration No. : 1252483]
DMG MORI EUROPE HOLDING AG
Sulzer-Allee 70 CH-8404 Winterthur CH

Address for service in India/Agents address:
L.S. DAVAR & CO.
32, RADHA MADHAV DUTTA GARDEN LANE, KOLKATA - 700 010.

Proposed to be Used
IR DIVISION
THE MARK TO BE USED AS A WHOLE.

Cl.7;Tools for metalworking machines and machine tools for metalworking, and individual parts and accessories 
therefor; metalworking machines, machine tools for working metals, metalworking machine tools for drilling, 
metalworking machines and metalworking machine tools for treatment of materials and for manufacturing, numerically 
controlled machine tools for metalworking, turret lathes (machine tools) for metalworking, robots for metalworking 
machine tools, metalworking machine tools for thread cutting, metalworking machine tools for grinding, metalworking 
machine tools for cutting, numerically controlled metalworking machines, numerically controlled metalworking machining 
stations having an automatic tool changer for drilling using a palletising system, numerically controlled turning machines 
for metalworking, numerically positioned universal milling machines for metalworking, numerically positioned threading 
machines for metalworking, production installations comprising linked machine tools for metalworking, and production 
installations comprising linked metalworking machines for industrial purposes; spindle adapter flanges for metalworking 
machine tools, spindles for metalworking machine tools, spindle shafts (parts of metalworking machines), spindle shafts 
(parts of drives, motors and engines for use at metalworking machines); drive mechanisms for metalworking machine 
tools, drives for metalworking machines, electrical drives for metalworking machines, electric driving motors for 
metalworking machines, gear units for metalworking machines, linear actuators (parts of metalworking machines); drilling 
machines for metalworking; hydraulic tools, mechanical tools, modular tools for metalworking machines, pneumatic tools 
for metalworking machines, rotary tools for metalworking machines, tools [parts of metalworking machines], milling tools 
for metalworking machines, precision turning tools [parts of metalworking machines], rotary metal cutting tools [parts of 
metalworking machines], rotary milling cutters (parts of metalworking machines); adapters for tool bits (parts of 
metalworking machines), grabs (parts of metalworking machines), taper shank bits (parts of metalworking machines), 
core chucks (parts of metalworking machines), power chucks (parts of metalworking machines), rotary tool bits (parts of 
metalworking machines), tool bits for machines, self-centring chucks (parts of metalworking machines), chucks (parts of 
metalworking machines); guide frameworks for metalworking machine tools, handles being parts of metalworking 
machine tools, ball rings for metalworking machine tools, magnetic holders for metalworking machine tools; electric 
drives for metalworking machine tools, clamping devices for use with metalworking machine tools, workpiece clamps for 
metalworking machine tools, workpiece clamping attachments for metalworking machines, rotating indexing machinery 
for metalworking machines, workpiece slide tables (parts of metalworking machines), slide rests (parts of metalworking 
machines), drums (parts of metalworking machines), workpiece indexing devices (parts of metalworking machines), 
workpiece carriers (parts of metalworking machines), holding devices for metalworking machine tools; mechanical 
process control instruments for use at metalworking machines, mechanical process control units for use at metalworking 
machines, hydraulic process control instruments for use at metalworking machines, hydraulic process control units for 
use at metalworking machines, pneumatic process control instruments for use at metalworking machines, pneumatic 
process control units control mechanisms for metalworking machines, feeders for metalworking machines; modular 
couplings for metalworking machine tools; multiple spindle heads for use in drilling (parts of metalworking machines); 
parts for the aforesaid goods.

Cl.9;Measuring and testing machines and instruments for use with metalworking machine tools; regulating, controlling, 
measuring, recording and monitoring apparatus for numerically controlled metalworking machine tools; measuring, 
detecting and monitoring instruments, indicators and controllers for use with metalworking machine tools, measuring 
apparatus for use with metalworking machine tools, measuring instruments for use with metalworking machine tools; 
sensors for use with metalworking machine tools; numerical control apparatus for use with metalworking machine tools, 
automatic control apparatus for use with metalworking machine tools, electric controls for use with metalworking 
machine tools, electric control apparatus for use with metalworking machine tools, connecting modules for electric 
controls for use with metalworking machine tools, programmable controllers for use with metalworking machine tools, 
electronic control systems for use with metalworking machine tools; temperature control apparatus (electric switches) for 
metalworking machines, temperature control apparatus (thermostats) for metalworking machines, temperature limiters for 
machines, temperature controlling apparatus for metalworking machines; hydraulic system testing units for use with 
metalworking machine tools, electric motor test (monitoring or supervision) apparatus for use with metalworking machine 
tools, electric checking (supervision) apparatus for use with metalworking machine tools; industrial process control 
software for use with metalworking machine tools, software for use in connection with industrial manufacturing and/or for 
production planning, namely, numerical control programs and operating programs for metalworking machine tools; 
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computer software for data processing and data processing programs for use with metalworking machine tools; data 
processing apparatus for use with metalworking machine tools, data processing systems for use with metalworking 
machine tools, data processing equipment for use with metalworking machine tools, computer memory devices for use 
with metalworking machine tools; numerical, electromechanical, electric and electronic controllers and/or data 
processing equipment for metalworking machine tools and/or lathes for metalworking and/or machine tool assemblies for 
use at metalworking machines.

Cl.42;Technological studies relating to metalworking machine tools; engineering services relating to metalworking 
machine tool design; designing of metalworking machines, apparatus, instruments [including their parts] or systems 
composed of such metalworking machines, apparatus and instruments; engineering services for the design of 
metalworking machinery; development of computer programs recorded on data media (software) designed for use in 
construction and automated manufacturing (CAD/CAM/CNC) for use at numerically controlled metalworking machines; 
development and creation of computer programs for data processing for use at numerically controlled metalworking 
machines; services for the design of electronic data processing software for use at numerically controlled metalworking 
machines; programming of electronic control systems for use at numerically controlled metalworking machines, creating 
programs for industrial manufacturing and/or for production planning, namely, creating programs for numerically 
controlled metalworking machine tools; technological and technical consultancy relating to the performance and 
operation of metalworking machines, for which sophisticated expertise, techniques and experience are necessary in order
to ensure correct operation together with computers, motor vehicles and other purposes; testing and research for 
metalworking machines.
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Trade Marks Journal No: 1864 ,   27/08/2018           Class 99 
 

Priority claimed from 01/08/2014; Application No. : 14 4 109 817 ;France 

3088613    28/01/2015
[International Registration No. : 1255542]
SIEMENS AKTIENGESELLSCHAFT
Werner-von-Siemens-Str. 1 80333 München DE

Address for service in India/Agents address:
L.S. DAVAR & CO.
32, RADHA MADHAV DUTTA GARDEN LANE, KOLKATA - 700 010.

Proposed to be Used
IR DIVISION
Cl.9;Computer hardware and software, particularly for the collection, analysis and display of data; hardware and 
software, particularly for process management, security management and controlling the operation of machines and 
electric equipment, as well as production and automation processes; hardware and software, particularly for energy 
management; sensors; printed cards; control cabinets.

Cl.35;Business management; consultancy services relating to organization; consulting services relating to business 
management; consulting services regarding commercial business management relating to computer security, computer 
protection and computer maintenance; consulting services relating to business management for ensuring cost efficiency 
and supply quality in electric energy supply networks; compilation of statistics and economic expertise, particularly in 
connection with electric energy supply networks; administrative management of projects, particularly the analysis, 
optimization and implementation of asset management processes in connection with electric energy supply networks.

Cl.37;Maintenance services, repair services for machines and apparatus.

Cl.42;Technical consultation services; technical supervision, particularly monitoring and diagnoses for the monitoring 
the operation of machines and equipment, as well as production and automation processes; technical inspection of 
machines and apparatus via remote control services; development, generation and rental of data processing programs 
and software; rental of Internet and intranet servers; technical consulting services for ensuring a good cost efficiency and 
supply quality ratio in electric energy supply networks; computer consultancy services.
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Trade Marks Journal No: 1864 ,   27/08/2018           Class 99 
 

3101180    07/01/2015
[International Registration No. : 1256875]
SIVANTOS PTE. LTD.
18 Tai Seng Street #08-08 18 Tai Seng Singapore 539775 SG

Address for service in India/Agents address:
L.S. DAVAR & CO.
32, RADHA MADHAV DUTTA GARDEN LANE, KOLKATA - 700 010.

Proposed to be Used
IR DIVISION
Cl.9;Software for medical hearing aids.

Cl.10;Medical hearing aids and parts thereof.
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Trade Marks Journal No: 1864 ,   27/08/2018           Class 99 
 

 

Priority claimed from 24/11/2014; Application No. : 30 2014 008 336 ;Germany 

3101439    25/03/2015
[International Registration No. : 1257208]
HEIM, MARK
Fockenbrunnen 17/1 72218 Wildberg Germany

Address for service in India/Agents address:
L.S. DAVAR & CO.
32, RADHA MADHAV DUTTA GARDEN LANE, KOLKATA - 700 010.

Proposed to be Used
IR DIVISION
Cl.9;Mobile alarm systems, in particular smoke detectors, heat detectors, flame detectors, gas detectors, water 
detectors and motion detectors.

Cl.37;Rental of equipment for the construction industry.
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Trade Marks Journal No: 1864 ,   27/08/2018           Class 99 
 

3151594    20/05/2015
[International Registration No. : 1261464]
ARKRAY, INC.
57, Nishi Aketa-cho, Higashi-kujo, Minami-ku Kyoto-shi Kyoto 601-8045 Japan

Address for service in India/Agents address:
LALL LAHIRI AND SALHOTRA.
PLOT NO. B-28, SECTOR - 32, INSTITUTIONAL AREA, GURGAON - 122 001, HARYANA.

Proposed to be Used
To be associated with:
2164518

IR DIVISION
Cl.5;Reagent paper for medical purposes; veterinary preparations; medical diagnostic test strips; diagnostic reagents 
for medical purposes; reagents for genetic testing for medical and veterinary purposes; medical diagnostic test strips for 
urine analysis; medical diagnostic test strips for blood analysis; diagnostic test reagents for medical or veterinary 
purposes.

Cl.9;Laboratory apparatus and instruments; chemistry apparatus and instruments; apparatus and instruments for 
physics; measuring or testing machines and instruments; bathroom scales; pedometers; electronic machines, apparatus 
and their parts.

Cl.10;Veterinary apparatus and instruments; sphygmomanometers; arterial blood pressure measuring apparatus; body 
fat monitors; pulse meters; clinical thermometers; electrocardiographs; audiometers; spirometers [medical apparatus]; 
tonometers; blood testing apparatus for medical purposes; biochemical testing apparatus for medical purposes; urine 
testing apparatus for medical purposes; devices for monitoring blood glucose for medical purposes; blood glucose 
meters; lancets; the aforementioned goods excluding contraceptives of all kinds and vacuum aspirator kits being in the 
nature of abortion kits.
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Trade Marks Journal No: 1864 ,   27/08/2018           Class 99 
 

Priority claimed from 24/11/2014; Application No. : 65876 ;Jamaica 

3158023    26/02/2015
[International Registration No. : 1262315]
RELX Group PLC
1-3 Strand London WC2N 5JR GB

Address for service in India/Agents address:
LALL LAHIRI AND SALHOTRA.
PLOT NO. B-28, SECTOR - 32, INSTITUTIONAL AREA, GURGAON - 122 001, HARYANA.

Proposed to be Used
IR DIVISION
Cl.9;Software; software for financial, statistical and operational performance analyses and related reports; software for 
data analytics; software for use in database management and analysis; software for mobile devices; software an in the 
nature of reference texts and books in the field of law, insurance, finance, banking, accounting, medicine and science and 
technology; software for litigation support and ediscovery; downloadable practice management software in the field of 
law; downloadable periodical publications, newsletters, magazines, journals, reviews, books and diaries; electronic 
devices, namely, electronic data loggers for monitoring, recording and reporting data pertaining to the location and 
operation of motor vehicles; software, namely, a mobile app for use in monitoring, recording and reporting data pertaining
to the location and operation of motor vehicles; software for searching, verifying, locating and authenticating the 
identities of people and businesses; software for searching and verifying professional licenses of health care providers; 
software for searching names, business addresses, phone numbers, board certifications, licensing, legal standing, and 
criminal records; audio and video recordings.

Cl.16;Books, periodicals, newspapers, magazines, handbooks, prospectuses, newsletters, pamphlets, reviews, articles, 
journals, catalogs, brochures, agendas, citations, abstracts, thesauri and directories in the fields of law, insurance, 
accounting, finance, banking, science and technology, health sciences and medicine and scientific research.

Cl.35;Organizing, arranging and conducting of exhibitions, fairs and job fairs for commercial and advertising purposes; 
preparation, arranging and conducting of exhibitions, forums and events within the framework of professional exhibitions 
and business fairs; provision of information relating to professional exhibitions, fairs and exhibitions for use in the field 
of business and provision of materials in connection therewith; provision of commercial information and advice for 
business participants, visitors and exhibitors and provision of exhibitions and of materials in connection therewith; 
provision of business information in the fields of business and accounting; promotional services, marketing and 
advertising; advertising agencies; advertising on all multimedia carriers; provision of advertising space; direct mail 
advertising; distribution of advertising mail and material, including on electronic media or paper; business networking 
services; provision of information relating to networking services; public relations; advertising services in the field of 
personnel recruitment; advertising services, including advertising for employment vacancies, recruitment and retrieval of 
information; providing on-line database lists of classified advertisements and job vacancies; consultancy in the field of 
business management; professional business consultancy; provision of information relating to business management; 
business consulting services for statistical and operational performance analyses and related reports; arranging and 
conducting incentive programs to promote business services of others; arranging and conducting incentive and 
motivation programs for improving customer loyalty; collection and compilation in computer databases of commercial 
information and information in the fields of business and accounting; compilation and systemization of data in databases 
and business information in the fields of business and accounting; compilation of business directories; management and 
compilation of computerized databases; updating of data in computer databases; computerized file management; 
provision of information relating to on-line data and on the management of data.

Cl.36;Provision of insurance, banking and financial information; research and analysis in the fields of insurance, 
banking and finance; provision of online information relating to credit risk investigation and financial due diligence 
research; risk management services; risk assessment services; financial consultation, namely, determination of financial 
risk in commercial transactions by verifying identities and analyzing previously collected credit, personal, demographic 
and other information; provision of information for determining financial risk in commercial transactions; consulting in 
the fields of insurance, banking and financial services; consultancy in financial risk management; provision of databases 
and websites featuring information in the insurance, banking and financial fields; insurance administration, namely, 
providing solutions for liability insurance reporting; conducting and analyzing commercial insurance loss control 
surveys; collecting and providing health information to insurers; electronic data processing and information services in 
the insurance fields for purposes of underwriting, fraud prevention and claims investigation.

Cl.38;Computer services, namely, providing online news and information related to wireless communications via a 
global computer network; streaming of video and audio content via a global computer network; provision of on-line chat 
rooms for transmission of messages among computer users concerning news, law, insurance, medicine, finance, 
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accounting, and research.

Cl.39;Business advisory and management services in the field of transportation logistics.

Cl.41;Organizing, arranging and conducting of exhibitions, conferences, congresses, symposiums, colloquiums, 
seminars, lectures, conventions and workshops for cultural, educational or entertainment purposes; provision of 
educational, cultural and entertainment information relating to exhibitions, conferences, congresses, symposiums, 
colloquiums, seminars, lectures, conventions and workshops for cultural, educational or entertainment purposes; 
provision of information and advice in the area of education, culture and recreation for participants, visitors and 
exhibitors at exhibitions for cultural, educational or entertainment purposes; provision of materials relating to exhibitions, 
conferences, congresses, symposiums, colloquiums, seminars, lectures, conventions and workshops for cultural, 
educational or entertainment purposes; services in education and training, namely, conducting classes, seminars, 
conferences and training workshops; training and education services namely, mentoring; services in education and 
training, namely instructional courses; education and training services, namely, curriculum development for others; 
desktop publishing for others; publication of online non-downloadable publications, namely magazines, periodicals, 
newspapers, manuals, prospectuses, newsletters, brochures, newspapers, journals (magazines), articles, catalogs, 
diaries, quotations and extracts; organization of ceremonies and award events.

Cl.42;Computer services; scientific and industrial research; providing information in the field of scientific, medical, 
biomedical, pharmaceutical, biological and molecular biology; design and development of databases; conversion of data 
or documents from physical to electronic media; conversion of computer programs and data (except physical 
conversion); computer programming; development, updating, maintenance and management of computer software; 
hosting of computer files; provision of information via databases and websites in the fields of science, medical, 
biomedical, pharmaceutical, biological and molecular biology; services for transmission of data in computer databases; 
hosting of software applications; hosting of software applications; design and hosting of web portals; hosting of 
databases; providing on-line software that can be accessed from the Internet; information technology services (design 
and technical consultancy relating to computer hardware, software and peripheral apparatus); provision of information, 
including on-line, relating to design and development of computer software.

Cl.44;Provision of information in the fields of medicine, science, health and health care; provision of databases and 
websites featuring information and resources in the fields of medicine, science, health and health care.

Cl.45;Providing information and resources in the legal field; legal services; legal research services; litigation support 
services; provision of legal information on the subject of medicine, science, health and health care; provision of legal 
information relating to fraud prevention, fraud investigation and security risk investigation on individuals, businesses and 
assets; regulatory compliance monitoring services, namely, monitoring legal compliance with anti-money-laundering and 
homeland security regulations; customer screening services, namely, investigating and researching potential clients on 
behalf of others to ensure compliance with anti-money-laundering and homeland security regulations.
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Trade Marks Journal No: 1864 ,   27/08/2018           Class 99 
 

Priority claimed from 21/09/2014; Application No. : 268472 ;Israel 
3159933    31/12/2014
[International Registration No. : 1261966]
SHOWBOX LTD
HaBarzel st 1 697100 Tel Aviv-Yafo Israel

Address for service in India/Agents address:
LALL LAHIRI AND SALHOTRA.
PLOT NO. B-28, SECTOR - 32, INSTITUTIONAL AREA, GURGAON - 122 001, HARYANA.

Proposed to be Used
IR DIVISION
Cl.9;Computer software to enable, creating, producing, editing, uploading, posting, showing, displaying, tagging, 
sharing and providing of video clips, film, film clips or other multimedia materials on the Internet, the mobile, or other 
communication networks.

Cl.42;Providing an online platform including mobile applications to enable, creating, producing, editing, uploading, 
sharing, posting, showing, displaying of audio clips, video clips or other multimedia materials.
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Trade Marks Journal No: 1864 ,   27/08/2018           Class 99 
 

3160089    11/08/2015
[International Registration No. : 1255919]
GENEA IP HOLDINGS PTY LTD
L2, 321 Kent St Sydney NSW 2000 AU

Address for service in India/Agents address:
S. MAJUMDAR & CO.
5, HARISH MUKHERJEE ROAD, KOLKATA - 700 025, INDIA.

Proposed to be Used
IR DIVISION
Cl.5;Human cell products, bioassays and cell culture media for use in medical or medical research applications; 
biological and chemical products and substances for medical use; preparations for the diagnosis of pregnancy; 
preparations for the diagnosis and/or treatment of infertility and other disorders relating to fertility and human 
reproduction.

Cl.9;Scientific and laboratory apparatus, instruments and equipment.

Cl.35;Retail and wholesale services in relation to human cell products, bioassays and cell culture media for use in 
medical or medical research applications, biological and chemical products and substances for medical use, preparations 
for the diagnosis of pregnancy, preparations for the diagnosis and/or treatment of infertility and other disorders relating 
to fertility and human reproduction, scientific apparatus, scientific instruments, scientific equipment, laboratory 
apparatus, laboratory instruments, laboratory equipment, surgical apparatus, surgical instruments, surgical equipment, 
medical apparatus, medical instruments, medical equipment, educational materials and programs.

Cl.42;Scientific and technological services, including in relation to reproductive science, human fertility, human 
reproduction, human genetics, stem cells, assisted conception, reproductive genetics, in vitro fertilisation, fertility 
management, embryology, andrology, embryo biopsy, genetic diagnosis, immunology, endocrinology, ultrasonology, the 
development of culture media and media formulations, media evaluation, embryo storage, cell cloning, fertility testing; 
research and design services in relation to all of the foregoing services; providing information by any means (including 
online) in relation to scientific and technological services, procedures and research, including in relation to all of the 
foregoing services; laboratory services, including in relation to the development of culture media and media formulations; 
providing information by any means (including online) in relation to laboratory services, procedures and research, 
including in relation to the development of culture media and media formulations.
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Trade Marks Journal No: 1864 ,   27/08/2018           Class 99 
 

Priority claimed from 30/09/2014; Application No. : 30 2014 061 699 ;Germany 

3164974    13/03/2015
[International Registration No. : 1263112]
EVONIK OIL ADDITIVES GMBH
Kirschenallee 64293 Darmstadt Germany

Address for service in India/Agents address:
L.S. DAVAR & CO.
32, RADHA MADHAV DUTTA GARDEN LANE, KOLKATA - 700 010.

Proposed to be Used
IR DIVISION
Cl.1;Chemicals used in industry, science and photography, as well as in agriculture, horticulture and forestry; chemical 
additives to petroleum products and to lubricants; defoamers; chemicals for use as additives or ingredients in mineral 
oils, fuels, including motor fuels, lubricants, technical oils and fats; chemicals for the manufacture of products for surface 
protection and wear protection; chemicals for the production of hydraulic fluids, oils, lubricants and fats; chemical 
products for use in the manufacture of acrylates, methacrylates and polymers; viscometric products (chemicals), namely 
viscosity index improvers for hydraulic fluids; pour point depressants, flow improvers, and de-waxing preparations; 
synthetic based fluids and esters for industrial use; chemical products for use in the manufacture of hydraulic fluids; 
unprocessed artificial resins; unprocessed plastics; manures; fire extinguishing compositions; tempering and soldering 
preparations; chemical substances for preserving foodstuffs; tanning substances; adhesives used in industry.

Cl.4;Technical oils and greases; industrial oils and fats; non-chemical preparations as additives for industrial oils and 
fats; lubricants and liquid fuels; non-chemical additives to motor fuel; dust absorbing, wetting and binding compositions; 
fuels (including motor spirit) and illuminants; candles, wicks.

Cl.42;Scientific and technological services and research and design relating thereto; industrial analysis and research 
services; research and development as well as technical consultancy in the field of lubricant technology and hydraulic 
liquid systems; material testing and quality control; services of chemists; services of physicists; engineering services; 
services of bacteriological, chemical or physicochemical laboratories; design and development of computer hardware 
and software, in particular in the field of lubricant technology and hydraulic liquid systems.
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Trade Marks Journal No: 1864 ,   27/08/2018           Class 99 
 

Priority claimed from 08/04/2015; Application No. : UK00003102994 ;United Kingdom 

3169234    22/04/2015
[International Registration No. : 1263738]
Macat International Limited
96 High Street Kensington London W8 4SG United Kingdom

Address for service in India/Agents address:
LALL LAHIRI AND SALHOTRA.
PLOT NO. B-28, SECTOR - 32, INSTITUTIONAL AREA, GURGAON - 122 001, HARYANA.

Proposed to be Used
To be associated with:
2404662

IR DIVISION
MARK TO BE USED AS A WHOLE.

Cl.9;Scientific, nautical, surveying, photographic, cinematographic, optical, weighing, measuring, signalling, checking 
(supervision), life-saving and teaching apparatus and instruments; apparatus and instruments for conducting, switching, 
transforming, accumulating, regulating or controlling electricity; apparatus for recording, transmission or reproduction of 
sound or images; magnetic data carriers, recording discs; compact discs, DVDs and other digital recording media; 
mechanisms for coin-operated apparatus; cash registers, calculating machines, data processing equipment, computers; 
computer software; fire-extinguishing apparatus; computer databases; computer software downloadable from the 
Internet; educational software; downloadable publications; electronic publications; application software; communication 
software; computer software in the form of applications for mobile phones and smartphones; educational apparatus; 
instructional and teaching apparatus and instruments; parts and fittings for the aforesaid.

Cl.16;Paper, cardboard; printed matter; bookbinding material; photographs; stationery; adhesives for stationery or 
household purposes; artists' materials; paint brushes; typewriters and office requisites (except furniture); instructional 
and teaching material (except apparatus); plastic materials for packaging (not included in other classes); printers' type; 
printing blocks; educational materials; printed matter for educational purposes; parts and fittings for the aforesaid.

Cl.38;Telecommunications; providing access to databases; providing access to computer databases; 
telecommunications services for providing access to computer databases; provision of telecommunication facilities for 
educational purposes; information, advisory and consultancy services relating to the aforesaid.

Cl.41;Education; providing of training; entertainment; sporting and cultural activities; preparation of texts for 
publication; providing online electronic publications; publication services; publication of educational materials; 
publication of educational printed matter; publication of electronic books and journals online; educational services; 
arranging of presentations for educational purposes; audio-visual display presentation services for educational 
purposes; business educational services; educational advisory services; rental of educational materials or apparatus; 
educational services for providing courses of instruction; provision of educational information; production of sound and 
video recordings; production of audio/visual presentations; information, advisory and consultancy services relating to the
aforesaid.
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Priority claimed from 29/04/2015; Application No. : 676142 ;Switzerland 

3201479    29/07/2015
[International Registration No. : 1267502]
NOVARTIS AG
CH-4002 Basel Switzerland

Address for service in India/Agents address:
LALL LAHIRI AND SALHOTRA.
N-128 PANCHSHEEL PARK, NEW DELHI- 110017.

Proposed to be Used
IR DIVISION
MARK TO BE USED AS A WHOLE.

Cl.41;Educational and training services relating to treatment of diseases and disorders of the respiratory system; 
arranging and conducting classes, seminars and workshops relating to treatment of diseases and disorders of the 
respiratory system.

Cl.44;Providing medical information; medical services relating to diseases and disorders of the respiratory system.
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Priority claimed from 12/06/2015; Application No. : 30 2015 103 386 ;Germany 

3212951    13/08/2015
[International Registration No. : 1268964]
OTT-JAKOB SPANNTECHNIK GMBH
Industriestraße 3-7 87663 Lengenwang Germany

Address for service in India/Agents address:
L.S. DAVAR & CO.
32, RADHA MADHAV DUTTA GARDEN LANE, KOLKATA - 700 010.

Proposed to be Used
IR DIVISION
Cl.7;Parts of machines for machine tools, namely energy store activated clamping devices and clamping systems for 
tool holders, electric, hydraulic and pneumatic clamping, holding and loosening devices for tool holders; rotary 
feedthrough for machine tools.

Cl.9;Measuring and checking (supervision) apparatus and instruments for measuring the clamping force of clamping 
systems in machine tools, measuring apparatus and instruments, namely measuring apparatus for recording the force 
with which a clamping device is clamping a workpiece and checking apparatus for checking the position of a machine 
tool in a clamping device for machine tools.

Cl.37;Installation, maintenance and repair of energy store activated clamping devices and clamping systems for tool 
holders and of electric, hydraulic and pneumatic clamping devices and clamping systems for machine tools.
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Trade Marks Journal No: 1864 ,   27/08/2018           Class 99 
 

Priority claimed from 12/05/2015; Application No. : 30 2015 102 461 ;Germany 

3231333    29/07/2015
[International Registration No. : 1270058]
SLV GMBH
Daimlerstraße 21-23 52531 Übach-Palenberg Germany

Address for service in India/Agents address:
L.S. DAVAR & CO.
32, RADHA MADHAV DUTTA GARDEN LANE, KOLKATA - 700 010.

Proposed to be Used
IR DIVISION
Cl.9;Apparatus and instruments for conducting, switching, transforming, accumulating, regulating or controlling 
electricity; apparatus for recording, transmission or reproduction of sound or images; data processing equipment; 
computers; computer software; electric control and regulating apparatus for lamps, lights and lighting installations.

Cl.11;Lighting apparatus and installations; parts of lighting apparatus and installations, particularly rails of metal, 
conductor rails, lights, parts of lights, lamps, all of the aforesaid goods contained in class 11.

Cl.35;Wholesale and retail sale services with apparatus and instruments for conducting, switching, transforming, 
accumulating, regulating or controlling electricity, apparatus for recording, transmission or reproduction of sound or 
images, data processing equipment, computers, computer software, electric control and regulating apparatus for lamps, 
lights and lighting installations, lighting apparatus and installations, parts of lighting apparatus and installations, 
particularly rails of metal, conductor rails, lights, parts of lights, lamps, all of the aforesaid goods contained in class 11; 
aforesaid services in retail stores, by catalogue despatch, in online shops and by teleshopping.

Cl.41;Education, providing of training, particularly conducting trainings, education and further education for craftsmen, 
electricians, electronic technicians, designers, referring to the operation, installation, maintenance, projecting and repair 
of lamps, lights and lighting installations.
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Priority claimed from 03/09/2014; Application No. : 2014-074332 ;Japan 

3231378    27/02/2015
[International Registration No. : 1269588]
MIROSS INSTITUTE INC.
1-4-17 2F, Motoyamakitamachi, Higashinada-ku, Kobe-shi 658-0003 Hyogo JP

Address for service in India/Agents address:
ANAND AND ANAND.
B-41,NIZAMUDDIN EAST, NEW DELHI - 110 013.

Proposed to be Used
IR DIVISION
Cl.41;Educational and instruction services relating to arts, crafts, sports or general knowledge; arranging, conducting 
and organization of seminars; providing electronic publications; publication of books; arranging and planning of movies, 
shows, plays or musical performances; movie showing, movie production, or movie distribution; production of radio or 
television programs; production of videos in the field of education, culture, entertainment or sports [not for movies or 
television programs and not for advertising or publicity]; arranging, conducting and organization of entertainment events 
excluding movies, shows, plays, musical performances, sports, horse races, bicycle races, boat races and auto races.

Cl.45;Marriage partner introduction or dating services; fortune-telling; non-therapeutic counselling services rendered to
meet the needs of individuals; caring for babies [excluding services provided at facilities]; rental of clothing; agency 
services for rental of clothing; providing information on rental of clothing; rental of personal ornaments for wearing; 
agency services for rental of personal ornaments for wearing; providing information on rental of personal ornaments for 
wearing; consultancy and advisory services relating to wedding ceremonies [including wedding receptions]; planning and
arranging of wedding ceremonies [including wedding receptions].
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Priority claimed from 10/07/2015; Application No. : VA201501773 ;Denmark 

3231493    18/07/2015
[International Registration No. : 1271211]
Arla Foods amba
Sønderhøj 14 DK-8260 Viby J Denmark

Address for service in India/Agents address:
LALL LAHIRI AND SALHOTRA.
N-128 PANCHSHEEL PARK, NEW DELHI- 110017.

Proposed to be Used
IR DIVISION
MARK TO BE USED A WHOLE AND AS PER REPRESENTATION SUBMITTED IN THE BIRTH NOTIFICATTION.

Cl.5;Dietetic preparations adapted for medical use, food for babies; cultures of microorganisms for medical and 
veterinary purposes; substitutes for mothers milk; dietary supplements in the form of vitamins and minerals, dietetic 
substances and beverages for medical purposes; lactose for pharmaceutical purposes.

Cl.29;Meat, fish, poultry and game; meat extracts; preserved, frozen, dried and cooked fruits and vegetables; jellies, 
jams; eggs, milk and milk products; edible oils and fats; proteins for human consumption in the form of milk and milk 
products; rennet; cheese powder; substitutes for milk and cream; milk and cream in powder form; milk based dessert 
mousses.

Cl.30;Coffee, tea, cocoa and artificial coffee; rice; tapioca and sago; flour and preparations made from cereals; bread, 
pastry and confectionery, ices; sugar, honey, treacle; yeast, baking-powder; salt, mustard; vinegar, sauces (condiments), 
spices; ice; salad dressings; meat pies and meat pates; pizzas; puddings; dessert mousses (confectionery); rice pudding; 
powders and preparations for making cappuccino, cocoa, chocolate, coffee and tea beverages; beverages based on 
chocolate, cocoa and coffee; fruit coulis (sauces); dessert soufflées.
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Priority claimed from 03/09/2014; Application No. : 86384371 ;United States of America 

3232491    03/03/2015
[International Registration No. : 1270971]
CBRE, INC.
400 S. Hope Street, 25th Floor Los Angeles CA 90071 United States of America

Address for service in India/Agents address:
ANAND AND ANAND.
B-41,NIZAMUDDIN EAST, NEW DELHI - 110 013.

Proposed to be Used
IR DIVISION
Cl.36;Capital investment consultation services; financial services in the nature of commercial and multi-family 
mortgage banking and loan servicing, mortgage brokerage services, investment consultation and investment 
management of funds relating to real estate and real estate companies; residential and commercial real estate agency, 
appraisal, brokerage, investment and management services; financial analysis and consultation relating to real estate; 
financial valuation of real estate; financial valuation of personal property, namely, equipment; financial portfolio 
management of residential and commercial real estate; financial research, management and investment in the area of 
residential and commercial real estate, namely, research in the field of acquisition and disposition of real estate, and 
assets management, namely, management of assets in the form of real estate property, and investment and management 
of stock in real estate companies that hold, manage, buy and sell real estate; residential and commercial real estate 
facilities management, namely, leasing of real property; providing online information in the field of real estate 
management and real estate investment services.

Cl.37;Residential and commercial real estate development; residential and commercial real estate construction 
management.
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Priority claimed from 17/02/2015; Application No. : 30 2015 012 431 ;Germany 

3233376    12/08/2015
[International Registration No. : 1271193]
PROLUPIN GMBH
Tribseeser Chaussee 1 18507 Grimmen Germany

Address for service in India/Agents address:
ANAND AND ANAND.
B-41,NIZAMUDDIN EAST, NEW DELHI - 110 013.

Proposed to be Used
IR DIVISION
Cl.3;Bleaching preparations and other substances for laundry use; soaps; perfumery goods; essential oils; cosmetics, 
not for use on the hair and scalp; dentifrice; except healing earth or products based on healing earth.

Cl.5;Pharmaceutical and veterinary products; hygiene preparations for medical purposes; dietary food for medical or 
veterinary purposes, baby food; food supplement means for people (persons) and animals; medical teas; except healing 
earth or products based on healing earth.

Cl.29;Vegetable instant meals, soups and preparations for that, snacks and desserts, included in this class; vegetable 
proteins for culinary purposes; meat, fish, poultry and game, meat extracts; canned, frozen, dried and cooked fruit and 
vegetable; jellies; jams; compotes; eggs; milk products and dairy products, dairy substitute products and substitutes on 
vegetable basis; meat substitute on vegetable basis; culinary oils and fats; preparations for production of high- protein 
beverages, soups and creme desserts; bread spreads, included in this class.

Cl.30;Coffee; Tea; cocoa and coffee substitutes; rice; tapioca; sago; flours; grain preparations; bread, pastry and 
confectionery; ice cream; sugar; honey; molasses; yeast; baking powder; salt; mustard; vinegar; sauces (condiments); 
spices; ice; sweets; confectionery; cereal products and snacks on the basis of grain, among other things high-protein 
cereal bars.

Cl.31;Grains and agricultural, horticultural and forestry products not included in other classes; living animals; fresh 
fruits and vegetables; seeds, natural plants and flowers; foodstuff for animals; malt.

Cl.32;Beers; mineral and carbonated waters and other nonalcoholic beverages; fruit beverages and fruit juices; syrups 
and other preparations and essences for preparation of beverages; sports beverages.

Cl.40;Treatment of materials, namely processing of nutritional supplements and foodstuffs.
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Priority claimed from 10/01/2015; Application No. : 86500255 ;United States of America 

3243725    29/01/2015
[International Registration No. : 1272305]
NANOSTRING TECHNOLOGIES, INC.
530 Fairview Avenue North, Suite 2000 Seattle WA 98109 United States of America

Address for service in India/Agents address:
L.S. DAVAR & CO.
32, RADHA MADHAV DUTTA GARDEN LANE, KOLKATA - 700 010.

Proposed to be Used
IR DIVISION
Cl.1;Multiparameter quantitative detection and analysis products and technology for research and diagnostics for a 
variety of uses in the health care and other life science sectors, namely, reagents for scientific or medical research use, 
diagnostic preparations and reagents for scientific or research use, RNA transcription profiling, proteomics, clinical 
diagnostics, environmental monitoring, biosurveillance, agricultural inspection, forensic testing of samples containing 
microorganisms or human fluids, small-molecule analysis, single nucleotide polymorphisms analysis, and DNA 
sequencing.

Cl.5;Multiparameter quantitative detection and analysis products and technology for diagnostics for a variety of uses in 
the health care and other life science sectors namely, medical diagnostic reagents and diagnostic reagents for clinical or 
medical laboratory use, diagnostic reagents for in vitro use in biochemistry, clinical chemistry and microbiology, RNA 
transcription profiling, proteomics, clinical diagnostics, environmental monitoring, agricultural inspection, small-molecule 
analysis, single nucleotide polymorphisms analysis, and DNA sequencing.

Cl.9;Computer-based apparatus for detection and analysis of gene expression for scientific use; computer-based 
apparatus for scientific research, namely, for collecting, processing, and taking images of data in connection with 
scientific or medical research, the use of diagnostic preparations and reagents for scientific or research use, RNA 
transcription and microRNA expression profiling, proteomics, environmental monitoring, agricultural inspection, small-
molecule analysis, single nucleotide polymorphisms analysis, DNA sequencing, detection of polymorphisms in human 
fluids, detection of copy number variations, analysis of functional pathway gene sets, and monitoring of biofuel 
production, and prognostic, predictive, clinical, oncology, and hematology diagnostics; scientific research equipment for 
imaging single molecule reporters; scanning microscopes; fluorescent microscopes; laboratory equipment, namely, 
fluidics stations, hybridisation ovens, cartridges carriers and replacement parts therefor; scientific research instruments 
to process and analyze the single molecule reporters to manage and obtain information from the single molecule 
reporters; computer software to acquire, analyze and manage the biologic data generated; computer software for 
controlling fluidics station and scanner functions, for capturing fluorescent signals, and for extracting and analyzing data;
diagnostic test kits for scientific use comprising microscope slides and microfluidic devices in the nature of electronic 
analyzers for the transport and analysis of fluid samples by using microfluidic and nanofluidic channels formed on or in a 
substrate; kits for scientific research use, namely, for use in detecting the presence of analytes in samples and identifying 
sample type comprising laboratory equipment for screening samples, detecting the presence of analytes in samples and 
identifying sample types, namely, containers, dishes, microscope slides, plastic bags, swabs, test tubes, vials and wipes 
for collecting, storing and transmitting samples and specimens; downloadable multimedia file containing diagnostic test 
kits for scientific use comprising microscopic slides and microfluidic devices, reports, test results, research material, 
worksheets and other non-printed documents and publications relating to scientific research.

Cl.10;Clinical and medical diagnostic instruments, namely, nucleic acid sequencers.

Cl.42;Research and product development services in the field of biotechnology.
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Priority claimed from 11/09/2014; Application No. : 2014-076696 ;Japan 

3245791    22/09/2014
[International Registration No. : 1273114]
MITSUI & CO., LTD.
2-1, Ohtemachi, 1-chome, Chiyoda-ku TOKYO 100-0004 JP

Address for service in India/Agents address:
ANAND AND ANAND.
B-41,NIZAMUDDIN EAST, NEW DELHI - 110 013.

Proposed to be Used
IR DIVISION
Cl.1;Chemicals; plastic adhesives not for stationery or household purposes; plant growth regulating preparations; 
fertilizers; ceramic glazings; priming putty; higher fatty acids; chemical compositions for developing, printing and 
enlarging photographs; reagent paper [not for medical purposes]; artificial sweeteners; flour and starch for industrial 
purposes; unprocessed plastics [plastics in primary form]; pulp; nonferrous metals, namely, actinium, americium, 
antimony, ytterbium, yttrium, uranium, erbium, gadolinium, gallium, californium, curium, samarium, dysprosium, silicon 
[metal element], mercury, scandium, strontium, cesium, cerium, selenium, bismuth, thallium, thulium, technetium, 
terbium, tellurium, thorium, neodymium, neptunium, berkelium, barium, fermium, praseodymium, francium, plutonium, 
protactinium, promethium, holmium, europium, radium, lanthanum, lithium, rubidium, rhenium; non-metallic minerals, 
namely, sulphur [non-metallic mineral], foundry sand, kaolin, talc, rock salt, diatomaceous earth, acid clay, barytes 
[barite], saltpeter [salpetre], natural graphite, dolomite, cryolite, bentonite, bauxite, fluorite [florspa], magnesite, alunite, 
rock phosphate.

Cl.2;Canada balsam; copal; sandarac; pine oil; shellac; dammar; mordants; anti-corrosive preparations; anti-rust 
preparations; mastic; pine gum; wood preservatives; dyestuffs; pigments; paints; printing ink; printing ink [other than 
"mimeographing ink"]; mimeographing ink; colors [for drawing pictures]; anti-rust greases; nonferrous metals in foil or 
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powder form for painters, decorators, printers and artists; precious metals in foil or powder form for painters, decorators, 
printers and artists.

Cl.3;Anti-static preparations for household purposes; de-greasing preparations for household purposes; rust removing 
preparations; stain removing benzine; fabric softeners for laundry use; laundry bleach; adhesives for affixing false hair; 
laundry starch; seaweed gelatine for laundry use [funori]; adhesives for affixing false eyelashes; breath freshening 
preparations; deodorants for animals; paint stripping preparations; shoe cream; shoe black [shoe polish]; polishing 
preparations; soaps and detergents; dentifrices; cosmetics and toiletries; perfume and flavour materials; incenses and 
fragrances; abrasive paper [sandpaper]; abrasive cloth; abrasive sand; artificial pumice stone; polishing paper; false 
nails; false eyelashes.

Cl.4;Solid lubricants; grease for shoes and boots; leather preserving oil and grease; fuels; solid fuels; liquid fuels; 
gaseous fuels; mineral oils and greases for industrial purposes [not for fuel]; non-mineral oils and greases for industrial 
purposes [not for fuel]; waxes [raw material]; lamp wicks; candles.

Cl.5;Pharmaceutical preparations and other preparations for destroying vermin, fungicides, herbicides; pharmaceutical 
preparations; reagent paper for medical purposes; fumigants [only for agricultural purposes]; fungicides [only for 
agricultural purposes]; rodenticides [only for agricultural purposes]; insecticides [only for agricultural purposes]; 
herbicides [weedkillers]; insect repellents [only for agricultural purposes]; antiseptics [only for agricultural purposes]; 
oiled paper for medical purposes; wrapping wafers for medicine doses; gauze for dressings; empty capsules for 
pharmaceuticals; eyepatches for medical purposes; ear bandages; menstruation bandages; menstruation tampons; 
sanitary napkins; sanitary panties; absorbent cotton; adhesive plasters; bandages for dressings; liquid bandages; breast-
nursing pads; dental materials; diapers; diaper covers; fly catching paper; mothproofing paper; lacteal flour for babies; 
dietary supplements for humans; dietetic beverages adapted for medical purposes; dietetic food adapted for medical 
purposes; beverages for babies; food for babies; dietary supplements for animals; semen for artificial insemination; 
cotton swabs for medical use.

Cl.6;Iron and steel; nonferrous metals and their alloys; ores of metal; metal materials for building or construction; 
prefabricated building assembly kits of metal; loading and unloading pallets of metal; turn-tables for load handling; 
traversers for load handling; artificial fish reefs of metal; prefabricated sectional poultry houses of metal; paint spraying 
booths of metal; metal moulds for forming cement products; metal pulleys, springs and valves [not including machine 
elements]; pulleys [of metal, not machine elements]; springs [of metal, not machine elements]; valves [of metal, not 
machine elements]; metal junctions for pipes; metal flanges; keys [mechanical element]; cotter pins; railway points; road 
signs of metal [not luminous nor mechanical]; beacons of metal [non-luminous]; reservoirs of metal; liquid storage tanks 
or reservoirs [of metal]; industrial water storage tanks [of metal]; liquefied gas storage tanks [of metal]; gas storage tanks 
[of metal]; internal floating lids of aluminium for use with gas or liquefied gas storage tanks; anchors; containers of metal 
for transport; anvils; swage blocks; metal hardware; metal hardware [not including "security locks, keys for locks, ring of 
metal for keys and padlocks"]; security locks; keys for locks; rings of metal for keys; padlocks; wire ropes; wire nets and 
gauzes; industrial packaging containers of metal; industrial packaging containers of metal [not including "metal stoppers, 
lids and caps"]; metal stoppers [for industrial packaging containers]; metal lids and caps [for industrial packaging 
containers]; metal nameplates and door nameplates; metal stepladders and ladders; letter boxes of metal; hat-hanging 
hooks of metal; water tanks of metal for household purposes; tool boxes of metal [empty]; towel dispensers of metal; 
metal joinery fittings; safes; upright signboards of metal; man-made garden ponds of metal [structures]; transportable 
greenhouses of metal for household use; metal tombs and metal tomb plaques; ferrules of metal for canes and walking-
sticks; spurs; crampons [climbing irons]; carabiners; rock pitons; sculptures of metal; shoe dowels made of metal; shoe 
pegs made of metal; hobnails of metal.

Cl.7;Metalworking machines and tools; mining machines and apparatus; construction machines and apparatus; 
loading-unloading machines and apparatus; industrial fishing machines; chemical processing machines and apparatus; 
textile machines and apparatus; food or beverage processing machines and apparatus; lumbering, woodworking, or 
veneer or plywood making machines and apparatus; pulp making, papermaking or paper-working machines and 
apparatus; printing or bookbinding machines and apparatus; sewing machines; agricultural machines, agricultural 
implements other than hand-operated; plowing machines and implements [other than hand-held tools]; cultivating 
machines and implements; harvesting machines and implements; plant fiber processing machines and implements for 
agricultural purposes; fodder presses; fodder cutting machines [feed cutters]; fodder mixing machines [feed mixers]; 
cake-fodder crushing machines [feed mills]; milk filtering machines; milking machines; chick brooders; incubators for 
eggs; sericultural machines and implements; shoe making machines; leather tanning machines; tobacco processing 
machines; glassware manufacturing machines and apparatus; painting machines and apparatus; packaging or wrapping 
machines and apparatus; power-operated potters" wheels; plastic processing machines and apparatus; semiconductor 
manufacturing machines and systems; machines and apparatus for manufacturing rubber goods; stone working 
machines and apparatus; non-electric prime movers [not for land vehicles] and parts thereof; non-electric prime movers, 
not for land vehicles [other than "water mills" and "wind mills"]; parts for non-electric prime movers [other than "water 
mills" and "wind mills"]; water mills; wind mills; pneumatic or hydraulic machines and instruments; adhesive tape 
dispensing machines; automatic stamping machines; vending machines; fuel dispensing machines for service stations; 
washing machines [laundry]; washing machines for industrial purposes [laundry]; washing machines for household 
purposes [laundry]; mechanical parking systems; vehicle washing installations; food mixing machines for commercial 
use; food peeling machines for commercial use; food cutting, chopping and slicing machines for commercial use; 
dishwashers; dishwashers for industrial purposes; dishwashers for household purposes; electric wax-polishing 
machines; vacuum cleaners; electric wax-polishing machines for industrial purposes; vacuum cleaners for industrial 
purposes; electric wax-polishing machines for household purposes; vacuum cleaners for household purposes; power 
sprayers for disinfecting, insecticides and deodorants [not for agricultural purposes]; machine elements [not for land 
vehicles]; shafts, axles or spindles [not for land vehicles]; bearings [machine elements not for land vehicles]; shaft 
couplings or connectors [machine elements not for land vehicles]; bearings [machine elements not for land vehicles]; 
power transmissions and gearing for machines [not for land vehicles]; shock absorbers [machine elements not for land 
vehicles]; springs [machine elements not for land vehicles]; brakes [machine elements not for land vehicles]; valves 
[machine elements not for land vehicles]; lawnmowers; curtain drawing devices electrically operated; electric door 
openers; waste compacting machines and apparatus; waste crushing machines; starters for motors and engines; AC 
motors and DC motors [not including those for land vehicles but including "parts" for any AC motors and DC motors]; AC 
generators [alternators]; DC generators; electric food blenders [for household purposes]; dynamo brushes; repairing 
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machines and apparatus; fixing machines and apparatus.

Cl.8;Tweezers; braiders [hand-held ones only]; hoes [hand-held]; digging forks [spading forks]; lawn rakes [hand-held 
ones only]; lasts for shoe-making [hand-held ones only]; electric flat irons; electric razors and electric hair clippers; 
bladed or pointed hand tools; bladed or pointed hand tools [other than "swords"]; swords; hand tools; hand tools [other 
than "carpenters" inkpots and their accessories, razor strops, sharpening steels and whetstones"]; carpenters" inkpots 
and their accessories; razor strops [leather strops]; sharpening steels; whetstones [sharpening stones]; egg slicers [non-
electric]; sugar tongs; non-electric planes for flaking dried bonito blocks [katsuo-bushi planes]; can openers [non-
electric]; nutcrackers; spoons; cheese slicers [non-electric]; pizza cutters [non-electric]; forks [cutlery]; needle-threaders; 
dressmakers" chalk sharpeners; fire pans for carrying live charcoal [juno]; fireplace bellows [hand-tools]; fire tongs; 
bludgeons; shaving cases; pedicure sets; eyelash curlers; manicure sets; ice axes; diving knives; diving knife holders; 
palette knives.

Cl.9;Ear plugs for swimmers; ear plugs for divers; ozonisers [ozonators]; electrolysers [electrolytic cells]; egg-candlers; 
blueprint apparatus; cash registers; coin counting or sorting machines; electric sign boards for displaying target figures, 
current outputs or the like; photo-copying machines; mathematical instruments; time and date stamping machines; time 
clocks [time recording devices]; punched card office machines; voting machines; postage stamp checking apparatus; 
mechanisms for coin-operated car parking gates; life saving apparatus and equipment; fire extinguishers; fireplugs; fire 
hoses; fire hose nozzles; sprinkler systems for fire protection; fire alarms; gas alarms; anti-theft warning apparatus; 
protective helmets; railway signal apparatus, luminous or mechanical; vehicle breakdown warning triangles; luminous or 
mechanical road signs; divers" apparatus [not for sports]; game programs for arcade video game machines; simulators 
for the steering and control of vehicles; sports training simulators; laboratory apparatus and instruments; photographic 
machines and apparatus; cinematographic machines and apparatus; optical machines and apparatus; measuring or 
testing machines and instruments; power distribution or control machines and apparatus; rotary converters; phase 
modifiers; solar batteries; batteries and cells; electric or magnetic meters and testers; electric wires and cables; 
telecommunication machines and apparatus; electronic machines, apparatus and their parts; electronic machines [not 
including geiger counters, high frequency apparatus for welding, cyclotrons [not for medical purposes], industrial x-ray 
machines and apparatus [not for medical use], industrial betatrons [not for medical use], magnetic prospecting machines, 
magnetic object detectors, seismic exploration machines and apparatus, hydrophone machines and apparatus, echo 
sounders, ultrasonic flaw detectors, ultrasonic sensors, electronic door closing control systems and electron 
microscopes]; electron tubes; semi-conductor elements; electronic circuits [not including those recorded with computer 
programs]; computer programs; geiger counters; high frequency apparatus for welding; cyclotrons [not for medical 
purposes]; industrial x-ray machines and apparatus [not for medical use]; industrial betatrons [not for medical use]; 
magnetic prospecting machines; magnetic object detectors; seismic exploration machines and apparatus; hydrophone 
machines and apparatus; echo sounders; ultrasonic flaw detectors; ultrasonic sensors; electronic door closing control 
systems; electron microscopes; magnetic cores; resistance wires; electrodes, other than welding electrodes or medical 
electrodes; fire boats; satellites for scientific purposes; fire engines; dust masks; gas masks; welding masks; fireproof 
garments; disaster prevention hoods; gloves for protection against accidents; spectacles [eyeglasses and goggles]; 
game programs for home video game machines; electronic circuits and CD-roms recorded with programs for hand-held 
games with liquid crystal displays; protective helmets for sports; weight belts [for scuba diving]; air tanks [for scuba 
diving]; regulators [for scuba diving]; metronomes; electronic circuits and CD-roms recorded with automatic performance 
programs for electronic musical instruments; effecters for electric or electronic musical instruments; phonograph 
records; downloadable music file; downloadable image files; recorded video discs and video tapes; exposed 
cinematographic films; exposed slide films; slide film mounts; electronic publications.

Cl.10;Pacifiers for babies; ice bag pillows [for medical purposes]; triangular bandages; supportive bandages; surgical 
catguts; feeding cups [for medical purposes]; dropping pipettes [for medical purposes]; teats; medical ice bags; medical 
ice bag holders; baby bottles; nursing bottles; finger guards [for medical purposes]; contraceptives, non-chemical; 
artificial tympanic membranes; prosthetic or filling materials [not for dental use]; ear plugs for sleeping; ear plugs for 
soundproofing; esthetic massage apparatus for industrial purposes; medical apparatus and instruments; medical 
apparatus and instruments [other than walking aids, crutches]; walking aids [for medical purposes]; crutches; electric 
massage apparatus for household purposes; gloves for medical purposes; urinals [for medical purposes]; bed pans; ear 
picks; sanitary masks for medical purposes.

Cl.11;Toilet bowls and seats sold as a unit; prefabricated bathrooms sold as a unit; drying apparatus [for chemical 
processing]; recuperators [for chemical processing]; steamers [for chemical processing]; evaporators [for chemical 
processing]; distillers [for chemical processing]; heat exchangers [for chemical processing]; drying apparatus [for textile 
manufacture]; milk sterilizers; bread-making machines [for industrial purposes]; plywood drying machines; industrial 
furnaces; nuclear reactors [atomic piles]; drying apparatus for harvest; forage drying apparatus; boilers [other than parts 
of prime movers, engines]; air-conditioning apparatus [for industrial purposes]; freezing machines and apparatus; 
laundry dryers [electric, for industrial purposes]; machines and apparatus for use in beauty salons or barbers" shops [not 
including "hairdressing chairs"]; cooking equipment for industrial purposes; industrial dish drying apparatus and 
installations; dish disinfectant apparatus for industrial purposes; tap water faucets; level controlling valves for tanks; 
pipe line cocks; waste water treatment tanks [for industrial purposes]; septic tanks [for industrial purposes]; garbage 
incinerators; garbage incinerators for industrial purposes; garbage incinerators for household purposes; solar water 
heaters; water purifying apparatus; electric lamps and other lighting apparatus; household electrothermic appliances; 
household electrothermic appliances [other than for beauty or sanitary purposes]; household electrothermic appliances 
for beauty or sanitary purposes; washers for water taps; gas water heaters [for household purposes]; non-electric 
cooking heaters [for household purposes]; kitchen worktops with integrated sinks; kitchen sinks; ice chests [for 
household purposes, non-portable]; ice-cooling refrigerators [for household purposes]; household tap-water filters; 
standing paper lanterns [andon]; portable paper lanterns [chochin]; gas lamps; oil lamps; lamp chimneys; warming pans 
[non-electric]; pocket warmers [non-electric]; Japanese pocket warmers filled with fuel; hot water bottles [for warming 
one"s feet in bed]; waste water treatment tanks for household purposes; septic tanks for household purposes; heating or 
cooling packs filled with chemical substances ready to react when required; toilet stool units with a washing water 
squirter; disinfectant dispensers for toilets; toilet bowls; seatings for use with Japanese style toilet bowls; bath fittings; 
stoves for household purposes [non-electric].

Cl.12;Tipping apparatus, parts of railway freight cars; pusher cars for mining; puller cars for mining; traction engine; 
ropeways for cargo or freight handling; non-electric prime movers for land vehicles [not including "their parts"]; 
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mechanical elements for land vehicles; shafts, axles or spindles [for land vehicles]; bearings [for land vehicles]; shaft 
couplings or connectors [for land vehicles]; bearings [for land vehicles]; power transmissions and gearings [for land 
vehicles]; shock absorbers [for land vehicles]; springs [for land vehicles]; brakes [for land vehicles]; parachutes; anti-
theft alarms for vehicles; wheelchairs; AC motors or DC motors for land vehicles [not including "their parts"]; vessels and 
their parts and fittings; vessels and their parts and fittings [other than "air cushion vehicles"]; air-cushion vehicles; 
aircraft and their parts and fittings; railway rolling stock and their parts and fittings; automobiles and their parts and 
fittings; two-wheeled motor vehicles, bicycles and their parts and fittings; rickshaws; sleighs and sleds [vehicles]; 
trolleys; carts; horse drawn carriages; bicycle trailers [riyakah]; adhesive rubber patches for repairing tubes or tires; baby 
carriage [prams].

Cl.13;Firearms; ammunition for firearms; gunpowder; explosive powders; pyrotechnic products and their peripherals; 
tanks [weapons].

Cl.14;Precious metals; unwrought and semi-wrought precious stones and their imitations; unwrought precious stones; 
semi-wrought precious stones and their imitations; keyrings [trinkets or fobs]; jewellery cases; trophies [prize cups]; 
commemorative shields; personal ornaments [jewellery, jewelry [am.]]; personal ornaments [other than "cufflinks"]; cuff 
links; shoe ornaments of precious metal; clocks and watches.

Cl.15;Tuning apparatus for musical instruments; musical instruments; music stands; conductors" batons; tuning forks.

Cl.16;Pastes and other adhesives for stationery or household purposes; sealing wax; printers" reglets [interline leads]; 
printing type; addressing machines; ink ribbons; automatic stamp affixing machines; electric staplers for offices; 
envelope sealing machines, for offices; stamp obliterating machines; drawing instruments; typewriters; checkwriters; 
mimeographs; relief duplicators; paper shredders [for office use]; franking machines; rotary duplicators; marking 
templates; decorators" paintbrushes; containers of paper, for packaging; bags [pouches] of plastics, for packaging; food 
wrapping plastic film for household purposes; garbage bags of paper [for household purposes]; garbage bags of plastics 
[for household purposes]; paper patterns; tailors" chalk; banners of paper; flags of paper; hygienic hand towels of paper; 
towels of paper; table napkins of paper; hand towels of paper; handkerchiefs of paper; baggage tags; printed paper for 
lot, other than toy; paper and cardboard; stationery; printed matter; paintings and calligraphic works; photographs; 
photograph stands.

Cl.17;Mica [raw or partly processed]; valves of rubber or vulcanized fiber [not including machine elements]; gaskets; 
junctions for pipes [not of metal]; joint packings; floating anti-pollution barriers; electrical insulating materials; washers 
of rubber or vulcanized fiber; chemical fiber [not for textile use]; rock wool; slag wool; rubber thread and covered rubber 
yarn [not for textile use]; chemical fiber yarn and thread [not for textile use]; insulating gloves; rubber cords and laces; 
industrial packaging containers of rubber; rubber stoppers; rubber lids and caps [for industrial packaging containers]; 
plastic sheeting for agricultural purposes; condenser paper; vulcanized fiber; plastic semi-worked products; rubber [raw 
or semi-worked]; soundproofing materials of rock wool [not for building purposes].

Cl.18;Handbag frames; purse frames; horseshoes; industrial packaging containers of leather; clothing for domestic 
pets; bags and the like; pouches and the like; vanity cases [not fitted]; umbrellas and their parts; walking sticks; canes; 
metal parts of canes and walking-sticks; handles for canes and walking sticks; saddlery; leather and fur [unworked or 
semi-worked]; leather straps; rawhides; raw skins; tanned leather; fur; leather cloth.

Cl.19;Tar; pitch; non-metallic minerals for building or construction; ceramic building materials, bricks and refractory 
products; building materials made of linoleum for fixing to existing walls or floors; plastic building materials; synthetic 
building materials; asphalt, and asphalt building or construction materials; rubber building or construction materials; 
plaster [for building purposes]; lime building or construction materials; building or construction materials of plaster; 
rockslide retention nets of textile [construction materials]; buildings, not of metal; erosion control mats integrating plants 
seeds; plastic security windows allowing communication; road and field marking sheets and strips; cement and its 
products; building timber; building stone; building glass; artificial fish reefs [not of metal]; poultry houses, not of metal; 
paint spraying booths [not of metal]; moulds for forming cement products [not of metal]; water-pipe valves [not of metal 
or plastics]; road signs [not of metal, non-luminous, and not mechanical]; beacons [not of metal, non-luminous]; 
reservoirs [not of metal or plastics]; liquid storage tanks of masonry [for industrial purposes]; water tanks of masonry [for 
industrial purposes]; water tanks of masonry for household purposes; letter boxes of masonry; joinery fittings [not of 
metal]; stone lanterns; man-made garden ponds [structures, not of metal]; transportable greenhouses [not of metal] for 
household use; gravestones and tomb plaques [not of metal]; stone sculptures; concrete sculptures; marble sculptures; 
non metallic mineral materials [unworked or partly worked]; boards and powder of inorganic fiber; plaster boards; slag.

Cl.20;Meerschaum [raw or partly worked material]; yellow amber; loading pallets [not of metal]; beehives [hive boxes or 
honeycombs]; hairdresser"s chairs; barbers" chairs; valves of plastics [not including machine elements]; reservoirs [not 
of metal or masonry]; liquid storage tanks or reservoirs [not of metal or masonry]; industrial water tanks [not of metal or 
masonry]; liquefied gas storage tanks [not of metal or masonry]; gas storage tanks [not of metal or masonry]; containers 
for transport [not of metal]; curtain fittings; metal-substitute plastic fasteners; nails, wedges, nuts, screws, tacks, bolts, 
rivets and casters [not of metal]; washers [not of metal, not of rubber or vulcanized fiber]; locks [non-electric, not of 
metal]; cushions [furniture]; Japanese floor cushions [zabuton]; pillows; mattresses; industrial packaging containers of 
wood, bamboo or plastics; industrial packaging containers of wood [not including "corks nor wooden stoppers, lids and 
covers"]; industrial packaging containers of bamboo; industrial packaging containers of plastics [not including "plastic 
stoppers, lids, covers and bottles"]; corks, plastics and wooden stoppers [for industrial packaging containers]; plastic 
and wooden lid and covers [for industrial packaging containers]; embroidery frames and hoops; nameplates and door 
nameplates [not of metal]; flagpoles; hand-held flat fans; hand-held folding fans; stakes for plants or trees; beds for 
household pets; dog kennels; nesting boxes for small birds; step ladders and ladders [not of metal]; letter boxes [not of 
metal or masonry]; hat hooks [not of metal]; shopping baskets; water tanks for household purposes [not of metal or 
masonry]; hanging boards [Japanese style pegboards using positional hooks]; tool boxes [not of metal]; towel 
dispensers [not of metal]; furniture; indoor window blinds [shade] [furniture]; blinds of reed, rattan or bamboo [sudare]; 
bead curtains for decoration; window shades; wind chimes; oriental single panel standing partition [tsuitate]; oriental 
folding partition screens [byoubu]; benches; advertising balloons; upright signboards of wood or plastics; artificial model 
food samples; ritual flower stands; pocket mirrors; pocket mirror bags; cradles; infant walkers; mannequins; costume 
display stands; sleeping bags [for camping]; picture frames; plaster sculptures; plastic sculptures; wooden sculptures; 
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Japanese food wrapping sheets of wood as materials [kyogi]; ferns [unworked or partly worked material]; bamboo 
[unworked or partly worked material]; bamboo skins [unworked or partly worked material]; unworked or semi-worked 
vines for plaiting; rattan [unworked or partly worked material]; tree barks; reeds [raw or partly worked material]; rushes 
[raw or partly worked material]; onigaya hay [raw or partly worked material]; sedges [unworked or partly worked material]; 
vegetable aggregate materials plaster [susa] [furnishings]; straw of wheat, barley or oats; rice straw; tusks [raw or partly 
worked material]; whalebones; shells and crusts; artificial horns; ivory [unworked or partly worked material]; animal 
horns; animal teeth; tortoiseshells [unworked or partly worked material]; animal bone [unworked or partly worked 
material]; coral [unworked or partly worked]; rice chests; bathroom stools.

Cl.21;Dental floss [floss for dental purposes]; unworked or semi-worked glass [not for building]; mangers for animals 
[troughs for livestock]; poultry rings; cosmetic and toilet utensils; electric tooth brushes; cosmetic and toilet utensils 
[other than "electric tooth brushes"]; tub brushes; metal brushes; brushes for pipes; industrial brushes; ship-scrubbing 
brushes; gloves for household purposes; industrial packaging containers of glass or porcelain; industrial packaging 
containers of glass [not including "glass stoppers, lids and covers"]; industrial packaging containers of ceramics; glass 
stoppers [for industrial packaging containers]; glass covers and lids [for industrial packaging containers]; industrial 
packaging bottles of plastics; kitchen utensils and containers, not including gas water heaters for household use, non 
electric cooking heaters for household purposes, kitchen worktops and kitchen sinks; cooking pots and pans [non-
electric]; coffee-makers [non-electric]; Japanese cast iron kettles, non-electric [tetsubin]; kettles [non-electric]; tableware, 
other than knives, forks and spoons; portable coldboxes [non-electric]; food preserving jars of glass; drinking flasks [for 
travellers]; vacuum bottles [insulated flasks]; cookware; ice pails; pepper pots; sugar bowls; colanders; salt shakers; 
Japanese style cooked rice scoops [shamoji]; cooking funnels; drinking straws; Japanese style personal dining trays or 
stands [zen]; bottle openers; egg cups; tart scoops; napkin holders; napkin rings; pan mats; chopsticks; chopstick cases;
ladles and dippers for kitchen use; cooking sieves and sifters; trays; toothpicks; toothpick holders; cleaning tools and 
washing utensils; ironing boards; tailors" sprayers; ironing boards [kotedai]; hera-dai [fabric marking boards]; stirrers for 
hot bathtub water [yukakibo]; bathroom pails; candle extinguishers; candlesticks; cinder sifters for household purposes; 
gotoku [trivets for Japanese charcoal heaters for household purposes]; coal scuttles; Japanese charcoal extinguishers 
[hikeshi-tsubo]; mouse and rat traps; fly swatters; flower pots; hydroponic plant pots for home gardening; watering cans; 
feeding vessels for pets; brushes for pets; bird cages; bird baths; clothes brushes; chamber pots; piggy banks; talisman; 
sacred lots [omikuji]; boxes of metal for dispensing paper towels; soap dispensers; tanks [indoor aquaria] and their 
fittings; toilet paper holder; flower vases; flower bowls; upright signboards of glass or ceramics; perfume burners; shoe 
brushes; shoe horns; shoe shine cloths; shoe shine sponges and cloths; shoe-trees [stretchers]; portable cooking kits 
for outdoor use; cattle hair for brushes, raccoon dog hair for brushes, pig bristles for brushes and horsehair for brushes; 
polishing cloth.

Cl.22;Awnings [for vessels]; tarpaulins [for ships]; sails; raw textile fibers; cotton fibers; hemp fibers; silk fibbers; 
coarse animal hairs; chemical fibers for textile use; inorganic fibers for textile use; cotton waddings for clothes; 
hammocks; futon bags; cotton batting for futon; knitted cords; sanada-himo [Japanese-style cords]; starched cords; 
twisted cords; cordage; netting [not of metal]; industrial packaging containers of textile; industrial packaging containers 
of straw; elastic bands for binding; tarpaulins [not for ships]; tents [not for camping]; wax ends; mountaineering ropes; 
tents for mountaineering or camping; sails for windsurfing; sawdust; kapok; wood shavings; wood wool [wooden 
excelsior]; rice hulls; wax waste for stuffing; cattle hair, raccoon dog hair, pig bristles and horsehair [not for textile use, 
not for brushes]; feathers and downs.

Cl.23;Threads and yarns [for textile use]; threads and yarns [other than degreased waste threads and yarns]; 
degreased waste threads and yarns.

Cl.24;Woven fabrics; woven fabrics [other than "edging ribbons for tatami mats"]; cloth for tatami mat edging ribbons; 
knitted fabrics; felt and non-woven textile fabrics; oilcloth; gummed waterproof cloth; vinyl coated cloth; rubberized cloth;
filtering materials of textile; woven textile goods for personal use; mosquito nets; bedsheets; futon quilts; futon and quilts
cases [linen]; futon ticks [unstuffed futon]; pillowcases [pillow slips]; blankets; table napkins of textile; dish towels for 
drying; shower curtains; banners and flags [not of paper]; toilet seat covers of textile; seat covers of textile; wall hangings
of textile; curtains; table cloths [not of paper]; draperies [thick drop curtains]; shrouds [sheets for wrapping corpses]; 
shrouds for dressing a corpse for funeral [kyokatabira kimono]; red and white striped curtains; black-and-white striped 
curtains; billiard cloth [baize].

Cl.25;Clothing; non-Japanese style outerclothing; coats; sweaters and the like; shirts and the like; nightwear; 
underwear [underclothing]; swimwear [bathing suits]; swimming caps [bathing caps]; camisoles; tee-shirts; Japanese 
traditional clothing; sleep masks; aprons [clothing]; collar protectors [for wear]; socks and stockings other than special 
sportswear; puttees and gaiters; fur stoles; shawls; scarves [scarfs]; Japanese style socks [tabi]; Japanese style socks 
covers [tabi covers]; gloves and mittens [clothing]; neckties; neckerchieves; bandanas [neckerchiefs]; thermal supporters
[clothing]; mufflers; ear muffs [clothing]; nightcaps; headgear for wear; garters; sock suspenders; suspenders [braces]; 
waistbands; belts for clothing; footwear [other than special footwear for sports]; shoes and boots [other than "shoe 
dowels, shoe pegs, tongue or pullstrap for shoes and boots, protective metal members for shoes and boots"]; tongue or 
pullstrap for shoes and boots; protective metal members for shoes and boots; Japanese style wooden clogs [geta]; 
japanese style sandals [zori]; masquerade costumes; clothes for sports; clothes for sports [other than "clothes for water 
sports"]; clothes for water sports; special footwear for sports; special footwear for sports [other than "horse-riding boots"
and "windsurfing shoes"]; horse-riding boots; windsurfing shoes.

Cl.26;Shuttles for making fishing nets; hosiery loom needles; electric hair curlers; needles; eyelets for clothing; tapes 
[haberdashery]; ribbons; knitted raschel lace fabrics; embroidery lace fabrics; tufts and tassels [semi-finished]; braids; 
knitting sticks; sewing boxes; dressmakers" impressing blades; sewing thimbles; pin and needle cushions; boxes for 
needles; armband for holding sleeves; insignias for wear [not of precious metal]; buckles for clothing [clothing buckles]; 
badges for wear [not of precious metal]; brooches for clothing; special sash clips for obi [obi-dome]; bonnet pins [not of 
precious metal]; ornamental adhesive patches for jackets; brassards; hair ornaments; buttons and the like; artificial 
flowers; artificial garlands and wreaths; artificial flowers [other than "artificial garlands and wreaths"]; false beards; false 
moustaches; hair curlers [non-electric]; shoe ornaments [not of precious metal]; shoe eyelets; shoe laces; metal 
fasteners for shoes and boots; human hair.

Cl.27;Bath mats for wash places; tatami mats and the like; floor coverings; wall hangings [not of textile]; artificial turf; 
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gymnastic mats; wallpaper.

Cl.28;Wax for skis; amusement machines and apparatus for use in amusement parks; toys for domestic pets; toys; 
dolls; go games; Japanese chess [shogi games]; Japanese playing cards [utagaruta]; dice; Japanese dice games 
[sugoroku]; dice cups; Chinese checkers [games]; chess games; checkers [checker sets]; conjuring apparatus; 
dominoes; playing cards; Japanese playing cards [hanafuda]; mah-jong; game machines and apparatus; billiard 
equipment; sports equipment; sports equipment [other than for climbing, surfing, water-skiing and scuba diving]; 
climbers" harness; sports equipment for surfing, water-skiing and scuba diving; fishing tackle; butterfly nets.

Cl.29;Edible oils and fats; milk products; meat for human consumption [fresh, chilled or frozen]; eggs; fresh, chilled or 
frozen edible aquatic animals [not live]; frozen vegetables; frozen fruits; processed meat products; processed seafood 
products; processed seafood products [other than "blocks of boiled, smoked and then dried bonitos [katsuo-bushi], dried 
pieces of agar jelly [kanten], flakes of dried fish meat [kezuri-bushi], fishmeal for human consumption, edible shavings of 
dried kelp [tororo-kombu], sheets of dried laver [hoshi-nori], dried brown alga [hoshi-hijiki], dried edible seaweed [hoshi-
wakame] and toasted sheets of laver [yaki-nori]"]; blocks of boiled, smoked and then dried bonitos [katsuo-bushi]; dried 
pieces of agar jelly [kanten]; flakes of dried fish meat [kezuri-bushi]; fish meal for human consumption; edible shavings of 
dried kelp [tororo-kombu]; sheets of dried laver [hoshi-nori]; dried brown alga [hoshi-hijiki]; dried edible seaweed [hoshi-
wakame]; toasted sheets of laver [yaki-nori]; processed vegetables and fruits; fried tofu pieces [abura-age]; freeze-dried 
tofu pieces [kohri-dofu]; jelly made from devils" tongue root [konnyaku]; soya milk [milk substitute]; tofu; fermented 
soybeans [natto]; processed eggs; pre-cooked curry stew, stew and soup mixes; dried flakes of laver for sprinkling on 
rice in hot water [ochazuke-nori]; furi-kake [dried flakes of fish, meat, vegetables or seaweed]; side-dish made of 
fermented soybean [name-mono]; preserved pulses; protein for use as a food additive.

Cl.30;Binding agents for ice cream; meat tenderizers for household purposes; preparations for stiffening whipped 
cream; aromatic preparations for food [not from "essential oils"]; tea; coffee and cocoa; ice; confectionery; bread and 
buns; sandwiches; steamed buns stuffed with minced meat [Chinese-manjuh]; hamburgers [sandwiches]; pizzas; hot 
dogs [sandwiches]; meat pies; seasonings [other than spices]; soya bean paste [condiment]; worcester sauce; meat 
gravies; ketchup; soy sauce [soya sauce]; vinegar; vinegar mixes; seasoning soy sauce [soba-tsuyu]; salad dressings; 
white sauce; mayonnaise; sauces for barbecued meat; cube sugar; fructose [for culinary purposes]; crystal sugar [not 
confectionery]; sugar; maltose [for culinary purposes]; honey; glucose for culinary purposes; powdered starch syrup [for 
culinary purposes]; starch syrup [for culinary purposes]; table salt mixed with sesame seeds; cooking salt; roasted and 
ground sesame seeds; celery salt; umami seasonings; spices; ice cream mixes; sherbet mixes; unroasted coffee beans; 
cereal preparations; Chinese stuffed dumplings [gyoza, cooked]; Chinese steamed dumplings [shumai, cooked]; sushi; 
fried balls of batter mix with small pieces of octopus [takoyaki]; boxed lunches consisting of rice, with added meat, fish or 
vegetables; ravioli; yeast powder; koji [fermented malted rice]; yeast; baking powder; instant confectionery mixes; pasta 
sauce; by-product of rice for food [sake lees]; husked rice; husked oats; husked barley; gluten for food; flour.

Cl.31;Wreaths of natural flowers; fishing baits; hops [unprocessed]; edible aquatic animals [live]; edible seaweeds; 
vegetables [fresh]; fresh vegetables [other than tea leaves]; tea leaves [unprocessed]; sugar crops; fruits [fresh]; malt 
[not for food]; foxtail millet [unprocessed]; proso millet [unprocessed]; sesame [unprocessed]; buckwheat [unprocessed]; 
corn [unprocessed grain]; Japanese barnyard millet [unprocessed]; wheat, barley and oats [unprocessed]; unprocessed 
rice; sorghum [unprocessed]; protein for animal consumption; animal foodstuffs; seeds and bulbs; trees; grasses; turf 
[natural]; dried flowers; seedlings; saplings; flowers [natural]; pasture grass; potted dwarfed trees [bonsai]; live 
mammals, fish [not for food], birds and insects; silkworm eggs; cocoons for silkworm breeding; eggs for hatching; urushi 
tree seeds; rough cork; palm tree leaves [unworked].

Cl.32;Beer; carbonated drinks [refreshing beverages]; fruit juices; vegetable juices [beverage]; extracts of hops for 
making beer; whey beverages.

Cl.33;Japanese liquors [in general]; western liquors [in general]; alcoholic fruit beverages; Japanese shochu-based 
beverages [chuhai]; Chinese liquors [in general]; flavored liquors.

Cl.34;Tobacco; smokers" articles; matches.

Cl.35;Advertising and publicity services; promoting the goods and services of others through the administration of 
sales and promotional incentive schemes involving trading stamps; business management analysis or business 
consultancy; marketing research or analysis; providing information concerning commercial sales; business management 
of hotels; providing information relating to preparation, auditing or certification of financial statements; employment 
agencies; auctioneering; import-export agencies; arranging newspaper subscriptions; shorthand services; transcription; 
document reproduction; office functions, namely filing, in particular documents or magnetic tape; compilation of 
information into computer databases; providing business assistance to others in the operation of data processing 
apparatus namely, computers, typewriters, telex machines and other similar office machines; reception services for 
visitors in buildings; publicity material rental; rental of typewriters, copying machines and word processors; providing 
employment information; providing information on newspaper articles; rental of vending machines; retail services or 
wholesale services for a variety of goods in each field of clothing, foods and beverages, and livingware, carrying all 
goods together; retail services or wholesale services for woven fabrics and beddings; retail services or wholesale 
services for clothing; retail services or wholesale services for diapers; retail services or wholesale services for footwear 
[other than special footwear for sports]; retail services or wholesale services for bags and pouches; retail services or 
wholesale services for personal articles; retail services or wholesale services for foods and beverages; retail services or 
wholesale services for liquor; retail services or wholesale services for meat; retail services or wholesale services for sea 
food; retail services or wholesale services for vegetables and fruits; retail services or wholesale services for 
confectionery, bread and buns; retail services or wholesale services for rice and cereals; retail services or wholesale 
services for milk; retail services or wholesale services for carbonated drinks [refreshing beverages] and non-alcoholic 
fruit juice beverages; retail services or wholesale services for tea, coffee and cocoa; retail services or wholesale services 
for processed food; retail services or wholesale services for automobiles; retail services or wholesale services for two-
wheeled motor vehicles; retail services or wholesale services for bicycles; retail services or wholesale services for 
furniture; retail services or wholesale services for joinery fittings; retail services or wholesale services for tatami mats; 
retail services or wholesale services for ritual equipment; retail services or wholesale services for electrical machinery 
and apparatuses; retail services or wholesale services for bladed or pointed hand tools, hand tools, hardware; retail 
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services or wholesale services for kitchen equipment, cleaning tools and washing utensils; retail services or wholesale 
services for pharmaceutical, veterinary and sanitary preparations and medical supplies; retail services or wholesale 
services for cosmetics, toiletries, dentifrices, soaps and detergents; retail services or wholesale services for agricultural 
machines, implements and supplies; retail services or wholesale services for flowers [natural] and trees; retail services or 
wholesale services for fuel; retail services or wholesale services for printed matter; retail services or wholesale services 
for paper and stationery; retail services or wholesale services for sports goods; retail services or wholesale services for 
toys, dolls, game machines and apparatus; retail services or wholesale services for musical instruments and records; 
retail services or wholesale services for photographic machines and apparatus and photographic supplies; retail services 
or wholesale services for clocks, watches and spectacles [eyeglasses and goggles]; retail services or wholesale services 
for tobaccos and smokers" articles; retail services or wholesale services for building materials; retail services or 
wholesale services for semi-wrought precious stones and their imitations; retail services or wholesale services for pets.

Cl.36;Acceptance of deposits [including substitute bond issuance] and acceptance of fixed interval installment 
deposits; loans [financing] and discount of bills; domestic exchange settlement; liability guarantee and acceptance of 
bills; securities lending; acquisition and transfer of monetary claims; safekeeping of valuables including securities and 
precious metals [safe deposit services]; money exchange [exchanging money]; trusteeship of financial futures contracts; 
trusteeship of money, securities, monetary claims, personal property, land, rights on land fixtures, surface rights or lease 
on land; agencies for bond subscriptions; foreign exchange transactions; letter-of-credit related services; brokerage of 
credit purchase; issue of tokens of value; agencies for collecting gas or electric power utility payments; consigned 
collection of payment for goods; buying and selling of securities; trading of securities index futures; trading of securities 
options; trading of overseas market securities futures; agencies for brokerage of securities, securities index futures, 
securities options, and overseas market securities futures; agencies for brokerage of entrusting agents with on-
commission trading in domestic markets of securities, securities index futures and securities options; agencies for 
brokerage of entrusting agents with on-commission trading in overseas markets of securities, and securities index 
futures; agencies for brokerage of forward agreement of securities, for forward agreement of securities index futures, for 
forward agreement of securities options, spot and forward transaction of securities index futures; brokerage for securities
liquidation; securities underwriting; securities offering; transaction of securities subscription or offering; providing stock 
market information; agencies for commodity futures trading; life insurance brokerage; life insurance underwriting; 
agencies for non-life insurance; claim adjustment for non-life insurance; non-life insurance underwriting; insurance 
premium rate computing; management of buildings; agency services for the leasing or rental of buildings; leasing or 
renting of buildings; purchase and sale of buildings; agency services for the purchase or sale of buildings; real estate 
appraisal; land management; agency services for the leasing or rental of land; leasing of land; purchase and sale of land; 
agency services for the purchase or sales of land; providing information on buildings or land [real estate affairs]; antique 
appraisal; art appraisal; precious stone appraisal; used automobiles appraisal; financial assessment of company credit; 
providing information relating to advisory services relating to tax planning; providing information relating to tax payment 
processing services; charitable fund raising; rental of paper money and coin counting or processing machines; rental of 
cash dispensers; rental of automated-teller machines.

Cl.37;Construction; construction consultancy; operation and maintenance of building equipment; shipbuilding; repair 
or maintenance of vessels; aircraft repair or maintenance; repair of bicycles; repair or maintenance of automobiles; repair 
or maintenance of railway rolling stocks; repair or maintenance of two-wheeled motor vehicles; repair or maintenance of 
cinematographic machines and apparatus; repair or maintenance of optical machines and instruments; repair or 
maintenance of photographic machines and apparatus; repair or maintenance of loading-unloading machines and 
apparatus; repair or maintenance of fire alarms; repair or maintenance of office machines and equipment; repair or 
maintenance of air-conditioning apparatus [for industrial purposes]; repair or maintenance of burners; repair or 
maintenance of boilers; repair or maintenance of pumps; repair or maintenance of freezing machines and apparatus; 
repair or maintenance of electronic machines and apparatus; repair or maintenance of telecommunication machines and 
apparatus; repair or maintenance of telephone apparatus; repair of radio receivers or television receivers; repair or 
maintenance of telecommunication machines and apparatus [other than telephone apparatus, radio receivers and 
television receivers]; repair or maintenance of construction machines and apparatus; repair or maintenance of consumer 
electric appliances; repair or maintenance of electric lighting apparatus; repair or maintenance of electric motors; repair 
or maintenance of power distribution or control machines and apparatus; repair or maintenance of power generators; 
repair or maintenance of laboratory apparatus and instruments; repair or maintenance of measuring and testing machines 
and instruments; repair or maintenance of medical apparatus and instruments; repair or maintenance of firearms; repair 
or maintenance of printing or bookbinding machines and apparatus; repair or maintenance of chemical processing 
machines and apparatus; repair or maintenance of glassware manufacturing machines and apparatus; repair or 
maintenance of fishing machines and instruments; repair or maintenance of metalworking machines and tools; repair or 
maintenance of shoe making machines; repair or maintenance of industrial furnaces; repair or maintenance of mining 
machines and apparatus; repair or maintenance of rubber goods manufacturing machines and apparatus; repair or 
maintenance of integrated circuits manufacturing machines and systems; repair or maintenance of semiconductor 
manufacturing machines and systems; repair or maintenance of machines and apparatus for processing foods or 
beverages; repair or maintenance of machines and apparatus for lumbering, woodworking, or veneer or plywood making; 
repair or maintenance of textile machines and apparatus; repair or maintenance of tobacco processing machines; repair 
or maintenance of painting machines and apparatus; repair or maintenance of agricultural machines and implements; 
repair or maintenance of plowing machines and implements [other than "hand-held tools"]; repair or maintenance of 
cultivating machines and implements; repair or maintenance of harvesting machines and implements; repair or 
maintenance of plant fiber processing machines and implements; repair or maintenance of fodder presses; repair or 
maintenance of fodder cutting machines; repair or maintenance of fodder mixing machines; repair or maintenance of 
cake-fodder crushing machines; repair or maintenance of milk filtering machines; repair or maintenance of milking 
machines; repair or maintenance of chick brooders; repair or maintenance of egg incubators; repair or maintenance of 
sericultural machines and implements; repair or maintenance of machines and apparatus for pulp-making, papermaking 
or paper-working; repair or maintenance of plastic processing machines and apparatus; repair or maintenance of 
packaging or wrapping machines and apparatus; repair or maintenance of sewing machines; repair or maintenance of 
reservoirs; repair or maintenance of gasoline station equipment; repair or maintenance of mechanical parking systems; 
repair or maintenance of bicycle parking apparatus; repair or maintenance of cooking equipment for industrial purposes; 
repair or maintenance of dishwashers for industrial purposes; repair or maintenance of electric washing machines for 
industrial purposes; repair or maintenance of vehicle washing installations; repair or maintenance of vending machines; 
repair or maintenance of power-driven floor cleaning machines; repair or maintenance of amusement machines and 
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apparatus; repair or maintenance of machines and apparatus for use in beauty salons or barbers" shops; repair or 
maintenance of water pollution control equipment; repair or maintenance of water purifying apparatus; repair or 
maintenance of waste compacting machines and apparatus; repair or maintenance of waste crushing machines; repair or 
maintenance of divers" apparatus; repair or maintenance of chemical plants; repair or maintenance of nuclear power 
plants; furniture restoration; umbrella repair; repair or maintenance of musical instruments; safe maintenance or repair; 
shoe repair; clock and watch repair or maintenance; sharpening of scissors and kitchen knives; setup or repair of locks; 
repair or maintenance of gas water heaters; repair or maintenance of non-electric cooking heaters; repair or maintenance 
of cooking pots and pans; repair or maintenance of signboards; repair of bags or pouches; repair of personal ornaments; 
repair of toys or dolls; repair of sports equipment; repair of billiard equipment; repair of game machines and apparatus; 
repair or maintenance of bath fittings; repair of toilet stool units with a washing water squirts; repair of fishing tackle; 
repair of spectacles; fur care and repair; laundering; pressing of clothing; clothing repair [mending clothing]; fluffing of 
cotton batting for futon; repair of tatami mats; chimney sweeping; cleaning of building exterior surfaces; window 
cleaning; carpet and rug cleaning; floor polishing; septic tank cleaning; bathtub and bath boiler cleaning; street cleaning; 
reservoirs cleaning; disinfecting of telephone hand-sets; vermin exterminating [other than for agriculture, horticulture or 
forestry]; sterilization of medical machines and apparatus; rental of construction machines and apparatus; rental of floor 
cleaning machines; rental of mops; rental of car-washing apparatus; rental of laundry dryers; rental of spin dryers for 
clothes; rental of electric washing machines; rental of mining machines and apparatus; rental of drainage pumps; rental 
of dish drying machines for restaurants; rental of dish washing machines for industrial purposes.

Cl.38;Telecommunication [other than broadcasting]; broadcasting; news agencies; rental of telecommunication 
equipment including telephones and facsimile apparatus.

Cl.39;Railway transport; car transport; providing road and traffic information; vehicle-driving services; marine 
transport; air transport; packaging of goods; freight brokerage; cargo unloading; removal services; brokerage for rental, 
selling, purchasing or chartering of vessels; refloating of ships; ship piloting; warehousing services; temporary 
safekeeping of personal belongings; temporary storage of deliveries; gas supplying [distribution]; electricity distribution; 
water supplying [distribution]; heat supplying [distribution]; rental of warehouse space; parking services; providing toll 
roads; providing vessel mooring facilities; airport services; operating parking lots; rental of loading-unloading machines 
and apparatus; car rental; rental of vessels; rental of bicycles; rental of aircraft; rental of mechanical parking systems; 
rental of packaging or wrapping machines and apparatus; rental of refrigerator-freezers for household purposes; rental of 
freezers for household purposes; rental of wheelchairs; correspondence delivery services; travel tour conducting; travel 
arrangement and reservation services [excluding those for lodging]; rental of aircraft engines; rental of freezing machines 
and apparatus; rental of gasoline station equipment [not for repair and maintenance of automobiles].

Cl.40;Removal of radiation rays; treatment or processing of cloth, clothing or fur [including drying]; tailoring or 
dressmaking; embroidery [embroidering]; metal treating; processing of rubber; processing of plastics; ceramic 
processing; wood-working; paper treating and working; stone treating; taxidermy; processing of bamboo, tree barks, 
rattan, vines or other mineral vegetable materials [other than processing of ingredients]; food processing; processing of 
artificial limbs or artificial teeth [including processing of medical materials]; processing of cinematographic films; 
photographic enlarging; photographic printing; photographic film development; bookbinding; water treating; recycling of 
waste; nuclear fuel reprocessing; engraving of sealing stamps; photogravure; rental of textile machines and apparatus; 
rental of machines and apparatus for film development, photograph printing, photograph enlargement or photograph 
finishing; rental of metal treating machines and tools; rental of bookbinding machines; rental of machines and apparatus 
for processing foods or beverages; rental of machines and apparatus for lumbering, woodworking, or veneering or 
plywood making; rental of machines and apparatus for pulp-making, papermaking or paper-working; rental of water 
purifying apparatus; rental of waste compacting machines and apparatus; rental of waste crushing machines; rental of 
chemical processing machines and apparatus; rental of glassware manufacturing machines and apparatus; rental of shoe 
making machines; rental of tobacco processing machines; providing material treatment information; printing; collection, 
sorting and disposal of waste and trash; collection, sorting and disposal of domestic waste and trash; collection, sorting 
and disposal of industrial waste and trash; rental of knitting machines; rental of sewing machines; rental of humidifier [for 
household purposes]; rental of air purifiers [for household purposes]; rental of air-conditioning apparatus [for household 
purposes]; rental of electricity generators; rental of printing machines and apparatus; rental of boilers; rental of humidifier
[for industrial purposes]; rental of air purifiers [for industrial purposes]; rental of air-conditioning apparatus.

Cl.41;Operating lotteries; educational and instruction services relating to arts, crafts, sports or general knowledge; 
providing information on donation of human corpses for medical education; arranging of donation of human corpses for 
medical education; arranging, conducting and organization of seminars; animal training; plant exhibitions; animal 
exhibitions; providing electronic publications; services of reference libraries for literature and documentary records; book
rental; art exhibitions; gardens for public admission; caves for public admission; publication of books; arranging and 
planning of movies, shows, plays or musical performances; movie showing, movie film production, or movie film 
distribution; presentation of live show performances; direction or presentation of plays; presentation of musical 
performances; production of radio or television programs; production of videotape film in the field of education, culture, 
entertainment or sports [not for movies or television programs and not for advertising or publicity]; directing of radio and 
television programs; operation of video and audio equipment for the production of radio and television programs; 
organization, arranging and conducting of sports competitions; organization of entertainment events excluding movies, 
shows, plays, musical performances, sports, horse races, bicycle races, boat races and auto races; organization, 
arranging and conducting of horse races; organization, arranging and conducting of bicycle races; organization, 
arranging and conducting of boat races; organization, arranging and conducting of auto races; providing audio or video 
studio services; providing sports facilities; providing amusement facilities; providing facilities for movies, shows, plays, 
music or educational training; booking of seats for shows; rental of cinematographic machines and apparatus; rental of 
cine-films; rental of musical instruments; rental of sports equipment; rental of television sets; rental of radio sets; rental 
of records or sound-recorded magnetic tapes; rental of image-recorded magnetic tapes; rental of film negatives; rental of 
film positives; rental of toys; rental of amusement machines and apparatus; rental of game machines and apparatus; 
rental of paintings and calligraphic works; photography; language interpretation; translation; rental of cameras; rental of 
optical machines and apparatus.

Cl.42;Providing meteorological information; architectural design; surveying; geological surveys or research; designing 
of machines, apparatus, instruments [including their parts] or systems composed of such machines, apparatus and 
instruments; designing; computer software design, computer programming, or maintenance of computer software; 
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technological advice relating to computers, automobiles and industrial machines; testing, inspection or research of 
pharmaceuticals, cosmetics or foodstuffs; research on building construction or city planning; testing or research on 
prevention of pollution; testing or research on electricity; testing or research on civil engineering; testing, inspection or 
research on agriculture, livestock breeding or fisheries; testing or research on machines, apparatus and instruments; 
rental of measuring apparatus; rental of computers; providing computer programs; rental of laboratory apparatus and 
instruments; rental of drawing instruments.

Cl.43;Providing temporary accommodation; accommodation bureaux [brokering reservations for hotels, boarding 
houses or the like]; providing foods and beverages; boarding for animals; preschooler and infant care at daycare centers; 
retirement home; rental of conference rooms; rental of facilities for exhibitions; rental of futon and quilts; rental of 
pillows; rental of blankets; rental of electric toasters [for household purposes]; rental of microwave ovens [for household 
purposes]; rental of hot plates [for household purposes]; rental of cooking equipment for industrial purposes; rental of 
non-electric cooking heaters; rental of dishes; rental of kitchen worktops; rental of kitchen sinks; rental of curtains; rental 
of furniture; rental of wall hangings; rental of floor coverings; rental of wet wipes; rental of towels.

Cl.44;Beauty salons; barbershops; providing bath houses; garden tree planting; garden or flower bed care; fertilizer 
spreading; weed killing; vermin exterminating [for agriculture, horticulture or forestry]; massage and therapeutic shiatsu 
massage; chiropractics; moxibustion; treatment for dislocated joints, sprain, bone fractures or the like [judo-seifuku]; 
acupuncture; medical services; providing medical information; physical examination; dentistry; preparation and 
dispensing of medications; dietary and nutritional guidance; animal breeding; veterinary services; animal grooming; 
nursing care; rental of potted plants; farming equipment rental; rental of medical apparatus and instruments; rental of 
fishing equipment and instruments; rental of apparatus and instruments for use in beauty salons or barbershops; rental 
of lawnmowers.

Cl.45;Rental of safes; information relating to fashion coordination services for individuals; marriage partner 
introduction or dating services; providing facilities for wedding ceremonies [including planning and arranging of wedding 
ceremonies]; funeral service undertaking; providing grave spaces or charnel houses; providing information relating to 
agencies for procedures relating to industrial property rights, preparation of expert opinions; providing information 
relating to agencies for legal procedures relating to lawsuits or other legal issues; providing information relating to 
agencies for judicial registration or deposits; providing information relating to agencies for copyright licensing; legal 
services relating to social insurance claims; security guarding for facilities; personal body guarding; investigation or 
surveillance on background profiles; fortune-telling; non-therapeutic counselling services rendered to meet the needs of 
individuals; pet sitting; caring for babies [excluding services provided at a facilities]; housework services rendered to 
meet the needs of individuals; rental of clothing; rental of altars; rental of fire alarms; rental of fire extinguishers; rental of 
personal ornaments for wearing.
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3246724    11/03/2015
[International Registration No. : 1273127]
AUTUMNPAPER LIMITED
5th Floor Rear Suite, Oakfield House, 35 Perrymount Road, Haywards Heath West Sussex RH16 3BW United Kingdom

Address for service in India/Agents address:
ANAND AND ANAND.
B-41,NIZAMUDDIN EAST, NEW DELHI - 110 013.

Proposed to be Used
IR DIVISION
Cl.3;Soaps; perfumes; essential oils; eau de Cologne; toiletries; talcum powder, for toilet use; shampoos; bath 
preparations, not for medical purposes; bath salts, not for medical purposes; tissues impregnated with cosmetic lotions; 
cosmetic creams; almond milk for cosmetic purposes; lotions for cosmetic purposes; cosmetic preparations for skin 
care; cosmetics; hair lotions; dentifrices; deodorants; preparations for use before shaving and after shaving.

Cl.9;Spectacles; sunglasses; contact lenses; spectacle frames; spectacle cases; eyeglasses cords; pince-nez; pince-
nez cases; eyeglass frames; eyeglass cords; binoculars; goggles for sports; computer software applications, 
downloadable; computers; computer game software; telecommunication transmitting sets.

Cl.14;Precious metals, unwrought or semi-wrought; alloys of precious metal; semi-precious stones; precious stones; 
watches; clocks; jewellery and imitation jewellery; bracelets; brooches; necklaces; earrings; chains; tie pins; cufflinks; 
diamonds; pearls; cases for jewellery; cases for watches; straps for wristwatches; watch chains.

Cl.18;Handbags; backpacks; travelling bags; suitcases; trunks; haversacks; fur; fur-skins; collars for animals; covers 
for animals; boxes of leather or leather board; wallets; key cases; briefcases; card cases; vanity cases, not fitted; 
parasols; purses; umbrellas; walking sticks; whips; leather pouches; leather leads; furniture coverings of leather.

Cl.25;Clothing; footwear; headgear; boots; shoes; heels; slippers; bath slippers; sandals; sports shoes; socks; 
hosiery; tights; hats; caps (headwear); berets; scarves; gloves (clothing); mittens; belts (being articles of clothing); T-
shirts; shirts; trousers; bathing trunks; bathing suits; underwear; bodices (lingerie); bath robes; outerclothing; coats; 
jackets; parkas; waterproof clothing; suits; jumpers; knitwear; leggings; neckties; pyjamas; waistcoats; headbands 
(clothing); wristbands; skirts; jerseys; dresses; stockings; vests; shawls; overalls; sleep masks; cuffs; fur stoles.

Cl.35;Retail services connected with the sale of soaps, perfumes, essential oils, eau de Cologne, toiletries, talcum 
powder, for toilet use, shampoos, bath preparations, not for medical purposes, bath salts, not for medical purposes, 
tissues impregnated with cosmetic lotions, preparations for body and beauty care, cosmetics, hair lotions, dentifrices, 
deodorants, preparations for use before shaving and after shaving, spectacles, sunglasses, contact lenses, spectacle 
frames, spectacle cases, eyeglasses cords, pince-nez, pince-nez cases, eyeglass frames, eyeglass cords, binoculars, 
goggles for sports, computer software applications, downloadable, computers, computer game software, 
telecommunication transmitting sets, precious metals, unwrought or semi-wrought, alloys of precious metal, semi-
precious stones, precious stones, watches, clocks, jewellery and imitation jewellery, bracelets, brooches, necklaces, 
earrings, chains, tie pins, cufflinks, diamonds, pearls, cases for jewellery, cases for watches, straps for wristwatches, 
watch chains, handbags, backpacks, travelling bags, suitcases, trunks, haversacks, fur, fur-skins, collars for animals, 
covers for animals, boxes of leather or leather board, wallets, key cases, briefcases, card cases, vanity cases, not fitted, 
parasols, purses, umbrellas, walking sticks, whips, envelopes of leather, leather leads, furniture coverings of leather, 
clothing, footwear, headgear, boots, shoes, heels, slippers, bath slippers, sandals, sports shoes, socks, hosiery, tights, 
hats, caps (headwear), berets, scarves, gloves (clothing), mittens, belts (being articles of clothing), t-shirts, shirts, 
trousers, bathing trunks, bathing suits, underwear, bodices (lingerie), bath robes, outerclothing, coats, jackets, parkas, 
waterproof clothing, suits, jumpers, knitwear, leggings, neckties, pyjamas, waistcoats, headbands (clothing), wristbands, 
skirts, jerseys, dresses, stockings, vests, shawls, overalls, sleep masks, cuffs and fur stoles; online retail services 
connected with the sale of soaps, perfumes, essential oils, eau de Cologne, toiletries, talcum powder, for toilet use, 
shampoos, bath preparations, not for medical purposes, bath salts, not for medical purposes, tissues impregnated with 
cosmetic lotions, preparations for body and beauty care, cosmetics, hair lotions, dentifrices, deodorants, preparations for 
use before shaving and after shaving, spectacles, sunglasses, contact lenses, spectacle frames, spectacle cases, 
eyeglasses cords, pince-nez, pince-nez cases, eyeglass frames, eyeglass cords, binoculars, goggles for sports, computer 
software applications, downloadable, computers, computer game software, telecommunication transmitting sets, 
precious metals, unwrought or semi-wrought, alloys of precious metal, semi-precious stones, precious stones, watches, 
clocks, jewellery and imitation jewellery, bracelets, brooches, necklaces, earrings, chains, tie pins, cufflinks, diamonds, 
pearls, cases for jewellery, cases for watches, straps for wristwatches, watch chains, handbags, backpacks, travelling 
bags, suitcases, trunks, haversacks, fur, fur-skins, collars for animals, covers for animals, boxes of leather or leather 
board, wallets, key cases, briefcases, card cases, vanity cases, not fitted, parasols, purses, umbrellas, walking sticks, 
whips, envelopes of leather, leather leads, furniture coverings of leather, clothing, footwear, headgear, boots, shoes, 
heels, slippers, bath slippers, sandals, sports shoes, socks, hosiery, tights, hats, caps (headwear), berets, scarves, gloves
(clothing), mittens, belts (being articles of clothing), t-shirts, shirts, trousers, bathing trunks, bathing suits, underwear, 
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bodices (lingerie), bath robes, outerclothing, coats, jackets, parkas, waterproof clothing, suits, jumpers, knitwear, 
leggings, neckties, pyjamas, waistcoats, headbands (clothing), wristbands, skirts, jerseys, dresses, stockings, vests, 
shawls, overalls, sleep masks, cuffs and fur stoles; department store retail services connected with the sale of soaps, 
perfumes, essential oils, eau de Cologne, toiletries, talcum powder, for toilet use, shampoos, bath preparations, not for 
medical purposes, bath salts, not for medical purposes, tissues impregnated with cosmetic lotions, preparations for body 
and beauty care, cosmetics, hair lotions, dentifrices, deodorants, preparations for use before shaving and after shaving, 
spectacles, sunglasses, contact lenses, spectacle frames, spectacle cases, eyeglasses cords, pince-nez, pince-nez cases, 
eyeglass frames, eyeglass cords, binoculars, goggles for sports, computer software applications, downloadable, 
computers, computer game software, telecommunication transmitting sets, precious metals, unwrought or semi-wrought, 
alloys of precious metal, semi-precious stones, precious stones, watches, clocks, jewellery and imitation jewellery, 
bracelets, brooches, necklaces, earrings, chains, tie pins, cufflinks, diamonds, pearls, cases for jewellery, cases for 
watches, straps for wristwatches, watch chains, handbags, backpacks, travelling bags, suitcases, trunks, haversacks, fur, 
fur-skins, collars for animals, covers for animals, boxes of leather or leather board, wallets, key cases, briefcases, card 
cases, vanity cases, not fitted, parasols, purses, umbrellas, walking sticks, whips, envelopes of leather, leather leads, 
furniture coverings of leather, clothing, footwear, headgear, boots, shoes, heels, slippers, bath slippers, sandals, sports 
shoes, socks, hosiery, tights, hats, caps (headwear), berets, scarves, gloves (clothing), mittens, belts (being articles of 
clothing), t-shirts, shirts, trousers, bathing trunks, bathing suits, underwear, bodices (lingerie), bath robes, outerclothing, 
coats, jackets, parkas, waterproof clothing, suits, jumpers, knitwear, leggings, neckties, pyjamas, waistcoats, headbands 
(clothing), wristbands, skirts, jerseys, dresses, stockings, vests, shawls, overalls, sleep masks, cuffs and fur stoles.
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3248819    01/06/2015
[International Registration No. : 1273594]
SUNG, KUNG-RIM
Dubrowstr. 3 14163 Berlin Germany

Address for service in India/Agents address:
L.S. DAVAR & CO.
32, RADHA MADHAV DUTTA GARDEN LANE, KOLKATA - 700 010.

Proposed to be Used
IR DIVISION
Cl.25;Combative sports uniforms; martial arts uniforms; sports headgear [other than helmets]; headgear; gloves; judo 
suits; clothing for wear in judo practices; kendo outfits; karate suits.

Cl.28;Martial arts training equipment; protective vests for martial arts; fitness exercise machines; kendo wooden 
swords; kendo bamboo swords; kendo masks; kendo plastrons; kendo playing cards; karate target pads; karate gloves; 
karate kick pads; karate shin pads; chest protectors adapted for playing the sport of taekwondo.
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Priority claimed from 06/03/2015; Application No. : 2015/01709 ;Sweden 

3253598    04/09/2015
[International Registration No. : 1275423]
Dellner Couplers AB
Vikavägen 144 SE-791 95 Falun Sweden

Address for service in India/Agents address:
LALL LAHIRI AND SALHOTRA.
PLOT NO. B-28, SECTOR - 32, INSTITUTIONAL AREA, GURGAON - 122 001, HARYANA.

Proposed to be Used
IR DIVISION
Cl.12;Gangways and passages between connected carriages and compartments.

Cl.37;Maintenance and repair of gangways and passages between connected carriages and compartments.
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3259094    29/09/2015
[International Registration No. : 1276165]
KAO KABUSHIKI KAISHA (also trading as Kao Corporation)
14-10, Nihonbashi Kayabacho 1-Chome, Chuo-Ku Tokyo 103-8210 Japan

Address for service in India/Agents address:
LALL LAHIRI AND SALHOTRA.
PLOT NO. B-28, SECTOR - 32, INSTITUTIONAL AREA, GURGAON - 122 001, HARYANA.

Proposed to be Used
IR DIVISION
Cl.1;Chemical products for industrial purposes; chemical products used in the manufacture of printing ink.

Cl.2;Printing ink.
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Priority claimed from 09/01/2015; Application No. : 013627377 ;European Union 

3276450    09/07/2015
[International Registration No. : 1278687]
REMBRANDTIN LACK GMBH NFG. KG
Ignaz-Köck-Straße 15 A-1210 Wien Austria

Address for service in India/Agents address:
L.S. DAVAR & CO.
32, RADHA MADHAV DUTTA GARDEN LANE, KOLKATA - 700 010.

Proposed to be Used
IR DIVISION
Cl.1;Industrial chemicals; coating compositions [chemicals] other than paint.

Cl.2;Dyes; paints; lacquers; glazes [paints, lacquers]; varnishes; mordants; wood preservatives; coatings [paints]; anti-
rust preparations for preservation; protective coating compositions [paints]; decorative coatings in the nature of paint; 
printing compositions [ink]; printing inks.
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Priority claimed from 29/06/2015; Application No. : 014304448 ;European Union 

3301288    16/11/2015
[International Registration No. : 1283033]
KNORR-BREMSE AG
Moosacher Str. 80 80809 München Germany

Address for service in India/Agents address:
L.S. DAVAR & CO.
32, RADHA MADHAV DUTTA GARDEN LANE, KOLKATA - 700 010.

Proposed to be Used
IR DIVISION
Cl.9;Apparatus and instruments for conducting, switching, transforming, accumulating electricity; electric apparatus, 
namely onboard inverters, power converters, traction inverters and power supply apparatus; testing installations for 
power converters, traction inverters and power supply apparatus; battery chargers; batteries, electric; computers and 
computer software, in particular for controlling the aforesaid goods; electrical switch cabinets; in particular the aforesaid 
goods for railway rolling stock, public transport and industrial installations; parts of the aforesaid goods.

Cl.37;Maintenance, servicing and repair in relation to apparatus and instruments for conducting, switching, 
transforming and accumulating electricity, electric apparatus, namely onboard inverters, power converters, traction 
inverters and power supply apparatus, testing installations for power converters, traction inverters and power supply 
apparatus, battery chargers, batteries (accumulators), computers for controlling the aforesaid goods, electric switch 
cabinets.

Cl.42;Engineering in relation to the development, planning and design of apparatus and instruments for conducting, 
switching, transforming and accumulating electricity and electric apparatus, in particular in the field of railway rolling 
stock, public transport and industrial installations; maintenance, servicing and repair in relation to computer software.
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Priority claimed from 09/07/2015; Application No. : 30 2015 045 601 ;Germany 

3304151    24/10/2015
[International Registration No. : 1283061]
SIGNIA GMBH
Henri-Dunant-Str. 100 91058 Erlangen DE

Address for service in India/Agents address:
L.S. DAVAR & CO.
32, RADHA MADHAV DUTTA GARDEN LANE, KOLKATA - 700 010.

Proposed to be Used
IR DIVISION
Cl.5;Pharmaceutical preparations for treating ear-related illnesses; sanitary preparations for medical purposes; ear 
drops.

Cl.35;Retail, wholesale, online and mail order retail services for pharmaceutical preparations for treating ear-related 
illnesses; retail, wholesale, online and mail order retail services for software for hearing instruments; retail, wholesale, 
online and mail order retail services for wireless transmission and receiving devices, particularly for hearing instruments, 
not in connection with machines, mechanical apparatus and/or systems for the generation of compressed air, vacuum, air 
flow or for compressed air treatment; retail, wholesale, online and mail retail services for batteries; retail, wholesale, 
online and mail retail services for apparatus for recording, transmission and reproduction of sound and images, 
particularly for hearing instruments, not in connection with machines, mechanical apparatus and/or systems for the 
generation of compressed air, vacuum, air flow or for compressed air treatment; retail, wholesale, online and mail order 
retail services for magnetic data carriers, particularly for hearing instruments, not in connection with machines, 
mechanical apparatus and/or systems for the generation of compressed air, vacuum, air flow or for compressed air 
treatment; retail, wholesale, online and mail order retail services for data processing equipment and computers, 
particularly for hearing instruments, not in connection with machines, mechanical apparatus and/or systems for the 
generation of compressed air, vacuum, air flow or for compressed air treatment; retail, wholesale, online and mail order; 
retail services for data processing programs, particularly for hearing instruments, not in connection with machines, 
mechanical apparatus and/or systems for the generation of compressed air, vacuum, air flow or for compressed air 
treatment; retail, wholesale, online and mail order retail services for electronic publications [downloadable]; retail, 
wholesale online and mail order retail services for data media, not in connection with machines, mechanical apparatus 
and/or systems for the generation of compressed air, vacuum, air flow or for compressed air treatment; retail, wholesale, 
online and mail order retail ser- vices for devices for hearing-impaired persons; retail, wholesale, online and mail order 
retail services for hearing instruments; retail, wholesale, online and mail order retail services for hearing aids; retail, 
wholesale, online and mail order retail services for prosthetic hearing devices; retail, wholesale, online and mail order 
retail services for audiometers; components and parts of the above goods as well as accessories for the above goods.

Cl.37;Repair and installation of devices for hearing-impaired persons, hearing instruments, hearing aids, prosthetic 
hearing devices, audiometers as well as components and parts of and accessories for the above goods.

Cl.42;Scientific and technological services and research and design relating thereto; industrial analysis and research 
services; design and development of computer hardware and software; development of hearing instruments, devices for 
hearing-impaired persons and hearing aids, all above-mentioned goods in relation to hearing aids.

Cl.44;Audiology services; medical advisory services for persons relating to restricted hearing capacity; medical 
services in audiological diagnosis.
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Trade Marks Journal No: 1864 ,   27/08/2018           Class 99 
 

Priority claimed from 05/12/2014; Application No. : 40201401520Y ;Singapore 

3304839    05/06/2015
[International Registration No. : 1282683]
SINGAPORE TELECOMMUNICATIONS LIMITED
31 Exeter Road, Comcentre Singapore 239732 Singapore

Address for service in India/Agents address:
S. MAJUMDAR & CO.
5, HARISH MUKHERJEE ROAD, KOLKATA - 700 025, INDIA.

Proposed to be Used
IR DIVISION
Cl.9;Apparatus and instruments for conducting, switching, transforming, accumulating, regulating or controlling 
electricity; apparatus for recording, transmission or reproduction of sound or images; magnetic data carriers; data 
processing equipment; aerials; amplifiers; answering machines; coaxial cables; computer peripheral devices; computer 
software; computers; facsimile machines; fibre optic cable; intercommunication apparatus; interfaces [for computers]; 
modems; portable telephones; radar apparatus; radio pagers; radiotelegraphy sets; radiotelephony sets; satellite 
navigational apparatus; telegraph wires; telegraphs [apparatus]; telemeters; telecommunication apparatus; telephone 
apparatus; telephone receivers; telephone transmitters; telephone wires; teleprinters; transmitters [telecommunication]; 
walkie-talkies; mobile application software; downloadable software; hardware and software for voice, video, data and 
wireless communications networks and professional services.

Cl.35;Advertising; business management; business administration; business marketing; office functions; compilation 
of information into computer databases; organisation of exhibitions for commercial or advertising purposes; office 
machines and equipment rental; telephone answering [for unavailable subscribers]; provision of business information; 
organisation, operation and supervision of loyalty schemes; business intelligence services; outsourcing services 
[business assistance].

Cl.36;Banking and credit services in relation to electronic processing of financial transactions and electronic payment 
services; banking services; banking via the global communications network; electronic banking and computerised 
financial services; electronic funds and currency transfer services; electronic payment services; financial affairs; financial
information and management services; phone-banking services; processing of financial transactions on-line via a 
computer database or via a global information network or via telecommunications or mobile devices.

Cl.37;Machinery installation, maintenance and repair; building construction; repair; installation services; telephone 
installation and repair; underwater construction; underwater repair; computer services, namely installation of computer 
hardware.

Cl.38;Telecommunications; cable television broadcasting; cellular telephone communication; communications by 
computer terminals; communications by fiber optic networks; electronic bulletin board services [telecommunications 
services]; electronic mail; facsimile transmission; information about telecommunication; message sending; providing 
telecommunications connections to a global computer network; providing user access to a global computer network 
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[service providers]; rental of telecommunication equipment; satellite transmission; sending of telegrams; information 
about telecommunication; telecommunications routing and junction services; teleconferencing services; telegraph 
services; telephone services; telex services; transmission of telegrams.

Cl.41;Education; providing of training; entertainment; sporting and cultural activities; arranging and conducting of 
conferences; arranging and conducting of congresses; arranging and conducting of seminars; arranging and conducting 
of symposiums; arranging and conducting of workshops [training]; education information; entertainment information; 
game services provided on-line [from a computer network]; organisation of competitions [education or entertainment]; 
providing on-line electronic publications [not downloadable]; recording studio services; rental of sound recordings; 
publication of printed matter, periodicals, newsletters, magazines, pamphlets, leaflets and other text on-line (not 
downloadable); weblog or blog services [on-line publication of journals or diaries]; ticket reservation services; advisory, 
consultancy and information services relating to the aforesaid services.

Cl.42;Scientific and technological services and research and design relating thereto; design and development of 
computer hardware and software; computer programming; computer rental; computer software design; installation of 
computer software; maintenance of computer software; updating of computer software; computer systems analysis; 
technological consultancy in the field of computer hardware; conversion of data or documents from physical to electronic 
media; creating and maintaining web sites for others; data conversion of computer programs and data (not physical 
conversion); duplication of computer programs; hosting computer sites [web sites]; installation of computer software; 
maintenance of computer software; recovery of computer data; rental of computer software; computer services, namely, 
providing search engines for the Internet; computer services, namely, remote management of the information technology 
(IT) systems of others; providing analysis, recommendations, specifications and implementations for the use and 
application of computers and computer systems to business management, business intelligence, customer relationship 
management, financial analysis, financial reporting and business process management; software services supporting 
deployment and managed services; cloud computing, namely software as a service featuring software for use in creating 
text documents, spreadsheets, tables, and websites; computer services, namely, cloud hosting provider services (web 
hosting services); providing virtual computer systems and virtual computer environments through cloud computing; 
technical support services, namely, troubleshooting of computer software problems in the field of cloud computing; 
software as a service (SAAS) services featuring software for secure, cloud-based file storage, transfer, and sharing; cloud 
computing featuring software for secure file storage, transfer, and sharing; consulting services in relation to software as a
service (SAAS) services featuring software for secure, cloud-based file storage, transfer, and sharing intended for the 
facilitation of communication and collaboration; application service provider (ASP) services; design and development of 
computer hardware and software; integration of computer hardware and software systems; digital imaging services.
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Trade Marks Journal No: 1864 ,   27/08/2018           Class 99 
 

Priority claimed from 06/05/2015; Application No. : 30 2015 037 659 ;Germany 

3307780    06/11/2015
[International Registration No. : 1283574]
EVONIK DEGUSSA GMBH
Rellinghauser Straße 1-11 45128 Essen Germany

Address for service in India/Agents address:
L.S. DAVAR & CO.
32, RADHA MADHAV DUTTA GARDEN LANE, KOLKATA - 700 010.

Proposed to be Used
IR DIVISION
Cl.9;Scientific, nautical, surveying, photographic, cinematographic, optical, weighing, measuring signalling, checking 
(supervision), life-saving and teaching apparatus and instruments; apparatus for scientific research and laboratory 
apparatus; apparatus and instruments for conducting, switching, transforming, accumulating, regulating or controlling 
electricity; electric installations for the remote control of industrial operations; batteries; apparatus for recording, 
transmission or reproduction of sound or images; magnetic data carriers, recording discs; compact discs; DVDs and 
other digital recording media; information technology and audiovisual equipment; recorded data files; mechanisms for 
coin-operated apparatus; cash registers, calculating machines, data processing equipment, computers; computer 
software; computer programs, calculating programs for use in animal nutrition and as database for amino acid analysis in 
feedstuffs for animal nutrition; electronic publications; testing apparatus, not for medical purposes, food analysis 
apparatus.

Cl.42;Scientific and technological services and research and design relating thereto; industrial analysis and research 
services; design and development of computer hardware and software, in particular computer programs as database for 
amino acid analysis in feedstuffs for animal nutrition; computer software consultancy; scientific and technical consulting 
services for the animal feed industry about the use of animal feed ingredients; chemistry services; engineering services; 
bacteriological or chemical laboratory services; physics research.

Cl.44;Medical services; veterinary services; hygienic and beauty care for human beings or animals; agriculture, 
horticulture and forestry services, services in the field of aquaculture.
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Trade Marks Journal No: 1864 ,   27/08/2018           Class 99 
 

Priority claimed from 16/11/2015; Application No. : 86821498 ;United States of America 

3307819    23/11/2015
[International Registration No. : 1283588]
NUMERIX LLC
150 E. 42nd Street New York NY 10017-5683 United States of America

Address for service in India/Agents address:
LALL LAHIRI AND SALHOTRA.
PLOT NO. B-28, SECTOR - 32, INSTITUTIONAL AREA, GURGAON - 122 001, HARYANA.

Proposed to be Used
IR DIVISION
Cl.9;Computer software for financial analysis and financial investment modeling; computer software for pricing, 
valuing, evaluating and analyzing risk of financial instruments, derivatives, investment securities, and portfolios therefor, 
and instructional manuals sold as a unit for use therewith.

Cl.36;Financial analysis consulting services; providing financial investment information featuring information on the 
pricing, valuation, and risk analysis of financial instruments, derivatives, investment securities, and portfolios thereof.

Cl.42;Providing temporary use of non-downloadable computer software for performing financial analysis and financial 
modeling; providing temporary use of non-downloadable computer software for pricing, valuing, evaluating and analyzing 
risk of financial instruments, derivatives, investment securities, and portfolios therefor, and instructional manuals sold as 
a unit for use therewith.
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Trade Marks Journal No: 1864 ,   27/08/2018           Class 99 
 

Priority claimed from 11/06/2015; Application No. : 013980611 ;European Union 

3308075    09/12/2015
[International Registration No. : 1284076]
TWINSET S.P.A.
Via del Commercio, 32 I-41012 CARPI (MODENA) IT

Address for service in India/Agents address:
L.S. DAVAR & CO.
32, RADHA MADHAV DUTTA GARDEN LANE, KOLKATA - 700 010.

Proposed to be Used
IR DIVISION
Cl.18;Leather and imitations of leather; bags; handbags; rucksacks; trunks and travelling bags; key cases; wallets; 
purses made in leather and imitation of leather; make-up bags sold empty; umbrellas.

Cl.25;Clothing for men, women and children; skirts; trousers; shorts; jeans; shirts; blouses; jerseys; sweaters; T-shirts;
vests; suits; tracksuits; cloaks; coats; overcoats; bomber jackets; tunics; jackets; anoraks; raincoats; stockings; socks; 
hats; headgear; scarves; gloves; neckties; swimsuits; belts; shoes; beach shoes; slippers; boots; gymnastic shoes; 
tennis shoes; bath robes; tights; underwear; sportswear; knitwear.
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Trade Marks Journal No: 1864 ,   27/08/2018           Class 99 
 

Priority claimed from 08/04/2015; Application No. : 013920673 ;European Union 

3309875    08/10/2015
[International Registration No. : 1284000]
AVITA MEDICAL LTD.
Unit B1, Beech House Melbourn Science Park, Cambridge Road Melbourn Royston HERTS SG86HB United Kingdom

Address for service in India/Agents address:
AJAY SAHNI.
14/55, PUNJABI BAGH ( WEST ) NEW DELHI - 110 026.

Proposed to be Used
IR DIVISION
Cl.3;Cosmetic products for use in skin regeneration, in particular for the aesthetic treatment of skin burns, wounds, 
imperfections and other damages; non-medicated cellular preparations containing biomaterials, namely, enzymatically 
dissociated suspensions of epithelial cells and optionally additional factors for promoting cell growth, reproduction 
and/or differentiation.

Cl.5;Biological and chemical products for use in regenerative medicine; pharmaceutical and medical preparations for 
the treatment of epithelial burns, wounds, imperfections and other damages; medicaments to assist with the regeneration 
of epithelium tissue such as skin, respiratory epithelium, intestinal epithelium, urothelium, and buccal mucosa; cellular 
preparations for treatment of epithelial imperfections, damages, diseases, and wounds, containing biomaterials, namely, 
enzymatically dissociated suspensions of epithelial cells and optionally additional factors for promoting cell growth, 
reproduction and/or differentiation; reconstituted human epithelial cells for medical, clinical or aesthetic use.
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Trade Marks Journal No: 1864 ,   27/08/2018           Class 99 
 

Priority claimed from 08/04/2015; Application No. : 013919022 ;European Union 

3309978    08/10/2015
[International Registration No. : 1284165]
AVITA MEDICAL LTD.
Unit B1, Beech House Melbourn Science Park, Cambridge Road Melbourn Royston HERTS SG86HB United Kingdom

Address for service in India/Agents address:
AJAY SAHNI.
14/55, PUNJABI BAGH ( WEST ) NEW DELHI - 110 026.

Proposed to be Used
IR DIVISION
MARK TO BE USED AS A WHOLE.

Cl.3;Cosmetic products for use in skin regeneration, in particular for the aesthetic treatment of skin burns, wounds, 
imperfections and other damages; non-medicated cellular preparations containing biomaterials, namely, enzymatically 
dissociated suspensions of epithelial cells and optionally additional factors for promoting cell growth, reproduction 
and/or differentiation.

Cl.5;Biological and chemical products for use in regenerative medicine; pharmaceutical and medical preparations for 
the treatment of epithelial burns, wounds, imperfections and other damages; medicaments to assist with the regeneration 
of epithelium tissue such as skin, respiratory epithelium, intestinal epithelium, urothelium, and buccal mucosa; cellular 
preparations for treatment of epithelial imperfections, damages, diseases, and wounds, containing biomaterials, namely, 
enzymatically dissociated suspensions of epithelial cells and optionally additional factors for promoting cell growth, 
reproduction and/or differentiation; reconstituted human epithelial cells for medical, clinical or aesthetic use.
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Trade Marks Journal No: 1864 ,   27/08/2018           Class 99 
 

Priority claimed from 26/05/2015; Application No. : 30 2015 102 835 ;Germany 

3310043    10/11/2015
[International Registration No. : 1283896]
FOND OF GmbH 
Vogelsanger Strasse 78 50823 Köln DE

Address for service in India/Agents address:
LALL LAHIRI AND SALHOTRA.
PLOT NO. B-28, SECTOR - 32, INSTITUTIONAL AREA, GURGAON - 122 001, HARYANA.

Proposed to be Used
IR DIVISION
Cl.16;Bags and articles for packaging, wrapping and storage of paper, cardboard or plastics; stationery and 
educational supplies; printed matter; paper and cardboard; parts and fittings of all the aforesaid goods, included in the 
class.

Cl.18;Luggage, bags, wallets and other carriers, in particular backpacks; umbrellas and parasols; parts and fittings of 
all the aforesaid goods, included in the class.

Cl.25;Headgear; clothing; footwear; parts and fittings of all the aforesaid goods, included in the class.
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Trade Marks Journal No: 1864 ,   27/08/2018           Class 99 
 

Priority claimed from 10/09/2014; Application No. : MI2014C008370 ;Italy 

3318142    17/02/2015
[International Registration No. : 1287329]
A.A.G. STUCCHI S.R.L.
Via IV Novembre, 30/32 I-23854 OLGINATE (LC) Italy

Address for service in India/Agents address:
L.S. DAVAR & CO.
32, RADHA MADHAV DUTTA GARDEN LANE, KOLKATA - 700 010.

Proposed to be Used
IR DIVISION
Cl.6;Aluminium; aluminium slabs; extruded aluminium sections; aluminium moulds; aluminium wire; semi-finished 
articles of aluminium or its alloys; aluminium foil; aluminium alloys; aluminium ingots; aluminium siding; castings, foils, 
powder, and rolled, drawn or extruded semi-finished articles of aluminium or its alloys; clamps of metal; rivets, cramps 
and nails of metal; hose clamps of metal; wrought common metals; common metals, unwrought and semi-worked, for 
further manufacture; common metals, unwrought or semi-wrought; metal railings; locks of metal, other than electric; 
industrial packaging containers of metal; metal profiles for thermal insulation purposes; clips of metal for cables; metal 
clips; cable junction sleeves of metal; cables of metal, non-electric; metal bars for further manufacture; slabs of metal; 
angle irons; tool boxes of metal, empty; tool chests of metal, empty; strap-hinges of metal; laths of metal; flashing of 
metal, for building; roofing of metal; roof coverings of metal; chimney cowls of metal; sheets and plates of metal; slabs of 
metal for building; floor tiles of metal; alloys of common metal; building materials of metal; building panels of metal; 
arbours [structures of metal]; linings of metal [building]; wainscotting of metal; railway points; binding screws of metal for
cables; common metals in powder form; steel; lead, unwrought or semi-wrought; copper, unwrought or semi-wrought; 
nickel; iron or steel scraps; brass, unwrought or semi-wrought; iron, unwrought or semi-wrought; ingots of common 
metal; aluminium and its alloys; iron ores; tin; copper ores; titanium; cast iron; bronze; chrome ores; ores of metal; zinc-
coated steel sheets; steel strip; foundry molds [moulds] of metal; rods of metal for welding; bolts of metal; nuts of metal; 
dowels of metal; screws of metal; metal rivets; metal hooks; tanks of metal; lead seals; grease nipples; shutters of metal; 
palings of metal; platforms, prefabricated, of metal; staircases of metal; chimneys of metal; guard rails of metal; ropes of 
metal; cable joints of metal, non-electric; chains of metal.

Cl.9;Plug connectors; power connectors; electrical connectors; connectors [electricity]; electronic connectors; electric 
cable connectors; round plug connectors; insulated electrical connectors; connectors for electronic circuits; plug-in 
connectors; threaded electrical cable connectors; terminals [electricity]; light-emitting diodes [LED]; microscope lamps; 
optical lamps; batteries for pocket lamps; ballasts for halogen lamps; ballasts for fluorescent lamps; darkroom lamps 
[photography]; ballasts for gas discharge lamps; apparatus, instruments and cables for electricity; apparatus and 
instruments for controlling electricity; electric and electronic components; safety, security, protection and signalling 
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devices; luminous electric signs; signs, luminous; neon lights [signals]; flashing lights [luminous signals]; signalling 
lamps; beacon lamps; lamps for use as warning beacons; beacons, luminous; illuminated signposts; directional signage 
[luminous or mechanical]; electric contacts; joints [electricity], connections [electricity], sockets for wall fixing 
[electricity], dead ends [electricity], live ends [electricity], protection caps [electricity]; navigational instruments; reducers 
[electricity]; electric light switches; thermionic tubes; solar panels for electricity generation; electrical power supplies; 
photoelectric cells; distribution boards [electricity]; solar panels; rechargeable batteries; electric batteries, cables, plugs 
and connection parts; electric batteries and mountings; batteries; battery chargers; electrical adapters; fuel cells; dry 
cells; electrochemical cells and batteries, battery testers, power monitoring and control devices; galvanic batteries; solar 
batteries; wet cells; current clamps; stage lighting regulators; discharge tubes, electric, other than for lighting; traffic-light
apparatus [signalling devices]; rotating signalling lights; flashing safety lights; motion sensors for security lights; laser 
pointers; flashlights [photography]; signal lanterns; accumulators [batteries]; electrical cells and batteries; transformers 
[electricity]; liquid crystal display [LCD] panels; signalling panels, luminous or mechanical; electroluminescent display 
panels; electronic indicator boards; electric signs; electric cables and wires; alarm bells, electric; diodes; optical sensors; 
luminous or mechanical signals; lighting ballasts; batteries for lighting; chargers for electric batteries; remote control 
apparatus; accumulators, electric; batteries, electric; signal bells; light dimmers [regulators], electric; electric installations
for the remote control of industrial operations; electro-dynamic apparatus for the remote control of signals; exposure 
meters [light meters]; fluorescent screens; light-emitting electronic pointers; neon signs; projection apparatus; projection 
screens; road signs, luminous or mechanical; transmitters of electronic signals; switchboards; switches, electric; theft 
prevention installations, electric; thermostats; voltage surge protectors; wires, electric; readers [data processing 
equipment]; light conducting filaments [optical fibers [fibres]]; distribution transformers; junction sleeves for electric 
cables; couplings, electric; converters, electric; printed circuits; regulating apparatus, electric; electric relays; silicon 
wafers; sheaths for electric cables; fuses; plugs and sockets for domestic use; sockets outlet; outlet starter holders; 
switches; switch boxes; terminal blocks and connectors; plotters; commutators; electric components, namely, electric 
cables and circuit breakers; heat sinks for LEDS.

Cl.11;Luminaires; light-emitting diode [LED] luminaires; uplights; lighting apparatus incorporating optical fibers; 
lighting apparatus for vehicles; fiber optic lighting apparatus; sconce lighting fixtures; lighting apparatus and 
installations; lighting apparatus; electric luminaires; lamp bases; chemiluminescent light sticks; burners for lamps; 
candelabras, electric; electric candles; flameless light-emitting diode [led] candles; light diffusers; light-emitting diodes 
[led] lighting apparatus; electric track lighting units; acetylene flares; downlights; flares; filaments for electric lamps; 
heating filaments, electric; magnesium filaments for lighting; color filters for lighting apparatus; filters for lighting 
apparatus; filters for stage lighting; lamp globes; electric lighting fixtures; lighting installations; light-emitting diode [led] 
lighting installations; fiber optic lighting installations; chandeliers; arc lamps; incandescent lamps; infrared lamps, not for 
medical purposes; oil lamps; gas lamps; halogen lamps; ultraviolet halogen metal vapor lamps; discharge lamps; street 
lamps; candle lamps; reflector lamps; book lights; electric night lights; wall lights; desk lamps; table lamps; floor lamps; 
safety lamps; safety lamps for use underground; electric lamps; fluorescent lamps; germicidal lamps; lamps; lamps for 
outdoor use; lamp bulbs; incandescent light bulbs; light-emitting diode [led] light bulbs; halogen light bulbs; light bulbs, 
electric; electric lights for Christmas trees; fluorescent light bulbs; compact fluorescent light bulbs [cfls]; miniature light 
bulbs; aquarium lights; light bulbs; pocket torches, electric; Chinese lanterns; candle lanterns; oil lanterns; electric 
Chinese lanterns; freestanding paper lanterns; Japanese paper lanterns; portable paper lanterns; electric lanterns; 
lanterns for lighting; reading lights; security lights; motion sensitive security lights; electric holiday lights; klieg lights; 
trailer lights; light panels; lamp shades; sockets for electric lights; lampshade holders; light projectors; laser light 
projectors; lamp mantles; spotlights; lamp reflectors; floodlights; lighted disco balls; torches for lighting; penlights; 
discharge tubes, electric, for lighting; lamp chimneys; fluorescent lamp tubes; luminous tubes for lighting; lighting and 
floodlights; light sources [other than for photographic or medical use]; heat sinks for use in lighting apparatus; heating 
installations; boilers for heating installations; lighting installations for vehicles; lighting apparatus for showcases; stage 
lighting apparatus; light-emitting diode [LED] lights; dynamo lights for bicycles; map-reading lights for vehicles; 
navigation lights for aircraft; tanning lamps; mercury-vapor lamps; laboratory lamps; sun lamps; curling lamps; helmet 
lights; miners" lamps; lamp glasses; chimneys for oil lamps; carbon for arc lamps; ultraviolet ray lamps, not for medical 
purposes; light bulbs for directional signals for vehicles; running lights for land vehicles; running lights for boats; 
incandescent burners; ceiling lights; diving lights; cycle lights; headlights for vehicles; luminous house numbers; lamp 
holders; lamp holder for electric bulbs; lamp holders for halogen lamps; lamp shade holders; lighting apparatus and 
lighting installations, namely lamps, lamp holders, lamp holder for electric bulbs, lamp holders for halogen lamps, lamps 
shader holders.
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Trade Marks Journal No: 1864 ,   27/08/2018           Class 99 
 

Priority claimed from 29/05/2017; Application No. : 2017-071916 ;Japan 

3880025    28/11/2017
[International Registration No. : 1410000]
MITSUBISHI LOGISNEXT CO., LTD.
1-1, 2-chome, Higashikotari, Nagaokakyo-shi Kyoto 617-8585 Japan

Address for service in India/Attorney address:
D.P. AHUJA & CO
14/2 PALM AVENUE CALCUTTA 700019 INDIA

Proposed to be Used
IR DIVISION
Cl.7;Loading-unloading machines and apparatus; automatic warehousing systems; electrical mobile racks; loading-
unloading machines and apparatus for containers; elevators and lifts; conveyors; belt conveyors; roller conveyors; 
mobile conveyors; sorting conveyors; automatic sorting machines; palletizers; overhead traveling cranes; chain blocks; 
transfer cranes; straddle carriers; container carriers; construction machines and apparatus; skid steer loaders; shovel 
loaders; wheel loaders; truck loaders; excavators; excavating machines; radio steering type excavating machines; 
winders for plastic films or plastic sheets and their parts and fittings; winders for non-woven textiles and their parts and 
fittings; winders for textiles and their parts and fittings; winders for textile adhesive tapes and their parts and fittings; 
winders for plastic adhesive tapes and their parts and fittings; winders for plastic masking tapes for protecting decorative 
boards and their parts and fittings; winders for paper masking tapes for protecting decorative boards and their parts and 
fittings; winders for plastic masking tapes for painters and their parts and fittings; winders for paper masking tapes for 
painters and their parts and fittings; winders for leather materials and their parts and fittings; winders for metal foils and 
their parts and fittings; winders for paper adhesive tapes and their parts and fittings; machines and apparatus for 
manufacturing pulps and their parts and fittings; machines and apparatus for manufacturing papers and their parts and 
fittings; machines and apparatus for processing papers and their parts and fittings; machines for inverting roll materials 
which are rewound by winders; packaging or wrapping machines and apparatus and their parts and fittings; holders for 
packaging or wrapping film rolls which are mounted on folk lift trucks; non-electric prime movers, not for land vehicles; 
parts for non-electric prime movers; floor cleaning machines for industrial purposes; floor washing machines for 
industrial purposes; electric wax-polishing machines; electric cleaners; high pressure washers; cleaning machines for 
loading-unloading pallets; machine elements, not for land vehicles; starters for motors and engines; AC motors and DC 
motors, not for land vehicles; AC generators and DC generators; mechanical parking systems; circular type mechanical 
parking systems; electric door openers; waste compacting machines; waste crushing machines; machines for separating 
recyclable materials; waste inputting machines; mining machines and apparatus; snow ploughs; spreading machines for 
road surface antifreezing agent; agricultural machines and apparatus; plowing machines and apparatus, other than hand-
held tools; cultivating machines and apparatus; harvesting machines and apparatus; plant fiber processing machines and 
implements for agricultural purposes; fodder presses; fodder cutting machines [feed cutters]; fodder mixing machines 
[feed mixers]; fodder crushing machines [feed pulverizer]; pistons [parts of machines or engines].

Cl.9;Computer programs for controlling fork lift trucks; computer programs for controlling unmanned fork lift trucks; 
computer programs for controlling automatic guided fork lift trucks; computer programs for controlling towing tractors; 
computer programs for controlling unmanned towing tractors; computer programs for controlling automatic guided 
towing tractors; computer programs for controlling automatic guided vehicles; computer programs for controlling 
vehicles; computer programs; electronic control devices for fork lift trucks; electronic control devices for controlling 
unmanned fork lift trucks; electronic control devices for controlling automatic guided fork lift trucks; electronic control 
devices for controlling towing tractors; electronic control devices for controlling unmanned towing tractors; electronic 
control devices for controlling automatic guided towing tractors; electronic control devices for controlling automatic 
guided vehicles; electronic control devices for controlling vehicles; electronic machines, apparatus and their parts; 
electrical communication machines and instruments; measuring or testing machines and instruments; load meter for 
constructing machines, loading-unloading machines or loading-unloading vehicles; machines for distributing or 
controlling electric power; batteries and cells; electric or magnetic meters and testers; wires and cables; anti-theft 
warning apparatus; bells [warning devices]; drive recorders.

Cl.12;Fork lift trucks and their parts and fittings; reach fork lift trucks and their parts and fittings; pedestrian controlled 
trucks and their parts and fittings; reach stackers and their parts and fittings; top lifters and their parts and fittings; 
unmanned fork lift trucks and their parts and fittings; automatic guided fork lift trucks and their parts and fittings; 
pedestrian low lift trucks and their parts and fittings; rider low lift trucks and their parts and fittings; pedestrian stacker 
trucks and their parts and fittings; rider stacker trucks and their parts and fittings; tires for fork lift trucks; tires for 
automobiles; bumpers for fork lift trucks; bumpers for vehicles; snow plough vehicles; dump trucks; vehicles for high-
place work; towing tractors and their parts and fittings; unmanned towing tractors and their parts and fittings; automatic 
guided towing tractors and their parts and fittings; automatic guided vehicles and their parts and fittings; warehouse 
trucks and their parts and fittings; fixed platform trucks and their parts and fittings; pallet trucks and their parts and 
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fittings; hand lifters and their parts and fittings; dump trucks and their parts and fittings; shipyard transporters and their 
parts and fittings; load transporters and their parts and fittings; rail type load transporters and their parts and fittings; 
snow plough vehicles and their parts and fittings; agricultural vehicles and their parts and fittings; automobiles and their 
parts and fittings; platform trucks; electrical platform trucks; automobile engines; non-electric prime movers for land 
vehicles, not including their parts; machine elements for land vehicles; AC motors or DC motors for land vehicles, not 
including their parts; railway rolling stock and their parts and fittings; remote control vehicles, other than toys.

Cl.35;Retail services or wholesale services for fork lift trucks, including used ones; retail services or wholesale 
services for unmanned fork lift trucks, including used ones; retail services or wholesale services for automatic guided 
fork lift trucks, including used ones; retail services or wholesale services for parts and fittings for fork lift trucks, 
including used ones; retail services or wholesale services for parts and fittings for unmanned fork lift trucks, including 
used ones; retail services or wholesale services for parts and fittings for automatic guided fork lift trucks, including used 
ones; retail services or wholesale services for automobiles including used ones; retail services or wholesale services for 
towing tractors, unmanned towing tractors, automatic guided towing tractors and automatic guided vehicles, including 
used ones; retail services or wholesale services for loading-unloading machines and apparatus, including used ones; 
retail services or wholesale services for construction machines and apparatus, including used ones; retail services or 
wholesale services for lights for fork lift trucks, lights for vehicles, rotating lights for folk lift trucks, rotating lights for 
vehicles, and lighting apparatus; retail services or wholesale services for air conditioners; retail services or wholesale 
services for industrial water heaters; retail services or wholesale services for shock-absorbing buffers of synthetic resins; 
retail services or wholesale services for packing and wrapping materials of synthetic resins; retail services or wholesale 
services for sheet shutters primarily of synthetic resin sheets; retail services or wholesale services for non-electric prime 
movers for land vehicles, including their parts; retail services or wholesale services for machine elements for land 
vehicles, including their parts; providing information relating to the sale and buyback of fork lift trucks, including used 
ones; providing information relating to the sale and buyback of unmanned fork lift trucks, including used ones; providing 
information relating to the sale and buyback of automatic guided fork lift trucks, including used ones; providing 
information relating to the sale and buyback of parts and fittings for fork lift trucks, including used ones; providing 
information relating to the sale and buyback of parts and fittings for unmanned fork lift trucks, including used ones; 
providing information relating to the sale and buyback of parts and fittings for automatic guided fork lift trucks, including 
used ones; providing information relating to the sale and buyback of automobiles, including used ones; providing 
information relating to the sale and buyback of towing tractors, unmanned towing tractors, automatic guided towing 
tractors and automatic guided vehicles, including used ones; providing information relating to the sale and buyback of 
loading-unloading machines and apparatus, including used ones; providing information relating to the sale and buyback 
of construction machines and apparatus, including used ones; procurement of contracts for the purchase and sale of fork 
lift trucks, including used ones; procurement of contracts for the purchase and sale of unmanned fork lift trucks, 
including used ones; procurement of contracts for the purchase and sale of automatic guided fork lift trucks, including 
used ones; procurement of contracts for the purchase and sale of parts and fittings for fork lift trucks, including used 
ones; procurement of contracts for the purchase and sale of parts and fittings for unmanned fork lift trucks, including 
used ones; procurement of contracts for the purchase and sale of parts and fittings for automatic guided fork lift trucks, 
including used ones; procurement of contracts for the purchase and sale of automobiles, including used ones; 
procurement of contracts for the purchase and sale of towing tractors, unmanned towing tractors, automatic guided 
towing tractors and automatic guided vehicles, including used ones; procurement of contracts for the purchase and sale 
of loading-unloading machines and apparatus, including used ones; procurement of contracts for the purchase and sale 
of construction machines and apparatus, including used ones; auctioning of fork lift trucks, including used ones; 
auctioning of unmanned fork lift trucks, including used ones; auctioning of automatic guided fork lift trucks, including 
used ones; auctioning of parts and fittings for fork lift trucks, including used ones; auctioning of parts and fittings for 
unmanned fork lift trucks, including used ones; auctioning of parts and fittings for automatic guided fork lift trucks, 
including used ones; auctioning of automobiles, including used ones; auctioning of towing tractors, unmanned towing 
tractors, automatic guided towing tractors and automatic guided vehicles, including used ones; auctioning of loading-
unloading machines and apparatus, including used ones; auctioning of construction machines and apparatus, including 
used ones; advertising services relating to the sale of fork lift trucks, including used ones; advertising services relating to 
the sale of unmanned fork lift trucks, including used ones; advertising services relating to the sale of automatic guided 
fork lift trucks, including used ones; advertising services relating to the sale of parts and fittings for fork lift trucks, 
including used ones; advertising services relating to the sale of parts and fittings for unmanned fork lift trucks, including 
used ones; advertising services relating to the sale of parts and fittings for automatic guided fork lift trucks, including 
used ones; advertising services relating to the sale of automobiles, including used ones; advertising services relating to 
the sale of towing tractors, unmanned towing tractors, automatic guided towing tractors and automatic guided vehicles, 
including used ones; advertising services relating to the sale of loading-unloading machines and apparatus, including 
used ones; advertising services relating to the sale of construction machines and apparatus, including used ones; import 
and export agencies relating to the sale of fork lift trucks, including used ones; import and export agencies relating to the 
sale of unmanned fork lift trucks, including used ones; import and export agencies relating to the sale of automatic 
guided fork lift trucks, including used ones; import and export agencies relating to the sale of parts and fittings for fork lift
trucks, including used ones; import and export agencies relating to the sale of parts and fittings for unmanned fork lift 
trucks, including used ones; import and export agencies relating to the sale of parts and fittings for automatic guided fork 
lift trucks, including used ones; import and export agencies relating to the sale of automobiles, including used ones; 
import and export agencies relating to the sale of towing tractors, unmanned towing tractors, automatic guided towing 
tractors and automatic guided vehicles, including used ones; import and export agencies relating to the sale of loading-
unloading machines and apparatus, including used ones; import and export agencies relating to the sale of construction 
machines and apparatus, including used ones.

Cl.37;Repair and maintenance of fork lift trucks; repair and maintenance of unmanned fork lift trucks; repair and 
maintenance of automatic guided fork lift trucks; repair and maintenance of towing tractors, unmanned towing tractors, 
automatic guided towing tractors and automatic guided vehicles; repair and maintenance of loading-unloading machines 
and apparatus; repair and maintenance of automatic warehousing systems; repair and maintenance of automobiles; 
repair and maintenance of automobile engines and parts thereof; providing information relating to the position 
management, the operational status management, the maintenance management and the operational efficiency 
improvement of fork lift trucks; providing information relating to the position management, the operational status 
management, the maintenance management and the operational efficiency improvement of towing tractors; providing 
information relating to the position management, the operational status management, the maintenance management and 
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the operational efficiency improvement of automatic guided vehicles; providing information relating to the position 
management, the operational status management, the maintenance management and the operational efficiency 
improvement of loading-unloading machines and apparatus; providing information relating to the position management, 
the operational status management, the maintenance management and the operational efficiency improvement of 
warehouse trucks; providing information relating to the position management, the operational status management, the 
maintenance management and the operational efficiency improvement of fixed platform trucks; construction; installation 
and repair of automatic warehousing systems; construction and repair of warehouses; repair and maintenance of railway 
rolling stocks; repair and maintenance of electrical communication machines and instruments; repair and maintenance of 
motors; repair and maintenance of machines for distributing and controlling electric power; construction and repair of 
generators; repair of furniture; repair and maintenance of mechanical parking systems; repair and maintenance of circular 
type mechanical parking systems; repair and maintenance of construction machines and apparatus; repair and 
maintenance of floor cleaning machines for industrial purposes; repair and maintenance of floor washing machines for 
industrial purposes; rental of construction machines and apparatus; rental of floor cleaning machines for industrial 
purposes; rental of floor washing machines for industrial purposes; brokerage of rental of construction machines and 
apparatus; brokerage of rental of floor cleaning machines for industrial purposes; brokerage of rental of floor washing 
machines for industrial purposes; providing information relating to rental of construction machines and apparatus; 
providing information relating to rental of floor cleaning machines for industrial purposes; providing information relating 
to rental of floor washing machines for industrial purposes; advisory services relating to the construction; operation and 
maintenance of building equipment; repair of engines that have been worn or partially destroyed; repair and maintenance 
of non-electric prime movers and fittings; repair and maintenance of measuring or testing machines and instruments; 
repair and maintenance of snow ploughs; repair and maintenance of electronic machines; repair and maintenance of 
plowing machines and apparatus, other than hand-held tools; repair and maintenance of cultivating machines and 
apparatus; repair and maintenance of harvesting machines and apparatus; repair and maintenance of plant fiber 
processing machines and implements for agricultural purposes; repair and maintenance of fodder presses; repair and 
maintenance of fodder cutting machines [feed cutters]; repair and maintenance of fodder mixing machines [feed mixers]; 
repair and maintenance of fodder crushing machines [feed pulverizer].

Cl.39;Rental of fork lift trucks; rental of unmanned fork lift trucks; rental of automatic guided fork lift trucks; rental of 
vehicles; rental of towing tractors, unmanned towing tractors, automatic guided towing tractors and automatic guided 
vehicles; rental of loading-unloading machines and apparatus; brokerage of rental of fork lift trucks; brokerage of rental 
of unmanned fork lift trucks; brokerage of rental of automatic guided fork lift trucks; brokerage of rental of automobiles; 
brokerage of rental of towing tractors, unmanned towing tractors, automatic guided towing tractors and automatic guided 
vehicles; brokerage of rental of loading-unloading machines and apparatus; providing information relating to rental of 
fork lift trucks; providing information relating to rental of unmanned fork lift trucks; providing information relating to 
rental of automatic guided fork lift trucks; providing information relating to rental of automobiles; providing information 
relating to rental of towing tractors, unmanned towing tractors, automatic guided towing tractors and automatic guided 
vehicles; providing information relating to rental of loading-unloading machines and apparatus; the aforesaid excluding 
logistic services.
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3915100    20/06/2018
[International Registration No. : 1416893]
ETAS GmbH
Borsigstrasse 14 70469 Stuttgart Germany

Proposed to be Used
IR DIVISION
Cl.9;Electronic data processing equipment and computers, in particular data input and output apparatus, expansion 
cards for data processing equipment, memories, input and output interface apparatus and programs, data carriers and 
programs recorded thereon, data processing programs, programs in the form of tools for facilitating the development of 
software.

Cl.42;Hardware and software development services; creation of calibration software for motor vehicles.
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3915128    18/01/2018
[International Registration No. : 1416948]
Transwarp Technology (Shanghai) Co., Ltd
Room 1902, Floor 19st, Block A, NO. 391, Guiping Road, Xuhui District 200233 Shanghai China

Proposed to be Used
IR DIVISION
Cl.9;Data processing apparatus; couplers [data processing equipment]; data media (magnetic -); readers [data 
processing equipment]; computer memories; computer peripheral devices; software (computer -) [recorded]; encoded 
cards, magnetic; smart cards [integrated circuit cards]; chips [integrated circuits].

Cl.35;Advertising; business research; information agencies (commercial -); compilation of information into computer 
databases; computer databases (systemization of information into -); typing information into computers; marketing 
research; business information; compilation of statistical information; data search in computer files [for others].

Cl.38;News agencies; message sending; computer aided transmission of messages and images; sending apparatus 
(rental of message -); satellite transmission; providing user access to a global computer network [service providers]; 
providing access to databases; digital file transfer; providing online BBS.

Cl.42;Project studies (technical -); research and development [for others]; scientific laboratory services; quality testing; 
computer software design; recovery of computer data; conversion of data or documents from physical to electronic 
media; data conversion of computer programs and data [not physical conversion]; document digitization (scanning); 
software as a service [SaaS].
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Priority claimed from 13/10/2017; Application No. : 4396338 ;France 

3915137    28/03/2018
[International Registration No. : 1416935]
L-ACOUSTICS
13 rue Levacher-Cintrat, Parc de la Fontaine de Jouvence F-91462 MARCOUSSIS France

Proposed to be Used
IR DIVISION
Cl.9;Software for monitoring, checking and improving the sound quality of audio equipment such as loudspeaker 
cabinets, loudspeakers and amplifiers; firmware for monitoring, checking and improving the sound quality of audio 
equipment such as loudspeaker cabinets, loudspeakers and amplifiers; computer programs and firmware for monitoring, 
checking and improving the sound quality of audio equipment such as loudspeaker cabinets, loudspeakers and 
amplifiers; software embedded in central units for processing, monitoring and checking of audio equipment such as 
loudspeaker cabinets, loudspeakers and amplifiers.

Cl.42;Design of software and firmware for monitoring, checking and improving the sound quality of audio equipment 
such as loudspeaker cabinets, loudspeakers and amplifiers; development of software and firmware for monitoring, 
checking and improving the sound quality of audio equipment such as loudspeaker cabinets, loudspeakers and 
amplifiers; conducting of technical project studies in the field of design and development of software and firmware for 
monitoring, checking and improving the sound quality of audio equipment such as cabinets for loudspeakers, 
loudspeakers and amplifiers; development (design) of software and firmware for monitoring, checking and improving the 
sound quality of audio equipment such as cabinets for loudspeakers, loudspeakers and amplifiers; computer 
programming in the fields of monitoring, checking and improving the sound quality of audio equipment such as 
loudspeaker cabinets, loudspeakers and amplifiers; design of computer systems in the fields of monitoring, checking and 
improving the sound quality of audio equipment such as loudspeaker cabinets, loudspeakers and amplifiers.
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Priority claimed from 27/12/2017; Application No. : 1367205 ;Benelux 

3915149    12/04/2018
[International Registration No. : 1416916]
Tripaneer Holding B.V.
Singel 542 3 B 4 NL-1017 AZ Amsterdam Netherlands

Proposed to be Used
IR DIVISION
Cl.35;Promotion [advertising] of travel; marketing services in the field of travel.

Cl.39;Providing information about travel, via the internet; organizing, planning, arranging and booking of travel; travel 
consultancy and information services; booking and reservation services for tours and holidays; booking and reservation 
services of travel tours; coordinating travel arrangements for individuals and for groups; arranging and conducting of 
travel tours and sightseeing [tourism]; escorting of travellers; computerised reservation services for travel; computerised 
information services for travel reservations.

Cl.41;Teaching; entertainment services; sporting and cultural activities; providing recreation facilities; consultancy 
services in the field of entertainment; publication of on-line reviews in the field of entertainment.

Cl.42;Hosting of e-commerce platforms on the internet.

Cl.43;Reservation services for holiday accommodation; travel agency services for booking accommodation; provision 
of information relating to the booking of accommodation.
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3915170    12/01/2018
[International Registration No. : 1416983]
Onisi Foods Co., Ltd.
3-4-2 Mita, Minato-ku Tokyo 108-0073 Japan

Proposed to be Used
IR DIVISION
Cl.29;Milk products; processed meat products; processed seafood products; processed vegetables and fruits; retort-
pouched curry dishes; canned curry stew; cooked kenchin-jiru soup (Japanese tofu and vegetable soup) in a container; 
cooked ton-jiru soup (Japanese pork and vegetable soup) in a container; pre-cooked curry stew, stew and soup mixes.

Cl.30;Confectionery containing dairy products; confectionery; bread and buns; seasonings except spices; dried 
pregelatinized rice in a can or a pouch; cereal preparations; retort-pouched steamed rice with red beans; steamed rice 
with red beans; retort pouched rice gruel; rice gruel; retort-pouched onigiri [rice balls]; onigiri [rice balls]; retort-pouched 
okowa (steamed glutinous rice); steamed glutinous rice; retort-pouched pilaf; pilaf; retort-pouched ketchup flavored rice 
with chopped chicken; ketchup flavored rice with chopped chicken; retort-pouched steamed rice mixed with seasoned 
meat, vegetables and seafood; steamed rice mixed with seasoned meat, vegetables and seafood; instant confectionery 
mixes.
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Priority claimed from 08/12/2017; Application No. : 1366162 ;Benelux 

3915180    31/05/2018
[International Registration No. : 1416978]
SCHRÉDER, société anonyme
Rue de Lusambo 67 B-1190 Bruxelles

Proposed to be Used
IR DIVISION
Cl.9;Electronic control gears [ECGs] for LED lamps and light fixtures; light regulators [dimmers], electric; antennas for 
wireless communications apparatus for modular and interactive lighting installations offering smart connected services 
(wireless internet, cameras, loudspeakers, electric vehicle charges, sos intercoms, 4G base stations, pollution sensors, 
sound systems, motion detectors, network IP speakers); computer interface software for modular and interactive lighting 
installations offering smart connected services (wireless internet, cameras, loudspeakers, electric vehicle charges, sos 
intercoms, 4G base stations, pollution sensors, sound systems, motion detectors, network IP speakers); electrical charge 
controllers for modular and interactive lighting installations offering smart connected services (wireless internet, 
cameras, loudspeakers, electric vehicle charges, sos intercoms, 4G base stations, pollution sensors, sound systems, 
motion detectors, network IP speakers); wireless controllers to monitor and control the functioning of electronic devices 
for modular and interactive lighting installations offering smart connected services (wireless internet, cameras, 
loudspeakers, electric vehicle charges, sos intercoms, 4G base stations, pollution sensors, sound systems, motion 
detectors, network IP speakers); electrical control, testing and monitoring apparatus for modular and interactive lighting 
installations offering smart connected services (wireless internet, cameras, loudspeakers, electric vehicle charges, sos 
intercoms, 4G base stations, pollution sensors, sound systems, motion detectors, network IP speakers); surveying 
apparatus and instruments for modular and interactive lighting installations offering smart connected services (wireless 
internet, cameras, loudspeakers, electric vehicle charges, sos intercoms, 4G base stations, pollution sensors, sound 
systems, motion detectors, network IP speakers); radio transmitters, receivers, and controllers for monitoring and 
controlling public lighting; wireless controllers to remotely monitor and control the function and status of other electrical, 
electronic, and mechanical devices or systems, namely lighting systems [excluding gaming apparatus]; illumination 
regulators; intercommunication apparatus for lighting installations; motion sensors for security lights; sensors and 
detectors for lighting installations; humidity sensors with integrated digital and analogue output circuitry used in 
appliance and light industrial applications to sense both relative humidity and temperature environmental conditions; 
environmental monitoring system comprised of meters and sensors that measure pressure, humidity, temperature and 
includes alarm and reporting functions for modular and interactive lighting installations offering smart connected 
services (wireless internet, cameras, loudspeakers, electric vehicle charges, sos intercoms, 4G base stations, pollution 
sensors, sound systems, motion detectors, network IP speakers); day and night vision systems primarily comprising day 
and night sensors, day and night cameras, power sources, communication means, monitors and operating software for 
lighting installations; active infra-red sensors for modular and interactive lighting installations offering smart connected 
services (wireless internet, cameras, loudspeakers, electric vehicle charges, sos intercoms, 4G base stations, pollution 
sensors, sound systems, motion detectors, network IP speakers).

Cl.11;Modular and interactive lighting installations offering multiple combination of smart connected services (wireless 
internet, cameras, loudspeakers, electric vehicle charges, sos intercoms, 4G base stations, pollution sensors, sound 
systems, motion detectors, network IP speakers); modular and interactive lighting installations with integrated features as 
loudspeakers, CCTV, WLAN, EV chargers and visual guidance; light-emitting diodes [LED] lighting apparatus for modular 
and interactive lighting installations offering combination of smart connected services (wireless internet, cameras, 
loudspeakers, electric vehicle charges, sos intercoms, 4G base stations, pollution sensors, sound systems, motion 
detectors, network IP speakers); light-emitting diode [LED] luminaires offering multiple combination of smart connected 
services; street lamps offering multiple combination of smart connected services; lamps for outdoor use offering multiple 
combination of smart connected services; LED light assemblies for street lights, signs, commercial lighting, buildings, 
and other architectural uses; LED lighting fixtures for modular and interactive lighting installations offering smart 
connected services (wireless internet, cameras, loudspeakers, electric vehicle charges, sos intercoms, 4G base stations, 
pollution sensors, sound systems, motion detectors, network IP speakers); lighting fixtures with motion detection for 
modular and interactive lighting installations offering smart connected services (wireless internet, cameras, 
loudspeakers, electric vehicle charges, sos intercoms, 4G base stations, pollution sensors, sound systems, motion 
detectors, network IP speakers); luminaires, using light emitting diodes [LEDs] as a light source, for street or roadway 
lighting offering multiple combination of smart connected services; smart and interactive lighting systems to encourage 
social connectivity in towns and cities; innovative lighting solutions helping people to connect to their social 
environments (public and private); lighting solutions for sustainable mobility.

Cl.37;Installation, maintenance and repair of lighting apparatus, lighting instruments and lighting systems offering 
smart connected services; installation, maintenance and repair of street lights offering smart connected services; 
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advisory services relating to the installation of lighting apparatus, lighting instruments and lighting systems offering 
smart connected services; providing information relating to the repair or maintenance of lighting apparatus, lighting 
instruments and lighting systems offering smart connected services; installation, maintenance and repair of electronic 
control apparatus for lighting apparatus, lighting instruments and lighting systems; installation, maintenance and repair 
of regulating, monitoring and control apparatus for lighting apparatus, lighting instruments and lighting systems offering 
smart connected services; installation, maintenance and repair of computer network and information technology 
equipment for lighting apparatus, lighting instruments and lighting systems offering smart connected services; technical 
consultation in the field of installation of lighting apparatus, lighting instruments and lighting systems offering smart 
connected services; installation, maintenance and repair of computer hardware for lighting apparatus, lighting 
instruments and lighting systems offering smart connected services.

Cl.42;Industrial design for lighting apparatus, lighting instruments and lighting systems offering smart connected 
services; technical consultancy in the field of light engineering; technical planning and consulting in the field of light 
engineering; technical planning and consultancy in the field of light engineering; computer software design in the field of 
light engineering; configuration, installation, fault diagnosis, repair, updating, upgrading and maintenance of computer 
software in the field of light engineering; maintenance of database software in the field of light engineering; design, 
development, maintenance and updating of computer software for process control in the field of light engineering; 
configuration, installation, fault diagnosis, repair, upgrading and maintenance of computer software for lighting 
apparatus, lighting instruments and lighting systems offering smart connected services; development of computer 
software for use with computer-controlled switching systems for lighting apparatus, lighting instruments and lighting 
systems offering smart connected services; monitoring of computer systems by remote access in the field of light 
engineering; outsource service providers of information technology in the field of light engineering; hosting computerized
data, files, applications and information in the field of light engineering.
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Priority claimed from 30/11/2017; Application No. : 87703510 ;United States of America 

3915202    29/05/2018
[International Registration No. : 1416965]
Franklin Robotics, Inc.
85 Rangeway Rd. North Billerica MA 01862 United States of America

Proposed to be Used
IR DIVISION
Cl.7;Mobile robotic system comprised primarily of weed removing robots featuring weed sensors and operating and 
communication weed removing robot software for computers or mobile phones; structural and replacement parts and 
fittings for industrial robots and home outdoor and lawn and garden care maintenance automatic machines for removing 
weeds; residential home and commercial outdoor and lawn and garden care maintenance, landscaping, agricultural use, 
and municipal maintenance robots and automatic machines for removing weeds.

Cl.9;Software for controlling and communicating with weed removing robots.

Cl.35;Online retail store services and retail store services featuring weed removing robots and automatic machines, 
and structural and replacements parts and fittings therefor.
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Priority claimed from 21/09/2017; Application No. : 542427 ;Czech Republic 

3915239    07/03/2018
[International Registration No. : 1417000]
Mgr. Jirí Kopenec
Tovární 9 CZ-387 15 Strelské Hoštice Czech Republic

Proposed to be Used
IR DIVISION
Cl.30;Natural sweeteners, sugar.

Cl.32;Syrups for beverages, syrups for lemonade.
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Priority claimed from 08/05/2018; Application No. : 87912647 ;United States of America 

3915744    11/07/2018
[International Registration No. : 1417062]
JHO Intellectual Property Holdings, LLC
1600 North Park Drive Weston FL 33326 United States of America

Proposed to be Used
IR DIVISION
Cl.5;Dietary supplemental drinks; dietary supplements.

Cl.32;Energy drinks; isotonic drinks; sports drinks.
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Priority claimed from 04/12/2017; Application No. : 4410098 ;France 

3915745    31/05/2018
[International Registration No. : 1417061]
HAULOTTE GROUP
La Peronnière F-42152 L'HORME France

Proposed to be Used
IR DIVISION
Cl.7;Cranes and other handling and lifting equipment and their control and safety devices; aerial lift baskets; handling 
apparatus (for loading and unloading); parts and components of all the aforesaid goods.

Cl.12;Mobile equipment for handling and lifting, namely fork lift trucks, handling carts; parts and components of all the 
aforesaid goods.
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3915753    11/03/2018
[International Registration No. : 1416609]
HyaCell Laboratory (Switzerland) GmbH
Seidenhofstrasse 9 CH-6003 Luzern Switzerland

Proposed to be Used
IR DIVISION
Cl.3;Eyebrow cosmetics; tanning and after-sun milks, gels and oils for cosmetic use; cosmetics for decorative use; 
temporary tattoos for cosmetic use; skin freshening products for cosmetic use; cosmetic dyes; pre-moistened cosmetic 
wipes; cosmetic facial lotions; skin care lotions for cosmetic use; henna (cosmetic dye); eau-de-cologne, perfumes and 
cosmetics; cosmetic and beauty preparations; cosmetics; cosmetic preparations for skin care and treatment; cosmetic 
products for children; cosmetic products for body and beauty care; cosmetics and toiletries; pads for cosmetic use; non-
medicated toiletry preparations and cosmetic products; perfumery products, essential oils, non-medicated cosmetics, 
non-medicated hair lotions; cleaners for make-up brushes; pads for cleaning impregnated with cosmetics; make-up 
products and cosmetics; cosmetic foams containing sunscreens; sun protection oils (cosmetics); cosmetics for animals; 
cosmetics for eyelashes; moisturizing preparations (cosmetics); cosmetic kits; after-sun oils (cosmetics); after-sun milks 
(cosmetics); after-sun gels (cosmetics); cosmetics and cosmetic preparations; personal care cosmetics and preparations; 
make-up products and cosmetics; pencils for cosmetic use; pads for cleaning impregnated with cosmetics.

Cl.5;Adjuvants for medical use; astringents for medical use; medicinal alcohols; pharmaceutical alcohols; alcohol for 
topical use; general anesthetics; aloe vera preparations for pharmaceutical use; amino acid preparations for medical use; 
topical analgesics; anesthetics other than for surgery; antibacterial products for washing hands; antibacterial hand 
lotions; antibacterial soaps; antibacterial sprays; antibacterial substances for medical use; antibiotic creams; antibiotic 
ointments; multi-purpose medicated antibiotic creams; antimicrobial agents for dermatological use; antimicrobial 
products for washing hands.

Cl.44;Services provided by a doctor; provision of information relating to beauty; Ayurvedic therapy; services provided 
by consultants in the field of esthetics; services provided by consultants in the field of cosmetics; services provided by 
consultants relating to health care; consultation services relating to skin care; services provided by consultants relating 
to beauty care; services provided by consultants provided via the Internet in the field of body and beauty care; provision 
of advice relating to hair care; services provided by consultants in the field of esthetics; consultancy services in the field 
of make-up; services provided by consultants in the field of esthetics; dermatological services for treating skin disorders; 
alternative medicine services; chiropractic, physiotherapy, acupuncture, osteopathy, sports medicine, massage and 
paramedical services; surgical services; provision of medical information from Web sites; services provided by 
consultants relating to medical products; advisory services relating to health; provision of advice relating to beauty care.
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3915756    29/05/2018
[International Registration No. : 1417046]
Glencoe Software Inc.
800 5th Avenue 101-259 Seattle WA 98104-3102 United States of America

Proposed to be Used
IR DIVISION
Cl.9;Computer software; computer software downloadable from the Internet; software tools; data access tools; data 
management tools; downloadable electronic publications; all the aforesaid being for use in connection with the 
accessing, visualisation, analysis, management, publication, sharing, storage and manipulation of biological and 
biomedical data and images, all being for use in the field of healthcare, life science and biomedical science.

Cl.35;Business services; data processing services; all the aforesaid services relating to the accessing, visualisation, 
analysis, management, publication, sharing, storage and manipulation of biological and biomedical data and images, all 
being for use in the field of healthcare, life science and biomedical science; information, advisory and consultancy 
services in connection with the aforesaid services.

Cl.42;Design and development of computer software, software tools, data access tools and data management tools; 
computer programming; installation, maintenance and repair of computer software; design of computer websites and 
maintenance thereof; software as a service [SAAS]; all the aforesaid services relating to the accessing, visualisation, 
analysis, management, publication, sharing, storage and manipulation of biological and biomedical data and images, all 
being for use in the field of healthcare, life science and biomedical science; information, advisory and consultancy 
services in connection with the aforesaid services.

Cl.45;Licensing of computer software for use in connection with the accessing, visualisation, analysis, management, 
publication, sharing, storage and manipulation of biological and biomedical data and images, all being for use in the field 
of healthcare, life science and biomedical science; information, advisory and consultancy services in connection with the 
aforesaid services.
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Priority claimed from 12/06/2018; Application No. : 017916698 ;European Union 

3915757    13/06/2018
[International Registration No. : 1416699]
Rusta AB
Box 5064 SE-194 05 Upplands Väsby Sweden

Proposed to be Used
IR DIVISION
Cl.18;Curried skins; worked or semi-worked hides and other leather; leather and imitations of leather.

Cl.27;Carpet underlay; non-slip mats for showers; bath mats; mats; anti-slip material for use under rugs; rugs for 
animals; matting; fur rugs; carpets, rugs and mats; carpets [textile]; mats for vehicles [not shaped]; floor coverings [mats] 
for use in sporting activities; floor coverings; vinyl floor coverings; floors coverings of rubber; floor coverings for existing
floors; floor coverings having insulating properties; carpet tiles for covering floors; textile floor mats for use in the home; 
linoleum for use on floors; protective floor coverings; Persian and Indian carpets; oriental rugs; woolen carpets; silk 
carpets; patchwork carpets; vintage carpets; carpets of plastic; rugs; children carpets; porch carpets; balcony carpets.

Cl.35;Import agency services in relation to carpets and floor coverings, curried skins, worked or semi-worked hides 
and other leather, leather and imitations of leather; wholesale services in relation to carpets and floor coverings, curried 
skins, worked or semi-worked hides and other leather, leather and imitations of leather; retail services in relation to 
carpets and floor coverings, curried skins, worked or semi-worked hides and other leather, leather and imitations of 
leather.
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Priority claimed from 08/12/2017; Application No. : 017574963 ;European Union 

3915759    07/06/2018
[International Registration No. : 1416693]
Oncopeptides AB
Västra Trädgårdsgatan 15 SE-111 53 STOCKHOLM Sweden

Proposed to be Used
IR DIVISION
Cl.1;Chemical preparations and substances for use as pharmaceutical intermediates; chemical products for use in 
pharmaceuticals.

Cl.5;Pharmaceutical, medicinal and veterinary preparations and substances; chemical preparations for medical use; 
drug delivery agents.

Cl.42;Pharmaceutical research services; biomedical research services; chemical research services; development of 
pharmaceutical preparations and medicines; laboratory research and analysis services; laboratory testing services; 
medical laboratory services.
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Priority claimed from 11/05/2018; Application No. : 4020180063739 ;Republic of Korea 

3915774    23/05/2018
[International Registration No. : 1416632]
PearlAbyss Corp.
2nd floor, 24, Simin-daero 327 beon-gil, Dongan-gu, Anyang-si Gyeonggi-do 14055 Republic of Korea

Proposed to be Used
IR DIVISION
Cl.9;Virtual reality game software; computer programs for pre-recorded games; downloadable mobile game software; 
downloadable mobile game programs; downloadable computer game software; electronic publications, downloadable; 
recorded game software for mobile phones; video games software; video game programs; video game cartridges; blank 
disc for video games; pre-recorded non-musical electronic media (excluding computer software); computer game 
software; computer game programmes; electronic media featuring computer game program.

Cl.41;Providing of PC gaming facilities; providing and operating of amusement facilities; rental of amusement 
machines; game services provided on-line from a computer network; provision of games via the Internet; gaming 
services; providing amusement arcade services; provision of game information.

Cl.42;Development of game software; programming of multimedia applications; building and maintaining websites; 
development of computer game software; maintenance of computer game software; computer game programming; 
research in the field of computers; computer software development; computer software research; development of 
computer programmes; maintenance of computer software; advice and development services relating to computer 
software; computer programming.
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Priority claimed from 01/02/2018; Application No. : 17758541 ;European Union 

3915777    27/02/2018
[International Registration No. : 1416431]
Shenzhen Aukey E-Business Co., Ltd.
Huanan City, Electronic Trading Building P09, Room 102, Longgang District Shenzhen China

Proposed to be Used
IR DIVISION
Cl.11;Lamps; light bulbs; floor lamps; lights, electric, for christmas trees; chandeliers; ceiling lights; incandescent 
burners; lampshade holders; lamp mantles; fluorescent tubes; light-emitting diodes [LED] lighting apparatus; diving 
lights; table lamps; headlights; safety lamps for underground use; fluorescent lamps; portable lamps [for illumination]; 
outdoor lighting; wall lights; LED light bulbs.

Cl.35;On-line advertising on a computer network; publicity; commercial administration of the licensing of the goods 
and services of others; organization of trade fairs for commercial or advertising purposes; import-export agencies; 
auctioneering; sales promotion for others; procurement services for others [purchasing goods and services for other 
businesses]; marketing; telemarketing services; provision of an on-line marketplace for buyers and sellers of goods and 
services; commercial intermediation services; organization of exhibitions for commercial or advertising purposes; 
commercial or industrial management assistance; presentation of goods on communication media, for retail purposes; 
demonstration of goods; distribution of samples; pay per click advertising.
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Priority claimed from 12/02/2018; Application No. : 017799041 ;European Union 

3915780    20/06/2018
[International Registration No. : 1416705]
Roche Diagnostics GmbH
Sandhofer Str. 116 68305 Mannheim Germany

Proposed to be Used
IR DIVISION
Cl.9;Laboratory instruments for use in research and science; laboratory instruments for research and diagnostic 
purposes; apparatus for pre-analytical treatment for scientific purposes; laboratory equipment, namely automated sample 
handling equipment; computer hardware and software for medical and diagnostic purposes; computer software for the 
provision of automated diagnostic laboratory processes; computer software and hardware for use with laboratory 
instruments, namely, for use in providing remote automated control, connection, data analysis, and data management.

Cl.10;Analyzers for in-vitro diagnostic testing for medical purposes; laboratory apparatus for medical and diagnostic 
purposes; apparatus for pre-analytical treatment for medical purposes.
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3915815    22/12/2017
[International Registration No. : 1416617]
ALTAIR INGENIERIA SAS
CARRERA 16 82-29 OFC 801, BOGOTÁ D.C. Colombia

Proposed to be Used
IR DIVISION
Cl.16;Books.

Cl.41;Education and training services relating to health and safety at work.

Cl.44;Consultancy services regarding health.
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3915821    30/01/2018
[International Registration No. : 1417113]
Alastair Fiddes
502 Lanark Road West BALERNO, Midlothian EH14 7AJ United Kingdom

Proposed to be Used
IR DIVISION
Cl.9;Audio books; digital books downloadable from the Internet; downloadable e-books; downloadable electronic 
books; downloadable video files; downloadable video recordings; downloadable video recordings featuring music.

Cl.16;Books; coffee table books.

Cl.38;Provision of telecommunication access to audio content provided via the Internet; provision of 
telecommunication access to films and television programs provided via a video-on-demand service; streaming audio and
video material on the Internet; transmission of data, audio, video and multimedia files, including downloadable files and 
files streamed over a global computer network; transmission of multimedia content via the Internet; transmission of 
videos, movies, pictures, images, text, photos, games, user-generated content, audio content, and information via the 
Internet.

Cl.41;Audio, video and multimedia production, and photography; digital video, audio and multimedia entertainment 
publishing services; electronic library services for the supply of electronic information (including archive information) in 
the form of text, audio and/or video information; electronic publication of texts and printed matter, other than publicity 
texts, on the Internet; entertainment services for matching users with audio and video recordings; entertainment services 
for sharing audio and video recordings; film and video tape film production; providing non-downloadable electronic 
publications from a global computer network or the Internet; provision of entertainment services through the media of 
publications; provision of entertainment services through the media of video-films; publication of electronic books and 
periodicals on the Internet; publication of printed matter in electronic form on the Internet.
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Cl.42;Electronic storage of digital images; electronic storage of digital photographs; electronic storage of digital video 
files; electronic storage of videos.
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Priority claimed from 19/03/2018; Application No. : 4438224 ;France 

3915826    01/06/2018
[International Registration No. : 1417101]
AUTOMOBILES CITROËN
7 Rue Henri Sainte-Claire Deville F-92500 Rueil-Malmaison France

Proposed to be Used
IR DIVISION
Cl.12;Vehicles, apparatus for locomotion by land, motor vehicles, component parts thereof, namely suspension shock 
absorbers for vehicles; shock absorbers (springs) for vehicles; motors and engines for land vehicles; gear boxes for land 
vehicles; vehicle chassis; vehicle bodies; transmission shafts for land vehicles; hydraulic circuits for vehicles; torque 
converters for land vehicles; clutches; axles; brakes for vehicles; vehicle wheels; vehicle wheel rims; hub caps for 
wheels; hubs for vehicle wheels; solid tires for vehicle wheels; steering wheels; vehicle seats; headrests for vehicle 
seats; security devices for vehicles such as safety belts and air bags; rearview mirrors; windshield wipers; torsion bars; 
bumpers; protective molding rods; spoilers; spoilers; windshields; sunroofs; windows for vehicles; caps for gas tanks; 
luggage racks for vehicles.

Cl.37;Maintenance and repair of motor vehicles; vehicle breakdown assistance (repair).
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Priority claimed from 27/10/2017; Application No. : 30 2017 110 982 ;Germany 

3915850    20/04/2018
[International Registration No. : 1417392]
SWISS KRONO Tec GmbH
Friedrichstraße 94 10117 Berlin Germany

Proposed to be Used
IR DIVISION
Cl.19;Goods for structural building with timber, namely construction kits for prefabricated houses or non-metal parts 
for prefabricated houses, especially prefabricated house construction kits for building external cellars, bicycle storage, or 
sheds; building materials [non-metallic], especially building materials consisting of biomaterial, including, but not limited 
to, organic raw materials of biological origin, such as wood, wood fibres, grasses or biomaterials, especially wood-based 
materials or materials of plastics, including, but not limited to, bioplastics or biomaterial-plastic composite materials or 
biomaterial-plastic material mixes; the above-mentioned materials with or without the addition of mineral or other fillers; 
wood-based materials; boards and moulded bodies not of metal, for building; boards and moulded bodies from wood or 
wood-based materials, especially boards and moulded bodies from chipped wood, wood particles or hard-fibre material, 
or from plastic or other non-metal materials, for building, the above-mentioned goods also with wood-veneer protective 
layers; boards and moulded bodies from a mixture of wood, wood-based materials, especially chipped wood, wood 
particles, hard-fibre material, as well as plastic, or other non-metal materials or as composite material, made of the above-
mentioned materials, for building, the above-mentioned goods also with wood-veneer protective layers; wood-plastic 
composite materials, wood-plastic material mixes, wood-based material-plastic composite materials, and wood-based 
material-plastic material mixes, for building, the above-mentioned goods also with wood-veneer protective layers; hybrid 
boards, especially with bamboo middle layer, for building; chipboard, veneered chipboard, laminated chipboard, fire-
resistant, fire-proof or refractory chipboard panels and moulded bodies, the above-mentioned goods for building; thin 
chipboard, oriented strand board, boards from long, flat, oriented chips, the above-mentioned goods especially for 
building; fibreboards and moulded bodies made of fibres for building; wood fibreboards, veneered fibreboards, laminated 
fibreboard, melamine-resin-coated medium density fibreboards; melamine-resin-coated high density fibreboards, the 
above-mentioned goods especially for building; wood-fibre polymer materials for building; floor coverings, not of metal, 
especially from biomaterial, such as wood or wood-based materials, or from plastic or other non-metal materials; wooden 
flooring, parquet flooring and parquet slabs, parquet flooring made of cork, parquet wood flooring, especially with a 
middle layer of wood-based materials; paper and paper moulded bodies for building, namely paper impregnated with 
artificial resin for laminates; laminates (non-metallic), especially consisting of biomaterial, such as wood or wood-based 
materials, or plastics or other non-metal materials especially for building; high-pressure laminates and laminates grouted 
directly or continuously, not of metal; panels, not of metal, especially laminate panels, especially consisting of 
biomaterial, such as wood or wood-based materials, or plastics or other non-metal materials, for building; wood, also 
manufactured timber, compressible wood, wood, semi-worked; timber boarding; wooden beams; timber planking; wood 
sheeting; wooden doors; wood strips; planks of wood; wood veneers; terrace boards; floor slabs, not of metal; mouldings 
for building; wood; planks of wood for building; sawn timber; plywood; glue-laminated wood, especially with a lacquered 
surface; the above-mentioned goods for building; doors, especially sliding doors, not of metal, especially consisting of 
biomaterial such as wood or wood-based materials, or plastics; shuttering (non-metallic), especially concrete casings, for 
building; borders, not of metal, especially for building; radiator covers, not of metal, especially consisting of biomaterial, 
such as wood or wood-based materials, or plastics; floor coverings and terrace decking, floor laminates and floor panels, 
laminates, panels and claddings for walls, ceilings and facades made of non-metallic materials, especially for building, 
and especially consisting of biomaterial, including, but not limited to, organic raw materials of biological origin, such as 
wood, wood fibres, grasses, or plastics including, but not limited to, bioplastics or biomaterials, especially wood-based 
materials, or biomaterial-plastic composite materials or biomaterial-plastic material mixes; floor coverings and terrace 
decking, floor laminates and floor panels, laminates, panels and claddings for walls, ceilings and facades made of non-
metallic materials, especially for building and especially consisting of biomaterial including, but not limited to, organic 
raw materials of biological origin, such as wood, wood fibres, grasses or plastics including, but not limited to, bioplastics 
or biomaterials, especially wood-based materials, or biomaterial-plastic composite materials or biomaterial-plastic 
material mixes,the above-mentioned materials with or without the addition of mineral or other fillers as well as the above-
mentioned goods having a decorative and/or abrasion-resistant surface and/or having soundproofing properties and/or 
being water-repellent or waterproof and/or being fire-resistant, fire-proof, or refractory; non-metallic transportable 
buildings; floor coverings, especially consisting of biomaterial including, but not limited to, organic raw materials of 
biological origin, such as wood, wood fibres, grasses, or plastics including, but not limited to, bioplastics or biomaterial-
plastic composite materials or biomaterial-plastic material mixes, the above-mentioned materials with or without the 
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addition of mineral or other fillers; laminate panels [floor coverings]; high-pressure laminates and laminates grouted 
directly or continuously as floor coverings.

Cl.20;Furniture, including goods for furniture decorating and interior decorating, namely coated, lacquered, and printed 
chipboards, MDF boards, LDF boards, HDF boards and CDF boards as furniture parts, shelves [furniture parts], 
countertops [furniture parts]; boards and moulded bodies being parts of furniture, the above-mentioned goods also with a 
melamine surface; furniture consisting of biomaterial including, but not limited to, organic raw materials of biological 
origin, such as wood, wood fibres, grasses, or plastics including, but not limited to, bioplastics or biomaterial-plastic 
composite materials or biomaterial-plastic material mixes, the above-mentioned materials with or without the addition of 
mineral or other fillers; work counters [furniture]; wooden shelving [furniture]; edge beadings, corner protectors, edgings, 
edge borders, decorative edging strips [furniture parts] consisting of biomaterial including, but not limited to, organic raw 
materials of biological origin, such as wood, wood fibres, grasses, or plastics including, but not limited to, bioplastics or 
biomaterial-plastic composite materials or biomaterial-plastic material mixes,the above-mentioned materials with or 
without the addition of mineral or other fillers; extruded plastics edge beadings for furniture; corner protectors of 
plastics; edgings of plastic for furniture; plastic edging materials for shelving; decorative edging strips of wood for use 
with furniture; decorative edging strips of plastic for use with fitted furniture; crates and pallets, non-metallic; furniture 
panels, also furniture panels consisting of biomaterial including, but not limited to, organic raw materials of biological 
origin, such as wood, wood fibres, grasses, or plastics including, but not limited to, bioplastics or biomaterial-plastic 
composite materials or biomaterial-plastic material mixes,the above-mentioned materials with or without the addition of 
mineral or other fillers; containers, not of metal, for storage and transport.

Cl.27;Floor coverings; wall and ceiling coverings for indoor and outdoor applications, to the extent included in this 
class; floor coverings and artificial ground coverings; floor coverings of plastic, especially vinyl floor coverings; floor 
coverings made of wood-plastic composite materials or wood-based material-plastic composite materials; floor tiles made
of plastic, especially polyvinyl chloride; wall hangings [non-textile]; wall paper of vinyl; wall coverings, also vinyl wall 
coverings; carpet tiles for covering floors consisting of biomaterial including, but not limited to, organic raw materials of 
biological origin, such as wood, wood fibres, grasses, or plastics including, but not limited to, bioplastic s or biomaterial-
plastic composite materials or biomaterial-plastic material mixes-the above-mentioned materials with or without the 
addition of mineral or other fillers; carpets; door mats; mats; linoleum.

Cl.35;Product sampling for the purpose of presentation and sale to third parties; retail and wholesale services in 
relation to building materials, floor coverings, wall coverings, ceiling coverings, and facade and terrace cladding, furniture
and goods for interior and exterior decorating.
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3915867    16/05/2018
[International Registration No. : 1417204]
TEREOS STARCH & SWEETENERS EUROPE
Zone Industrielle et Portuaire F-67390 MARCKOLSHEIM France

Proposed to be Used
IR DIVISION
Cl.29;Prepared or cooked dishes being canned, refrigerated or frozen, based on vegetables and/or fruits, soy, proteins 
or vegetable extracts, dairy products or eggs; canned or refrigerated salads; vegetable pancakes; meat substitutes; 
culinary specialties based on vegetable proteins for meals; vegetable meat; prepared dishes consisting primarily of meat 
substitutes; ready-to-eat vegetarian foodstuffs based on vegetables; proteins for human consumption.

Cl.30;Prepared or cooked dishes based on cereals, rice, pasta, couscous semolina, quinoa, bulgur; tabbouleh; bread 
and preparations made from cereals, rice, pasta, couscous semolina, quinoa, bulgur.
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Priority claimed from 21/11/2017; Application No. : 711250 ;Switzerland 

3915868    16/04/2018
[International Registration No. : 1417199]
OFFICINE PANERAI AG
Hinterbergstrasse 22, Postfach 61 CH-6312 Steinhausen Switzerland

Proposed to be Used
IR DIVISION
Cl.3;Perfume, eau de parfum, toilet water, eau-de-Cologne, shower gels, bath foam, body lotions, deodorants for 
personal use; toiletries for men, namely, after-shave lotions, after-shave balms, toilet water, shower gels, deodorants for 
personal use.

Cl.9;Spectacles, sunglasses; cases, frames, cords and chains for spectacles and sunglasses; special cases for carrying 
computers; holders and cases for portable telephones in the form of holders and carrying cases specially adapted for use 
with portable telephones, in particular cell phones and smartphones.

Cl.18;Trunks and traveling bags; umbrellas; luggage; bags and suitcases, namely, bags made of leather and imitation 
of leather, cases made of leather and imitation of leather, not adapted for the articles for which they are intended; 
shopping bags, beach bags, messenger bags, school bags, toiletry bags sold empty; handbags; briefcases (leather 
goods), briefcase-type portfolios, attaché cases, tote bags, garment bags for travel, backpacks, leather cases and credit 
card cases, key cases, wallets, purses, handbags.

Cl.25;Clothing, namely, shirts, pants, jackets, fleece sweaters, padded vests, suits, raincoats, coats, shorts, cardigans, 
sweaters, tank tops, vests, t-shirts, polo shirts, bathrobes, dressing gowns, socks, bathing suits, nightwear, underwear, 
waterproof clothing, waterproof jackets, wind-resistant jackets, pullovers, running pants, cummerbunds, gloves; shoes, 
hats, caps, sun visors, scarves, belts, neckties.
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Cl.35;Retail sale services for perfumery, cosmetics, toiletries, soaps, dentifrices, eyewear, jewelry, watches, clocks, 
watch straps, writing instruments, stationery, leather goods, clothing, footwear, headgear, sporting articles, smokers' 
articles; retail sale and wholesale of perfumery, cosmetics, toiletries, soaps, dentifrices, eyewear, jewelry, watches, 
clocks, watch straps, writing instruments, stationery, leather goods, clothing, footwear, headgear, sporting articles, 
smokers' articles; providing retail sale services by mail order and catalog for the aforesaid goods; providing online retail 
store services from an Internet website for the aforesaid goods; providing retail store services via a television channel for 
all the aforesaid goods; providing retail store services by means of a telephone, mobile phone, Internet portable device or 
other telecommunication device for all the aforesaid goods; providing retail store services by direct marketing; 
advertising services; promotion services by providing links to third-party Websites.
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Priority claimed from 30/11/2017; Application No. : 87703641 ;United States of America 

3915929    01/05/2018
[International Registration No. : 1416853]
App in the Air, Inc.
832 Hermosa Avenue Hermosa Beach CA 94043 United States of America

Proposed to be Used
IR DIVISION
Cl.9;Downloadable software for travel information and trip management; downloadable software for travel and 
transportation booking and reservation services.

Cl.39;Travel information services; providing travel information, namely, flight departure and arrival times, schedules, 
customized trip route information for travel between particular locations based on time of day and other user preferences 
over global computer communications networks and mobile networks; travel guide services provided over global 
computer communications networks and mobile networks; providing links to websites of others featuring travel 
information and services, geographic information, maps, map images and trip routing over global communications 
networks and mobile networks; providing travel and transportation information over global computer networks for making
reservations and bookings for travel and transportation; making transportation bookings and reservations for others by 
means of a website.
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Priority claimed from 22/11/2017; Application No. : 713272 ;Switzerland 

3915931    21/04/2018
[International Registration No. : 1417147]
Stefan Prodromos Gkiouzelis
Bremgartnerstrasse 30 CH-8003 Zürich Switzerland

Proposed to be Used
IR DIVISION
Cl.9;Scientific, nautical, surveying, photographic, cinematographic, optical, weighing, measuring, signaling, checking 
(supervision), life-saving and teaching apparatus and instruments; apparatus and instruments for conducting, switching, 
transforming, accumulating, regulating or controlling electricity; apparatus for recording, transmission or reproduction of 
sound or images; magnetic recording media, sound recording disks; compact disks, DVDs and other digital recording 
media; mechanisms for coin-operated apparatus; cash registers, calculating machines, data processing equipment, 
computers; software; testing apparatus not for medical use; protective films designed for smartphones; audio interfaces; 
observation instruments; downloadable image files; video telephones; apparatus for use in phototelegraphy; chips 
(integrated circuits); magnetic encoders; magnetic identification bracelets; encoded key cards; optical compact discs 
(ROM, ROM); compact disks (audio-video); computer hardware; computer game software; electronic display panels; 
electric monitoring devices, not for medical use; electric contacts; data processing apparatus; recorded computer 
operating system programs; software (recorded programs); computer programs (downloadable software); interfaces for 
computers; joysticks for use with computers other than for video games; mobile telephones; microprocessors; readers 
(data processing equipment); headphones; downloadable music files; navigational instruments; telephone transmission 
apparatus; audio and video receivers; wearable activity sensors; application software; application software for mobile 
telephones; game programs for mobile telephones; digital mobile telephones; mobile telephones with extended 
functionality (smartphones); smartphones.

Cl.30;Coffee, tea, cocoa and artificial coffee; rice; tapioca and sago; flours and preparations based on cereals, bread, 
pastries and confectionery products; edible ices; sugar, honey, golden syrup; yeast, baking-powder; salt; mustard; 
vinegar, sauces (condiments/flavorings); spices; ice for refreshment; flavoring for beverages, excluding essential oils; 
coffee; coffee flavoring; artificial coffee; vegetable-based coffee substitutes; coffee-based beverages; ice cream; dulce de 
leche; desserts in the form of mousses (confectionery); fine pastries; tea-based beverages; cocoa-based beverages; 
biscuits, cookies; cakes; sherbets (edible ices); chocolate-based beverages; unroasted coffee; cocoa beverage with milk; 
tea; cakes; sugar; cinnamon (spice); Chicory (coffee substitute); natural sweeteners; agave syrups (natural sweeteners); 
decaffeinated coffee; coffee beverages with milk; powdered coffee; capsules for electric coffee machines (filled); coffee-
based beverages containing milk.

Cl.38;Telecommunications; provision of access to databases; provision of access to computer networks, Internet 
platforms, data banks and electronic publications; providing information in the field of wireless communication; provision 
and transmission of data, information, images and sound on a global computer network (Internet); communication 
services via the Internet and intranets and access services to the Internet and intranets; wireless transmission of data via 
Wireless Application Protocols (WAP); electronic data exchange services; electronic message transmission; data transfer 
services; data transmission services.

Cl.43;Bar services; catering services; culinary sculpture; cafeteria services; coffee shop services; restaurant services; 
snack bar services; self-service restaurant services; cocktail lounge services; services for providing food and beverages, 
as well as temporary accommodation; provision of foods and beverages in bistros; services provided by bars serving 
dairy products; restaurant operation; bar and cocktail lounge services; juice bar and coffee bar services; coffee shop, 
cafeteria and restaurant services; tea and coffee bar services; fruit-juice bar services; provision of food and drink; bar and
bistro services; provision of bar services; services for providing food and drink; take-away food services; serving of tea, 
coffee, cocoa, carbonated drinks or fruit juice beverages; provision of food and beverages in restaurants and bars; 
supplying of meals for immediate consumption; temporary accommodation.
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3915957    01/11/2017
[International Registration No. : 1417146]
Dekel Hostels Holding, S.A.
Cl. 11 3-55, Bogotá D.C. Colombia

Proposed to be Used
IR DIVISION
Cl.35;Conducting of exhibitions for commercial purposes; organization of commercial and business contacts; 
organization of exhibitions for business purposes.

Cl.39;Information services regarding travel and transport; tourist guide services for travel.

Cl.43;Hotel and restaurant services; provision of conference rooms; provision of conference installations; provision of 
temporary accommodation for work; provision of installations for commercial exhibitions [hosting]; provision of 
installations for conferences, exhibitions and meetings; provision of installations for board meetings or convention 
installations.
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3915967    22/11/2017
[International Registration No. : 1417140]
VIVACHEK BIOTECH (HANGZHOU) CO., LTD
Floor 2, building 2, No. 146, Chaofeng East Road, Yuhang Economy And Technological Development Zone 311100 Hangzhou, Zhejiang 
China

Proposed to be Used
IR DIVISION
Cl.5;Biological preparations for medical purposes; chemical preparations for medical purposes; chemical preparations 
for the diagnosis of pregnancy; diagnostic preparations for medical purposes; disinfectants; dietetic substances adapted 
for medical use; depuratives; chemical preparations for veterinary purposes; pesticides; adhesive tapes for medical 
purposes.

Cl.10;Syringes for medical purposes; medical apparatus and instruments; blood testing apparatus; hypodermic 
syringes; sphygmomanometers; cases fitted for medical instruments; testing apparatus for medical purposes; 
stethoscopes; diagnostic apparatus for medical purposes; surgical apparatus and instruments.

Cl.44;Health care; rest home services; therapy services; medical assistance; dietary and nutritional guidance; medical 
clinic services; services of a psychologist; telemedicine services; nursing, medical; rental of sanitation facilities.
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Priority claimed from 21/12/2017; Application No. : 017633207 ;European Union 

3915975    19/06/2018
[International Registration No. : 1416702]
BibbInstruments AB
Scheelevägen 2 SE-223 63 Lund Sweden

Proposed to be Used
IR DIVISION
Cl.10;Medical, surgical, dental and veterinary apparatus and instruments; syringes and needles for medical and 
surgical use; surgical and wound treating equipment; medical and surgical diagnostic, examination and monitoring 
equipment; medical and surgical equipment for histological use; medical endoscopic equipment; endoscopic apparatus; 
endoscopes; endoscopes for taking samples and treatment; gastroscopes; colonoscopes; bronchoscopes; 
laparoscopes; optical instruments for endoscopy; cardio-pulmonary diagnostic instrumentation; apparatus and 
instrumentation for medical and surgical cell sampling; apparatus for detecting cancer cells; apparatus and 
instrumentation for biopsy; needles for use in medical and surgical treatments and diagnostics; biopsy needles; biopsy 
needles and biopsy drills for endoscopic use; surgical drills; ultrasonic diagnostic instruments for surgical use; surgical 
ultrasonic instruments for treatment; apparatus and instrumentation for surgical procedures in form of insertion of stents 
and angioplasty.

Cl.42;Science and technology services; medical and pharmacological research; medical research and development; 
scientific research for medical and surgical purposes; scientific research for medical and surgical purposes within cancer 
diseases; development and design of surgical apparatus; development and design of endoscopic instrumentation and 
apparatus; development and design of needles and drills for medical and surgical purposes; design and development of 
medical and surgical apparatus for taking samples and biopsy.

Cl.44;Human healthcare services; animal healthcare services; surgery; surgical treatment services; surgical diagnostic 
services; surgical services in the field of oncology; providing services relating to medical and surgical analysis, 
diagnosis, prognosis and treatment of cancer; surgical treatment services in the form of the treatment of cancer; surgical 
treatment services in the form of angioplasty; surgical and medical sampling services and biopsy services; advisory 
services relating to surgical instruments and apparatus.
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3915978    06/04/2018
[International Registration No. : 1416738]
Nisshinbo Holdings Inc.
31-11, Nihonbashi Ningyo-cho 2-chome, Chuo-ku Tokyo 103-8650 Japan

Proposed to be Used
IR DIVISION
Cl.1;Industrial chemicals; chemical reagents, other than for medical or veterinary purposes; water treatment chemicals 
for industrial use; chemicals for use in the manufacture of polyurethanes; chemical preparations for use in photography; 
adhesives for industrial purposes; plant growth regulating preparations; artificial plant-cultivation soil; unprocessed 
plastics for industrial use; unprocessed synthetic resins; crystalline silicon; rare earth metals; carbon for industrial 
purposes; graphite for industrial purposes; biological preparation for use in cell cultures other than for medical or 
veterinary use; fatty acids for industrial purposes; artificial sweeteners; flour for industrial purposes; chemical test paper; 
paper pulp.

Cl.19;Railroad ties, not of metal; railway sleepers, not of metal; railway sleepers of wood; artificial timber; building 
timber; construction timber; structural timber; multilayer panels of plastic for use in building; plastic building boards; 
plastic tiles; moldings, not of metal, for building; insulating glass for construction purposes; non-metallic minerals for 
building or construction; non-metallic transportable constructions; refractory construction materials, not of metal; coal 
tar; petroleum pitch; mortar for building.
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Priority claimed from 11/12/2017; Application No. : 2017-162163 ;Japan 

3915981    22/01/2018
[International Registration No. : 1416621]
UEYAKATO LANDSCAPE Co., Ltd.
45, Nishiteranomae-cho, Shishigatani, Sakyo-ku, Kyoto-shi 606-8425 Kyoto Japan

Proposed to be Used
IR DIVISION
Cl.16;Printed matter, namely, newspapers, magazines, books, periodicals, newsletters, calendars, posters, picture 
postcards, catalogues and pamphlets; photographs [printed]; photograph stands; paintings and calligraphic works.

Cl.37;Landscape construction; building construction; construction management for landscape construction, landscape 
gardening and tree planting; supervision and consultancy for landscape construction, landscape gardening and tree 
planting; construction consultancy; operation and maintenance of building equipment; repair or maintenance of 
amusement machines and apparatus; garden cleaning; street cleaning; cleaning of building exteriors; window cleaning; 
cleaning of carpets and rugs; floor polishing.

Cl.44;Landscape gardening design for others; landscape design; garden or flower bed care; garden tree planting; 
spreading of fertilizers; rental of potted plants; weed control; vermin exterminating for agriculture, aquaculture, 
horticulture and forestry; rental of lawnmowers; nursing care; landscape gardening; tree planting.
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3915991    21/05/2018
[International Registration No. : 1416791]
Bank of America Corporation
100 North Tryon Street Charlotte NC 28255 United States of America

Proposed to be Used
IR DIVISION
Cl.9;Downloadable computer software and mobile applications for financial research, financial information, financial 
analysis, financial planning, financial management, investment management, banking services, trading of foreign 
exchange, social networking, providing electronic processing of electronic funds transfer, ACH, electronic check and 
electronic payments, financial transactions, and electronic funds transfers; downloadable mobile application that 
provides interactive tools for obtaining financial information, managing accounts, and conducting transactions relating to 
banking, investment, retirement and savings strategies and goals.

Cl.36;Banking services; banking services provided by mobile telephone connections; providing banking information; 
providing financial information by electronic means; investment management; financial analysis; providing research in 
the field of financial investments and finance; providing financial information and investment account financial 
information by means of the Internet; financial research; brokerage services in the field of financial assets, capital market 
financial investments, securities, specialty financial assets, and alternative financial investments; money management 
services; providing personalized financial investment information; providing financial investment account information; 
providing financial information about fund performances; providing personalized financial investment information by 
electronic mail; providing information on financial applications and tools.
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3915994    04/04/2018
[International Registration No. : 1417438]
LexiFi SAS
892, rue Yves Kermen F-92100 Boulogne-Billancourt France

Proposed to be Used
IR DIVISION
Cl.9;Software [recorded programs]; software for managing financial transactions; software for financial operations, 
transactions, accounting, display and management operations; software for document creation, production, conversion, 
recording, indexing, archiving, printing, displaying, viewing, publishing, transmission, encoding, management, 
typography and distribution ; database management software; software for image processing, for document 
management ; computer hardware and software for database management; computer hardware, software and computer 
programs, all relating to financial, banking and credit services ; computer programs [downloadable software]; software 
development tools; computer programs [downloadable software].

Cl.42;Design and development of computers and software; software design; design, maintenance, rental and updating 
of software; Software consultancy; advice relating to the evaluation, selection and implementation of software, firmware, 
computer hardware and data processing systems; advice on software; software consultancy; creation, maintenance, 
handling and adaptation of software; software development and especially software development in the field of software 
publishing ; maintenance and repair of software ; installation and maintenance of software; installation, maintenance, 
repair and servicing of computer software ; rental of computer software; maintenance of computer software; maintenance 
and updating of software; update, design and rental of software; technical support services relating to software; 
information, advice and assistance services in the field of computer software; software design services; software and 
computer system design services; software development services; software maintenance services; software 
customization services; advice and research services relating to software; writing, design and development of software.
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Priority claimed from 22/12/2017; Application No. : 017634494 ;European Union 

3916003    23/05/2018
[International Registration No. : 1417285]
NovaGo Therapeutics AG
Winterthurerstrasse 190 CH-8057 Zürich Switzerland

Proposed to be Used
IR DIVISION
Cl.1;Chemical products; chemical preparations for industrial purposes; chemical preparations for scientific use other 
than for medical or veterinary use; chemical preparations for photography; biological materials other than for medical or 
veterinary use; biological preparations other than for medical or veterinary use; peptides for chemical products and food; 
polypeptides; antibodies of proteins.

Cl.5;Pharmaceutical products; veterinary products; preparations for immunotherapeutic purposes; antitumor medicated 
substances; preparations for neurodegenerative diseases; immunogens; vaccines, antibodies and epitopes; peptides for 
pharmaceutical use; hygiene preparations for medical use; biological preparations for medical use; biocides; diagnostic 
products; towels for medical use; dietetic foods for medical use; dietetic beverages for medical use; antibodies of 
proteins for medical use.

Cl.42;Testing and inspection for the quality control and analysis of active substances as well as for the research in the 
field of pharmaceutical, cosmetic or food products; consulting and information on testing and inspection for the quality 
control and analysis of active substances as well as the research relating to pharmaceutical, cosmetic or food products; 
testing and inspection for the quality control and analysis of active substances as well as the research in the field of 
medical methods and therapies; research in biotechnology and antibodies; information on testing and inspection for the 
quality control and analysis of active substances, testing and research in the field of medical methods and therapies; 
research in the field of health care; testing, inspection and research in the field of biology; computer software design, 
computer programming and maintenance of computer software; design and development of computer hardware; 
computer software development; advice and provision of information relating to quality control of pharmaceutical 
preparations; maintenance of computer software.

Cl.44;Medical services; medical services in the field of immunity; provision of medical information; medical 
examinations; preparation and dispensing of medicines; dietary and nutritional advice; advice and provision of 
information in the field of health care; service provided by a veterinarian; beauty salon services; animal care services; 
health care; support and provision of information relating to the mode of action, preparation, administration and dosing of 
pharmaceutical preparations.
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3916347    19/03/2018
[International Registration No. : 1417277]
GRUPO ALVIC FR MOBILIARIO, S.L.
Ctra. Alcalá la Real, s/n. E-23660 ALCAUDETE (Jaén) Spain

Proposed to be Used
IR DIVISION
Cl.19;Wooden boards; boards not of metal for building; laminated particleboards; laminates not of metal.

Cl.20;Furniture, kitchen furniture, furniture for bathroom use; office furniture: table tops; panels for furniture.
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3917332    23/03/2018
[International Registration No. : 1417373]
VALEO SERVICE
70 rue Pleyel F-93200 Saint Denis France

Proposed to be Used
IR DIVISION
Cl.12;Windshield wipers and components thereof such as windshield wiper brushes, windshield wiper blades, 
connectors and fastening systems for windshield wiper blades, windshield wiper arms, deflectors; windshield wiper 
movement transmission assemblies; end caps for windshield wiper brushes and accessories thereof; spreaders, fairings 
and joints and accessories thereof (parts and components of vehicles); windshield wiper support plates; fasteners 
(connectors) for windshield wiper blades; windshield and headlight washers for vehicles; headlight wipers for vehicles; 
headlight wipers; windshield wiper blades and blade protectors of rubber; windshield wiper blades made of rubber; 
windshield wiper brushes made of synthetic material.

Cl.17;Packaging of rubber.
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Priority claimed from 24/12/2017; Application No. : 716343 ;Switzerland 

3917333    01/06/2018
[International Registration No. : 1417365]
Bucherer AG
Langensandstrasse 27 CH-6005 Luzern Switzerland

Proposed to be Used
IR DIVISION
Cl.14;Timepieces, jewels.

Cl.35;Retail sale (in commercial premises and online shops).

Cl.42;Design services.
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3917353    15/05/2018
[International Registration No. : 1416794]
Hanovia Limited
780 Buckingham Avenue Slough, Berkshire SL1 4LA United Kingdom

Proposed to be Used
IR DIVISION
Cl.37;Installation, maintenance and repair services, all for installations, apparatus, instruments and equipment used in 
the treatment and/or purification of water; installation, maintenance and repair services, all for installations, apparatus, 
instruments and equipment for purifying, sterilising, disinfecting and/or deodorising; installation, maintenance and repair 
services, all for the treatment of articles and/or fluids with ultraviolet light or ultraviolet lamps; information, advisory and 
consultancy services relating to all the foregoing.

Cl.41;Training, instruction, tuition, teaching services; arranging, organising and/or conducting seminars, tutorials, 
lectures, courses and/or demonstrations for training, instruction, tuition and/or teaching purposes; information, advisory 
and consultancy services relating to all the foregoing.

Cl.42;Water analysis; industrial analysis services; inspection of apparatus; technical inspection and/or technical 
supervision services; industrial testing; testing of apparatus and/or machinery; materials testing and/or analysing; safety 
technological testing services; water quality control services; quality testing, quality control testing; quality checking; 
information, advisory and consultancy services relating to all the foregoing.
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Priority claimed from 01/03/2018; Application No. : 017867081 ;European Union 

3917356    10/07/2018
[International Registration No. : 1416603]
MONKS INTERNATIONAL NV
Grote Molstenstraat 21 B-8710 Wielsbeke

Proposed to be Used
IR DIVISION
Cl.20;Latex mattresses; latex pillows.

Cl.24;Upholstery fabrics; curtain fabric; ticks [mattress covers].
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Priority claimed from 10/01/2018; Application No. : 17676156 ;European Union 

3917359    12/06/2018
[International Registration No. : 1416692]
PromoCell bioscience alive GmbH Biomedizinische Produkte
Sickingenstr. 63/65 69126 Heidelberg Germany

Proposed to be Used
IR DIVISION
Cl.1;Chemical preparations for scientific and industrial processes, in particular bases, raw materials, auxiliaries and 
active ingredients for producing chemical, biochemical, biological and cell biological preparations; media for cell culture 
for use in the biotechnological industry and for non-medical research laboratories; biological preparation for use in cell 
cultures other than for medical or veterinary use; chemical, biochemical, biological and cytobiological products used in 
industry.

Cl.5;Chemical products for medical use, in particular base materials, raw materials, auxiliary materials and active 
substances for manufacturing biomedical and medical preparations; medicines, pharmaceutical and sanitary 
preparations, dietetic foodstuffs adapted for medical use, foodstuff supplements adapted for medical use, plasters and 
materials for dressings; chemical, biochemical, biological, cellular biological preparations for medical and biomedical 
science; cell cultures and cell culture systems, with preferably human or animal cells, for medical purposes.
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Priority claimed from 09/05/2018; Application No. : 30 2018 011 942 ;Germany 

3917364    15/06/2018
[International Registration No. : 1416741]
ZWILLING Beauty Group GmbH
Grünewalder Str. 14-22 42657 Solingen Germany

Proposed to be Used
IR DIVISION
Cl.3;Pumice stones for use on the body; eyebrow mousse; false eyelashes.

Cl.8;Pincers; eyelash curlers; razor blades; cuticle tweezers; nail nippers; nail clippers; nail extractors, hand-operated; 
hair-removing tweezers; razors; nasal hair trimmers; manicure sets; manicure implements; cases for manicure 
instruments; nail buffers for use in manicure; electric manicure sets; pedicure sets; pedicure implements; nail files; nail 
scissors; callus rasps; electric hair clippers for personal use (hand instruments); depilation appliances, electric and non-
electric; hair cutting scissors; electric appliances for removing facial hair; electric appliances for removing nasal hair; 
electric appliances for shaving eyebrows; light-based hair removal appliances.

Cl.21;Shaving brushes; soap boxes; nail brushes; toilet brushes; applicators for cosmetics; cosmetic brushes; 
applicator sticks for applying makeup; facial sponges for applying make-up; shaving brush stands; combs and sponges; 
sponges for applying body powder; body sponges.
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Priority claimed from 22/11/2017; Application No. : 017503772 ;European Union 

3917373    22/05/2018
[International Registration No. : 1417464]
MARPOSS Monitoring Solutions GmbH
Buchenring 40 21272 Egestorf Germany

Proposed to be Used
IR DIVISION
Cl.9;Electronic checking, monitoring, measuring and controlling apparatus, instruments and devices; computer 
programs for the visualisation and diagnosis of technical processes.

Cl.37;Installation and commissioning of tool, process and machine monitoring installations for optimising industrial 
processes and production processes.

Cl.42;Computer programming for the visualisation and diagnosis of technical processes; surveying in the form of fault 
diagnosis, for others.
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Priority claimed from 07/03/2018; Application No. : 4020180029313 ;Republic of Korea 

3917375    08/03/2018
[International Registration No. : 1416425]
Beauren Korea, Inc.
(Yeoksam-dong) 202, 146, Bongeunsa-ro, Gangnam-gu Seoul Republic of Korea

Proposed to be Used
IR DIVISION
Cl.3;Cosmetics; make-up removing preparations; cosmetic preparations for skin care; cosmetics for the face and body; 
make-up; lipsticks; cakes of toilet soap; cosmetics for animals; cosmetics for animals; tooth cleaning preparations; 
beauty soap; perfumery; cosmetic preparations for baths; body creams; sun-block lotions; nail care preparations; eye 
cream; hair conditioners for babies; lip skin protecting materials.

Cl.35;Wholesale services for cosmetics; retail services for cosmetics; cosmetics sales agency; sales arranging of 
cosmetics.
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Priority claimed from 14/11/2017; Application No. : 4404160 ;France 

3917379    26/04/2018
[International Registration No. : 1417433]
LOUIS VUITTON MALLETIER
2 rue du Pont-Neuf F-75001 Paris France

Proposed to be Used
IR DIVISION
Cl.3;Essential oils and aromatic extracts for cosmetic use; air fragrances; sachets for perfuming linen; fragrance refills 
for non-electric room fragrance dispensers; ceramic diffusers for perfumes.

Cl.4;Candles; perfumed candles; tallow candles; tapers (wax candles).
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Priority claimed from 14/11/2017; Application No. : 4404204 ;France 

3917381    26/04/2018
[International Registration No. : 1417424]
LOUIS VUITTON MALLETIER
2 rue du Pont-Neuf F-75001 Paris France

Proposed to be Used
IR DIVISION
Cl.3;Essential oils and aromatic extracts for cosmetic use; air fragrances; sachets for perfuming linen; fragrance refills 
for non-electric room fragrance dispensers; ceramic diffusers for perfumes.

Cl.4;Candles; perfumed candles; tallow candles; tapers (wax candles).
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Priority claimed from 01/12/2017; Application No. : 713538 ;Switzerland 

3917382    02/03/2018
[International Registration No. : 1417403]
Bobst Lyon
22 rue Decomberousse F-69100 VILLEURBANNE France

Proposed to be Used
IR DIVISION
Cl.7;Machines and parts of machines for the production and processing of materials, particularly machines and parts of 
machines for the manufacture of packaging and for the processing of paper and cardboard; machines and parts of 
machines for printing and processing paper and cardboard; component parts and spare parts for the aforesaid goods; 
apparatus for stamping paper and cardboard (machines).

Cl.9;Measuring and checking apparatus and instruments; machines and equipment for data processing; software.
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3917384    25/04/2018
[International Registration No. : 1417416]
EVOLIS
ZI Angers Beaucouze - 14 avenue de la Fontaine F-49070 BEAUCOUZE France

Proposed to be Used
IR DIVISION
Cl.9;Computer peripherals, namely printing, encoding and lamination apparatus; smart cards, magnetic strip cards; 
printers for plastic cards and papers; card printers, especially for scrambling and securing data; computer peripheral 
device drivers and managers for printing and encoding apparatus; software for processing, managing and creating cards, 
software for managing printers, software for encoding cards; software for scrambling and securing data; software for 
customizing and printing cards and consumables for printers (especially plastic cards and printing ribbons) for 
identifying persons and goods or securing data, encoded and secured identification cards; software for managing 
residual data protection after printing.

Cl.16;Color and monochrome ribbons for printing apparatus; Color and monochrome ribbons for printing apparatus 
with a data scrambling and data security option; transparent protection ribbons for printing apparatus; transparent 
protection ribbons with hologram for printing apparatus; blank paper or cardboard cards; business cards; paper and 
cardboard cards or badges for identification; card cases for identification badges not made of leather or imitation leather; 
non-encoded secured identification cards.
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Priority claimed from 29/08/2017; Application No. : 302017000096832 ;Italy 

3917393    22/02/2018
[International Registration No. : 1417448]
CERAMICHE ATLAS CONCORDE SPA
Via Canaletto, 141 - Spezzano I-41042 Fiorano Modenese (MO) Italy

Proposed to be Used
IR DIVISION
Cl.19;Building materials (non-metallic); ceramic tiles and ceramic slabs for flooring, wall coverings, stairs and ceilings; 
ceramic tiles for bathrooms and kitchens countertops.

Cl.20;Work surfaces; ceramic work surfaces for kitchens, bathrooms, bars, restaurants, and offices; ceramic panels 
being parts of furniture; table tops; countertops for bathroom furniture; benches; chairs; lawn furniture.
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Priority claimed from 11/10/2017; Application No. : 87641790 ;United States of America 

3917421    24/07/2018
[International Registration No. : 1405660]
Dun & Bradstreet International, Ltd.
103 JFK Parkway Short Hills NJ 07078 United States of America

Proposed to be Used
IR DIVISION
Cl.35;Providing sales and market reports to the order and/or specification of others; providing general business 
information concerning sales, size and position of businesses; conducting marketing studies and surveys; providing 
business information services pertaining to marketing, demographics and statistical fields; supplying sale and marketing 
information concerning the business community according to the requirement of customers; computerized marketing 
consulting services rendered to businesses, namely, providing information that identify corporate lines of business and 
relationships between national and international companies; business evaluation of suppliers of goods and services with 
regard to overall financial, operational and risk level; business consultancy services; business management assistance; 
business investigation; business and commercial information services; marketing services; information and data 
compiling and analyzing relating to business management; business consultation services in the field of customer 
service to improve sales person effectiveness; providing business information in the field of general company profiles 
including years in business, company size as well as sales and employee information; providing predictive business 
information regarding a company's future; business risk assessment services, namely, via an on-line business 
assessment tool in the nature of an online business profile for providing insight into health of companies; computerized 
register management relating to assigning and supplying identification numbers for use by business enterprises for the 
purpose of facilitating the automation of the payment of accounts payable and other business purposes and the obtaining 
of business statistics and information; mailing lists preparation services; business compliance consulting services 
concerning business requirements for businesses to meet regulatory requirements such as know your customer 
obligations, identifying higher risk parties in customer and supplier onboarding, third party anti- corruption and anti-
bribery due diligence and monitoring services, and other tax and regulatory compliance services; collection and 
dissemination of information on individuals for general business, sales and marketing purposes; providing business 
information in regard to business suppliers in the field of business profiles and analysis of suppliers, supplier 
evaluations, supplier management information, information on product availability and offerings, and supplier operation 
information; supply chain management services, namely, procurement and purchasing management in the field of 
suppliers, product supply, ongoing supply based optimization for the benefit of others; business services, namely, 
business information, advice and consultation in the field of supply lifecycle management processes, and functional 
needs in the area of supplier risk, compliance, diversity, and information management.

Cl.36;Providing financial information on credit and collections of businesses; credit rating services, namely, providing 
credit rating reports; financial services, namely, providing credit rating services and financial reporting and analysis; 
credit reporting services, namely, providing financial credit history information services and online credit reports; 
financial analysis, namely, credit risk analysis; business credit risk information services; financial research; providing 
information in the nature of financial data and trade payments.
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3917425    22/02/2018
[International Registration No. : 1416637]
THOST Projektmanagement GmbH
Villinger Straße 6 75179 Pforzheim Germany

Proposed to be Used
IR DIVISION
Cl.9;Computer software; computer software (recorded); interfaces for computers; computer operating programs; 
computer programs (downloadable); computer programs (recorded).

Cl.35;Business organisational preparations for building projects; professional business consultancy; business 
organization consultancy; business advice and consultancy; planning and monitoring of business developments with 
regard to organisational matters; business management assistance; cost price analysis; development of utilisation 
concepts relating to real estate by organisational consultancy and with regard to professional matters (facility 
management); personnel management consultancy; temporary personnel services; employee leasing; arranging of 
contracts, for others, for the providing of services; organisational project management in the field of electronic data 
processing; computerized file management; EDP consultancy.

Cl.36;Preparation of financial reports relating to the financing of building projects; financial consultancy; financial 
consultancy (loan advice); insurance information; insurance brokerage; insurance consultancy; financial evaluation 
[insurance, banking, real estate]; real estate management, and brokerage, rental and leasing of real estate (facility 
management).

Cl.37;Construction management services; building construction supervision; construction information; construction 
consultation; building construction; building construction supervision services for real estate projects.

Cl.41;Providing of training; coaching; tuition; basic and advanced training for human resources development; training; 
arranging and conducting of seminars; arranging and conducting of workshops (training); colloquiums (arranging and 
conducting of-); arranging and conducting of conferences.

Cl.42;Conducting technical project studies; construction drafting; preparation of reports relating to technical project 
studies for construction projects; architectural consultation; architectural services; engineering services; surveying; 
energy auditing; consultancy in the field of energy-saving; computer aided design services relating to building projects; 
quality testing; quality control; technical testing; environmental assessment services; scientific and technological 
services and research and design relating thereto; technical project management in the field of electronic data 
processing; computer hardware and software consultancy; consultancy in the area of information technology (it); 
updating of computer software; maintenance of computer software; computer software rental services; computer 
programming; computer software and hardware design and development; software design services; computer system 
design; electronic data back-up; hosting computer sites [web sites]; installation and maintenance of software; installation 
of computer software; configuring computer networks by means of software; data conversion of computer programs and 
data [not physical conversion]; duplication of computer programs; software as a service (SaaS), providing or rental of 
electronic memory space (web space) on the internet; computer system analysis.

Cl.45;Licensing of intellectual property rights and copyright; alternative dispute resolution services; mediation.
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3917485    10/04/2018
[International Registration No. : 1416640]
FIDIA FARMACEUTICI S.p.A.
Via Ponte della Fabbrica, 3/A I-35031 Abano Terme (PD) Italy

Proposed to be Used
IR DIVISION
Cl.1;Chemicals and intermediate products for the manufacture of pharmaceutical preparations.

Cl.5;Pharmaceutical preparations, including cytotoxic drugs.
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Priority claimed from 31/07/2017; Application No. : 296888 ;Israel 
3917494    18/01/2018
[International Registration No. : 1416506]
UNAVOO FOOD TECHNOLOGIES LTD
5 Shvat St. Kiryat Gat Israel

Proposed to be Used
IR DIVISION
Cl.1;Natural sweeteners and sugar substitutes for industrial manufacturing; natural sweeteners and sugar substitutes 
for use in the manufacture of food and beverages and dietary supplements; natural sweeteners and sugar substitutes for 
use in the manufacture of pharmaceuticals.

Cl.5;Dietetic sweeteners for medical or therapeutic purposes; sugar substitutes for medical or therapeutic purposes; 
dietary food supplements.

Cl.29;Jams; jellies; marmalade; dried and cooked fruits and vegetables; dehydrated fruit snacks; applesauce; snack 
food dips included in this class, excluding salsa, sauces, chocolate and caramel dips; potato based snacks, namely 
potato chips, potato crisps and puffed potato snacks; healthy snacks, namely, food bars comprised primarily of nuts, 
fruits and also containing grain, vegetables, seeds and chocolate; processed nut butter food bars; non-dairy edible oils 
and fats; unflavored gelatins; fruit-based snack food; non-dairy based whipped lopping included in this class; food bars, 
namely, fruit and soy-based food bars; peanut butter; butter substitutes; margarine and margarine substitutes; flavored 
and sweetened gelatins; desserts kits, dessert mold kits, and no-bake dessert kits comprising flavored or sweetened 
gelatins; gelatin and gelatin based snack foods; food bars, namely soy-based food bars.

Cl.30;Natural sweeteners; sugar substitutes; natural sweeteners and sugar substitutes used as an ingredient in food, 
beverages, beer, wine, spirits, food supplements, nutritional supplements and oral healthcare products; food flavoring 
additives; condiments, namely mustard, ketchup and mayonnaise; sauces; salad dressings; syrups used for food 
flavoring, table syrup and breakfast syrup, namely pancake syrup; sauces for meat, poultry and fish, namely cooking 
sauces and grilling sauces; frozen desserts, namely frozen cakes, frozen cookie dough, frozen cookies, frozen pies; 
flavorings for beverages, other than essential oils; frozen confections; candy; chocolate, cocoa; chocolate syrup; 
desserts kits, dessert mold kits, and no-bake dessert kits comprising puddings; dessert mixes consisting primarily of 
cheesecake mix, pie mix, cake mix, brownie mix or pudding mix; puddings, and pudding based snack foods; ready to eat 
puddings; ices; corn-based snack foods; tortilla chips; salsa; corn chips; crackers; cheese flavored puffed corn snacks; 
bakery goods; biscuits; cookies; brownies; cheesecakes; cookie crumbs; ice-cream; cones for ice-cream; pies; pie 
crusts; hot chocolate; flatbread and bread-like crackers; grain-based snack foods; grain-based food bars; granola based 
snack bars; granola; granola snacks; trail mix, consisting primarily of granola and also including nuts, dried fruit, seeds; 
ready to eat cereal derived food bars; granola-based snack bars with a layer of chocolate or peanut butter coating; grain 
based snack food also containing fruit; chips made of rice; chips made of corn; pasta, gluten free pasta; food seasoning; 
seasoning mixes; spices; spice rubs; spice blends; edible spices; baking spices; biscuit mixes; cake mixes; caramels; 
hot chocolate powder, chocolate powder, cocoa and cocoa mixes; food bars, namely grain-based food bars, nut-based 
food bars, quinoa-based food bars, fruit-based food bars, cereal based energy bars; herbal food beverages other than for 
medical purposes; herbal tea other than for medical purposes; honey, flavored ices; pretzels; snack mixes consisting 
primarily of crackers, pretzels, chips and/or popped popcorn; sorbet; dipping sauces, chocolate dips, caramel dips.

Cl.32;Non-alcoholic beverages, namely, drinking waters, soft drinks, carbonated waters, bottled waters and flavored 
waters; syrups, powders and concentrates for making non-alcoholic beverages, namely, soft drinks and flavored waters; 
fruit juices and fruit-flavored drinks containing water; fruit flavored drinks; fruit flavored beverages, namely, fruit drinks, 
fruit juices, lemonade; carbonated beverages, namely, soft drinks, concentrates for making soft drinks; beer.

Cl.33;Alcoholic beverages (except beer).
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Priority claimed from 10/10/2017; Application No. : 30 2017 110 225 ;Germany 

3917892    05/04/2018
[International Registration No. : 1416667]
WILO SE
Nortkirchenstr. 100 44263 Dortmund Germany

Proposed to be Used
IR DIVISION
Cl.7;Agricultural, earthmoving, construction, oil and gas extraction and mining equipment; pumps; pump installations; 
pumps (parts of machines); pumps for heating installations; pumps for pressure increase; electrical pumps (machines); 
pumps (parts of machines, engines or motors); self-regulating pumps (other than for the delivery of fuel at filling 
stations); base plate mounted pumps; glanded pumps; glandless pumps; multi-stage centrifugal pumps; well pumps; 
pump diaphragms; motors (other than for land vehicles); crankcases for machines, motors and engines; compressors for 
refrigerators; sewage treatment machines; water supply machines (pumps); pneumatic pumps; pump-motor assemblies; 
pumping station assemblies; borehole pumps; parts and fittings for all the aforesaid goods, included in this class.

Cl.9;Devices and apparatus for the analysis and dosing of water; electric control apparatus; electrotechnical 
components; electricity indicators; electric installations for the remote control of electric operations; electric apparatus 
for commutation; regulating apparatus (electric); electric installations for the remote control of industrial operations; 
apparatus and instruments for physics; electric sensors; heat regulating apparatus; thermometers, not for medical 
purposes; thermostats; temperature sensors; temperature switches; parts and fittings for all the aforesaid goods, 
included in this class.
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3918288    29/05/2018
[International Registration No. : 1416813]
Senetas Corporation Limited
312 Kings Way SOUTH MELBOURNE VIC 3205 Australia

Proposed to be Used
IR DIVISION
Cl.9;Computer software including computer software and downloadable computer software for use in accessing, 
updating, manipulating, modifying, organizing, storing, backing up, synchronizing, transmitting, and sharing data, 
documents, files, information, text, photos, images, graphics, music, audio, video, and multimedia content via global 
computer networks, mobile telephones, and other communications networks; electronic communications equipment, 
programs and technology for recording, transmitting and reproducing data, sound and images; communications devices; 
computer hardware.

Cl.42;Data encryption services; computer consultation services; computer programming services; computer software 
design and development services; providing temporary use of non-downloadable computer software for use in accessing, 
updating, manipulating, modifying, organizing, storing, backing up, synchronizing, transmitting, and sharing data, 
documents, files, information, text, photos, images, graphics, music, audio, video, and multimedia content via global 
computer networks, mobile telephones, and other communications networks; hosting of computer software and software 
applications for others; hosting of digital content on the internet; storage of electronic media, including the storage of 
data, documents, files, text, photos, images, graphics, music, audio, video, and multimedia content; information, advisory 
and consultancy services relating to the aforesaid; advisory services relating to computer software; computer security 
services (design and development of secure computer hardware, software and systems); computer software consultancy; 
computer software design and development; computer support services; development of software; computer software 
programming services; software creation and engineering.
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3918335    31/01/2018
[International Registration No. : 1416780]
FRIULSIDER S.P.A.
Via Trieste, 1 - Frazione Villanova del Judrio I-33048 SAN GIOVANNI AL NATISONE (UD) Italy

Proposed to be Used
IR DIVISION
Cl.19;Brackets being architectural elements.

Cl.20;Dowels not of metal; non-metal hooks; non-metal pipe collars; plastic caps; door fittings, not of metal; furniture 
fittings, not of metal; plastic washers; plugs [dowels], not of metal; anchor bolts, not of metal; collars, not of metal, for 
fastening pipes; non-metal fasteners, namely, bolts; non-metal screws; non-metal hardware, namely, screws, nuts and 
bolts; non-metal threaded fasteners; fasteners, not of metal, for roofs; structure joint connectors, not of metal.
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Priority claimed from 26/02/2018; Application No. : 1909618 ;Australia 

3918341    16/05/2018
[International Registration No. : 1416787]
BBA Group Holdings Pty Ltd
Se6, 1165 Nerang St Southport QLD 4215 Australia

Proposed to be Used
IR DIVISION
Cl.39;Transport, in particular transportation of goods by motor vehicle, lorry, rail, ship and aeroplane; packaging of 
goods or parcels for transportation; courier services (messages or goods); delivery of goods, messages, mail, parcels; 
organization and handling of returned goods, in particular return of undeliverable items, letters, packages and parcels to 
sender; storage of goods; tracking and tracing by means of electronic tracking of goods as well as further logistic 
support services like systematic linking of goods and information flows; freight forwarding services; collection, transport 
and delivery of goods, in particular, packages, parcels.

Cl.42;Online provision of web-based applications (non-downloadable); online provision of web-based software (non-
downloadable); providing information, including online, about design and development of computer hardware and 
software; provision of online non-downloadable software (application service provider); information technology (it) 
services (computer hardware, software and peripherals design and technical consultancy); provision of information 
relating to information technology; computer support services (programming and software installation, repair and 
maintenance services); design of computer software; development of computer software; development of computer 
software application solutions; software as a service (saas); software creation.
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3918348    06/04/2018
[International Registration No. : 1416730]
Episurf IP-Management AB
Karlavägen 60 SE-114 49 Stockholm Sweden

Proposed to be Used
IR DIVISION
Cl.9;Software for virtual 3D based visualization surgical tools; software for designing surgical tools; software for the 
administration, designing, and fitting of personal joint implants, 3D implant models.

Cl.10;Surgical, medical, dental and veterinary apparatus and instruments; artificial limbs, artificial implants; orthopedic 
articles.

Cl.42;Analysis and research services related to personal joint implants; design and development of computer hardware 
and software; designing of personal joint implants; scientific services and research and design relating thereto.

Cl.44;Surgical diagnostic services in the field of joint implants; advisory services related to surgical products in the 
field of joint implants; advisory services related to medical treatment in the field of joint implants; consultancy services 
related to joint implants and the process for fitting of personal joint implants.
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Priority claimed from 20/12/2017; Application No. : 87728331 ;United States of America 

3918371    01/02/2018
[International Registration No. : 1416664]
Morse Enterprises Limited, Inc.
400 N. New York Ave., Ste. 200 Winter Park FL 32790 United States of America

Proposed to be Used
IR DIVISION
Cl.1;Adjuvants for use with pesticides; surfactants for use with pesticides; chemicals, adjuvants and synergists for use 
in the manufacture of pesticides, including but not limited to insecticides, miticides, herbicides, fungicides, insect growth 
regulators, and insect/mite repellants; botanical oils and extracts, and their pure compounds therein; essential oil 
synergists for use in pesticides, including but not limited to insecticides, miticides, herbicides, repellants and growth 
regulators.

Cl.5;Pesticides; insecticides; miticides; herbicides; fungicides; insect growth regulators; vector control preparations; 
preparations for repelling animals, birds and insects; preparations for repelling insects including mosquito, tick, head and 
body lice; medicated preparations for repelling insects; wrist bands, ankle bands, neckbands, clothing and clothing tags 
impregnated with repellant for repelling insects; insect repellants; liquid and gel insect repellants; insect repellant agents; 
mosquito repellents; insecticides for mosquito abatement and vector control; preparations for repelling and destroying 
vermin; phytotherapy preparations for medical purposes; insect repellant for application to skin, clothing and other 
articles; pharmaceutical and nutraceutical preparations for use in medical treatments and therapies; pharmaceutical 
products, namely, botanical compounds for medical use; botanical compounds for medical use as fungicides and as 
antimicrobial antibiotics for medical use; pharmaceutical and nutraceutical preparations and substances for use in 
medical treatments and therapies; pharmaceutical and nutraceutical preparations and substances for use as ingredients 
in pharmaceutical and nutraceutical preparations and substances for medical treatments and therapies.
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3918372    19/04/2018
[International Registration No. : 1416670]
98point6 Inc.
901 5th Avenue, Suite 3310 Seattle WA 98164 United States of America

Proposed to be Used
IR DIVISION
Cl.9;Computer application software for mobile phones, portable media players, and handheld computers, namely, 
software for analyzing medical symptoms and historical health information in order to formulate a medical care plan.

Cl.38;Providing access to a web site on the Internet for synchronous and asynchronous communication and for 
connection of physicians with their patients regardless of medical organization or geographic location.

Cl.42;Hosting a website featuring on-line non-downloadable software that enables users to analyze medical symptoms 
and historical health information in order to formulate a medical care plan.

Cl.44;Consulting services in the field of medical care; medical assistance services; medical services.
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Priority claimed from 29/01/2018; Application No. : 017743162 ;European Union 

3918374    31/01/2018
[International Registration No. : 1416675]
JOT Automation Oy
Elektroniikkatie 17 FI-90590 OULU Finland

Proposed to be Used
IR DIVISION
Cl.7;Robots and palletising devices (transport).

Cl.9;Testing machines and circuit board handling machines for industrial purposes; control software for automatic 
production systems.

Cl.37;Maintenance, repair and installation services for robots and palletising devices (transport); maintenance, repair 
and installation services for testing machines and circuit board handling machines for industrial purposes; installation 
and maintenance of automatic production equipment for others.

Cl.42;Planning of complete production automation system projects.
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3918376    14/06/2018
[International Registration No. : 1416677]
Century Products, Inc.
2707 Lily Street Pomona CA 91767 United States of America

Proposed to be Used
IR DIVISION
Cl.7;Electric milk frothers.

Cl.11;Electric space heaters; electric sandwich makers; air fryers; humidifiers; air purifiers.
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Priority claimed from 01/06/2017; Application No. : 30 2017 011 854 ;Germany 

3918377    26/10/2017
[International Registration No. : 1416636]
Hausleiter Druckhilfsmittel GmbH & Co. KG
Stiegstraße 64 41379 Brüggen Germany

Proposed to be Used
IR DIVISION
Cl.1;Industrial chemicals; chemical preparations for scientific purposes; chemical preparations for use in photography; 
chemical products for printing; oil dispersants; flocculants; defoamers; chemical products for use in the printing, 
photographic, paper and graphics industries; chemical auxiliaries for the production process in the printing, 
photographic, paper and graphics industries; unprocessed plastics for the printing, photographic, paper and graphics 
industries; adhesives for industrial purposes; adhesive compositions; casting compounds; chemical agents for surface 
relaxation; photographic chemicals for cleaning light-sensitive printing plates; photographic chemical products for 
developing presensitized printing plates; chemical compounds for use with photosensitive printing plates; chemicals for 
printing plates; chemicals for sensitized printing plates; chemicals for reprography; unexposed sensitized reprographic 
plates; chemicals for PH control; chemicals for calcium degradation; chemicals for the treatment of scratches on printing 
rollers and printing plates; chemical products for the development of photographic plates; water-based developers and 
activators; water-based offset plate developer; developer based on solvents; positive developer; concentrate for the 
preparation of single-use developers; developer for negative analog printing plates; developer for positive analogue 
printing plates; developer for thermal printing plates; photographic emulsions; light-sensitive emulsions; silicone 
emulsions; silicone fluids.

Cl.2;Water-colors and whitewash; gloss colors; deep gloss colors; matt gloss colors; patina; varnishes; colorants; 
mordants; picklings for varnishes; dispersions for the printing industry; lacquers; varnish paints; dispersion varnishes; 
finishing varnishes; clear varnishes; gloss varnishes; mat lacquer; overprint varnishes; water varnishes; gold varnishes; 
protective lacquers; scratch-resistant varnishes; silicone varnishes; emulsions in the form of paints; chemical products 
for offset printing, namely paints; chemical agents for the dilution of paints, varnishes and emulsions; thinners for 
coatings and paints.
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Priority claimed from 12/07/2017; Application No. : 2017-93843 ;Japan 

3918383    04/01/2018
[International Registration No. : 1416579]
Kannax Inc.
AQUACITY Shibaura 6fl., 4-16-23, Shibaura, Minato-ku Tokyo 108-0023 Japan

Proposed to be Used
IR DIVISION
Cl.9;Telecommunication machines and apparatus; electronic notice boards; digital signs; electronic machines, 
apparatus and their parts; game programs for home video game machines; electric and electronic effects units for 
musical instruments; electronic publications.

Cl.11;Electric lamps and other lighting apparatus.
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3918386    04/01/2018
[International Registration No. : 1416586]
Shanghai Runmi Technology Co., Ltd
Room 501, Building 14, No. 518 Xinzhuan Road, Songjiang High-tech Park 200000 Shanghai China

Proposed to be Used
IR DIVISION
Cl.9;Pedometers; smartphones; time recording apparatus; batteries, electric; chargers for electric batteries; computer 
programs [downloadable software]; materials for electricity mains [wires, cables]; navigational instruments; theft 
prevention installations, electric; headphones.

Cl.18;Handbags; pocket wallets; rucksacks; leather laces; travelling bags; trunks [luggage]; umbrellas; bags.

Cl.25;Hosiery; girdles; ready-made clothing; hats; clothing; footwear; children's clothing; layettes [clothing]; scarfs; 
neckties.

Cl.35;Bill-posting; presentation of goods on communication media, for retail purposes; demonstration of goods; 
advertising; on-line advertising on a computer network; organization of exhibitions for commercial or advertising 
purposes; commercial information and advice for consumers [consumer advice shop].

Cl.42;Technical research; updating of computer software; computer software design; rental of computer software; 
computer programming; consultancy in the design and development of computer hardware; conversion of data or 
documents from physical to electronic media; providing search engines for the internet; providing information on 
computer technology and programming via a web site; industrial design.
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513329 534902 539289 544758 546221
566475 570120 579508 607327 607444
607452 610600 662857 668568 715496
715498 719743 737804 743595 754739
773971 773978 774792 777772 778431
801163 801309 805607 818436 820615
822423 827267 829906 833359 842903
853523 860353 862933 879719 882192
891779 894113 921642 932316 932990
933314 937056 937062 937065 949609
969722 974185 977456 1000043 1055408
1055946 1068640 1133073 1147191 1157400
1179789 1249439 1327783 1328903 1328904
1379019 1398403 1416878 1464508 1518524
1562365 1637089 1640296 1651251 1657428
1700525 1708140 1720521 1726699 1728284
1728816 1732960 1740511 1740733 1748815
1749088 1749173 1749174 1750633 1754069
1756813 1757210 1759519 1760547 1764934
1765133 1767335 1767411 1767560 1767562
1774729 1778312 1800114 1803902 1804161
1810969 1859982 1862713 1862714 1862716
1863670 1863671 1863676 1864923 1865048
1866015 1882180 1887217 1894910 1920306
1920307 1920634 1922259 1937316 1937317
1940598 1947220 1959962 1960506 1960837
1963828 1972654 1980982 1986342 1999961
2001615 2003960 2010469 2013674 2014126
2016310 2016587 2017212 2017236 2017250
2018774 2019033 2019197 2019216 2019219
2019490 2019747 2019826 2024397 2025981
2030339 2034653 2036627 2042366 2046411
2048600 2050158 2050160 2050687 2064419
2071239 2079286 2079287 2082010 2082015
2082576 2083352 2086044 2089125 2089323
2089634 2090293 2091304 2092890 2100013
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2103075 2103955 2105668 2108104 2114960
2121816 2124169 2125266 2126079 2126262
2127003 2129369 2129867 2129979 2132616
2132628 2135682 2136717 2140896 2141527
2144080 2145787 2147440 2147442 2153508
2153850 2161906 2162994 2164029 2165656
2167555 2167656 2167657 2169417 2171678
2172124 2172519 2173265 2174211 2179714
2180023 2182397 2183015 2183165 2183303
2184479 2184634 2184686 2185274 2186316
2187674 2187675 2189337 2189687 2190303
2192465 2192801 2192849 2193154 2193176
2200784 2201257 2201664 2201993 2203223
2204239 2205666 2206345 2206599 2206652
2206910 2208855 2212142 2213281 2213675
2216183 2216419 2217219 2217234 2217325
2221224 2223477 2226774 2227145 2230825
2234856 2235744 2235977 2237318 2237607
2238660 2238691 2239134 2239644 2241338
2241627 2241714 2241735 2242117 2243085
2243099 2243255 2243524 2243526 2243684
2243940 2244610 2245663 2245914 2246641
2246645 2246651 2246663 2247841 2249037
2249661 2250018 2250022 2250958 2252644
2254255 2255285 2255453 2255569 2255706
2256197 2256395 2257157 2257298 2257324
2257329 2257779 2258267 2258467 2258472
2259211 2259917 2259954 2259956 2260383
2260594 2260599 2261237 2261527 2262155
2262156 2263215 2263314 2263433 2263721
2263762 2265049 2266123 2266761 2268284
2268311 2268443 2268446 2269024 2270064
2270074 2270194 2270430 2270810 2271242
2271476 2272237 2273211 2275630 2276316
2276559 2276766 2277076 2278196 2278973
2279018 2279254 2279778 2280904 2281409
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2281638 2281886 2282749 2283479 2284052
2284585 2284660 2285230 2285235 2285236
2287505 2289161 2289173 2290263 2290349
2290862 2290924 2291007 2291675 2291976
2292237 2293415 2293649 2294003 2294005
2294096 2294128 2294298 2294305 2294438
2294474 2294537 2294543 2294566 2294568
2294808 2294930 2295343 2295398 2295764
2296059 2296060 2296064 2296221 2297269
2297425 2297428 2297622 2298224 2298225
2298338 2298342 2298716 2298901 2299086
2299203 2299239 2299241 2299258 2299267
2299269 2299689 2299809 2300573 2300727
2300964 2301311 2301629 2301800 2302128
2302190 2302212 2302250 2302382 2302561
2302717 2303407 2303733 2303747 2303819
2304048 2304329 2304607 2305777 2308900
2309701 2311534 2312252 2312795 2312837
2313772 2314872 2315828 2316783 2317751
2318114 2318296 2318297 2318299 2319653
2322939 2322941 2323563 2324020 2325114
2326017 2328556 2329322 2329434 2329597
2332324 2332756 2333677 2333684 2335191
2335192 2335656 2336057 2336248 2336249
2336513 2336535 2336933 2337090 2337388
2337526 2337726 2337792 2337810 2337811
2338073 2339276 2339349 2339408 2340180
2340237 2340305 2340754 2340926 2340937
2342211 2342960 2344440 2344482 2344486
2344489 2344521 2344524 2345433 2345502
2345593 2345616 2345633 2345689 2346011
2346032 2346303 2346562 2346577 2346619
2346626 2347350 2347983 2349890 2351114
2351203 2351944 2351947 2351958 2351961
2351962 2352560 2352574 2352595 2353244
2353251 2354246 2354311 2354671 2355097
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2355822 2356950 2357212 2357294 2358553
2358623 2358655 2359098 2359279 2359731
2360411 2360591 2360779 2360938 2361609
2361771 2361773 2361863 2362036 2362041
2362406 2362835 2363149 2363263 2363272
2363273 2363330 2363358 2363383 2363392
2363491 2363492 2364004 2364005 2364008
2364073 2364088 2364171 2364173 2364174
2364175 2364280 2364284 2364433 2364437
2364440 2364441 2365201 2365253 2365340
2365505 2365857 2365869 2366060 2366160
2366216 2366483 2366698 2366745 2366790
2366803 2367015 2367055 2367059 2367060
2367062 2367168 2367171 2367306 2367361
2367470 2367533 2367545 2367556 2367563
2367694 2367761 2367770 2368072 2368082
2368133 2368196 2368203 2368206 2368207
2368242 2368473 2368474 2368486 2368540
2368691 2368692 2368752 2368756 2368970
2369023 2369189 2369213 2369258 2369352
2369493 2369536 2369561 2369580 2369581
2369752 2369823 2369894 2370046 2370072
2370178 2370179 2370199 2370475 2370563
2371157 2371548 2371769 2371771 2371809
2371813 2372011 2372129 2372167 2372187
2372285 2372388 2372389 2372456 2372482
2372509 2372510 2372515 2372518 2372536
2372542 2372560 2372592 2372607 2372679
2372680 2372788 2372795 2372801 2372839
2372870 2372909 2372910 2373061 2373130
2373135 2373145 2373180 2373427 2373429
2373446 2373447 2373450 2373468 2373469
2373470 2373471 2373514 2373517 2373534
2373546 2373572 2373588 2373589 2373645
2373650 2373651 2373747 2373789 2373790
2373792 2373794 2373802 2373832 2373924
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2374217 2374218 2374249 2374250 2374251
2374313 2374314 2374350 2374406 2374410
2374411 2374412 2374413 2374414 2374416
2374417 2374418 2374442 2374492 2374499
2374501 2374547 2374551 2374570 2374581
2374582 2374584 2374726 2374781 2374783
2374788 2374841 2374842 2374898 2374934
2374993 2375011 2375012 2375013 2375014
2375163 2375220 2375295 2375303 2375307
2375311 2375320 2375354 2375375 2375379
2375381 2375382 2375386 2375389 2375428
2375430 2375460 2375465 2375475 2375487
2375507 2375508 2375518 2375529 2375530
2375554 2375560 2375664 2375671 2375675
2375678 2375679 2375680 2375681 2375684
2375685 2375689 2375692 2375696 2375699
2375701 2375702 2375709 2375723 2375724
2375725 2375726 2375727 2375728 2375729
2375730 2375731 2375732 2375759 2375825
2375851 2375852 2375853 2375861 2375898
2376029 2376030 2376038 2376083 2376087
2376170 2376187 2376192 2376215 2376218
2376232 2376236 2376277 2376298 2376630
2376631 2376635 2376664 2376688 2376719
2376724 2376726 2376727 2376728 2376731
2376732 2376748 2376750 2376759 2376815
2376819 2376878 2376879 2376885 2376911
2376925 2376957 2377090 2377094 2377105
2377134 2377153 2377183 2377240 2377364
2377366 2377367 2377370 2377384 2377390
2377399 2377405 2377438 2377502 2377512
2377521 2377544 2377547 2377619 2377622
2377623 2377736 2377849 2377880 2377923
2377931 2378010 2378012 2378195 2378236
2378274 2378322 2378330 2378332 2378376
2378379 2378402 2378450 2378487 2378489
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2378495 2378496 2378505 2378703 2378706
2378716 2378775 2378860 2378894 2378899
2378900 2378910 2379011 2379016 2379017
2379125 2379130 2379145 2379172 2379232
2379233 2379241 2379248 2379251 2379255
2379259 2379267 2379278 2379304 2379305
2379320 2379323 2379327 2379332 2379347
2379348 2379368 2379372 2379375 2379377
2379487 2379516 2379525 2379540 2379552
2379555 2379560 2379563 2379576 2379585
2379587 2379589 2379590 2379591 2379607
2379609 2379624 2379626 2379632 2379633
2379635 2379636 2379638 2379645 2379685
2379711 2379712 2379715 2379716 2379718
2379723 2379745 2379746 2379810 2379827
2379830 2379836 2379838 2379839 2379844
2379874 2379910 2379913 2379914 2379915
2379983 2379988 2379990 2380010 2380015
2380074 2380185 2380188 2380213 2380221
2380239 2380247 2380253 2380254 2380255
2380262 2380264 2380307 2380440 2380456
2380457 2380473 2380519 2380525 2380527
2380529 2380531 2380535 2380537 2380539
2380543 2380546 2380547 2380608 2380618
2380620 2380621 2380649 2380685 2380701
2380707 2380709 2380737 2380777 2380839
2380842 2380844 2380845 2380847 2380849
2380851 2380857 2380858 2381037 2381090
2381091 2381141 2381142 2381143 2381144
2381145 2381148 2381152 2381156 2381157
2381160 2381165 2381167 2381226 2381298
2381308 2381309 2381330 2381335 2381341
2381360 2381373 2381465 2381470 2381471
2381474 2381488 2381491 2381492 2381493
2381517 2381525 2381548 2381549 2381551
2381561 2381562 2381579 2381580 2381588
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2381628 2381636 2381644 2381647 2381717
2381739 2381786 2381812 2381860 2381912
2381913 2381931 2381941 2381944 2381945
2381948 2381949 2381985 2381986 2382041
2382044 2382045 2382054 2382056 2382065
2382068 2382076 2382077 2382084 2382148
2382201 2382202 2382205 2382206 2382245
2382247 2382250 2382253 2382258 2382260
2382268 2382360 2382362 2382398 2382515
2382528 2382560 2382564 2382565 2382567
2382599 2382719 2382826 2383115 2383162
2383163 2383170 2383174 2383183 2383193
2383206 2383208 2383220 2383266 2383273
2383286 2383322 2383334 2383363 2383365
2383366 2383368 2383481 2383482 2383513
2383533 2383546 2383599 2383628 2383642
2383678 2383680 2383724 2383736 2383877
2383889 2384161 2384167 2384220 2384241
2384249 2384363 2384488 2384587 2384724
2384782 2384825 2384835 2384851 2384914
2384916 2384917 2384918 2384927 2384942
2384944 2384979 2384980 2384985 2385091
2385094 2385116 2385120 2385312 2385321
2385323 2385324 2385355 2385362 2385363
2385367 2385368 2385370 2385374 2385375
2385378 2385379 2385419 2385427 2385428
2385436 2385461 2385463 2385468 2385474
2385475 2385482 2385508 2385681 2385683
2385685 2385688 2385691 2385709 2385710
2385711 2385712 2385715 2385719 2385720
2385721 2385722 2385723 2385724 2385725
2385730 2385741 2385742 2385744 2385753
2385754 2385827 2385829 2385830 2385935
2385943 2385946 2386063 2386095 2386099
2386103 2386104 2386135 2386137 2386139
2386150 2386238 2386303 2386322 2386369
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2386395 2386633 2386659 2386673 2386674
2387031 2387069 2387381 2387386 2387467
2387468 2387469 2387483 2387522 2387538
2387542 2387557 2387572 2387573 2387583
2387588 2387589 2387592 2387595 2387632
2387650 2387658 2387689 2387700 2387715
2387719 2387740 2387742 2387743 2387767
2387768 2387769 2387771 2387775 2387814
2387846 2387897 2387898 2387900 2387903
2387904 2387906 2387908 2387958 2387959
2388020 2388023 2388024 2388026 2388027
2388028 2388055 2388172 2388173 2388174
2388183 2388223 2388279 2388305 2388306
2388309 2388311 2388313 2388316 2388317
2388319 2388321 2388323 2388324 2388328
2388329 2388330 2388591 2388602 2388605
2388606 2388609 2388707 2388736 2388774
2388926 2389135 2389137 2389138 2389139
2389172 2389186 2389187 2389220 2389250
2389252 2389253 2389264 2389265 2389266
2389328 2389434 2389438 2389444 2389521
2389557 2389571 2389574 2389575 2389597
2389639 2389640 2389658 2389661 2389662
2389668 2389669 2389671 2389673 2389674
2389675 2389680 2389681 2389866 2389884
2389955 2389970 2389973 2389997 2390078
2390080 2390090 2390104 2390105 2390140
2390218 2390221 2390261 2390267 2390340
2390345 2390346 2390352 2390379 2390412
2390535 2390587 2390607 2390655 2390676
2390708 2390794 2390805 2390831 2390832
2390833 2390834 2390935 2391056 2391130
2391131 2391132 2391207 2391208 2391214
2391215 2391250 2391364 2391380 2391409
2391456 2391458 2391522 2391523 2391663
2391795 2391826 2391828 2391829 2391895
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2391918 2391923 2391963 2391979 2392007
2392088 2392156 2392160 2392238 2392291
2392292 2392303 2392333 2392334 2392457
2392496 2392685 2392686 2392696 2392697
2392704 2392707 2392708 2392726 2392762
2392769 2392852 2392900 2392928 2392945
2393086 2393100 2393131 2393135 2393139
2393179 2393183 2393201 2393241 2393259
2393263 2393267 2393269 2393312 2393383
2393393 2393419 2393464 2393466 2393502
2393504 2393549 2393550 2393552 2393553
2393686 2393766 2393767 2393769 2394124
2394317 2394458 2394921 2394992 2395024
2395219 2395305 2395335 2395480 2395481
2395555 2395568 2395580 2395613 2395715
2395763 2395776 2395778 2395779 2395834
2395956 2395957 2395994 2395995 2396137
2396141 2396398 2396613 2396833 2396868
2396938 2396939 2396940 2396941 2396942
2397229 2397230 2397243 2397245 2397283
2397425 2397645 2397704 2397896 2398216
2400229 2405994 2407538 2407542 2409658
2411671 2412374 2416363 2416454 2419663
2420494 2421399 2422254 2422688 2425941
2430118 2431716 2437507 2439575 2447151
2447683 2447688 2447720 2447725 2447727
2447731 2447732 2447735 2447958 2449164
2452999 2453017 2456797 2456861 2463036
2470995 2473554 2474050 2474403 2478456
2479705 2480914 2485831 2488774 2498759
2498979 2499027 2501613 2502174 2502452
2504698 2509416 2510793 2511011 2512036
2512899 2513971 2513972 2516856 2518330
2519768 2520069 2521829 2522298 2522822
2524144 2524607 2525473 2526056 2526963
2527338 2530582 2532816 2533353 2534504
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2534910 2535105 2535621 2537911 2537939
2537944 2539573 2540178 2540498 2540759
2540760 2540763 2541384 2542068 2542202
2542291 2543054 2543055 2543056 2543600
2543601 2544011 2544094 2544111 2544257
2544752 2544774 2545150 2545152 2545845
2545846 2546012 2546578 2547140 2548527
2548528 2548728 2548961 2549114 2550911
2550912 2550953 2551185 2551263 2551824
2551989 2552322 2552484 2552485 2552873
2552874 2553082 2553188 2553320 2553321
2553444 2553958 2554698 2554810 2555089
2555090 2555105 2556307 2556965 2556967
2556978 2558244 2558604 2558964 2559423
2559462 2562202 2562203 2563632 2564216
2564769 2564770 2565783 2566075 2566987
2567211 2567414 2567771 2567772 2567773
2567775 2567777 2570421 2570877 2571020
2571024 2571512 2572126 2572147 2572214
2573045 2573476 2573925 2574770 2574792
2574793 2575371 2575656 2575679 2576091
2576128 2576297 2577693 2578301 2578826
2579356 2579357 2579358 2580674 2580711
2580736 2580807 2580808 2580840 2581848
2582242 2583439 2583440 2583441 2584296
2585202 2585804 2585806 2585808 2585810
2586392 2586394 2586395 2586397 2586398
2586399 2586400 2589032 2589312 2589332
2589588 2590685 2592264 2592945 2594088
2594314 2596337 2596746 2597337 2597713
2597724 2597799 2597818 2597919 2597926
2598356 2598367 2598368 2598369 2598500
2598745 2598993 2599147 2599149 2599278
2599468 2599582 2599874 2599895 2600223
2600610 2600640 2600798 2600805 2601028
2601029 2601118 2601307 2601314 2601320
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2601355 2601520 2601529 2601621 2601622
2601625 2601626 2601627 2601628 2601647
2601668 2601672 2602267 2603516 2603609
2603919 2603946 2604185 2604188 2604189
2604264 2604637 2604691 2605015 2605422
2605425 2605426 2605968 2606013 2606338
2606342 2606548 2606549 2606708 2607300
2607307 2607308 2607310 2607403 2607420
2607427 2607428 2607712 2607720 2608071
2608079 2608089 2608231 2608270 2608272
2608555 2608557 2608683 2608688 2609137
2609345 2609383 2609749 2609803 2609928
2610292 2610785 2610904 2610949 2611069
2611380 2612210 2612252 2612958 2612959
2613385 2613401 2613452 2613641 2613652
2613655 2614311 2614312 2614450 2614783
2615235 2616181 2616256 2616257 2616450
2617061 2617062 2617063 2617064 2617122
2617515 2617738 2618497 2618528 2618536
2618537 2618538 2618564 2618642 2618791
2618946 2619686 2619687 2619990 2620008
2620009 2620010 2620685 2621180 2621512
2621527 2621586 2621774 2621775 2621776
2622008 2622064 2622137 2622417 2624611
2624774 2625256 2625600 2625603 2625604
2625607 2625608 2625637 2625675 2625678
2625788 2625789 2625800 2626060 2626361
2626496 2626577 2627521 2627580 2627766
2627768 2627769 2627771 2627782 2627787
2627819 2627820 2627877 2628203 2628208
2628480 2629042 2630128 2630784 2631422
2631423 2631560 2631672 2631673 2631751
2631752 2632158 2632799 2632810 2633269
2633271 2633272 2633274 2633275 2633276
2633278 2633279 2633281 2633427 2633528
2634716 2635082 2636123 2636137 2636681
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2637197 2637243 2637463 2637556 2637557
2637558 2637605 2637978 2637993 2639169
2639230 2639231 2639232 2639321 2639323
2639336 2639383 2639906 2640501 2640669
2641862 2642430 2643211 2643240 2643502
2644940 2645041 2645435 2645436 2645437
2645449 2645450 2645638 2646026 2646095
2646209 2648184 2648791 2648792 2649067
2649124 2649147 2649634 2649677 2649770
2649771 2649772 2649773 2649774 2650889
2650987 2651063 2651064 2651156 2651398
2652300 2652476 2652477 2652478 2652506
2652507 2652508 2652513 2652708 2652766
2652799 2653224 2653515 2653517 2653611
2653677 2653678 2653679 2653680 2653681
2653682 2653683 2653809 2653829 2654030
2654161 2654199 2654544 2654914 2655475
2655476 2655819 2656249 2656252 2657503
2657504 2657667 2657671 2658302 2658303
2658304 2658305 2658306 2658434 2658483
2658885 2659754 2660556 2660772 2661654
2662241 2662248 2662249 2663057 2663505
2663763 2664066 2664160 2664456 2664465
2664520 2664521 2664522 2664621 2664890
2664995 2665111 2665425 2665622 2665623
2665677 2665678 2665946 2665947 2666204
2666587 2667478 2667479 2667483 2667522
2668286 2668315 2668322 2669023 2669025
2669026 2670021 2670168 2670355 2671369
2671815 2671896 2671990 2672408 2672422
2672423 2672641 2672643 2672644 2672705
2672782 2672957 2673270 2673301 2673862
2673869 2673881 2674161 2674253 2674306
2674308 2674313 2674333 2674334 2674340
2674536 2675216 2675646 2675678 2675948
2676102 2676235 2676247 2676458 2676617
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2676692 2676779 2676811 2676862 2676913
2677735 2677736 2677737 2677738 2677742
2677743 2677744 2677769 2677908 2678047
2678086 2678243 2678246 2678252 2678497
2678635 2678907 2679034 2679257 2679272
2679293 2679994 2680029 2680286 2680287
2680418 2680419 2680420 2680421 2680488
2680703 2680704 2680705 2680706 2680707
2680804 2680842 2680929 2680935 2680939
2681063 2681064 2681111 2681230 2681394
2681428 2681886 2681954 2681984 2682013
2682285 2682287 2682288 2682399 2682441
2682461 2682500 2682733 2682737 2682738
2682760 2683322 2683403 2683911 2684086
2684103 2684152 2684182 2684183 2684228
2684232 2684268 2684285 2684338 2684569
2684575 2685079 2685359 2685397 2685399
2685400 2685401 2685404 2685961 2686107
2686109 2686184 2686185 2686239 2686986
2687004 2687291 2687565 2687603 2687997
2688999 2689003 2689634 2689636 2689637
2689638 2689706 2689715 2690233 2690617
2690994 2690995 2691001 2691098 2691179
2691697 2691793 2692259 2692681 2692689
2692755 2692771 2692773 2693144 2693146
2693157 2694592 2694643 2694715 2695157
2695161 2695162 2695164 2695165 2695169
2695176 2695186 2695187 2695188 2695189
2695191 2695268 2695269 2695368 2695369
2695413 2695479 2695579 2695616 2695669
2695693 2695877 2695981 2695983 2696001
2696008 2696009 2696017 2696057 2696060
2696077 2696132 2696232 2696233 2696234
2696235 2696246 2696261 2696263 2696404
2696409 2696502 2696581 2696585 2696588
2696862 2696902 2696903 2696909 2696978
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2696979 2696997 2696998 2697001 2697034
2697065 2697066 2697068 2697101 2697110
2697169 2697253 2697304 2697308 2697318
2697371 2697401 2697446 2697447 2697449
2697450 2697694 2697846 2697866 2697872
2697874 2697875 2697932 2697940 2697943
2698018 2698019 2698053 2698243 2698247
2698248 2698304 2698364 2698417 2698419
2698426 2698484 2698485 2698486 2698487
2698488 2698489 2698490 2698496 2698507
2698680 2698704 2699055 2699202 2699251
2699275 2699276 2699277 2699279 2699280
2699281 2699289 2699412 2699413 2699425
2699443 2699525 2699553 2699657 2699780
2699979 2700007 2700074 2700148 2700193
2700200 2700201 2700202 2700204 2700211
2700212 2700214 2700222 2700225 2700239
2700246 2700248 2700261 2700263 2700267
2700291 2700293 2700305 2700308 2700313
2700314 2700318 2700323 2700339 2700356
2700368 2700384 2700386 2700388 2700407
2700514 2700515 2700546 2700547 2700553
2700558 2700560 2700562 2700567 2700568
2700570 2700573 2700579 2700620 2700641
2700650 2700655 2700679 2700738 2700766
2700823 2700830 2700956 2701028 2701029
2701031 2701032 2701033 2701049 2701051
2701052 2701072 2701074 2701177 2701239
2701240 2701241 2701373 2701682 2701756
2701833 2701851 2701852 2701997 2702041
2702042 2702043 2702044 2702045 2702046
2702091 2702105 2702175 2702182 2702243
2702388 2702467 2702562 2702563 2702570
2702571 2702575 2702691 2702755 2702865
2702872 2702882 2702900 2702983 2702998
2703073 2703147 2703312 2703313 2703337
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2703369 2703410 2703468 2703486 2703530
2703548 2703607 2703608 2703617 2703629
2703652 2703653 2703741 2703753 2703782
2703838 2703931 2703934 2703969 2704045
2704053 2704054 2704055 2704058 2704085
2704099 2704102 2704103 2704176 2704194
2704196 2704197 2704198 2704202 2704272
2704275 2704276 2704277 2704278 2704279
2704284 2704285 2704335 2704437 2704444
2704518 2704565 2704566 2704567 2704568
2704651 2704652 2704653 2704744 2704909
2704912 2704915 2704932 2705071 2705079
2705089 2705090 2705195 2705272 2705301
2705305 2705330 2705340 2705341 2705342
2705424 2705425 2705426 2705427 2705428
2705429 2705515 2705586 2705612 2705715
2705716 2705718 2705753 2705754 2705798
2705845 2705846 2705892 2705894 2705896
2705898 2705907 2705909 2705910 2705914
2705921 2705930 2705933 2705934 2705936
2705937 2706010 2706088 2706096 2706115
2706153 2706164 2706182 2706265 2706266
2706267 2706268 2706315 2706410 2706439
2706543 2706643 2706646 2706652 2706653
2706798 2706799 2706801 2706803 2706892
2706942 2706943 2706944 2706947 2707206
2707225 2707227 2707354 2707478 2707480
2707484 2707497 2707720 2707721 2707805
2707831 2707941 2707949 2707955 2708042
2708045 2708046 2708047 2708050 2708051
2708052 2708055 2708056 2708202 2708260
2708277 2708301 2708302 2708304 2708306
2708307 2708439 2708458 2708535 2708651
2708684 2708948 2708950 2709051 2709080
2709081 2709132 2709153 2709215 2709216
2709217 2709231 2709232 2709364 2709403
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2709406 2709438 2709501 2709505 2709545
2709546 2709547 2709548 2709549 2709588
2709592 2709594 2709595 2709647 2709648
2709649 2709800 2709816 2709817 2709818
2709826 2709827 2709832 2709851 2709852
2709864 2709865 2709866 2709871 2709929
2709932 2709934 2709936 2709938 2710105
2710106 2710111 2710139 2710271 2710313
2710314 2710362 2710364 2710365 2710367
2710426 2710444 2710447 2710449 2710463
2710472 2710486 2710596 2710597 2710598
2710602 2710605 2710608 2710705 2710720
2710736 2710744 2710745 2710746 2710747
2710829 2710874 2710876 2711019 2711022
2711024 2711026 2711027 2711037 2711296
2711300 2711315 2711320 2711402 2711405
2711406 2711443 2711444 2711450 2711607
2711608 2711611 2711614 2711615 2711619
2711623 2711624 2711698 2711705 2711728
2711747 2711748 2711749 2711750 2711752
2712002 2712117 2712132 2712195 2712201
2712327 2712339 2712340 2712378 2712437
2712482 2712483 2712565 2712566 2712568
2712571 2712572 2712574 2712577 2712580
2712583 2712658 2712701 2712788 2712808
2712809 2712926 2712940 2712945 2712967
2712997 2713022 2713109 2713217 2713220
2713221 2713227 2713233 2713268 2713282
2713285 2713289 2713360 2713374 2713404
2713492 2713505 2713507 2713523 2713524
2713528 2713538 2713543 2713570 2713583
2713584 2713587 2713590 2713592 2713602
2713631 2713633 2713723 2713724 2713879
2713904 2713921 2713995 2713996 2713999
2714034 2714042 2714073 2714076 2714082
2714099 2714100 2714106 2714121 2714128
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2714288 2714289 2714292 2714340 2714425
2714429 2714430 2714432 2714435 2714484
2714492 2714523 2714524 2714560 2714577
2714590 2714598 2714599 2714613 2714614
2714650 2714674 2714700 2714707 2714708
2714709 2714735 2714736 2714900 2714903
2715115 2715123 2715155 2715156 2715157
2715269 2715409 2715478 2715479 2715794
2715842 2716052 2716237 2716364 2716638
2716783 2716915 2716918 2716956 2716958
2716959 2717075 2717163 2717222 2717223
2717376 2717377 2717477 2717759 2717761
2717786 2718088 2718528 2718601 2718725
2718820 2719002 2719003 2719010 2719197
2719297 2719300 2719316 2719318 2719341
2719345 2719447 2719549 2720108 2720254
2720385 2720386 2720388 2720392 2720393
2720395 2720397 2720398 2720399 2720403
2720408 2720459 2720463 2720464 2720466
2720511 2720513 2720888 2721345 2721521
2721556 2721841 2721899 2722011 2722036
2722449 2722501 2722651 2722832 2722887
2722921 2723010 2723011 2723012 2723020
2723022 2723191 2723234 2723618 2723691
2723692 2723694 2723727 2723901 2723905
2723942 2723943 2723944 2723945 2724493
2724494 2724534 2724550 2724557 2724561
2724822 2724873 2724874 2725229 2725492
2725493 2725506 2725508 2725531 2725614
2725800 2725880 2725947 2726038 2726311
2726318 2726320 2726324 2726354 2726365
2726419 2726445 2726600 2726656 2726854
2727144 2727146 2727149 2727150 2727229
2727234 2727235 2727243 2727249 2727264
2727267 2727268 2727269 2727270 2727272
2727275 2727343 2727370 2727372 2727397
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2727398 2727399 2727400 2727440 2727441
2727443 2727455 2727461 2727462 2727528
2727713 2727741 2727745 2727746 2727748
2727749 2727750 2727751 2727752 2727781
2727794 2727796 2727865 2727867 2727906
2727911 2727914 2727917 2727920 2727924
2727927 2727941 2727975 2727978 2727979
2727984 2727987 2727988 2727996 2728074
2728123 2728124 2728134 2728151 2728153
2728154 2728155 2728156 2728159 2728169
2728181 2728192 2728248 2728380 2728381
2728401 2728502 2728531 2728565 2728601
2728604 2728606 2728607 2728608 2728669
2728774 2728800 2728804 2728811 2728994
2729414 2729496 2729498 2729594 2729595
2729701 2729759 2729828 2729833 2729835
2729836 2729839 2729840 2729841 2729843
2729844 2729853 2729895 2729896 2729911
2729915 2729922 2729923 2729924 2729925
2729929 2729934 2730069 2730238 2730241
2730242 2730243 2730244 2730245 2730250
2730259 2730265 2730266 2730339 2730373
2730411 2730438 2730439 2730445 2730457
2730528 2730533 2730575 2730576 2730577
2730578 2730589 2730590 2730606 2730614
2730619 2730929 2730940 2730944 2730945
2730947 2730948 2730949 2730952 2730954
2731017 2731111 2731113 2731114 2731115
2731117 2731147 2731148 2731151 2731168
2731207 2731208 2731209 2731210 2731211
2731212 2731220 2731222 2731223 2731258
2731263 2731264 2731299 2731336 2731339
2731356 2731360 2731365 2731481 2731484
2731487 2731488 2731490 2731493 2731494
2731502 2731503 2731504 2731505 2731506
2731507 2731511 2731512 2731589 2731731
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2731769 2731804 2731805 2731808 2731810
2731894 2731899 2731900 2731933 2731978
2731979 2731982 2731983 2731995 2731999
2732027 2732028 2732029 2732030 2732031
2732039 2732054 2732059 2732060 2732061
2732132 2732134 2732159 2732165 2732341
2732342 2732344 2732357 2732359 2732387
2732391 2732491 2732552 2732553 2732576
2732719 2732738 2732752 2732773 2732826
2732828 2732829 2732873 2732922 2733054
2733083 2733114 2733134 2733141 2733144
2733147 2733151 2733152 2733157 2733161
2733167 2733177 2733194 2733195 2733205
2733274 2733275 2733298 2733306 2733307
2733309 2733364 2733366 2733394 2733411
2733492 2733515 2733522 2733523 2733580
2733581 2733582 2733590 2733591 2733592
2733648 2733985 2733988 2733996 2733999
2734000 2734001 2734002 2734003 2734007
2734011 2734062 2734063 2734065 2734066
2734067 2734069 2734070 2734072 2734082
2734085 2734087 2734088 2734089 2734094
2734095 2734097 2734112 2734115 2734116
2734169 2734190 2734233 2734235 2734236
2734238 2734242 2734274 2734317 2734395
2734397 2734462 2734523 2734525 2734527
2734528 2734529 2734530 2734531 2734532
2734533 2734535 2734540 2734542 2734607
2734611 2734613 2734617 2734618 2734622
2734624 2734625 2734630 2734661 2734671
2734673 2734675 2734727 2734728 2734792
2734793 2734795 2734796 2734797 2734798
2734800 2734801 2734802 2734803 2734996
2734997 2735021 2735023 2735062 2735065
2735066 2735119 2735232 2735233 2735235
2735258 2735326 2735328 2735331 2735451
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2735452 2735455 2735456 2735457 2735458
2735460 2735466 2735501 2735505 2735511
2735521 2735530 2735564 2735582 2735595
2735600 2735602 2735603 2735604 2735605
2735606 2735669 2735710 2735726 2735727
2735729 2735731 2735732 2735733 2735811
2735816 2735864 2735865 2735866 2735871
2735872 2735873 2735936 2735938 2735941
2735942 2736120 2736122 2736125 2736136
2736144 2736151 2736188 2736189 2736231
2736233 2736298 2736309 2736429 2736431
2736432 2736436 2736443 2736485 2736502
2736503 2736507 2736511 2736514 2736600
2736603 2736607 2736608 2736616 2736618
2736652 2736686 2736769 2736838 2736839
2736840 2736875 2736876 2736884 2736885
2736887 2736889 2736913 2736914 2737026
2737045 2737055 2737066 2737068 2737089
2737102 2737106 2737109 2737135 2737181
2737182 2737183 2737328 2737333 2737343
2737344 2737346 2737347 2737361 2737415
2737544 2737546 2737623 2737695 2737741
2737744 2737745 2737756 2737802 2737828
2737852 2737990 2738011 2738035 2738036
2738037 2738038 2738116 2738131 2738132
2738210 2738263 2738265 2738277 2738304
2738305 2738306 2738307 2738308 2738309
2738310 2738311 2738359 2738433 2738435
2738438 2738440 2738607 2738617 2738666
2738670 2738717 2738718 2738753 2738764
2738925 2738940 2738941 2738997 2739001
2739002 2739016 2739035 2739123 2739133
2739134 2739154 2739293 2739294 2739295
2739299 2739301 2739304 2739306 2739307
2739308 2739309 2739310 2739400 2739405
2739406 2739407 2739410 2739413 2739419
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2739420 2739436 2739531 2739548 2739575
2739577 2739578 2739583 2739584 2739591
2739642 2739643 2739644 2739645 2739646
2739647 2739742 2739867 2739886 2739887
2739893 2740010 2740012 2740065 2740126
2740224 2740225 2740262 2740263 2740312
2740386 2740390 2740451 2740452 2740453
2740455 2740456 2740469 2740534 2740548
2740582 2740588 2740591 2740592 2740620
2740622 2740693 2740736 2740742 2740758
2740954 2740955 2740958 2740965 2741001
2741088 2741098 2741111 2741112 2741113
2741114 2741119 2741123 2741138 2741139
2741170 2741173 2741175 2741177 2741187
2741188 2741190 2741199 2741201 2741203
2741204 2741206 2741207 2741213 2741251
2741274 2741275 2741277 2741278 2741279
2741280 2741281 2741282 2741385 2741466
2741594 2741595 2741596 2741597 2741598
2741599 2741600 2741604 2741605 2741606
2741607 2741608 2741610 2741715 2741720
2741721 2741722 2741723 2741730 2741733
2741911 2741958 2741962 2741963 2741964
2741966 2741967 2741981 2742097 2742169
2742216 2742219 2742220 2742221 2742327
2742352 2742384 2742400 2742443 2742581
2742602 2742603 2742604 2742648 2742951
2743093 2743095 2743114 2743152 2743156
2743158 2743162 2743163 2743164 2743167
2743168 2743169 2743170 2743176 2743177
2743212 2743294 2743301 2743377 2743378
2743424 2743427 2743527 2743528 2743660
2743661 2743669 2743670 2743719 2743734
2743735 2743737 2743779 2743795 2743803
2743820 2743822 2743827 2743851 2743926
2743981 2743982 2743992 2743993 2743994
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2743995 2743996 2743998 2743999 2744002
2744003 2744004 2744005 2744006 2744022
2744024 2744051 2744052 2744055 2744059
2744069 2744075 2744078 2744091 2744243
2744261 2744270 2744282 2744287 2744288
2744290 2744294 2744369 2744370 2744371
2744372 2744373 2744374 2744375 2744487
2744534 2744536 2744539 2744657 2744660
2744687 2744691 2744705 2744717 2744722
2744764 2744767 2744800 2744902 2744908
2744926 2745133 2745134 2745136 2745137
2745142 2745151 2745211 2745230 2745232
2745245 2745246 2745251 2745333 2745334
2745397 2745404 2745562 2745566 2745567
2745568 2745569 2745645 2745647 2745648
2745653 2745696 2745697 2745746 2745755
2745787 2745791 2745828 2746006 2746011
2746019 2746023 2746041 2746042 2746043
2746052 2746065 2746068 2746072 2746073
2746077 2746078 2746082 2746083 2746084
2746128 2746133 2746142 2746143 2746162
2746176 2746320 2746325 2746328 2746331
2746335 2746380 2746392 2746543 2746544
2746558 2746579 2746581 2746585 2746586
2746587 2746597 2746639 2746660 2746667
2746749 2746752 2746753 2746754 2746755
2746757 2746759 2746767 2746769 2746773
2746775 2746838 2746839 2746842 2746844
2746845 2746847 2746849 2746850 2746851
2746852 2746855 2746856 2746858 2746864
2746866 2746867 2746869 2746870 2746872
2746873 2746875 2746876 2746883 2746884
2746886 2746948 2746951 2746954 2746960
2746961 2746975 2746976 2747007 2747121
2747166 2747298 2747299 2747300 2747301
2747302 2747303 2747446 2747452 2747455
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2747457 2747627 2747632 2747883 2748018
2748110 2748411 2748412 2748414 2748415
2748477 2748679 2748775 2748965 2748967
2749135 2749137 2749261 2749350 2749351
2749373 2749584 2749743 2749967 2750130
2750131 2750190 2750191 2750195 2750403
2750721 2750783 2750942 2751104 2751411
2751464 2751467 2751483 2752162 2752163
2752291 2752294 2752297 2752367 2752523
2752537 2752539 2752679 2752680 2752721
2752722 2752796 2752809 2752810 2752811
2754226 2754556 2765044 2765472 2768981
2780928 2782174 2784344 2784401 2786952
2793550 2793559 2799647 2799648 2800259
2800262 2800263 2800266 2800267 2800268
2800307 2812069 2821100 2821467 2825402
2827663 2828367 2828411 2828552 2828575
2828744 2828746 2828942 2829439 2829440
2829442 2829443 2829608 2830119 2830123
2830234 2830236 2830237 2830238 2830240
2830382 2830594 2830790 2830917 2830925
2830926 2831043 2832070 2832334 2832467
2832944 2832945 2833356 2833685 2833689
2833757 2834050 2835454 2836218 2836346
2836393 2836625 2836677 2836796 2836986
2836987 2836991 2836995 2837096 2837267
2837271 2837508 2837699 2837701 2837715
2837794 2837797 2838292 2839701 2840143
2840253 2841560 2841648 2841983 2842133
2842134 2842135 2842136 2842468 2842666
2842786 2844219 2844453 2844498 2844788
2844789 2844797 2845226 2847503 2847504
2847505 2847506 2847537 2847710 2848032
2848035 2848036 2848038 2848763 2848803
2849630 2849666 2849667 2850160 2850172
2850173 2850175 2850659 2850889 2851069
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2851072 2851074 2851415 2851417 2851418
2851793 2851837 2851838 2851839 2851844
2851849 2851852 2851853 2851861 2851871
2851872 2851970 2852114 2852115 2852426
2852533 2853487 2853488 2853661 2853798
2853813 2853821 2853825 2854017 2854077
2854167 2854358 2854584 2854769 2854910
2854911 2854912 2855277 2855539 2855542
2855544 2855545 2855956 2855959 2856035
2856072 2856197 2856402 2856404 2856741
2856918 2857312 2857881 2858278 2858399
2858546 2858616 2858710 2859285 2859286
2859294 2859295 2859296 2859297 2859477
2859619 2859620 2859942 2860124 2860665
2860935 2860938 2860940 2860941 2860942
2861070 2883535 2894708 2896068 2896820
2913033 2917394 2925396 2943335 2949759
2968792 2978108 2998438 3007758 3017706
3027217 3033948 3041879 3045730 3051641
3053186 3068675 3088482 3099334 3107940
3109198 3116645 3131280 3148043 3151809
3186806 3189932 3195555 3195556 3195557
3195558 3195559 3195560 3195570 3195572
3195577 3195578 3198127 3203220 3205473
3205672 3205834 3217040 3232463 3238799
3242649 3249470 3254556 3258771 3259614
3264399 3264692 3265133 3274418 3280629
3282508 3286712 3287723 3298074 3298551
3317205 3321847 3336955 3344549 3353563
3357003 3373376 3375359 3379014 3382463
3384436 3411464 3413693 3417578 3423954
3425960 3427784 3428371 3433182 3448266
3452917 3464489 3469742 3469809 3487404
3488338 3492894 3495543 3497965 3499142
3503478 3506683 3506725 3506996 3511096
3511099 3512595 3514366 3514735 3519537
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3523124 3530350 3532898 3534496 3545172
3545528 3549041 3549167 3555666 3557837
3558877 3560614 3561162 3564956 3565736
3574049 3576677 3579418 3583709 3589116
3593132 3595872 3597438 3599680 3601081
3606331 3606390 3607909 3609935 3614008
3615015 3616124 3616476 3617158 3618394
3619417 3619774 3622511 3623743 3624877
3625259 3625729 3626124 3626127 3627416
3627952 3628041 3628135 3629048 3631331
3631644 3633709 3634636 3635541 3636566
3637004 3639066 3639083 3647628 3647631
3649907 3649978 3651335 3653008 3653119
3654081 3656473 3656474 3656480 3656725
3660177 3661701 3663413 3663518 3664119
3665342 3665747 3665841 3666309 3669429
3669557 3670849 3671523 3674493 3674871
3674922 3676319 3676848 3676912 3677991
3678399 3679533 3680014 3680124 3680441
3680445 3680550 3680582 3680652 3680738
3680817 3680966 3681176 3682235 3682494
3682614 3682955 3683226 3683359 3683452
3683814 3683830 3684033 3684205 3684619
3684646 3685539 3685880 3686316 3686467
3686812 3686978 3686980 3687243 3687427
3687639 3687641 3688152 3688864 3688897
3689252 3689357 3689415 3689606 3689637
3689756 3690153 3690454 3690676 3690689
3690814 3691325 3691464 3691659 3691960
3692018 3692090 3692376 3692400 3692531
3692729 3692783 3692943 3692981 3693000
3693146 3693296 3693351 3693352 3693357
3693358 3693359 3693372 3693564 3693803
3694065 3694078 3694216 3694588 3695175
3695386 3695691 3695692 3695794 3695831
3696067 3696084 3696086 3696502 3696846
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3696965 3696974 3697122 3697360 3697558
3697604 3697694 3697702 3697750 3697813
3697849 3697867 3697868 3697967 3698008
3698240 3698250 3698309 3698342 3698736
3698737 3698770 3698817 3698878 3698933
3699047 3699101 3699143 3699148 3699176
3699201 3699382 3699383 3699407 3699467
3699479 3699550 3699733 3699853 3699873
3699941 3700153 3700194 3700198 3700203
3700249 3700253 3700286 3700424 3700435
3700597 3700604 3700636 3700663 3700665
3700698 3700752 3700926 3701037 3701067
3701072 3701127 3701212 3701498 3701499
3701600 3701693 3701808 3701873 3701891
3702062 3702409 3702413 3702421 3702517
3702530 3702533 3702607 3702678 3702713
3702807 3702857 3702858 3702859 3702865
3703063 3703278 3703287 3703288 3703363
3703398 3703399 3703400 3703454 3703496
3703512 3703592 3703627 3703654 3703701
3703734 3703753 3703764 3703804 3703841
3704014 3704038 3704218 3704235 3704272
3704338 3704428 3704508 3704627 3704628
3704631 3704635 3704693 3704694 3704695
3704696 3704697 3704769 3704781 3704783
3704784 3704826 3704861 3705210 3705238
3705449 3705487 3705515 3705549 3705557
3705558 3705643 3705695 3705871 3706100
3706124 3706131 3706132 3706177 3706214
3706251 3706471 3706486 3706489 3706537
3706578 3706637 3706638 3706710 3706849
3706887 3706915 3707032 3707054 3707206
3707248 3707337 3707382 3707426 3707427
3707445 3707554 3707652 3707698 3707965
3708026 3708095 3708182 3708183 3708464
3708533 3708608 3708637 3708638 3708769
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3708800 3708991 3709010 3709025 3709037
3709238 3709399 3709532 3709544 3709549
3709712 3709774 3709872 3709925 3710085
3710265 3710266 3710405 3710442 3710444
3710446 3710637 3710638 3710641 3710653
3710657 3710658 3710700 3710713 3710777
3710803 3710834 3710852 3710983 3710992
3711104 3711212 3711217 3711255 3711268
3711306 3711381 3711414 3711449 3711538
3711742 3711744 3712009 3712051 3712087
3712103 3712354 3712611 3712663 3712696
3712698 3712892 3712967 3712970 3713008
3713051 3713149 3713241 3713242 3713356
3713384 3713483 3713650 3713735 3713736
3713856 3713859 3713860 3714079 3714258
3714278 3714312 3714336 3714399 3714462
3714672 3714889 3714930 3715016 3715124
3715296 3715308 3715369 3715388 3715534
3715551 3715558 3715559 3715661 3715662
3715669 3715761 3715847 3716006 3716236
3716255 3716262 3716404 3716451 3716521
3716525 3716526 3716614 3716630 3716672
3716673 3716676 3716677 3716776 3716780
3716781 3716784 3716848 3716935 3716955
3717175 3717184 3717253 3717254 3717280
3717282 3717320 3717323 3717402 3717466
3717508 3717710 3717745 3717866 3717908
3717919 3717924 3717967 3718001 3718041
3718091 3718199 3718272 3718403 3718422
3718573 3718574 3718758 3718874 3718969
3718970 3719290 3719317 3719373 3719541
3719544 3719548 3719647 3719685 3719783
3719849 3719893 3719941 3720006 3720345
3720372 3720452 3720483 3720556 3720638
3720647 3720656 3720667 3720672 3720805
3720823 3720824 3720833 3720884 3720927
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3720930 3721001 3721013 3721055 3721060
3721146 3721335 3721337 3721371 3721429
3721525 3721558 3721559 3721601 3721602
3721616 3721825 3721830 3721970 3721988
3722057 3722129 3722167 3722207 3722333
3722364 3722377 3722379 3722568 3722699
3722741 3722746 3722777 3722795 3722836
3722903 3722937 3723037 3723038 3723114
3723295 3723478 3723519 3723570 3723595
3723812 3723813 3723925 3723999 3724037
3724040 3724075 3724318 3724320 3724443
3724473 3724554 3724751 3724922 3724933
3725095 3725097 3725155 3725306 3725429
3725542 3725582 3725731 3725757 3725872
3725952 3725993 3726066 3726185 3726265
3726360 3726368 3726673 3726818 3726819
3726846 3726918 3726921 3726944 3727024
3727156 3727319 3727325 3727373 3727821
3727906 3728394 3728429 3728725 3728803
3728817 3728818 3729038 3729361 3729533
3729752 3729799 3729955 3730188 3730267
3730389 3730390 3730392 3730502 3730514
3730636 3730638 3730688 3730827 3730913
3731170 3731444 3731522 3731611 3731764
3731801 3732390 3732476 3732481 3732514
3733105 3733271 3733499 3734846 3734885
3735076 3735096 3735196 3735646 3735928
3736205 3736333 3736437 3737008 3737412
3738029 3738186 3738219 3738488 3738556
3739170 3739772 3739774 3739842 3740076
3740233 3740234 3740236 3740283 3740336
3740610 3740665 3741557 3741558 3741791
3741960 3741964 3741967 3742232 3742248
3742249 3742348 3743489 3744385 3744424
3744560 3745090 3745175 3745218 3745322
3745355 3745356 3745791 3746201 3746296
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3746496 3746564 3747346 3747499 3747573
3747576 3747600 3748154 3748567 3748568
3748605 3748641 3748666 3748758 3748923
3748936 3748948 3749009 3749012 3749036
3749085 3749111 3749203 3749205 3749262
3749296 3749315 3749404 3749407 3749558
3749586 3749613 3749614 3749616 3749684
3749685 3749691 3749707 3749712 3749760
3749810 3749928 3750279 3750635 3750893
3750960 3751145 3751158 3751190 3751191
3751192 3751458 3751470 3751471 3751472
3751473 3751611 3751612 3751614 3751616
3751646 3751960 3752075 3752337 3752367
3752709 3752776 3752805 3752852 3752863
3752931 3752962 3753002 3753062 3753065
3753068 3753075 3753162 3753170 3753183
3753205 3753242 3753266 3753305 3753394
3753395 3753396 3753473 3753486 3753492
3754024 3754342 3754548 3754692 3755477
3755726 3755825 3755876 3755923 3756158
3757256 3757287 3757445 3757446 3757519
3757680 3757873 3757965 3758007 3758551
3758572 3758665 3758676 3758679 3758693
3758712 3758755 3758768 3758774 3758775
3758865 3758899 3758922 3758924 3758935
3758954 3758955 3758964 3758969 3758988
3759003 3759042 3759070 3759073 3759107
3759114 3759116 3759123 3759134 3759146
3759147 3759151 3759155 3759157 3759158
3759159 3759166 3759168 3759169 3759174
3759179 3759180 3759182 3759183 3759185
3759273 3759433 3759457 3759467 3759552
3759559 3759647 3759684 3759786 3759869
3759870 3759875 3759894 3760004 3760008
3760056 3760102 3760136 3760157 3760214
3760297 3760300 3760309 3760310 3760322
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3760326 3760391 3760392 3760393 3760417
3760512 3760514 3760515 3760674 3760705
3760835 3760848 3760888 3760890 3760929
3760943 3761033 3761055 3761071 3761144
3761170 3761199 3761200 3761201 3761208
3761271 3761469 3761473 3761478 3761577
3761615 3761638 3761645 3761646 3761708
3761866 3761892 3761968 3762070 3762084
3762151 3762164 3762240 3762277 3762288
3762387 3762394 3762435 3762443 3762467
3762489 3762560 3762561 3762663 3762664
3762764 3762769 3762855 3762899 3762901
3762905 3762959 3762986 3763134 3763154
3763155 3763156 3763158 3763159 3763184
3763187 3763188 3763191 3763199 3763292
3763301 3763310 3763343 3763363 3763503
3763516 3763522 3763564 3763635 3763636
3763637 3763752 3763783 3763844 3763850
3763861 3763903 3763905 3763914 3763918
3763951 3763971 3764013 3764015 3764042
3764043 3764122 3764169 3764191 3764212
3764273 3764290 3764339 3764343 3764344
3764346 3764372 3764402 3764404 3764405
3764409 3764432 3764436 3764462 3764493
3764499 3764534 3764552 3764572 3764596
3764608 3764620 3764657 3764658 3764723
3764727 3764735 3764736 3764757 3764796
3764812 3764818 3764827 3764831 3764862
3764870 3764966 3764969 3765012 3765062
3765132 3765146 3765150 3765153 3765154
3765175 3765182 3765185 3765186 3765206
3765224 3765235 3765254 3765274 3765275
3765276 3765277 3765294 3765297 3765308
3765309 3765310 3765312 3765323 3765334
3765358 3765359 3765362 3765373 3765386
3765387 3765388 3765389 3765390 3765393
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3765400 3765401 3765409 3765412 3765425
3765449 3765455 3765458 3765473 3765478
3765481 3765486 3765497 3765501 3765525
3765527 3765541 3765549 3765577 3765578
3765591 3765592 3765593 3765682 3765748
3765765 3765812 3765813 3765832 3765849
3765889 3765891 3765894 3765896 3765969
3765972 3765977 3765988 3765993 3765994
3765995 3766000 3766001 3766002 3766007
3766012 3766022 3766023 3766029 3766033
3766040 3766068 3766072 3766078 3766079
3766080 3766082 3766083 3766084 3766087
3766091 3766092 3766093 3766097 3766102
3766104 3766106 3766107 3766108 3766112
3766114 3766117 3766121 3766122 3766123
3766126 3766128 3766129 3766130 3766132
3766137 3766140 3766141 3766142 3766155
3766157 3766163 3766164 3766171 3766173
3766176 3766180 3766184 3766186 3766196
3766199 3766202 3766207 3766210 3766211
3766212 3766214 3766220 3766221 3766228
3766239 3766243 3766252 3766261 3766263
3766264 3766265 3766266 3766267 3766270
3766272 3766274 3766275 3766284 3766287
3766291 3766310 3766342 3766346 3766351
3766356 3766357 3766358 3766359 3766363
3766367 3766382 3766389 3766394 3766395
3766404 3766406 3766407 3766409 3766410
3766416 3766424 3766435 3766446 3766476
3766477 3766478 3766481 3766486 3766494
3766500 3766516 3766518 3766540 3766548
3766554 3766561 3766562 3766563 3766564
3766583 3766587 3766591 3766600 3766603
3766606 3766607 3766608 3766611 3766616
3766623 3766624 3766626 3766627 3766659
3766660 3766663 3766665 3766666 3766667
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3766668 3766669 3766687 3766690 3766691
3766697 3766703 3766705 3766727 3766729
3766730 3766731 3766735 3766736 3766738
3766741 3766742 3766743 3766744 3766747
3766755 3766756 3766762 3766764 3766768
3766783 3766785 3766787 3766791 3766799
3766803 3766804 3766811 3766813 3766823
3766824 3766826 3766828 3766830 3766834
3766839 3766840 3766844 3766849 3766850
3766851 3766852 3766854 3766855 3766856
3766857 3766861 3766863 3766869 3766870
3766883 3766884 3766885 3766893 3766899
3766905 3766908 3766914 3766915 3766918
3766937 3766946 3766950 3766951 3766963
3766972 3766977 3766983 3766986 3766989
3766990 3767001 3767003 3767019 3767021
3767022 3767024 3767025 3767026 3767027
3767028 3767029 3767030 3767031 3767037
3767044 3767056 3767059 3767061 3767070
3767079 3767081 3767089 3767091 3767093
3767100 3767104 3767111 3767112 3767123
3767127 3767132 3767133 3767134 3767135
3767136 3767137 3767138 3767139 3767143
3767144 3767145 3767146 3767157 3767160
3767161 3767170 3767174 3767175 3767180
3767181 3767182 3767183 3767185 3767186
3767188 3767192 3767195 3767204 3767205
3767209 3767212 3767213 3767214 3767216
3767217 3767225 3767244 3767250 3767251
3767256 3767268 3767270 3767273 3767280
3767281 3767282 3767284 3767293 3767294
3767301 3767303 3767304 3767305 3767306
3767307 3767308 3767310 3767318 3767321
3767337 3767338 3767342 3767343 3767351
3767355 3767363 3767366 3767367 3767368
3767369 3767371 3767377 3767378 3767382
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3767383 3767384 3767386 3767390 3767391
3767392 3767393 3767394 3767395 3767400
3767409 3767413 3767421 3767423 3767427
3767428 3767441 3767446 3767448 3767449
3767452 3767459 3767460 3767461 3767464
3767465 3767466 3767467 3767468 3767469
3767470 3767471 3767477 3767479 3767482
3767488 3767491 3767492 3767495 3767496
3767500 3767515 3767520 3767522 3767537
3767538 3767539 3767540 3767541 3767543
3767544 3767546 3767554 3767557 3767559
3767560 3767562 3767565 3767567 3767571
3767572 3767573 3767574 3767575 3767576
3767577 3767580 3767581 3767582 3767584
3767588 3767589 3767591 3767595 3767596
3767600 3767603 3767604 3767605 3767606
3767621 3767622 3767623 3767625 3767627
3767628 3767640 3767641 3767650 3767662
3767664 3767666 3767667 3767670 3767675
3767676 3767677 3767680 3767681 3767682
3767690 3767691 3767696 3767699 3767711
3767716 3767727 3767728 3767735 3767743
3767748 3767749 3767750 3767751 3767752
3767763 3767775 3767777 3767779 3767785
3767796 3767799 3767805 3767815 3767816
3767817 3767818 3767819 3767820 3767822
3767825 3767826 3767827 3767828 3767829
3767838 3767842 3767844 3767845 3767848
3767855 3767856 3767860 3767864 3767865
3767869 3767881 3767884 3767885 3767892
3767896 3767899 3767900 3767906 3767913
3767914 3767920 3767922 3767924 3767936
3767938 3767939 3767944 3767948 3767953
3767964 3767966 3767968 3767969 3767974
3767975 3767979 3767980 3767981 3767987
3768019 3768023 3768026 3768027 3768031
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Trade Marks Journal No: 1864 ,   27/08/2018  
 

Following Trade Mark applications have been Registered and registration certificates are 
available on the official website  
 
3768043 3768048 3768049 3768051 3768052
3768053 3768058 3768059 3768061 3768063
3768067 3768077 3768088 3768089 3768091
3768113 3768114 3768115 3768116 3768118
3768119 3768123 3768124 3768125 3768127
3768137 3768145 3768156 3768157 3768160
3768165 3768167 3768171 3768183 3768194
3768196 3768200 3768201 3768203 3768204
3768205 3768207 3768212 3768213 3768214
3768217 3768218 3768228 3768229 3768230
3768236 3768237 3768238 3768239 3768241
3768245 3768246 3768247 3768251 3768253
3768254 3768255 3768261 3768269 3768274
3768292 3768295 3768296 3768301 3768303
3768309 3768312 3768313 3768314 3768326
3768327 3768328 3768333 3768334 3768340
3768347 3768361 3768363 3768366 3768374
3768375 3768377 3768379 3768383 3768388
3768389 3768396 3768400 3768401 3768402
3768433 3768434 3768435 3768437 3768438
3768439 3768454 3768477 3768479 3768481
3768483 3768484 3768485 3768486 3768487
3768488 3768489 3768490 3768495 3768496
3768498 3768501 3768502 3768503 3768504
3768505 3768506 3768507 3768510 3768512
3768520 3768521 3768522 3768525 3768526
3768528 3768530 3768533 3768535 3768537
3768540 3768541 3768543 3768550 3768554
3768561 3768562 3768566 3768567 3768574
3768589 3768610 3768611 3768621 3768622
3768648 3768655 3768675 3768683 3768690
3768697 3768698 3768699 3768702 3768786
3768789 3768820 3768827 3768829 3768837
3768884 3768887 3768911 3768914 3768915
3768916 3768947 3768948 3768949 3768959
3768967 3768987 3769042 3769043 3769046
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Following Trade Mark applications have been Registered and registration certificates are 
available on the official website  
 
3769051 3769065 3769072 3769074 3769075
3769081 3769095 3769110 3769112 3769131
3769135 3769138 3769161 3769179 3769189
3769190 3769191 3769193 3769195 3769196
3769197 3769198 3769199 3769201 3769202
3769204 3769214 3769216 3769219 3769227
3769232 3769233 3769234 3769235 3769237
3769238 3769295 3769304 3769305 3769306
3769307 3769308 3769309 3769310 3769311
3769312 3769313 3769314 3769315 3769316
3769338 3769339 3769374 3769382 3769386
3769387 3769388 3769389 3769409 3769412
3769420 3769429 3769437 3769438 3769441
3769444 3769451 3769472 3769473 3769502
3769511 3769512 3769518 3769521 3769529
3769531 3769534 3769542 3769561 3769563
3769567 3769587 3769588 3769592 3769604
3769605 3769608 3769610 3769611 3769625
3769626 3769627 3769657 3769665 3769669
3769671 3769683 3769684 3769687 3769690
3769691 3769712 3769713 3769722 3769732
3769734 3769737 3769742 3769755 3769756
3769760 3769763 3769766 3769772 3769774
3769775 3769776 3769783 3769788 3769789
3769798 3769800 3769804 3769808 3769809
3769811 3769813 3769814 3769824 3769826
3769827 3769829 3769833 3769845 3769849
3769850 3769851 3769855 3769872 3769873
3769874 3769876 3769877 3769879 3769882
3769888 3769889 3769890 3769894 3769898
3769903 3769904 3769908 3769910 3769913
3769922 3769923 3769925 3769935 3769941
3769943 3769944 3769945 3769947 3769951
3769952 3769953 3769954 3769955 3769956
3769961 3769963 3769971 3769975 3769977
3769984 3769985 3769986 3769987 3769988
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Following Trade Mark applications have been Registered and registration certificates are 
available on the official website  
 
3769990 3769992 3769993 3769995 3769996
3769998 3770001 3770003 3770006 3770009
3770011 3770012 3770018 3770019 3770020
3770022 3770023 3770031 3770033 3770038
3770039 3770046 3770050 3770062 3770063
3770064 3770065 3770066 3770067 3770068
3770069 3770070 3770071 3770072 3770073
3770074 3770075 3770080 3770089 3770090
3770091 3770093 3770094 3770104 3770105
3770107 3770111 3770114 3770115 3770123
3770128 3770133 3770147 3770161 3770163
3770164 3770171 3770173 3770185 3770188
3770193 3770202 3770203 3770205 3770215
3770246 3770268 3770272 3770289 3770304
3770305 3770309 3770312 3770313 3770315
3770316 3770317 3770318 3770323 3770329
3770333 3770342 3770346 3770349 3770352
3770357 3770359 3770361 3770386 3770388
3770393 3770398 3770399 3770403 3770406
3770417 3770420 3770421 3770444 3770468
3770477 3770479 3770480 3770484 3770486
3770488 3770491 3770492 3770493 3770499
3770500 3770501 3770502 3770508 3770509
3770522 3770552 3770553 3770555 3770557
3770558 3770566 3770567 3770569 3770570
3770571 3770575 3770576 3770579 3770606
3770608 3770610 3770612 3770613 3770617
3770619 3770623 3770624 3770627 3770628
3770629 3770630 3770633 3770635 3770639
3770641 3770643 3770646 3770647 3770649
3770651 3770662 3770665 3770667 3770668
3770672 3770673 3770679 3770681 3770684
3770699 3770704 3770705 3770727 3770728
3770729 3770730 3770731 3770735 3770739
3770746 3770752 3770753 3770760 3770761
3770762 3770765 3770768 3770778 3770783
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Following Trade Mark applications have been Registered and registration certificates are 
available on the official website  
 
3770784 3770785 3770789 3770793 3770794
3770799 3770800 3770804 3770807 3770808
3770809 3770811 3770815 3770816 3770817
3770818 3770823 3770826 3770827 3770828
3770829 3770830 3770833 3770834 3770837
3770854 3770860 3770862 3770863 3770864
3770865 3770871 3770874 3770877 3770878
3770893 3770894 3770907 3770912 3770914
3770916 3770918 3770919 3770937 3770938
3770939 3770940 3770941 3770942 3770943
3770944 3770945 3770946 3770947 3770948
3770950 3770951 3770953 3770955 3770956
3770957 3770958 3770959 3770970 3770971
3770972 3770974 3770975 3770977 3770984
3770986 3770995 3770999 3771000 3771001
3771019 3771024 3771026 3771043 3771045
3771046 3771047 3771049 3771050 3771051
3771052 3771055 3771068 3771069 3771071
3771082 3771088 3771090 3771092 3771102
3771107 3771112 3771116 3771120 3771122
3771135 3771138 3771139 3771140 3771141
3771146 3771147 3771155 3771159 3771174
3771196 3771197 3771198 3771199 3771200
3771215 3771217 3771220 3771221 3771222
3771257 3771264 3771265 3771325 3771326
3771327 3771328 3771332 3771333 3771353
3771355 3771357 3771386 3771404 3771405
3771408 3771420 3771424 3771429 3771431
3771432 3771435 3771436 3771437 3771438
3771442 3771444 3771445 3771448 3771450
3771454 3771457 3771458 3771459 3771468
3771471 3771477 3771483 3771488 3771489
3771498 3771501 3771502 3771509 3771510
3771512 3771513 3771514 3771515 3771516
3771517 3771518 3771522 3771537 3771541
3771545 3771547 3771549 3771569 3771573
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Following Trade Mark applications have been Registered and registration certificates are 
available on the official website  
 
3771576 3771581 3771592 3771594 3771598
3771602 3771607 3771611 3771616 3771641
3771644 3771645 3771657 3771658 3771659
3771662 3771681 3771682 3771698 3771708
3771709 3771711 3771712 3771714 3771719
3771723 3771724 3771725 3771726 3771727
3771730 3771732 3771733 3771734 3771737
3771738 3771739 3771740 3771741 3771742
3771747 3771748 3771767 3771776 3771777
3771788 3771789 3771791 3771792 3771794
3771800 3771808 3771809 3771812 3771815
3771816 3771817 3771820 3771823 3771824
3771825 3771841 3771844 3771885 3771906
3771941 3771954 3771955 3771957 3771958
3771959 3771963 3771965 3771969 3771973
3771974 3771977 3771980 3771982 3771984
3771985 3771986 3772010 3772013 3772074
3772075 3772076 3772077 3772078 3772079
3772088 3772090 3772092 3772095 3772096
3772097 3772098 3772122 3772127 3772128
3772129 3772137 3772138 3772157 3772170
3772184 3772185 3772186 3772188 3772189
3772203 3772204 3772247 3772248 3772250
3772251 3772252 3772253 3772254 3772255
3772268 3772270 3772271 3772272 3772273
3772274 3772275 3772276 3772278 3772279
3772282 3772296 3772297 3772298 3772324
3772327 3772328 3772329 3772330 3772331
3772332 3772333 3772377 3772390 3772392
3772393 3772394 3772417 3772439 3772488
3772492 3772528 3772530 3772567 3772579
3772580 3772611 3772618 3772620 3772625
3772747 3772789 3772794 3772828 3772829
3772830 3772831 3772837 3772838 3772840
3772842 3772843 3772845 3772940 3772941
3772942 3772943 3772944 3772947 3773054
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3773055 3773056 3773057 3773077 3773111
3773112 3773119 3773383 3773441 3781951
3785052
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Trade Marks Journal No: 1864 ,   27/08/2018  
 

Following Trade Marks Registration Renewed for a Period Of Ten Years  
 
APPL NO CLASS RENEWAL DATE
100263 5 14/08/2018
149377 34 08/06/2018
153303 21 26/03/2019
154397 25 12/06/2019
196958 7 15/07/2019
220878 34 25/02/2016
228417 10 19/04/2017
237262 5 27/08/2018
237263 5 27/08/2018
237597 20 14/09/2018
237660 14 17/09/2018
237928 5 30/09/2018
238104 12 10/10/2018
238403 5 24/10/2018
238404 29 24/10/2018
290035 5 09/08/2018
290134 5 14/08/2018
290745 5 12/09/2018
291038 29 22/09/2018
291591 12 20/10/2018
293422 3 09/01/2019
364963 12 12/08/2018
365627 3 03/09/2018
367073 29 04/10/2018
367767 9 22/10/2018
368615 16 17/11/2018
368616 16 17/11/2018
399135 12 22/12/2013
416658 5 25/01/2015
462376 24 29/10/2017
476855 6 13/08/2018
476868 24 14/08/2018
476877 17 14/08/2018
476941 28 14/08/2018
476968 12 17/08/2018
477119 25 19/08/2018
477352 12 24/08/2018
477354 12 24/08/2018
477892 5 07/09/2018
477970 24 08/09/2018
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Following Trade Marks Registration Renewed for a Period Of Ten Years  
 
APPL NO CLASS RENEWAL DATE
478294 32 14/09/2018
478295 31 14/09/2018
478296 30 14/09/2018
478297 29 14/09/2018
478298 10 14/09/2018
478299 16 14/09/2018
478300 3 14/09/2018
478301 5 14/09/2018
478302 7 14/09/2018
478303 1 14/09/2018
479209 6 30/09/2018
479210 4 30/09/2018
479211 2 30/09/2018
479212 19 30/09/2018
479213 18 30/09/2018
479214 17 30/09/2018
479215 15 30/09/2018
479216 14 30/09/2018
479218 12 30/09/2018
479219 11 30/09/2018
479220 9 30/09/2018
479221 8 30/09/2018
479222 34 30/09/2018
479223 28 30/09/2018
479224 27 30/09/2018
479225 26 30/09/2018
479226 25 30/09/2018
479227 24 30/09/2018
479228 23 30/09/2018
479229 22 30/09/2018
479230 21 30/09/2018
479231 20 30/09/2018
479509 10 07/10/2018
480130 1 26/10/2018
480934 10 12/11/2018
482312 24 07/12/2018
489044 6 11/04/2019
492465 30 09/06/2019
495890 19 12/08/2018
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Trade Marks Journal No: 1864 ,   27/08/2018  
 

Following Trade Marks Registration Renewed for a Period Of Ten Years  
 
APPL NO CLASS RENEWAL DATE
556301 5 12/08/2018
556303 5 12/08/2018
556304 5 12/08/2018
635539 6 01/08/2018
638608 25 01/09/2018
638804 10 02/09/2018
638805 10 02/09/2018
642259 9 07/10/2018
642260 9 07/10/2018
642261 9 07/10/2018
675031 25 31/07/2019
716532 3 27/05/2016
733657 30 13/09/2016
733657 30 13/09/2016
750627 28 10/01/2017
766610 30 20/08/2017
784604 29 02/01/2018
792711 6 25/02/2018
792712 9 25/02/2018
792713 20 25/02/2018
792714 6 25/02/2018
792715 9 25/02/2018
792716 20 25/02/2018
792717 6 25/02/2018
792718 6 25/02/2018
792719 6 25/02/2018
792720 6 25/02/2018
792721 6 25/02/2018
797223 7 01/04/2018
797749 5 06/04/2018
805918 5 12/06/2018
809031 3 07/07/2018
812885 3 03/08/2018
814324 24 12/08/2018
814471 20 13/08/2018
814472 20 13/08/2018
814630 34 13/08/2018
814632 3 13/08/2018
814633 3 13/08/2018
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Following Trade Marks Registration Renewed for a Period Of Ten Years  
 
APPL NO CLASS RENEWAL DATE
814672 16 14/08/2018
814675 34 14/08/2018
814692 5 14/08/2018
814777 5 17/08/2018
815139 5 18/08/2018
815236 25 19/08/2018
815280 3 19/08/2018
815281 18 19/08/2018
815282 25 19/08/2018
815550 25 21/08/2018
815695 3 21/08/2018
815779 5 24/08/2018
815780 17 24/08/2018
816191 5 25/08/2018
816192 5 25/08/2018
816196 5 25/08/2018
816197 5 25/08/2018
816198 5 25/08/2018
816406 30 26/08/2018
816468 25 26/08/2018
817124 29 31/08/2018
817533 5 03/09/2018
818146 5 08/09/2018
819124 5 15/09/2018
819315 7 15/09/2018
819374 5 16/09/2018
819376 5 16/09/2018
819380 5 16/09/2018
821166 6 28/09/2018
821167 6 28/09/2018
821168 9 28/09/2018
821573 3 01/10/2018
822588 2 12/10/2018
823691 12 16/10/2008 15:39:53
824201 12 23/10/2018
824775 5 28/10/2018
825092 29 29/10/2018
827094 29 12/11/2008
830171 19 01/12/2018
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Trade Marks Journal No: 1864 ,   27/08/2018  
 

Following Trade Marks Registration Renewed for a Period Of Ten Years  
 
APPL NO CLASS RENEWAL DATE
830172 19 01/12/2018
833255 20 21/12/2018
834811 25 31/12/2018
834812 16 31/12/2018
834813 9 31/12/2018
836927 8 15/01/2019
840526 2 09/02/2019
856147 19 13/05/2009
863844 18 05/07/2019
864570 25 08/07/2019
865103 25 12/07/2019
865104 25 12/07/2019
880124 3 06/10/2009
916126 5 05/04/2010
986521 5 29/01/2011
1091335 5 01/04/2012
1110585 30 10/06/2012
1116415 12 04/07/2012
1141626 6 08/10/2012
1172990 5 07/02/2013
1182646 5 12/03/2013
1217269 6 24/07/2013
1248393 7 07/11/2013
1257735 30 29/12/2013
1269431 5 01/03/2014
1306517 99 02/09/2014
1317639 6 28/10/2014
1406104 5 13/12/2015
1491706 14 27/09/2016
1513570 36 15/12/2016
1514987 99 19/12/2016
1558712 5 15/05/2017
1591999 7 20/08/2017
1592813 35 21/08/2017
1593795 25 23/08/2017
1599189 3 07/09/2017
1599322 35 07/09/2017
1600818 12 12/09/2017
1606869 25 28/09/2017
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Trade Marks Journal No: 1864 ,   27/08/2018  
 

Following Trade Marks Registration Renewed for a Period Of Ten Years  
 
APPL NO CLASS RENEWAL DATE
1616008 31 29/10/2017
1616009 31 29/10/2017
1624484 1 26/11/2017
1652803 38 12/02/2018
1652805 38 12/02/2018
1653683 5 14/02/2018
1654267 36 15/02/2018
1654826 25 18/02/2018
1656799 9 21/02/2018
1656800 20 21/02/2018
1656801 6 21/02/2018
1658976 25 28/02/2018
1662015 5 07/03/2018
1669346 5 27/03/2018
1672945 36 07/04/2018
1674208 42 09/04/2018
1674940 25 11/04/2018
1675144 9 11/04/2018
1675586 34 11/04/2018
1676329 7 15/04/2018
1676330 7 15/04/2018
1679188 39 23/04/2018
1680733 31 25/04/2018
1686736 5 13/05/2018
1692980 16 30/05/2018
1692981 16 30/05/2018
1692982 9 30/05/2018
1692983 16 30/05/2018
1692984 35 30/05/2018
1692985 38 30/05/2018
1692986 9 30/05/2018
1696943 25 09/06/2018
1708790 41 09/07/2018
1709174 37 10/07/2018
1710372 24 14/07/2018
1714110 30 24/07/2018
1715861 5 30/07/2018
1715863 5 30/07/2018
1715864 5 30/07/2018
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Following Trade Marks Registration Renewed for a Period Of Ten Years  
 
APPL NO CLASS RENEWAL DATE
1715865 5 30/07/2018
1715866 5 30/07/2018
1716440 30 30/07/2018
1716768 35 31/07/2018
1716801 5 31/07/2018
1716856 11 31/07/2018
1716931 6 31/07/2018
1716954 5 01/08/2018
1716961 5 01/08/2018
1717086 9 01/08/2018
1717109 5 01/08/2018
1717176 16 01/08/2018
1717177 5 01/08/2018
1717178 5 01/08/2018
1717179 5 01/08/2018
1717502 33 04/08/2018
1717516 32 04/08/2018
1717519 37 04/08/2018
1717600 21 04/08/2018
1717612 5 04/08/2018
1717613 5 04/08/2018
1717672 5 04/08/2018
1717673 5 04/08/2018
1717707 30 04/08/2018
1717995 41 05/08/2018
1718002 5 05/08/2018
1718025 6 05/08/2018
1718641 5 06/08/2018
1718782 16 07/08/2018
1719066 42 07/08/2018
1719067 5 07/08/2018
1719222 26 08/08/2018
1719285 37 08/08/2018
1719695 5 08/08/2018
1719730 9 11/08/2018
1719745 6 11/08/2018
1719794 35 11/08/2018
1719813 38 11/08/2018
1719944 9 11/08/2018
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Following Trade Marks Registration Renewed for a Period Of Ten Years  
 
APPL NO CLASS RENEWAL DATE
1719966 11 11/08/2018
1720009 5 11/08/2018
1720010 5 11/08/2018
1720011 5 11/08/2018
1720013 5 11/08/2018
1720014 5 11/08/2018
1720016 5 11/08/2018
1720052 30 11/08/2018
1720100 34 12/08/2018
1720124 3 12/08/2018
1720158 42 12/08/2018
1720159 35 12/08/2018
1720330 37 12/08/2018
1720506 3 12/08/2018
1720645 32 12/08/2018
1720648 3 12/08/2018
1720682 16 12/08/2018
1720683 17 12/08/2018
1720684 35 12/08/2018
1720685 39 12/08/2018
1721033 3 13/08/2018
1721034 5 13/08/2018
1721035 16 13/08/2018
1721036 29 13/08/2018
1721037 30 13/08/2018
1721038 31 13/08/2018
1721039 32 13/08/2018
1721041 36 13/08/2018
1721058 37 13/08/2018
1721079 35 13/08/2018
1721121 41 13/08/2018
1721123 2 13/08/2018
1721140 3 13/08/2018
1721146 3 13/08/2018
1721150 3 13/08/2018
1721152 3 13/08/2018
1721153 3 13/08/2018
1721156 3 13/08/2018
1721162 5 13/08/2018
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Following Trade Marks Registration Renewed for a Period Of Ten Years  
 
APPL NO CLASS RENEWAL DATE
1721163 5 13/08/2018
1721164 5 13/08/2018
1721166 5 13/08/2018
1721168 5 13/08/2018
1721169 5 13/08/2018
1721170 5 13/08/2018
1721171 5 13/08/2018
1721172 5 13/08/2018
1721174 5 13/08/2018
1721176 5 13/08/2018
1721180 5 13/08/2018
1721182 5 13/08/2018
1721184 5 13/08/2018
1721185 5 13/08/2018
1721188 5 13/08/2018
1721196 5 13/08/2018
1721216 5 13/08/2018
1721218 5 13/08/2018
1721290 34 13/08/2018
1721344 11 13/08/2018
1721389 7 13/08/2018
1721418 5 13/08/2018
1721585 6 14/08/2018
1721619 35 14/08/2018
1721658 5 14/08/2018
1721659 5 14/08/2018
1721660 5 14/08/2018
1721685 10 14/08/2018
1721745 25 14/08/2018
1721765 18 14/08/2018
1721766 25 14/08/2018
1721781 44 14/08/2018
1721987 9 14/08/2018
1721992 37 14/08/2018
1722017 5 14/08/2018
1722046 5 14/08/2018
1722047 5 14/08/2018
1722048 5 14/08/2018
1722049 5 14/08/2018
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Following Trade Marks Registration Renewed for a Period Of Ten Years  
 
APPL NO CLASS RENEWAL DATE
1722294 25 18/08/2018
1722378 35 18/08/2018
1722380 35 18/08/2018
1722381 42 18/08/2018
1722746 16 19/08/2018
1722747 16 19/08/2018
1722806 41 19/08/2018
1722911 9 19/08/2018
1722920 99 19/08/2018
1722946 30 19/08/2018
1722951 30 20/08/2018
1723112 30 20/08/2018
1723235 30 21/08/2018
1723346 5 21/08/2018
1723348 5 21/08/2018
1723349 5 21/08/2018
1723550 9 21/08/2018
1723677 5 21/08/2018
1723678 5 21/08/2018
1724034 3 22/08/2018
1724292 30 22/08/2018
1724297 99 22/08/2018
1724299 44 22/08/2018
1724317 99 22/08/2018
1724947 5 26/08/2018
1724949 5 26/08/2018
1725021 5 26/08/2018
1725023 5 26/08/2018
1725024 5 26/08/2018
1725158 10 26/08/2018
1725223 31 26/08/2018
1725224 31 26/08/2018
1725233 5 26/08/2018
1725234 5 26/08/2018
1725235 5 26/08/2018
1725236 35 26/08/2018
1725240 9 26/08/2018
1725241 9 26/08/2018
1725242 16 26/08/2018
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Following Trade Marks Registration Renewed for a Period Of Ten Years  
 
APPL NO CLASS RENEWAL DATE
1725243 16 26/08/2018
1725244 38 26/08/2018
1725245 38 26/08/2018
1725246 41 26/08/2018
1725247 41 26/08/2018
1725502 5 26/08/2018
1725503 5 26/08/2018
1725504 5 26/08/2018
1725633 37 27/08/2018
1725912 5 27/08/2018
1725915 5 27/08/2018
1725916 5 27/08/2018
1725983 99 27/08/2018
1726421 12 28/08/2018
1726430 9 28/08/2018
1726431 16 28/08/2018
1726432 38 28/08/2018
1726433 41 28/08/2018
1726638 5 29/08/2018
1726651 35 29/08/2018
1726652 36 29/08/2018
1726653 37 29/08/2018
1726654 38 29/08/2018
1726655 39 29/08/2018
1726656 40 29/08/2018
1726657 41 29/08/2018
1726658 42 29/08/2018
1727013 3 29/08/2018
1727014 14 29/08/2018
1727015 18 29/08/2018
1727016 21 29/08/2018
1727017 24 29/08/2018
1727018 25 29/08/2018
1727019 26 29/08/2018
1727490 36 01/09/2018
1727572 99 01/09/2018
1727596 19 02/09/2018
1727823 19 02/09/2018
1727946 6 02/09/2018
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Following Trade Marks Registration Renewed for a Period Of Ten Years  
 
APPL NO CLASS RENEWAL DATE
1728357 11 04/09/2018
1728358 11 04/09/2018
1728431 21 04/09/2018
1728900 3 05/09/2018
1729752 9 09/09/2018
1729755 99 09/09/2018
1729756 7 09/09/2018
1730392 99 10/09/2018
1730408 3 10/09/2018
1730423 7 11/09/2018
1730497 28 11/09/2018
1730949 3 11/09/2018
1731467 5 12/09/2018
1731524 25 12/09/2018
1731781 9 15/09/2018
1731782 11 15/09/2018
1731874 5 15/09/2018
1732227 5 15/09/2018
1732737 11 16/09/2018
1732855 35 16/09/2018
1733041 5 16/09/2018
1733379 35 17/09/2018
1733687 99 17/09/2018
1733688 99 17/09/2018
1734178 5 18/09/2018
1734560 25 19/09/2018
1734765 41 19/09/2018
1734767 42 19/09/2018
1734929 30 22/09/2018
1735027 99 22/09/2018
1735729 2 23/09/2018
1735730 4 23/09/2018
1735731 2 23/09/2018
1735732 4 23/09/2018
1735775 7 23/09/2018
1736375 5 24/09/2018
1736502 35 24/09/2018
1736973 5 25/09/2018
1737105 99 25/09/2018
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Following Trade Marks Registration Renewed for a Period Of Ten Years  
 
APPL NO CLASS RENEWAL DATE
1737108 99 25/09/2018
1737340 9 25/09/2018
1738240 31 29/09/2018
1738484 3 29/09/2018
1738485 5 29/09/2018
1738533 5 29/09/2018
1738712 19 30/09/2018
1739072 99 30/09/2018
1739292 12 01/10/2018
1739537 99 01/10/2018
1739857 25 03/10/2018
1740962 3 07/10/2018
1741418 11 08/10/2018
1741421 5 08/10/2018
1741422 99 08/10/2018
1741732 1 08/10/2018
1741804 99 08/10/2018
1743112 99 14/10/2018
1743683 19 15/10/2018
1744148 7 16/10/2018
1744149 7 16/10/2018
1744265 2 16/10/2018
1744267 2 16/10/2018
1744277 24 16/10/2018
1744313 35 16/10/2018
1744314 35 16/10/2018
1744315 42 16/10/2018
1744316 42 16/10/2018
1744849 18 17/10/2018
1744850 25 17/10/2018
1744851 28 17/10/2018
1744852 41 17/10/2018
1745256 16 20/10/2018
1745257 16 20/10/2018
1745265 29 20/10/2018
1745715 99 20/10/2018
1746059 28 21/10/2018
1746061 25 21/10/2018
1746504 42 21/10/2018
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Following Trade Marks Registration Renewed for a Period Of Ten Years  
 
APPL NO CLASS RENEWAL DATE
1746881 1 22/10/2018
1746973 30 22/10/2018
1746974 30 22/10/2018
1746975 30 22/10/2018
1746976 30 22/10/2018
1746978 99 22/10/2018
1747340 30 23/10/2018
1747360 12 23/10/2018
1747890 99 24/10/2018
1747891 99 24/10/2018
1748486 16 27/10/2018
1748487 35 27/10/2018
1748488 36 27/10/2018
1748490 35 27/10/2018
1748491 36 27/10/2018
1748664 35 29/10/2018
1748665 42 29/10/2028
1748665 42 29/10/2028
1748890 99 29/10/2018
1749142 99 30/10/2018
1749178 30 30/10/2018
1749555 10 31/10/2018
1749559 99 31/10/2018
1749560 99 31/10/2018
1749561 99 31/10/2018
1749886 25 03/11/2018
1751196 99 05/11/2018
1751197 99 05/11/2018
1751392 25 06/11/2018
1752864 35 11/11/2018
1753519 99 12/11/2018
1754244 42 17/11/2018
1755088 10 18/11/2018
1755694 17 19/11/2018
1757060 35 24/11/2018
1757152 6 24/11/2018
1757302 41 24/11/2018
1757305 18 24/11/2018
1757306 25 24/11/2018
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Following Trade Marks Registration Renewed for a Period Of Ten Years  
 
APPL NO CLASS RENEWAL DATE
1757308 28 24/11/2018
1757414 8 24/11/2018
1757459 41 25/11/2018
1757622 32 25/11/2018
1758429 30 27/11/2018
1758431 29 27/11/2018
1758433 29 27/11/2018
1758439 29 27/11/2018
1758441 29 27/11/2018
1758443 29 27/11/2018
1758445 29 27/11/2018
1758447 29 27/11/2018
1758448 29 27/11/2018
1758449 29 27/11/2018
1758842 11 02/12/2018
1758843 21 02/12/2018
1761824 99 08/12/2018
1761971 99 10/12/2018
1762170 5 10/12/2018
1762171 5 10/12/2018
1762173 5 10/12/2018
1762174 5 10/12/2018
1762175 5 10/12/2018
1762176 5 10/12/2018
1762177 5 10/12/2018
1762178 3 10/12/2018
1762179 5 10/12/2018
1762180 5 10/12/2018
1762182 5 10/12/2018
1762184 5 10/12/2018
1762185 5 10/12/2018
1762186 5 10/12/2018
1762189 5 10/12/2018
1762190 5 10/12/2018
1763006 5 11/12/2018
1763748 14 15/12/2018
1763879 25 15/12/2018
1764004 41 15/12/2018
1764915 11 17/12/2018
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Following Trade Marks Registration Renewed for a Period Of Ten Years  
 
APPL NO CLASS RENEWAL DATE
1765718 39 18/12/2018
1765719 39 18/12/2018
1767319 4 23/12/2018
1768596 3 29/12/2018
1768597 5 29/12/2018
1768598 5 29/12/2018
1768602 5 29/12/2018
1768603 5 29/12/2018
1769044 41 30/12/2018
1769316 11 30/12/2018
1769317 3 30/12/2018
1769318 5 30/12/2018
1770097 6 01/01/2019
1770650 14 05/01/2019
1771407 12 06/01/2019
1771447 41 06/01/2019
1771732 5 07/01/2019
1772322 7 09/01/2019
1772690 6 09/01/2019
1773290 5 12/01/2019
1773394 31 13/01/2019
1773942 99 14/01/2019
1773943 99 14/01/2019
1776259 25 20/01/2019
1776483 99 21/01/2019
1776484 99 21/01/2019
1776485 99 21/01/2019
1776486 99 21/01/2019
1777073 6 22/01/2019
1777074 7 22/01/2019
1777075 12 22/01/2019
1777478 35 23/01/2019
1777907 43 27/01/2019
1779811 9 02/02/2019
1780366 99 02/02/2019
1782005 3 05/02/2019
1782007 3 05/02/2019
1782956 3 09/02/2019
1788560 30 24/02/2019
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Following Trade Marks Registration Renewed for a Period Of Ten Years  
 
APPL NO CLASS RENEWAL DATE
1789605 33 25/02/2019
1790157 99 26/02/2019
1795134 12 13/03/2019
1798345 30 23/03/2019
1801545 3 31/03/2019
1803025 3 06/04/2019
1805466 3 13/04/2019
1808693 41 21/04/2019
1808694 41 21/04/2019
1809507 99 21/04/2019
1809508 99 21/04/2019
1809509 99 21/04/2019
1814970 25 05/05/2019
1815650 41 07/05/2019
1820661 5 21/05/2019
1825700 6 04/06/2019
1827679 31 10/06/2019
1834334 16 29/06/2019
1836444 30 03/07/2019
1836701 24 06/07/2019
1842131 4 21/07/2019
1843787 35 27/07/2019
1843790 35 27/07/2019
1843791 36 27/07/2019
1843792 43 27/07/2019
1848917 28 10/08/2019
1849590 1 11/08/2019
1849591 2 11/08/2019
1849592 3 11/08/2019
1849593 4 11/08/2019
1849594 5 11/08/2019
1849595 6 11/08/2019
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NOTIFICATION 
SNo. NOTIFICATION 
1 1637089 (1411-0) SERVICE ADDRESS ALTERED TO READ AS ROHIT JAIN, 

ADVOCATE, F1/163, GANDHI PATH, CHITRAKOOT, VAISHALI NAGAR, JAIPUR - 
RAJASTHAN - 302021 
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PR Section 
J/  

SUBSEQUENT PROPRIETORS REGISTERED  

2866607 - 39: Proprietor Altered to CROSS TRADE ECOM PRIVATE LIMITED. , Plot NO.2, Sakinaka, 
Opp. Sakivihar Road, Andheri (E); Mumbai-400072, Maharashtra, India. 
ASKY PARCELS PVT. LTD.

1271883 - 9: Proprietor Altered to HBC SOLUTIONS, INC. , 9800 South Meridian Blvd., Suite 300, 
Englewood, Colorado 80112, United States of America 
HARRIS CORPORATION

1272270 - 16, 1272271 - 16: Proprietor Altered to ADVANCE AGRO PUBLIC COMPANY LIMITED , 1-
Moo 2, Tambol Thatoom, Amphur Srimahaphote, Prachinburi, Thailand 
99 GROUP CENTER COMPANY LIMITED

1401579 - 99: Proprietor Altered to DASSAULT SYSTEMES , 10 Rue Marcel Dassault, 78140 Velizy-
Villacoublay, France 
DASSAULT SYSTEMES AB,

496041 - 9: Proprietor Altered to JUGRAJ GUTRAJ JAIN , 458/466, S.N. COMPOUND, GATE NO. 08, 
FRIENDS COLONY INDUSTRIAL AREA, SHAHADRA, NEW DELHI-110095,  
BHAWARLAL GUTRAJ KISHORE KUMAR

139439 - 19: Proprietor Altered to SAINT-GOBAIN WEBER A/S , Bredgade 5, DK-6920 Videaek 
LEMVIGH-MULLER & MUNCK (WORLD) LIMITED

1091542 - 5: Proprietor Altered to ALKEM LABORATORIES LTD. , "ALKEM HOUSE" DEVASHISH, 
ADJ. TO MATULYA CENTER, SENAPATI BAPAT MARG, LOWER PAREL (W) BOMBAY - 13. 
BHARTIYA AGROW PHARMA PVT. LTD.

368467 - 3: Proprietor Altered to HARVINDER KAUR , 10559, STREET NO. 3. MOTIA KHAN. NEW 
DELHI 110055 
INTERNATI0NAL FRAGRANCES.

1210707 - 11: Proprietor Altered to KUSUMAKAR GUPTA & SONS PVT. LTD. , KHASRA NO.22/9/4, 
SAMAYPUR, BADLI INDUSTRIAL AREA DELHI-110042 
M/S BHAWANI UDYOG

1299547 - 9: Proprietor Altered to LG NORTEL CO. LTD. , 71h 8th Floor, GS Kagnam Tower, 679 
Yoksam-dong Gagnam-gu, Seoul,135-985, Republic of Korea 
LG ELECTRONICS INC.

1299547 - 9: Proprietor Altered to ERICSSON-LG ENTERPRISE CO.LTD , 77 HEUNGAN-DAERO 81 
BEON-GIL,DONGAN-GU, ANYANG-SI, GYEONGGI-DO, KOREA, 
ERICSSON-LG CO. LTD,

926132 - 10, 822061 - 5, 342506 - 5, 806443 - 10, 1059558 - 5, 1464098 - 99, 898188 - 5, 342507 - 10, 
1557189 - 5, 807032 - 5, 443564 - 1, 806821 - 10, 850646 - 5, 1468058 - 5, 421946 - 5, 1875217 - 10, 
1302240 - 5, 806820 - 5, 875725 - 16, 863890 - 5, 898189 - 5, 1468060 - 5, 174923 - 5, 792257 - 5, 579685 
- 5, 756485 - 5, 881534 - 5, 858067 - 5, 605495 - 5, 806661 - 5, 1116730 - 5, 1911040 - 5, 1051111 - 5, 
1332962 - 5, 1116730 - 5, 1402721 - 5, 1328325 - 5, 756484 - 1, 1328324 - 5, 1328326 - 5, 862326 - 5, 
262250 - 5, 1045153 - 5, 262251 - 5, 1468062 - 5, 886684 - 5, 475980 - 5, 680065 - 10, 1618735 - 5, 
1462579 - 5, 806181 - 10, 853182 - 5, 932039 - 5, 1045154 - 10, 419502 - 5, 806660 - 10, 1332964 - 5, 
631409 - 5, 121964 - 1, 1402720 - 5, 724564 - 5, 703362 - 5, 1214908 - 10, 724563 - 5, 1644716 - 5, 
996538 - 5, 1067516 - 10, 881533 - 5, 1301850 - 5, 1301852 - 5, 807033 - 10, 1148256 - 5, 174922 - 5, 
1332963 - 5, 644272 - 5, 1462580 - 5, 1467622 - 5, 151109 - 5, 1468063 - 5, 806180 - 5, 1468057 - 5, 
806442 - 5, 416890 - 5, 1116273 - 5, 862593 - 5, 848653 - 5, 90 - 5, 474087 - 5, 443565 - 5, 862325 - 5, 
120399 - 5, 798676 - 5, 418316 - 5, 976943 - 5: Proprietor Altered to MERCK SHARP & DOHME B.V. , 
WAARDERWEG 39, 2031 BN, HAARLEM, THE NETHERLANDS 
MSD OSS B.V., ORGANON BIOSCIENCES NEDERLAND B.V.

3055897 - 35: Proprietor Altered to BERRYNXT E-TRADE AND E-SERVICES PRIVATE LIMITED , 
Mandpeshwar Dham Chs, 412, Bldg No 2, Wing No 4, Laxman Mhatre Marg, Borivali West, Mumbai 
400103, Maharashtra. 
ANDALSO

1879909 - 41: Proprietor Altered to FW IMPACT INDEX PRIVATE LIMITED , No. 13/A, 1st Cross, 
Lavelle 
Road, Bangalore 560001 . 
JAIDEEP VARMA
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1271768 - 30: Proprietor Altered to SHARWAN KUMAR GARG,PANKAJ GARG,SANJAY GARG trading 
as KRISHNA MASALA CO. , 184/185, SHAHZADA BAGH, PHASE - II, DELHI - 35.  
KRISHNA MASALA CO.

301826 - 25, 352141 - 25, 523807 - 25, 523808 - 25, 1795867 - 25, 381036 - 25, 1795871 - 25: Proprietor 
Altered to M.D. RETAIL LLP, , # 14, BACHAMMAL ROAD, COX TOWN BANGALORE- 560005 
MEN'S FAVOURITE SHOP, MEN'S FAVOURITE SHOP, MEN'S FAVOURITE SHOP, MEN'S FAVOURITE 
SHOP, MEN'S FAVOURITE SHOP

227195 - 1: Proprietor Altered to PHARMACIA S.P.A. , Via Roberti Koch 1,2, Milan, Italy  
CARLO ERBA S.P.A.,

926132 - 10, 898189 - 5, 262251 - 5, 806180 - 5, 416890 - 5, 121964 - 1, 418316 - 5, 443564 - 1, 1214908 - 
10, 120399 - 5, 1644716 - 5, 579685 - 5, 1462580 - 5, 474087 - 5, 680065 - 10, 1462579 - 5, 806443 - 10, 
806661 - 5, 806660 - 10, 875725 - 16, 862325 - 5, 262250 - 5, 853182 - 5, 342506 - 5, 90 - 5, 1402720 - 5, 
443565 - 5, 976943 - 5, 1116730 - 5, 850646 - 5, 881534 - 5, 475980 - 5, 1875217 - 10, 605495 - 5, 756485 
- 5, 724564 - 5, 1301850 - 5, 996538 - 5, 1148256 - 5, 1302240 - 5, 1328324 - 5, 1328326 - 5, 862326 - 5, 
806820 - 5, 806821 - 10, 1911040 - 5, 1045153 - 5, 1051111 - 5, 1468059 - 5, 1328325 - 5, 644272 - 5, 
421946 - 5, 822061 - 5, 886684 - 5, 1618735 - 5, 806181 - 10, 932039 - 5, 1467622 - 5, 342507 - 10, 
862593 - 5, 703362 - 5, 1067516 - 10, 881533 - 5, 807033 - 10, 898188 - 5, 848653 - 5, 1402721 - 5, 
1045154 - 10, 174922 - 5, 1332963 - 5, 1468062 - 5, 858067 - 5, 1468057 - 5, 151109 - 5, 1332962 - 5, 
1557189 - 5, 1468063 - 5, 1116273 - 5, 1059558 - 5, 1464098 - 99, 724563 - 5, 1468060 - 5, 1301852 - 5, 
792257 - 5, 807032 - 5, 419502 - 5, 806442 - 5, 1332964 - 5, 631409 - 5, 798676 - 5, 756484 - 1, 174923 - 
5, 863890 - 5: Proprietor Altered to ORGANON BIOSCIENCES NEDERLAND B.V. , KLOOSTERSTAAT 
6 5349 AB OSS THE NETHERLANDS 
MSD OSS B.V., MULTILAN S. A., N. V. ORGANON, N. V. ORGANON, ORGANON LABORATORIES 
LIMITED, N.V.ORGANON, ORGANON TEKNIKA B. V., N.V. ORGANON,, N. V. ORGANON

227195 - 1, 227196 - 5: Proprietor Altered to PFIZER ITALIA S.R.L. , Via Isonzo 71, 04100, Latina, Italy 
PHARMACIA ITALIA SPA

227195 - 1, 227196 - 5: Proprietor Altered to JOHNSON & JOHNSON , Johnson & Johnson Plaza, New 
Brunswick, New Jersey 08933-7001, U.S.A.  
PFIZER ITALIA S.R.L.

227195 - 1, 227196 - 5: Proprietor Altered to PHARMACIA ITALIA SPA , Via Robert Koch 1.2, Milan 
CARLO ERBA S.P.A., PHARMACIA S.P.A. 

196881 - 32, 258875 - 32: Proprietor Altered to LOWENBRAU BRAUEREIBETEILIGUNGS-
AKTIENGESELLSCHAFT , Nymphenburger Strasse 4, D- 80335 Munchen, Getmany 
"LOWENBRAU" MUNCHEN, LOWENBRAU MUNCHEN

2319 - 1, 196615 - 2, 169045 - 1, 243417 - 2, 2320 - 4, 210582 - 1, 206669 - 2, 185185 - 2, 1039754 - 16, 
1505335 - 1, 210582 - 1, 221901 - 2, 2325 - 1, 199496 - 1, 221900 - 2, 246833 - 2, 279110 - 1, 834143 - 1, 
996526 - 16, 1500543 - 1: Proprietor Altered to ARCHROMA IP GMBH , Neuhofstrasse 11, 4153 
Reinach, Switzerland 
CLARIANT AG, CLARIANT AG., CLARIANT LTD, CLARIANT AG, CLARIANT AG, A COMPANY 
ORGANISED UNDER THE LAWS OF SWITZERLAND,

1994854 - 38, 1948408 - 38, 1948407 - 16, 1948406 - 9, 1943704 - 9, 1994855 - 41, 1994856 - 45, 2232363 
- 41, 1943703 - 9, 1943702 - 16, 1943702 - 16, 1948409 - 41: Proprietor Altered to BENNETT, COLEMAN 
& COMPANY LIMITED , Times of India Building, Dr. 
D. N. Road, Fort, Mumbai-400001 
TIMES INTERNET LTD, TIMES INTERNET LIMITED, TIMES INTERNET LTD

2884050 - 35, 2916942 - 35: Proprietor Altered to SNIGDHA SENGUPTA , J 266, Tarapore Garden 
Cooperative Society, New Link Road, Andheri West, Mumbai 400056 
MADHAVI RAVI SHANKAR

1995400 - 25, 1995399 - 18: Proprietor Altered to MINERAL FASHIONS PRIVATE LIMITED. , 301-
303,Solaris II, Opp. L&T gate No.6, Saki Vihar Road, Andheri East, Mumbai 400 072. 
JAYDEEP SHETTY

1445756 - 10, 1445755 - 10: Proprietor Altered to MIV THERAPEUTICS (INDIA) PRIVATE LIMITED , 
136-B, Surat SEZ, Diamond Park, G.I.D.C., At & Post - Sachin, Dist. - Surat, Pin - 394 230, Gujarat, 
India., 607-8, JOLLY PLAZA, ATHWAGATE CIRCLE, NANPURA, SURAT- 395 001.  
BIOSYNC SCIENTIFIC, BIOSYNC SCIENTIFIC, BIOSYNC SCIENTIFIC

3061659 - 5, 2998895 - 5: Proprietor Altered to MEDITECH HUMAN PHARMACEUTICALS PRIVATE 
LIMITED , A 802, Heritage Plaza, Teli Gali Cross Roads, Andheri (East), Mumbai 400069, 
ROTHWELL FORMULATIONS PRIVATE LIMITED

NAME,ADDRESS AND DESCRIPTION ALTERED IN THE RWGISTER OF THE FORM ARE 
SHOWN HERE IN ITALICS  

196881 - 32, 258875 - 32: Proprietor Name Altered to LOWENBRAU BRAUEREI 
AKTIENGESELLSCHAFT 
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LOWENBRAU BRAUEREIBETEILIGUNGS-AKTIENGESELLSCHAFT

1299547 - 9: Proprietor Name Altered to ERICSSON-LG CO. LTD, 
LG-ERRICSON CO.LTD

139439 - 19: Proprietor Name Altered to SAIT-GOBAIN DENMARK A/S 
SAINT-GOBAIN WEBER A/S

1299547 - 9: Proprietor Name Altered to LG-ERRICSON CO.LTD 
LG NORTEL CO. LTD.

196881 - 32, 258875 - 32: Proprietor Name Altered to LOWENBRAU AG 
LOWENBRAU BRAUEREI AKTIENGESELLSCHAFT

367734 - 4, 309998 - 4, 421459 - 4, 421460 - 4, 421461 - 4, 560213 - 4, 602668 - 4, 912854 - 1, 912856 - 4, 
912860 - 4, 912861 - 4, 925808 - 4, 931925 - 1, 1066144 - 9, 1117678 - 4, 1240239 - 99, 1298658 - 4, 
1318841 - 4, 1318845 - 99, 1754537 - 99, 421466 - 4, 948321 - 4, 948323 - 25, 128693 - 4, 128694 - 4, 
251571 - 4, 373759 - 4, 373762 - 7, 373767 - 28, 701223 - 4, 1066141 - 1, 1418312 - 4, 2262 - 4, 309997 - 
4, 1374143 - 99, 1389650 - 99, 1643155 - 4, 1643156 - 4, 421467 - 4, 461316 - 1, 260626 - 4, 372727 - 4, 
593859 - 4, 766620 - 4, 838183 - 4, 1066142 - 2, 1342921 - 99, 1344954 - 99, 260628 - 4, 289629 - 1, 
309990 - 4, 309996 - 4, 1989556 - 4, 2277 - 4, 461897 - 4, 1494 - 4, 309991 - 4, 876319 - 4, 1413252 - 4, 
1432938 - 4, 1455102 - 99, 1524120 - 4, 313414 - 2, 313413 - 1, 309992 - 4, 1374142 - 99, 1549342 - 99, 
1599186 - 4, 1751840 - 4, 2036142 - 4, 421465 - 4, 421468 - 4, 461317 - 4, 514944 - 4, 635780 - 4, 309993 
- 4, 309994 - 4, 373756 - 1, 373757 - 2, 373758 - 3, 373774 - 9, 375619 - 1, 454233 - 4, 501798 - 4, 542732 
- 3, 909193 - 4, 943448 - 4, 1045541 - 4, 1066143 - 3, 1364359 - 4, 1528887 - 4, 2304750 - 99: Proprietor 
Address Altered to TECHNOLOGY CENTRE WHITCHURCH HILL, PANGBOURNE, READING UNITED 
KINGDOM, RG8 7QR 
CASTROL LIMITED.

84991 - 30: Proprietor Address Altered to B D Sawant Marg, Chakala, Andheri (E), Mumbai-400099 
HINDUSTAN LEVER LIMITED
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1373693 - 12: Proprietor Address Altered to 1543/29, Naiwala, Karol Bagh, New Delhi-110005 
OMKAR AUTO PRODUCTS

139439 - 19: Proprietor Address Altered to Bredgade 5, DK-6920 Videaek 
LEMVIGH-MULLER & MUNCK (WORLD) LIMITED

139439 - 19: Proprietor Address Altered to c/o maxit a.s., Borglumvej 13, DK-8240 Risskov 
LEMVIGH-MULLER & MUNCK (WORLD) LIMITED

1299547 - 9: Proprietor Address Altered to 508, NONHYEON-RO GANGNAM-GU, SEOUL KOREA, 
ERICSSON-LG CO. LTD,

139439 - 19: Proprietor Address Altered to Robert Jacobsens Vej 62A DK-2300 Copenhagen S 
Denmark 
SAIT-GOBAIN DENMARK A/S

1317400 - 9: Proprietor Address Altered to 1001 Farrar Road, Kanata, Ontario, Canada K2K 083. 
QNX SOFTWARE SYSTEMS LIMITED

227195 - 1, 227196 - 5: Address for Service is altered to M-19 A, South Extension Part- II, New Delhi - 
110049.,

1299547 - 9: Address for Service is altered to 14/2 PALM AVENUE CALCUTTA 700019 INDIA,

139439 - 19: Address for Service is altered to REMFRY HOUSE AT THE MILLENNIUM PLAZA SEC 27, 
GURGAON 122009, NEW DELHI NATIONAL CAPITAL REGION INDIA,

1272811 - 29: Address for Service is altered to 5/1, FIRST FLOOR, KALKAJI EXTENSION., NEW 
DELHI - 110 019. INDIA.,

1272709 - 31: Address for Service is altered to B-336, BHAI RANDHIR SINGH NAGAR, LUDHIANA - 
141 004 PUNJAB.,

2319 - 1, 1500543 - 1, 199496 - 1, 1505335 - 1, 221900 - 2, 221901 - 2, 210582 - 1, 279110 - 1, 206669 - 2, 
243417 - 2, 246833 - 2, 834143 - 1, 996526 - 16, 2325 - 1, 169045 - 1, 1039754 - 16, 2320 - 4, 185185 - 2, 
196615 - 2: Address for Service is altered to 161, VIGYAN VIHAR, DELHI-110092,
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The following list of Trade Marks have been removed from the Register as it has not been 
renewed on time in accordance with the Trade Marks Act,1999. 
APPL NO CLASS REMOVAL DATE
133287 17 23/08/2018 16:19:17
214488 5 20/08/2018 16:24:11
214626 5 20/08/2018 16:21:14
214906 11 23/08/2018 10:35:01
215033 5 24/08/2018 10:39:19
263391 6 20/08/2018 16:25:12
263481 3 21/08/2018 17:01:26
263551 3 23/08/2018 11:42:28
263553 29 23/08/2018 11:43:06
263595 24 23/08/2018 14:34:00
263794 6 23/08/2018 16:20:12
324105 1 21/08/2018 12:14:18
324190 7 20/08/2018 16:43:36
324266 3 23/08/2018 11:44:07
324513 16 23/08/2018 14:16:23
419422 10 20/08/2018 12:19:38
419426 4 20/08/2018 12:20:22
419792 3 21/08/2018 12:15:32
420429 28 23/08/2018 15:18:44
420625 24 23/08/2018 12:39:23
547646 16 20/08/2018 14:22:24
547651 23 20/08/2018 14:27:59
547719 24 20/08/2018 16:25:51
547837 17 20/08/2018 16:26:45
547945 1 20/08/2018 16:27:31
548035 34 21/08/2018 17:01:54
548319 21 23/08/2018 11:44:40
548388 5 23/08/2018 12:16:35
549316 5 24/08/2018 10:18:12
659969 34 20/08/2018 12:21:12
659986 17 20/08/2018 12:21:41
660085 21 20/08/2018 14:28:47
660471 5 20/08/2018 16:28:02
660491 34 20/08/2018 16:29:34
660504 33 20/08/2018 16:30:04
660831 4 21/08/2018 12:38:54
660849 29 21/08/2018 12:39:32
660854 29 21/08/2018 12:40:02
661151 12 23/08/2018 11:48:16
661179 33 23/08/2018 11:48:52
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Trade Marks Journal No: 1864 ,   27/08/2018  
 

The following list of Trade Marks have been removed from the Register as it has not been 
renewed on time in accordance with the Trade Marks Act,1999. 
APPL NO CLASS REMOVAL DATE
661374 5 23/08/2018 11:49:24
661823 3 23/08/2018 15:19:21
661855 12 23/08/2018 15:21:40
661856 12 23/08/2018 15:22:11
661858 12 23/08/2018 15:22:43
661860 12 23/08/2018 15:23:11
662183 25 23/08/2018 16:20:56
662292 7 24/08/2018 10:21:19
662804 2 24/08/2018 10:21:59
662823 11 24/08/2018 10:22:29
662836 30 24/08/2018 10:22:56
662976 25 24/08/2018 10:39:49
663120 5 24/08/2018 12:39:15
663169 25 24/08/2018 12:40:02
798469 5 23/08/2018 15:55:18
798965 5 23/08/2018 16:21:44
798966 5 23/08/2018 16:22:56
798970 5 23/08/2018 16:23:35
1329988 11 21/08/2018 17:03:04
1343728 30 20/08/2018 12:11:03
1343729 31 20/08/2018 12:11:25
1343730 32 20/08/2018 12:11:56
1343746 35 20/08/2018 12:19:24
1343747 36 20/08/2018 12:19:48
1343748 42 20/08/2018 12:20:51
1343749 35 20/08/2018 12:21:18
1343750 36 20/08/2018 12:21:47
1343751 42 20/08/2018 12:22:15
1343752 1 20/08/2018 12:22:38
1343754 3 20/08/2018 12:23:36
1343755 4 20/08/2018 12:24:52
1343756 5 20/08/2018 12:25:15
1343758 7 20/08/2018 12:25:41
1343759 8 20/08/2018 12:27:38
1343760 9 20/08/2018 12:27:59
1343761 10 20/08/2018 12:28:26
1343762 11 20/08/2018 12:28:48
1343763 12 20/08/2018 12:29:08
1343764 13 20/08/2018 12:29:45
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Trade Marks Journal No: 1864 ,   27/08/2018  
 

The following list of Trade Marks have been removed from the Register as it has not been 
renewed on time in accordance with the Trade Marks Act,1999. 
APPL NO CLASS REMOVAL DATE
1343766 15 20/08/2018 12:30:41
1343767 16 20/08/2018 12:31:04
1343768 17 20/08/2018 12:31:43
1343770 19 20/08/2018 12:35:42
1343771 20 20/08/2018 12:36:08
1343772 21 20/08/2018 12:36:41
1343773 22 20/08/2018 12:37:14
1343774 23 20/08/2018 12:37:38
1343778 27 20/08/2018 12:38:29
1343779 28 20/08/2018 12:39:34
1343780 29 20/08/2018 12:41:28
1343781 30 20/08/2018 12:41:56
1343782 31 20/08/2018 12:54:38
1343783 32 20/08/2018 12:43:20
1343784 33 20/08/2018 12:44:09
1343785 34 20/08/2018 12:44:32
1343786 35 20/08/2018 12:45:08
1343787 36 20/08/2018 12:45:31
1343788 37 20/08/2018 12:45:57
1343789 38 20/08/2018 12:46:37
1343790 39 20/08/2018 12:47:03
1343791 40 20/08/2018 12:47:53
1343792 41 20/08/2018 12:49:27
1343793 42 20/08/2018 12:52:18
1345747 42 20/08/2018 12:22:14
1345773 30 20/08/2018 12:22:41
1345815 6 20/08/2018 12:23:14
1345833 25 20/08/2018 12:23:47
1345836 25 20/08/2018 12:32:04
1345869 11 20/08/2018 12:32:53
1345887 31 20/08/2018 12:33:22
1345892 9 20/08/2018 12:33:53
1345923 4 20/08/2018 12:34:20
1345928 35 20/08/2018 12:35:16
1345931 25 20/08/2018 12:35:53
1345943 41 20/08/2018 12:36:22
1345949 25 20/08/2018 12:37:30
1345956 5 20/08/2018 12:38:03
1345957 5 20/08/2018 12:38:32
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Trade Marks Journal No: 1864 ,   27/08/2018  
 

The following list of Trade Marks have been removed from the Register as it has not been 
renewed on time in accordance with the Trade Marks Act,1999. 
APPL NO CLASS REMOVAL DATE
1345958 5 20/08/2018 12:39:25
1345959 5 20/08/2018 12:40:04
1345970 25 20/08/2018 12:40:47
1346013 5 20/08/2018 12:41:31
1346056 35 20/08/2018 14:29:48
1346058 30 20/08/2018 12:42:01
1346059 25 20/08/2018 12:43:02
1346060 25 20/08/2018 12:43:27
1346061 25 20/08/2018 12:43:51
1346062 25 20/08/2018 12:44:16
1346114 29 20/08/2018 14:30:40
1346124 24 20/08/2018 14:31:08
1346137 99 20/08/2018 14:31:39
1346191 34 20/08/2018 14:32:10
1346203 12 20/08/2018 14:32:43
1346204 12 20/08/2018 14:33:14
1346210 41 20/08/2018 14:34:23
1346211 19 20/08/2018 14:34:59
1346212 42 20/08/2018 15:18:47
1346214 19 20/08/2018 14:35:31
1346215 35 20/08/2018 14:36:00
1346269 39 20/08/2018 14:36:31
1346291 18 20/08/2018 14:37:08
1346314 41 20/08/2018 14:37:41
1346344 14 20/08/2018 14:38:14
1346349 30 20/08/2018 14:38:48
1346350 25 20/08/2018 14:40:12
1346354 25 20/08/2018 14:40:52
1346355 41 20/08/2018 14:47:27
1346358 42 20/08/2018 14:47:59
1346360 3 20/08/2018 14:49:17
1346361 14 20/08/2018 14:50:04
1346362 34 20/08/2018 14:50:36
1346363 42 20/08/2018 14:52:29
1346364 30 20/08/2018 14:53:01
1346366 34 20/08/2018 14:53:31
1346372 12 20/08/2018 14:54:04
1346382 30 20/08/2018 14:54:36
1346383 30 20/08/2018 14:55:05
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Trade Marks Journal No: 1864 ,   27/08/2018  
 

The following list of Trade Marks have been removed from the Register as it has not been 
renewed on time in accordance with the Trade Marks Act,1999. 
APPL NO CLASS REMOVAL DATE
1346385 30 20/08/2018 14:55:33
1346401 42 20/08/2018 14:56:02
1346424 9 20/08/2018 14:57:33
1346430 6 20/08/2018 15:03:13
1346431 35 20/08/2018 15:04:17
1346434 17 20/08/2018 15:04:54
1346480 5 20/08/2018 15:11:25
1346482 29 20/08/2018 15:11:56
1346484 41 20/08/2018 15:12:41
1346494 41 20/08/2018 15:13:11
1346505 42 20/08/2018 15:45:15
1346506 4 20/08/2018 15:13:46
1346507 5 20/08/2018 15:14:16
1346508 3 20/08/2018 15:14:46
1346510 29 20/08/2018 15:15:17
1346528 35 20/08/2018 15:15:45
1346529 35 20/08/2018 15:16:20
1346541 5 20/08/2018 15:16:52
1346542 5 20/08/2018 15:17:27
1346543 5 20/08/2018 15:19:53
1346562 35 20/08/2018 15:20:33
1346563 35 20/08/2018 15:21:04
1346582 30 20/08/2018 15:21:37
1346604 3 20/08/2018 15:22:18
1346608 1 20/08/2018 15:22:53
1346641 16 20/08/2018 15:23:24
1346654 14 20/08/2018 15:23:51
1346670 4 20/08/2018 15:24:16
1346768 29 20/08/2018 15:45:51
1346778 5 20/08/2018 15:46:25
1346779 5 20/08/2018 15:46:56
1346780 5 20/08/2018 15:47:19
1346782 5 20/08/2018 15:48:19
1346791 18 20/08/2018 15:48:50
1346794 25 20/08/2018 16:12:29
1346795 25 20/08/2018 16:30:52
1346803 20 20/08/2018 15:49:35
1346804 27 20/08/2018 15:50:02
1346807 24 20/08/2018 15:50:40
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Trade Marks Journal No: 1864 ,   27/08/2018  
 

The following list of Trade Marks have been removed from the Register as it has not been 
renewed on time in accordance with the Trade Marks Act,1999. 
APPL NO CLASS REMOVAL DATE
1346808 21 20/08/2018 15:51:15
1346810 26 20/08/2018 15:51:39
1346830 35 20/08/2018 15:52:09
1346841 41 20/08/2018 16:01:24
1346876 41 20/08/2018 16:13:14
1346878 37 20/08/2018 16:13:45
1346879 4 20/08/2018 16:14:37
1346886 39 20/08/2018 16:16:22
1346887 6 20/08/2018 16:17:58
1346926 9 20/08/2018 16:20:17
1346948 25 20/08/2018 16:31:22
1346965 28 20/08/2018 16:21:13
1346966 28 20/08/2018 16:21:50
1346983 99 20/08/2018 16:22:23
1346984 99 20/08/2018 16:22:53
1346985 40 20/08/2018 16:31:54
1347045 25 21/08/2018 12:16:22
1347046 25 21/08/2018 12:16:48
1347060 41 21/08/2018 12:17:13
1347065 3 21/08/2018 12:17:36
1347077 42 21/08/2018 12:17:58
1347079 41 21/08/2018 12:18:26
1347080 41 21/08/2018 12:19:08
1347104 41 21/08/2018 12:19:32
1347105 14 21/08/2018 12:19:55
1347106 9 21/08/2018 12:20:16
1347107 25 21/08/2018 12:20:35
1347110 11 21/08/2018 12:21:01
1347112 9 21/08/2018 12:21:23
1347113 31 21/08/2018 12:24:36
1347115 31 21/08/2018 12:25:30
1347116 41 21/08/2018 12:26:09
1347120 31 21/08/2018 12:26:49
1347135 3 21/08/2018 12:27:16
1347211 21 21/08/2018 12:27:48
1347267 30 21/08/2018 12:28:13
1347269 6 21/08/2018 12:28:32
1347270 11 21/08/2018 12:28:56
1347271 3 21/08/2018 12:29:22
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Trade Marks Journal No: 1864 ,   27/08/2018  
 

The following list of Trade Marks have been removed from the Register as it has not been 
renewed on time in accordance with the Trade Marks Act,1999. 
APPL NO CLASS REMOVAL DATE
1347272 7 21/08/2018 12:30:31
1347273 9 21/08/2018 12:32:25
1347274 11 21/08/2018 12:32:46
1347276 21 21/08/2018 12:33:11
1347289 4 21/08/2018 12:34:48
1347290 1 21/08/2018 12:35:31
1347296 37 21/08/2018 12:35:56
1347412 39 21/08/2018 12:40:31
1347413 6 21/08/2018 12:40:52
1347422 42 21/08/2018 12:41:20
1347448 99 21/08/2018 12:42:11
1347470 19 21/08/2018 12:42:35
1347471 19 21/08/2018 12:44:06
1347476 14 21/08/2018 12:44:30
1347480 25 21/08/2018 12:45:01
1347481 24 21/08/2018 14:15:36
1347489 5 21/08/2018 12:45:57
1347490 29 21/08/2018 12:46:21
1347491 30 21/08/2018 12:46:48
1347492 32 21/08/2018 12:47:09
1347493 5 21/08/2018 12:47:34
1347494 31 21/08/2018 12:47:57
1347526 3 21/08/2018 12:48:20
1347527 5 21/08/2018 12:48:46
1347569 41 21/08/2018 12:49:13
1347570 41 21/08/2018 12:49:37
1347572 16 21/08/2018 12:56:02
1347575 35 21/08/2018 14:16:17
1347576 35 21/08/2018 14:17:14
1347579 42 21/08/2018 14:18:31
1347580 37 21/08/2018 14:19:03
1347581 35 21/08/2018 14:19:33
1347582 38 21/08/2018 14:20:00
1347584 14 21/08/2018 14:20:24
1347591 30 21/08/2018 14:20:48
1347592 29 21/08/2018 14:21:11
1347598 9 21/08/2018 14:21:33
1347599 39 21/08/2018 14:22:01
1347601 14 21/08/2018 14:22:25
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Trade Marks Journal No: 1864 ,   27/08/2018  
 

The following list of Trade Marks have been removed from the Register as it has not been 
renewed on time in accordance with the Trade Marks Act,1999. 
APPL NO CLASS REMOVAL DATE
1347602 25 21/08/2018 14:23:51
1347604 35 21/08/2018 14:25:47
1347605 19 21/08/2018 14:26:48
1347607 41 21/08/2018 14:29:36
1347610 35 21/08/2018 14:30:09
1347611 37 21/08/2018 14:30:36
1347613 38 21/08/2018 14:31:07
1347651 42 20/08/2018 16:21:49
1347706 25 20/08/2018 16:22:18
1347707 25 20/08/2018 16:22:47
1347708 25 20/08/2018 16:23:09
1347709 25 20/08/2018 16:23:33
1347756 5 20/08/2018 16:24:01
1347757 5 20/08/2018 16:24:22
1347758 5 20/08/2018 16:24:49
1347759 5 20/08/2018 16:25:10
1347760 5 20/08/2018 16:25:41
1347761 5 20/08/2018 16:26:27
1347762 5 20/08/2018 16:26:50
1347763 5 20/08/2018 16:27:30
1347805 9 20/08/2018 16:27:53
1347806 9 20/08/2018 16:36:46
1347807 9 20/08/2018 16:28:14
1347808 9 20/08/2018 16:29:00
1347810 9 20/08/2018 16:29:30
1347935 10 20/08/2018 16:29:55
1347938 41 20/08/2018 16:31:52
1347940 42 20/08/2018 16:32:17
1347941 41 20/08/2018 16:32:46
1347950 37 20/08/2018 16:33:08
1347957 37 20/08/2018 16:33:44
1348030 35 20/08/2018 16:34:28
1348033 37 20/08/2018 16:35:05
1348035 35 20/08/2018 16:37:34
1348039 36 20/08/2018 16:38:03
1348041 42 20/08/2018 16:38:46
1348042 41 20/08/2018 16:44:21
1348043 41 20/08/2018 16:44:49
1348044 41 21/08/2018 10:55:12
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Trade Marks Journal No: 1864 ,   27/08/2018  
 

The following list of Trade Marks have been removed from the Register as it has not been 
renewed on time in accordance with the Trade Marks Act,1999. 
APPL NO CLASS REMOVAL DATE
1348045 41 20/08/2018 16:45:13
1348046 41 20/08/2018 16:47:19
1348061 30 20/08/2018 16:47:44
1348069 5 20/08/2018 16:48:17
1348091 9 21/08/2018 10:56:19
1348117 5 20/08/2018 16:48:42
1348118 5 20/08/2018 16:49:13
1348120 5 20/08/2018 16:56:06
1348123 5 20/08/2018 16:56:29
1348124 5 20/08/2018 16:57:47
1348126 37 20/08/2018 16:58:13
1348127 25 20/08/2018 16:58:35
1348128 41 21/08/2018 10:57:14
1348130 25 21/08/2018 10:57:48
1348131 33 21/08/2018 10:58:11
1348132 42 21/08/2018 10:58:35
1348140 25 21/08/2018 10:58:57
1348152 29 21/08/2018 10:59:24
1348158 11 21/08/2018 11:01:31
1348160 41 21/08/2018 11:04:55
1348169 38 21/08/2018 11:03:57
1348177 99 21/08/2018 11:08:55
1348178 99 21/08/2018 11:12:51
1348183 5 21/08/2018 11:14:58
1348186 5 21/08/2018 11:26:32
1348187 5 21/08/2018 11:39:50
1348187 5 21/08/2018 11:39:50
1348188 35 21/08/2018 11:57:39
1348189 9 21/08/2018 11:58:06
1348191 16 21/08/2018 11:58:25
1348192 16 21/08/2018 11:58:48
1348201 30 21/08/2018 11:59:23
1348202 30 21/08/2018 11:59:50
1348203 39 21/08/2018 12:00:29
1348205 39 21/08/2018 12:01:22
1348217 25 21/08/2018 12:01:59
1348219 30 21/08/2018 12:02:19
1348220 37 21/08/2018 12:02:40
1348222 30 21/08/2018 12:03:03
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Trade Marks Journal No: 1864 ,   27/08/2018  
 

The following list of Trade Marks have been removed from the Register as it has not been 
renewed on time in accordance with the Trade Marks Act,1999. 
APPL NO CLASS REMOVAL DATE
1348224 25 21/08/2018 12:03:29
1348226 10 21/08/2018 12:07:48
1348230 20 21/08/2018 12:08:12
1348233 30 21/08/2018 12:08:32
1348240 22 21/08/2018 12:09:41
1348243 22 21/08/2018 12:10:08
1348246 1 21/08/2018 12:10:39
1348247 41 21/08/2018 12:11:11
1348316 30 21/08/2018 17:03:36
1348317 30 21/08/2018 17:03:56
1348318 29 21/08/2018 17:04:20
1348319 31 21/08/2018 17:04:46
1348320 14 21/08/2018 17:05:08
1348322 42 21/08/2018 17:05:35
1348325 5 21/08/2018 17:06:31
1348345 42 21/08/2018 17:06:53
1348352 29 21/08/2018 17:07:15
1348353 30 21/08/2018 17:07:42
1348369 5 21/08/2018 17:08:07
1348385 5 21/08/2018 17:08:29
1348386 5 21/08/2018 17:08:51
1348391 37 21/08/2018 17:09:40
1348503 41 23/08/2018 11:50:34
1348504 5 23/08/2018 11:50:59
1348505 5 23/08/2018 11:51:25
1348506 5 23/08/2018 11:51:51
1348507 5 23/08/2018 11:52:15
1348512 28 23/08/2018 11:59:24
1348513 31 23/08/2018 11:52:45
1348514 30 23/08/2018 11:53:12
1348515 28 23/08/2018 15:15:57
1348517 30 23/08/2018 11:53:47
1348546 29 23/08/2018 11:55:13
1348630 25 23/08/2018 11:58:39
1348647 24 23/08/2018 12:00:07
1348653 25 23/08/2018 12:00:35
1348662 4 23/08/2018 12:01:00
1348693 41 23/08/2018 12:01:25
1348705 42 23/08/2018 12:01:52
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Trade Marks Journal No: 1864 ,   27/08/2018  
 

The following list of Trade Marks have been removed from the Register as it has not been 
renewed on time in accordance with the Trade Marks Act,1999. 
APPL NO CLASS REMOVAL DATE
1348713 10 23/08/2018 12:02:20
1348715 10 23/08/2018 12:05:21
1348726 25 23/08/2018 12:13:16
1348727 35 23/08/2018 12:11:28
1348757 9 23/08/2018 12:07:25
1348758 19 23/08/2018 12:06:47
1348837 10 23/08/2018 12:37:50
1348838 10 23/08/2018 12:18:13
1348852 42 23/08/2018 12:19:06
1348861 9 23/08/2018 12:36:33
1348885 5 23/08/2018 12:38:47
1348913 31 23/08/2018 12:39:43
1348914 31 23/08/2018 12:40:09
1348918 31 23/08/2018 12:40:42
1348933 20 23/08/2018 12:41:08
1348937 31 23/08/2018 12:41:33
1348938 2 23/08/2018 12:42:00
1348940 17 23/08/2018 12:42:20
1348953 41 23/08/2018 12:42:42
1348954 42 23/08/2018 12:43:23
1348956 16 23/08/2018 12:44:21
1348965 31 23/08/2018 12:44:55
1348967 42 23/08/2018 12:46:33
1348993 3 23/08/2018 12:47:00
1349000 9 23/08/2018 12:47:31
1349016 5 23/08/2018 12:48:25
1349017 5 23/08/2018 12:48:50
1349036 37 23/08/2018 12:49:38
1349037 25 23/08/2018 12:52:52
1349038 9 23/08/2018 14:18:05
1349039 36 23/08/2018 14:18:45
1349040 41 23/08/2018 14:20:08
1349041 42 23/08/2018 14:20:32
1349042 30 23/08/2018 14:21:02
1349043 3 23/08/2018 14:22:01
1349054 6 23/08/2018 14:25:06
1349061 5 23/08/2018 14:34:50
1349065 5 23/08/2018 14:35:14
1349067 5 23/08/2018 14:35:43
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Trade Marks Journal No: 1864 ,   27/08/2018  
 

The following list of Trade Marks have been removed from the Register as it has not been 
renewed on time in accordance with the Trade Marks Act,1999. 
APPL NO CLASS REMOVAL DATE
1349068 5 23/08/2018 14:36:20
1349070 5 23/08/2018 14:36:43
1349071 5 23/08/2018 14:37:14
1349072 5 23/08/2018 14:37:40
1349193 5 23/08/2018 14:55:45
1349194 42 23/08/2018 15:00:22
1349195 42 23/08/2018 15:00:55
1349204 29 23/08/2018 15:01:26
1349212 25 23/08/2018 15:01:52
1349230 9 23/08/2018 15:02:30
1349231 25 23/08/2018 15:02:59
1349232 24 23/08/2018 15:03:32
1349233 24 23/08/2018 15:04:00
1349234 25 23/08/2018 15:04:28
1349253 28 23/08/2018 15:05:04
1349254 19 23/08/2018 15:05:37
1349255 6 23/08/2018 15:06:09
1349256 6 23/08/2018 15:07:23
1349257 6 23/08/2018 15:07:58
1349272 10 23/08/2018 15:08:23
1349273 21 23/08/2018 15:08:43
1349317 29 23/08/2018 15:09:08
1349344 4 23/08/2018 15:09:31
1349345 25 23/08/2018 15:09:53
1349346 5 23/08/2018 15:12:33
1349347 31 23/08/2018 15:12:55
1349348 5 23/08/2018 15:13:24
1349351 5 23/08/2018 15:13:47
1349352 5 23/08/2018 15:14:07
1349436 1 23/08/2018 15:24:18
1349437 42 23/08/2018 15:24:47
1349438 5 23/08/2018 16:02:43
1349441 5 23/08/2018 16:05:17
1349470 24 23/08/2018 16:05:59
1349471 35 23/08/2018 16:06:31
1349472 42 23/08/2018 16:06:58
1349514 30 24/08/2018 11:33:25
1349537 36 24/08/2018 11:33:56
1349559 18 24/08/2018 11:25:11
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Trade Marks Journal No: 1864 ,   27/08/2018  
 

The following list of Trade Marks have been removed from the Register as it has not been 
renewed on time in accordance with the Trade Marks Act,1999. 
APPL NO CLASS REMOVAL DATE
1349576 25 24/08/2018 11:26:23
1349606 18 24/08/2018 11:27:19
1349607 25 24/08/2018 11:27:50
1349608 12 24/08/2018 11:28:20
1349647 35 24/08/2018 11:28:54
1349648 41 24/08/2018 11:29:20
1349649 42 24/08/2018 11:30:11
1349652 5 24/08/2018 11:30:40
1349653 5 24/08/2018 11:31:13
1349654 5 24/08/2018 11:31:41
1349657 41 24/08/2018 11:32:06
1349664 7 24/08/2018 11:32:49
1349924 5 23/08/2018 10:35:43
1349929 5 23/08/2018 10:36:14
1349931 21 23/08/2018 10:36:37
1349934 30 23/08/2018 10:37:03
1349935 31 23/08/2018 10:37:31
1349936 9 23/08/2018 10:38:00
1349938 6 23/08/2018 10:38:29
1349939 16 23/08/2018 10:38:56
1349967 5 23/08/2018 10:39:27
1349991 30 23/08/2018 10:39:55
1349992 42 23/08/2018 10:40:23
1349993 5 23/08/2018 10:40:52
1349994 30 23/08/2018 10:41:21
1349995 40 23/08/2018 10:41:49
1349999 30 23/08/2018 10:42:18
1350019 5 23/08/2018 10:42:45
1350025 5 23/08/2018 10:43:16
1350026 5 23/08/2018 10:44:25
1350039 5 23/08/2018 10:45:07
1350040 5 23/08/2018 10:45:44
1350041 5 23/08/2018 10:46:16
1350042 5 23/08/2018 11:45:50
1350043 5 23/08/2018 10:58:27
1350044 5 23/08/2018 10:59:00
1350045 5 23/08/2018 10:59:24
1350046 5 23/08/2018 11:00:07
1350135 16 23/08/2018 11:47:23
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Trade Marks Journal No: 1864 ,   27/08/2018  
 

The following list of Trade Marks have been removed from the Register as it has not been 
renewed on time in accordance with the Trade Marks Act,1999. 
APPL NO CLASS REMOVAL DATE
1350143 14 23/08/2018 11:05:46
1350144 42 23/08/2018 11:25:42
1350149 26 23/08/2018 11:49:41
1350151 35 23/08/2018 11:26:27
1350153 16 23/08/2018 11:28:12
1350155 35 23/08/2018 11:28:55
1350156 14 23/08/2018 11:30:55
1350158 35 23/08/2018 11:31:50
1350159 26 23/08/2018 11:41:15
1350161 42 23/08/2018 11:42:48
1350162 16 23/08/2018 11:43:19
1350164 42 23/08/2018 11:47:59
1350165 14 23/08/2018 11:48:27
1350166 16 23/08/2018 11:48:55
1350167 40 23/08/2018 11:50:19
1350169 35 23/08/2018 11:50:55
1350175 35 23/08/2018 11:51:20
1350176 16 23/08/2018 11:51:45
1350177 26 23/08/2018 12:18:31
1350178 14 23/08/2018 12:19:26
1350180 5 23/08/2018 12:19:56
1350181 14 23/08/2018 12:20:22
1350182 26 23/08/2018 12:20:55
1350183 14 23/08/2018 12:21:44
1350184 42 23/08/2018 12:22:09
1350189 26 23/08/2018 12:22:36
1350190 16 23/08/2018 12:23:01
1350193 16 23/08/2018 12:23:26
1350198 35 23/08/2018 12:24:30
1350204 5 23/08/2018 12:24:58
1350205 42 23/08/2018 12:25:22
1350207 26 23/08/2018 12:25:46
1350208 42 23/08/2018 12:26:15
1350209 5 23/08/2018 12:26:41
1350210 35 23/08/2018 12:29:46
1350211 40 23/08/2018 12:27:11
1350246 14 23/08/2018 12:27:38
1350248 40 23/08/2018 12:28:05
1350252 42 23/08/2018 12:28:30
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Trade Marks Journal No: 1864 ,   27/08/2018  
 

The following list of Trade Marks have been removed from the Register as it has not been 
renewed on time in accordance with the Trade Marks Act,1999. 
APPL NO CLASS REMOVAL DATE
1350253 16 23/08/2018 12:29:00
1350254 26 23/08/2018 12:30:19
1350255 40 23/08/2018 12:30:44
1350261 34 23/08/2018 12:31:13
1350368 35 23/08/2018 12:40:13
1350369 38 23/08/2018 12:40:45
1350370 42 23/08/2018 12:41:26
1350372 41 23/08/2018 12:41:58
1350409 30 23/08/2018 12:42:26
1350452 5 23/08/2018 12:43:02
1350455 5 23/08/2018 12:43:32
1350471 35 23/08/2018 12:44:04
1350472 42 23/08/2018 12:44:31
1350482 5 23/08/2018 12:45:14
1350483 5 23/08/2018 12:45:54
1350484 5 23/08/2018 12:46:23
1350485 5 23/08/2018 12:47:31
1350488 5 23/08/2018 12:47:59
1350489 5 23/08/2018 12:48:34
1350491 5 23/08/2018 12:49:07
1350515 5 23/08/2018 12:49:34
1350525 6 23/08/2018 12:50:08
1350526 6 23/08/2018 12:50:49
1350542 5 23/08/2018 14:24:45
1350564 3 23/08/2018 12:51:22
1350565 5 23/08/2018 12:51:51
1350566 10 23/08/2018 12:52:20
1350567 42 23/08/2018 12:52:47
1350570 3 23/08/2018 12:53:24
1350571 5 23/08/2018 14:25:27
1350572 10 23/08/2018 13:00:32
1350573 42 23/08/2018 13:01:04
1350581 41 23/08/2018 13:01:41
1350582 9 23/08/2018 13:02:09
1350585 9 23/08/2018 13:02:38
1350590 41 23/08/2018 14:28:32
1350595 41 23/08/2018 14:29:16
1350627 12 23/08/2018 13:03:11
1350635 20 23/08/2018 13:03:41
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Trade Marks Journal No: 1864 ,   27/08/2018  
 

The following list of Trade Marks have been removed from the Register as it has not been 
renewed on time in accordance with the Trade Marks Act,1999. 
APPL NO CLASS REMOVAL DATE
1350668 5 23/08/2018 14:30:35
1350669 5 23/08/2018 15:08:09
1350670 5 23/08/2018 14:31:04
1350672 5 23/08/2018 14:31:58
1350673 5 23/08/2018 14:32:32
1350674 5 23/08/2018 14:34:08
1350685 40 23/08/2018 14:34:37
1350686 42 23/08/2018 14:35:02
1350728 30 23/08/2018 15:08:51
1350731 41 23/08/2018 14:35:35
1350732 41 23/08/2018 14:36:03
1350733 41 23/08/2018 14:36:31
1350734 41 23/08/2018 14:37:07
1350735 41 23/08/2018 14:37:57
1350736 41 23/08/2018 14:51:04
1350737 41 23/08/2018 14:51:38
1350738 41 23/08/2018 14:52:32
1350739 41 23/08/2018 14:58:27
1350740 41 23/08/2018 14:59:02
1350741 41 23/08/2018 14:59:54
1350774 36 23/08/2018 15:15:24
1350793 16 23/08/2018 15:00:22
1350794 42 23/08/2018 15:00:57
1350807 5 23/08/2018 15:01:36
1350809 5 23/08/2018 15:02:04
1350810 5 23/08/2018 15:02:39
1350812 9 23/08/2018 15:13:35
1350819 19 23/08/2018 15:09:24
1350840 32 23/08/2018 15:10:29
1350841 24 23/08/2018 15:10:57
1350842 25 23/08/2018 15:11:24
1350845 5 23/08/2018 15:12:02
1350848 41 23/08/2018 15:14:22
1350912 37 23/08/2018 15:56:03
1350933 5 23/08/2018 15:56:48
1350934 5 23/08/2018 15:57:16
1350935 5 23/08/2018 15:58:19
1350936 5 23/08/2018 15:58:53
1350938 5 23/08/2018 15:59:18
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Trade Marks Journal No: 1864 ,   27/08/2018  
 

The following list of Trade Marks have been removed from the Register as it has not been 
renewed on time in accordance with the Trade Marks Act,1999. 
APPL NO CLASS REMOVAL DATE
1350939 9 23/08/2018 15:59:46
1350962 9 23/08/2018 16:00:24
1350995 5 23/08/2018 16:04:00
1350997 5 23/08/2018 16:04:32
1350998 5 23/08/2018 16:04:56
1350999 5 23/08/2018 16:05:26
1351001 12 23/08/2018 16:05:57
1351007 7 23/08/2018 16:24:31
1351018 9 23/08/2018 16:06:28
1351082 99 23/08/2018 16:06:55
1351098 30 23/08/2018 16:07:36
1351124 21 23/08/2018 16:08:10
1351125 21 23/08/2018 16:08:38
1351149 20 23/08/2018 16:09:09
1351151 3 23/08/2018 16:09:35
1351152 3 23/08/2018 16:10:00
1351154 3 23/08/2018 16:10:23
1351155 3 23/08/2018 16:10:52
1351170 25 23/08/2018 16:11:18
1351171 3 23/08/2018 16:11:42
1351191 32 23/08/2018 16:12:09
1351207 37 23/08/2018 16:12:37
1351218 42 23/08/2018 16:13:05
1351223 42 23/08/2018 16:25:23
1351292 31 23/08/2018 16:13:38
1351295 30 23/08/2018 16:14:01
1351297 30 23/08/2018 16:14:37
1351299 3 23/08/2018 16:15:01
1351300 99 23/08/2018 16:15:46
1351303 99 23/08/2018 16:16:31
1351308 99 23/08/2018 16:16:56
1351309 99 23/08/2018 16:17:22
1351441 7 23/08/2018 16:25:58
1351487 5 24/08/2018 10:24:23
1351489 5 24/08/2018 10:24:56
1351576 40 24/08/2018 10:25:20
1351642 11 24/08/2018 10:25:45
1351651 38 24/08/2018 10:26:15
1351652 6 24/08/2018 10:26:40
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Trade Marks Journal No: 1864 ,   27/08/2018  
 

The following list of Trade Marks have been removed from the Register as it has not been 
renewed on time in accordance with the Trade Marks Act,1999. 
APPL NO CLASS REMOVAL DATE
1351658 6 24/08/2018 10:27:06
1351659 6 24/08/2018 10:27:27
1351697 5 24/08/2018 10:27:51
1351698 5 24/08/2018 10:28:14
1351702 37 24/08/2018 10:28:38
1351703 16 24/08/2018 10:29:04
1351704 16 24/08/2018 10:30:37
1351706 1 24/08/2018 10:31:02
1351722 35 24/08/2018 10:31:24
1351747 35 24/08/2018 10:57:38
1351772 30 24/08/2018 10:31:55
1351994 25 24/08/2018 10:40:23
1352011 9 24/08/2018 10:41:17
1352012 9 24/08/2018 10:42:21
1352013 9 24/08/2018 10:42:49
1352014 9 24/08/2018 10:43:12
1352015 9 24/08/2018 10:43:35
1352016 9 24/08/2018 10:44:17
1352017 9 24/08/2018 10:44:43
1352018 9 24/08/2018 10:45:08
1352019 9 24/08/2018 10:45:35
1352020 9 24/08/2018 10:46:04
1352021 9 24/08/2018 10:46:31
1352022 9 24/08/2018 10:47:12
1352023 9 24/08/2018 10:48:09
1352024 9 24/08/2018 10:49:11
1352025 9 24/08/2018 10:49:45
1352060 5 24/08/2018 10:50:57
1352063 32 24/08/2018 10:51:31
1352064 35 24/08/2018 10:51:58
1352065 42 24/08/2018 10:54:36
1352074 14 24/08/2018 10:55:20
1352076 29 24/08/2018 10:55:50
1352078 25 24/08/2018 10:56:15
1352108 41 24/08/2018 10:58:41
1352110 41 24/08/2018 10:59:14
1352112 42 24/08/2018 10:59:54
1352113 16 24/08/2018 11:00:33
1352117 16 24/08/2018 11:01:14
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Trade Marks Journal No: 1864 ,   27/08/2018  
 

The following list of Trade Marks have been removed from the Register as it has not been 
renewed on time in accordance with the Trade Marks Act,1999. 
APPL NO CLASS REMOVAL DATE
1352120 14 24/08/2018 11:02:20
1352127 35 24/08/2018 11:02:56
1352129 5 24/08/2018 11:03:28
1352131 5 24/08/2018 11:03:52
1352133 5 24/08/2018 11:05:53
1352157 11 24/08/2018 11:06:34
1352167 36 24/08/2018 11:08:42
1352168 6 24/08/2018 11:09:35
1352173 16 24/08/2018 11:10:08
1352187 14 24/08/2018 11:10:47
1352196 35 24/08/2018 11:11:24
1352199 5 24/08/2018 11:11:52
1352203 3 24/08/2018 11:12:21
1352204 42 24/08/2018 11:13:46
1352206 40 24/08/2018 11:13:27
1352211 1 24/08/2018 11:13:01
1352247 14 24/08/2018 12:40:39
1352254 5 24/08/2018 12:41:44
1352255 5 24/08/2018 12:42:11
1352288 7 24/08/2018 12:42:56
1352289 21 24/08/2018 12:43:27
1352291 19 24/08/2018 12:43:51
1352352 9 24/08/2018 12:44:29
1352353 35 24/08/2018 12:44:57
1352360 19 24/08/2018 12:45:29
1352361 42 24/08/2018 12:46:01
1352369 30 24/08/2018 12:46:39
1352391 30 24/08/2018 12:47:09
1352455 3 24/08/2018 12:47:40
1352456 7 24/08/2018 12:48:16
1352457 9 24/08/2018 12:48:49
1352458 11 24/08/2018 12:49:17
1352459 16 24/08/2018 12:49:53
1352461 37 24/08/2018 12:50:21
1352462 3 24/08/2018 12:50:47
1352465 11 24/08/2018 12:51:11
1352466 16 24/08/2018 12:51:38
1352470 30 24/08/2018 12:52:07
1352471 29 24/08/2018 12:52:57
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Trade Marks Journal No: 1864 ,   27/08/2018  
 

The following list of Trade Marks have been removed from the Register as it has not been 
renewed on time in accordance with the Trade Marks Act,1999. 
APPL NO CLASS REMOVAL DATE
1352473 29 24/08/2018 12:53:51
1352474 30 24/08/2018 12:54:15
1352483 12 24/08/2018 12:54:39
1352489 7 24/08/2018 12:55:10
1352499 25 24/08/2018 12:55:37
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     Trade Marks Journal No: 1864,   27/08/2018

 
 

: saucanaa : 
NOTICE

vyaapar icanh ko pMjaIkrNa ko ilae Aavaodk tqaa [sako AiBakta-AaoM sao 
ivaSaoYa $p sao yah p`aqanaa- kI jaatI hO ik p~acaar krto samaya saMbaMiQat 
vyaapar icanh rijaYTI/ kayaa-laya ka saMpUNa- saMdBa- , p~ saM#yaa ,tarIK , 
Aavaodna saM#yaa tqaa saMbaMiQat vaga- ik saM#yaa ka ja$r ]llaoK kroM 
ijasasao ik p~aoM ko yaqaaSaIGa\ inapTana krnao maoM sauivaQaa haogaI 
 
Applicants for registration of Trade Marks and their agents are 
particularly requested to quote in their replies full and complete 
Reference Letter No. and date, application number and the class to 
which it relates and send to the concerned office of Trade Marks 
Registry. This would facilitate quick disposal of letters. 
             

            Aaoma Pa`kaSa gauPta          Aaya.e.esa.
mahainayaM~k ,eksva 

AiBaklp tqaa vyaapar icanh
 

OM PRAKASH GUPTA , IAS
CONTROLLER-GENERAL OF PATENTS, 

DESIGNS, TRADE MARKS & GI 
 

             Baart sarkar vyaapar icanh rijasT/I ,mauMba[- 400037 
                           Wara p`kaiSat

                   Published by the Govt. of India, 

Trade Marks Registry, Mumbai-400037
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